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For my daughter Celesta
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It is probably no mere historical accident that the word person, in its first meaning, is a mask. It is
rather a recognition of the fact that everyone is always and everywhere, more or less consciously,
playing a role…. It is in these roles that we know each other; it is in these roles that we know
ourselves.
In a sense, and in so far as this mask represents the conception we have formed of ourselves – the
role we are striving to live up to – this mask is our truer self, the self we would like to be. In the end,
our conception of our role becomes second nature and an integral part of our personality. We come
into the world as individuals, achieve character, and become persons.
Robert Ezra Park, 1950, pp. 249-250

Cover image
Suvarnabhumi International Airport, Bangkok
In terms of theater I see an airport as a stage for departure and arrival of international adventures, and
in this case of expatriates’ everyday lives, it serves as a connection between the home and host
country. As one of my interviewees mentioned: “An airport is the nearest place to home.”
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Prologue
I could not sleep at all that night. Probably because of the jet lag, the tropical climate, and the
memories of my experiences during my previous, and also my first, assignment in Bangkok in
February 2005. A lot was going through my mind as I walked around restlessly. I was thinking about
the phone call from my study friend, now an expatriate living in Bangkok, that had placed me on this
assignment: developing a business plan and forming a management team for a Dutch operating
company in Thailand. I pondered my first cultural impressions in Bangkok, and meeting my study
friend and his spouse in the restaurant Cabbages & Condoms. It was over the course of that dinner
that I first picked up signs of loneliness in expatriate life. Then my thoughts ran back to when I met the
Thai management team today, and I thought about why it was so difficult to establish a connection with
them. What was happening? Was it because of my action-learning-based method (Loeve, 2004)? Why
did my approach not work out as I would usually expect it to? Was it because of my mindset, the
mindset of my friend and client, or the mindsets of the members of the Thai management team? As
sleep continued to elude me, I started making some notes, and then came the idea to write a new
book concerning mindsets and mindset change.
A year later I discussed the idea for the book with my close friend Dr. Ivo de Loo. “A new book, why a
new book?” he asked me. “Well, I do not exactly know, but there is such a strange feeling I got, I
cannot explain it. It is the same feeling I had before I ran my first marathon. I do not know, it is
something inside me, an urge to develop, to improve myself,” I answered. “Why do you not start by
writing an article to reflect on your own professional experience? That could probably help you to get
more insight into your motivation, what drives you.” And that is where it started. I converted my first
reflections into an article, Mindset Change in a Cross Cultural Context (Loeve, 2007).
After writing the article, the theme ‘mindset change’ was still on my mind, and I discussed it with
different (traditional) universities in the Netherlands. That however, did not work out. For me, these
universities were much too tradional in their approach. What I needed was a platform for people with
the same drive or ambition as myself. A year later, I was sitting on a terrace with Sahirmo Patmo,
1
Director of Nuffic , in front of the shopping center Imporium at Sukhumvit in Bangkok. Over a cup of
coffee, we spoke about educational opportunities in Bangkok. I told him about my idea for a new book
and my frustration with traditional universities. “Have you ever thought about the University for
Humanistics in the Netherlands?” he asked me. “University for Humanistics?” I questioned him.

1

Nuffic is the Netherlands organisation for international cooperation in higher education.
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Introduction
From time immemorial, either sheer wanderlust or economic necessity has taken people many miles
from their native lands, either for temporary sojourn[s] or permanent settlement. Migration is indeed as
old as humanity itself, and is integral to human development.
Vitthya Vejjajiva, 2004, p. ix

Point of departure
I still remember that I was driving somewhere in the countryside when I received a phone call from one
of my study friends. After some social talk, he said: “Hey Martin, I have some news. Next month I will
start with a new job!” I said “Well congratulations, what are you going to do?” “I am the next MD of a
Dutch multinational printer company in Thailand. I will be an expatriate manager! “Expatriate manager,
what do you mean by that?” I asked. “I have a business assignment for a minimum of three years as a
Managing Director of that company in Thailand. By the way, are you interested in helping me develop
a business plan and build an effective cross-cultural management team?”, he asked. “I am impressed
and very pleased, of course I will help you, but this week I have no time. Is it okay if we meet in
Amsterdam next week?” I reacted. “Amsterdam? No not Amsterdam, You have to come to Bangkok!”
Netherlands, November 2004
This phone call was the point of departure for a new stage of international personal and professional
experiences in my life, this time in South-East Asia, that later took the shape of this research of
expatriates’ everyday lives, mainly in Bangkok, Thailand.
In this introduction I will present the outline of my study. I will begin by describing its context and
rationale, what drives me, my research goals and objectives, the research questions and the theory
and methodology that are used to address these, and explain how the title to this book came about.
Following this I will mention the delimitations of my work and its practical relevance and contribution to
theory. I will end this section with a clear outline of what follows.

Context and rationale
My own personal and professional experience abroad (especially in Southern Asia) has been with
facilitating change processes, as I will describe in chapter 1. I belief there is a mismatch between what
cross-cultural management has to say and my work in the field. Cross-cultural management focuses
too much on success at the macro/meso-level, i.e. on the organization and the (cultural) environment,
searching for general collective behavior patterns and stereotypes, and it focuses too little on the
micro-level, i.e. on face-to-face encounters: social interaction between (unique) individuals. Individual
persons and their autonomy, growth and uniqueness are lost in the literature.
Professional experience has taught me that loneliness, examined as social disconnection, plays a
major role in the identity construction and self-conception of the personal (individual self-image) and
professional (public image) dimensions of expatriates’ everyday lives. Expatriates feel lonely. Their
loneliness as a form of I and Otherness. It forms a fundamental challenge, threat and personal
opportunity in the path of expatriates.
Based on this assumption, I have carried out preliminary field research: exploratory interviews and
involved study at the Expatriate Archive Centre in The Hague, and I surveyed the literature on
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expatriate life and loneliness . The main outcome of my preliminary field research confirmed that
expats feel lonely or isolated, i.e. socially disconnected both at a personal and at a professional level.
Moreover, although employers are interested in the personal side of expatriates’ lives, such as their
individual well-being, as part of their corporate social responsibility objectives, this interest still appears
to be mainly instrumental, relatively unstructured, and ad hoc. Organizations tend to focus on the
professional side of expatriate life, i.e. on their reward systems and the effectiveness of their
expatriates. The main conclusion I drew from my preliminary literature research on expatriate life was
that although a lot of, mostly quantitative, research has been done regarding expatriate life ranging
from themes such as culture shock; adjustment models and IHRM to cross-cultural management, no
(qualitative) research has been done on the ‘lonely expatriate’.

What drives me?
Based on my own personal and professional experience, and preliminary research, I believe that
traditional cross-cultural management focuses too much on the macro-/meso organizational level and
suffers from a serious limitation as it represses the individual micro-level. I want to contribute to and
specialize as a researcher in the area of I and Otherness relationships, involving the social interaction
of the self with, and between, persons --- in this case between expatriates and others.

Research goal and objectives
My research goal is to explore I and Otherness relationships at a micro-level, i.e. as social interaction
between individuals. My experience and preliminary research leads me to believe that in cross-cultural
management more attention at an individual micro-level is needed to overcome the narrow (business)
perspective of studies that focus on the organizational macro-level. Loneliness is my key theme, and I
do (further) ethnographic (empirical) research on expatriate loneliness. My research specially
investigates the stories of expatriates’ everyday life in Southeast Asia and their relationship to
loneliness and how that affects their existence, their well-being, abroad.
The main objectives of the research project are threefold:
1. to understand ‘expatriate loneliness’ in its complexity;
2. to contribute to the debate on I and Otherness relationships;
3. to help expatriates to prepare and to guide their existence abroad.

Research questions
Based on my practical experience and preliminary research, and in relation to the research goals
specified above, I have arrived at the following questions that I will address:
1. What ‘loneliness’ do expatriates refer to when I ask them to describe (give a story of) their
circumstance(s)?
2. Is expatriates’ loneliness more or less: (i) a characteristic of social (network) disconnection, (ii)
an issue of individual character, and/or (iii) an existential theme/opportunity?
3. What role can/should IHRD professionals play in addressing loneliness?

2

See chapter 3.
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I will proceed by analyzing my interviews in depth, against the backdrop of my literature investigation,
to understand the meanings that loneliness has, while focusing on the tension between the positive
side of loneliness as a path of personal discovery, and its negative side as a social and/or personal
deficiency.

Research position
Unlike the mainstream approach in cross-cultural management which involves a (dependent) research
position looking especially at the effectiveness of expatriates from a general collective organizational
cultural perspective, the economic man, my research position is independent, and placed in between
the individual and the organization. This gives me space to look at and comment on cross-cultural
management and the lonely expatriates from both positions, the general collective and the specific
individual cultural perspective, at the same time laying an accent on the social interaction between
human beings, and thus addressing loneliness as a part of I and Otherness relationships.

Theory, methodology, and the title of this book
The theoretical background here is based for a large part on the philosophy of I and Otherness
relationships and on the work of the French-Jewish philosopher Emmanuel Levinas. The empirical
research, methods and techniques employed are based on dramaturgy, tied to symbolic interactionism
(Blumer, 1986; Brissett & Edgley, 2006; Goffman, 1959; Mangham & Overington, 1987; Mead, 1967).
It was this particular combination of philosophy and methodology that I had in mind while thinking of an
3
appropriate title for this book. Searching for a neologism or a unique word for the I and Otherness
relationship at the organizational micro-level led me to the first part of the title: ‘Ander-ing’. The word
4
Ander-ring refers to the ‘Other’, and has its etymological roots in the Old Dutch word ‘Ander’ .
Dramaturgy led me to the second part of the title. My research involved interviewing the expatriates
empirically about their experiences as part of their personal and professional existences ‘On-Stage’.
Thus the combination of these two parts formed the title of this book Ander-ing On-Stage.

Delimitation of this research
My research is about loneliness as a form of I and Otherness relationships, with a focus on the
organizational micro-level, i.e. on social interaction between (groups of) individuals, in the everyday
lives of expatriates. This research will thus not be undertaken from a general collective research
perspective, with a focus on the cultural macro-level or the organizational meso-level.

Contribution to theory and practical relevance
The theoretical relevance of my work is that it aims at showing the limits of traditional cross-cultural
management. It focuses too much on the organizational cultural meso-level and too much on the
effectiveness of expatriates. It is too business-minded. I wish to contribute to the field of cross-cultural

3

A neologism ... from Greek νέο- (néo-), meaning "new", and λόγος (lógos), meaning "speech,
utterance" is a newly coined term, word, or phrase, that may be in the process of entering common
use, but has not yet been accepted into mainstream language (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neologism).
4

Old English oþer "the second" (adj.), also as a pronoun, "one of the two, other," from Proto-Germanic
*antharaz (cf. Old Saxon athar, Old Frisian other, Old Norse annarr, Middle Dutch and Dutch ander,
Old High German andar, German ander, Gothic anþar "other")
(http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=other&searchmode=none).
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management by pointing out the importance of the individual micro-level. I also wish to contribute to
expatriate IHRD practice by giving expatriate loneliness (more) voice.
The relationship between my research and humanism includes:
 investigation of ‘loneliness’ as a human(-ist) phenomena;
 examination of existential ‘care-for-others’
 reflection on cross-cultural management.

As already mentioned, loneliness is a form of I and Otherness relationships. I will examine the
concepts of I and Otherness as related to loneliness from a philosophical perspective.
The book is divided into three parts: (I) in-stream (sweet water), (II) through-stream (brackish water),
and (III) out-stream (saltwater). As inspired by the Delta Works in the Netherlands that regulate the
water stream and serve as a barrier against a rise in the water levels and sea floods.
Part I: in-stream
Part I extends across chapters 1, 2 and 3. In chapter 1 I will describe in a series of five settings
(vignettes) my own personal and professional experiences during my first assignment in Bangkok in
2005. This forms the basis of my research interest. Following this, in chapter 2, I will reflect further on
my own experience, based on theory, and will take my research position. I will end this part with
chapter 3, bringing in the results of the preliminary field and literature research I have done during the
period 2006-2010, and use expat-related input that I have collected from the Expatriate Archive Centre
in The Hague, eventually arriving at the main topic of this thesis: The Lonely Expatriate.
Part II: through-stream
Part II comprises chapters 4 and 5. In chapter 4, I will describe the methodology I employ, which is
dramaturgy: Life as Theater; an interpretative research approach tied to symbolic interactionism, and
my resources which mainly involve the research stage in Bangkok supported by the Netherlands Thai
Chamber of Commerce (NTCC). At the end of chapter 4, where I reflect on the empirical parts so far, I
will make a fundamental shift from the field of social science to a higher aggregation level, the field of
existential philosophy. This new direction derived motivation from having ended up against a wall of
empirical dilemmas in the previous approach. In line with the methodology in chapter 4, in chapter 5 I
will present the data of my field research in the form of a play, a farewell party. The play involves the
stories, mostly monologues or soliloquies, of expatriates’ experiencing their everyday lives in Bangkok.
This field research was conducted following my preliminary work, in order to gain more insight into my
topic, and to address the particular research questions, concerning loneliness.
Part III: out-stream
Part III serves as a means of rounding up. In the last chapter I reflect on the data of, the field research
and arrive at conclusions. Through this section based on Levinas’s philosophy of I and Otherness
relationships, I explore existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing at the organizational micro-level, via
5
an ontological root map . I will end this chapter by reflecting on the process and content of my
research, comparing the conclusions and practical implications, along with the relevance of existential
loneliness and future perspectives.

5

See figure 1, chapter 6.
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Finally, I would like to advise those readers who are particularly interested in the experiences of
expatriates’ everyday personal and professional lives, to read the play (which with its more lighthearted writing style makes for a fun read) based on the farewell party in Part II of this book first. To
readers who are interested in my own personal and professional experiences abroad, which formed
the background to the empirical part of this research, I advise starting with Part I.
Let’s now move to the scene in Bangkok!

23
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PART I

In-stream: about my own experiences in Bangkok, my reflection and preliminary research
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1.

The Scene in Bangkok

Culture: A Web of Self and Others.
Heewon Chang, 2008, p.15

Introduction

Sweating at the passport control at the airport- in my blue jeans and jacket having just landed in
sweltering Bangkok- I filled in the immigration papers and waited at the border control where people
seemed to get about their work as if they had all the time in the world. It took another half hour before I
eventually stood in front of the Immigration Officer. He had black short cut hair, and was wearing a
dark blue uniform bearing numerous colored signs. Taking in his serious facial expression I instructed
myself: Say less, only answer questions if he asks them and look friendly. Nothing special happened
though. I handed my passport, the immigration form and my boarding pass, and after he stamped a
30-day-stay permit in my passport he handed my papers back and signaled with his head that I could
pass. I took my luggage and without any further controls, walked through customs to the taxi station
outside.
Bangkok, February 2005
In this chapter I will describe some of my own experiences during my first days in Bangkok in February
2005. To add a bit of structure to this narration of my experiences, I have chosen three moments in
time in different settings during my very first visit, and then two moments in time during my second visit
which followed just six months later as a follow-up to my first assignment in Bangkok. These were
telling moments for me – special moments that made a lasting impression. The first setting is the taxi
6
ride from (the old) Don Muang International Airport to the Grand Westin Hotel at Thanon Sukhumvit ,
during which I had my first experience with the Thai culture. The second setting is the restaurant
‘Cabbages & Condoms’ where I met my expatriate friends Khun A and Khun P. The third setting is in
the office of the Dutch operating printer company in Bangkok where I met a Thai management team
for the first time. The fourth setting is in Hotel Grand Sukhumvit where I organized a Strategy Day with
the management team, and the fifth and last setting is the showroom of the printer company where I
coached the business development manager to achieve a visual change.
For ethical reasons I will keep the names of the involved persons anonymous, and will use letters
instead, preceded with honorific Khun which is the Thai word for you, and is a polite way of referring to
both genders. In Thai culture these letters are often used as short nicknames, and so are certain
sounds made by babies like Oh, or the names of animals like Moh which means pork in polite sense.
One of the reasons for this is that Thai people have very long forenames. After spending some time in
Bangkok, I too got my own nickname: Mak, which means a lot: talks a lot, ask a lot, does a lot, etc.
Further, in Thai culture the forename is the surname and vice versa; e.g. my contact name in Bangkok
is Khun Martin as opposed to Mr. Loeve, as you will find out later on in my introduction.

6

Sukhumvit Road (Thanon Sukhumwit), or Thailand Route 3, is a major highway in Thailand, and a
major surface road of Bangkok and the other cities it winds through. It follows a coastal route from
Bangkok to Trat and is just over 400 km in length (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sukhumvit_Road).
27

Before I left the Netherlands, I had already pored through traveling brochures, a pocket guide and
some management literature on Thailand (Poomsan, 1995; Welty, 2004; Wyatt, 2003). But what would
I see, hear, smell and feel when I was on the real stage: the scene in Bangkok?

Bangkok: City of Signs

Language
Stepping outside the airport building felt like walking into a steam cabin. February is one of the hottest
months of the summer season in Thailand with temperatures between 32 and 38 degrees Celsius and
humidity above 80 percent. I could even smell the heat in the air and in a few minutes I was sweating
all over. Looking around as I took off my jacket, I saw taxies everywhere in a lot of different colors:
yellow, green, blue, red and orange, and all combinations of these. They all bore the signs ‘Taxi-Meter’
on top. I followed the sign ‘Public Taxi-Meter’ at the arrival platform and ended up in a non-smoking
area, where, taking shade in the shadow of the airport building, people from different nations, here in
Bankok for business or just on a vacation, were waiting to buy a taxi ticket. I observed how the Thai
people stood with patience, and the westerners, including me, looking around impatiently as we
awaited our turns. Finally I stood in front of the ticket office: a sort of desk under a huge blue parasol
with the name of the company printed on it in white letters. On the desk I saw some brochures of cars
and limousines and tariff lists, and a nice Thai lady in a blue uniform with her long black hair rolled up
7
in a knot was seated behind the counter. With a big smile on her face she said, “Sà-wàt-dee kâ” .
“Good afternoon,” I answered, “please could I get a taxi ticket to Hotel Grand Westin Sukhumvit at
Thanon Sukhumvit?” With the words “Kòrp Khun kâ” (Thank you sir) in a beautiful tone of the Thai
language, she gave me the ticket with both her hands. Then gave one of the employees who was
organizing the taxis a sign and handed him the ticket. The employee in concern, a middle-aged man
with short cut black hair and wearing a sort of blue uniform, then gave one of the taxi drivers a sign to
come in front with his car and handed him the ticket with some words I could not understand. To me
this whole arrangement appeared over-organized, but from an employment perspective, atleast they
all had a job.
The taxi driver stepped out of his taxi, came to me and said, “Sà-wàt-dee kráp”, bowing in the
8
traditional wai greeting . The taxi driver, a dark-haired Thai man around the age of fifty, was again
sporting a short haircut, and was dressed in black trousers and a well-ironed white shirt. He took my
luggage to his very old yellow-green colored car. On the side doors of his car were different Thai signs
and a phone number, which I guessed probably belonged to the company. As he opened the trunk of
his car to load in the suitcase, I peered in wondering how he would manage this feat. Because of the
gas tank there was less space for luggage. I opened my mouth to explain that it was impossible to get
my luggage - which consisted all of this one suitcase – into the trunk. But before I could speak, he took
my suitcase and with a big smile on his face shoved it partly into the trunk. Then he pushed the lid
down as far as was possible, took a little rope out of his pocket and bound the lid to the bumper.
Having accomplished this task, he smiled at me again and with his left hand opened the back door on
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“Sà-wàt-dee kâ” means good day- from the female perspective and “Sà-wàt-dee kráp” good day from
male perspective.
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The Thai greeting referred to as the wai consists of a slight bow, with the palms pressed together in a
prayer-like fashion. The higher the hands are held in relation to the face and the lower the bow, the
more respect or reverence the giver of the wai is showing (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thai_greeting).
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the left side of the car and gestured for me to get in. He walked to the front door on the right side and
stepped into the driver’s seat.
Seated in his old gray leather driving seat he turned around, smiled and said something that I
understood as “Sukhumvit” as he started up the engine. I was fascinated by all the knick-knacks that
adorned the dashboard of his car: Buddha figurines, a white and yellow colored floral wreath, pictures
of his family, personal stuff like pens, a hair comb, a bottle of water and a Thai newspaper. It looked as
if he was living in his car, day and night. On the front window there was a sort of licence with a
personal registration number and his photograph, which it seemed to me, must have been taken a
long time ago. Behind his seat was a tariff list: a standard 35 Baht (less than one euro) for the first 2
km and 5 Baht per km after that. It looked very cheap to me compared with taxi tariffs in the
Netherlands. I thought to myself: What about the price of gasoline in this emerging market? Does the
Thai government keep the tax on the gas prices deliberately low to let the small and medium
entrepreneurs survive? If they do not, does the government then have to take care of the
entrepreneurs and their families?”
The cold air from the air-conditioning in the car was blowing into my face. I asked the taxi driver,
“Please could you reduce the cold air flow?” He looked at me with a big smile, and his wide-open dark
brown eyes indicated that he had not understood what I said. Before I traveled to Thailand I tried to
9
familiarize myself with the Thai language . But I did not progress much further than a few polite words
like ‘Sà-wàt-dee kráp’ and “Kòrp Khun kráp’. For Western people, and I am talking about myself here
as well, learning the Thai Language is quite a challenge. Thai is a tone-based language with an
alphabet system consisting of 44 consonants and 32 vowels, four basic tone marks and various other
symbols for punctuation, numbers, etc. (Poomsan, 1995). Consequently, words have different
meanings based on the tone; e.g. the word Moh can mean doctor or cooking (Welty, 2004, p. 49)
depending on the tone with which it is spoken. These intricacies make the Thai language extra
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complex for a farang . Inhibited by my inability to speak Thai, I followed to make some gestures with
my arms that there was too much cold air blowing into my face. It must have been a good attempt, for
the driver nodded his head very fast to indicate that he had understood me and lowered the air stream
a little bit with the words “Kòrp Khun kráp” (thank you) in a beautiful tone.
In the pocket behind the left front seat were numerous inviting brochures on touristic locations and
events; elephant and orchid farms, long boat tours to the floating market Dumnoen Saduak and to the
Bridge over the river Kwai in the province Kanchanaburi, etc. Again I thought to myself: This is why
Thailand is so famous with tourists. I was filled with a sense of excitement and adventure, restless to
discover this mysterious world. But for now, seated in the taxi with Thai music playing on the radio and
cold air still blowing into my face, I just gulped down some cold water and looked around from surprise
to surprise.
Architecture
Turning from the airport onto the Don Muang tollway, an elevated expressway from the airport along
Viphavadi Ransit area to the city center, the broad skyline of Bangkok came into view, the numerous
buildings a sign of the millions of people living in this tropical city. Though the sky was clear in the
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Thai is the national and official language of Thailand and the native language of the Thai people,
Thailand's dominant ethnic group. Thai is a member of the Tai group of the Tai-Kadai language family
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thai_language).
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Farang is a generic Thai word for someone of European ancestry, no matter where they may come
from (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farang).
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burning sun, I saw a brown blanket of polluted air hanging above the city. As we approached the
buildings, I began to make out the distinctions between their architectural styles, from traditional to
modern, and observed various offices, hotels, and schools among them, surrounded by palm trees
and other colorful shrubs, and of course, people everywhere engaged in their daily activities. We drove
past a series of striking flats built with concrete and surrounded by air-conditioners, located just off the
tollway. Colorful laundry was hanging outside everywhere to dry, and plants were standing in pots
inside the balconies. I assumed that these flats were inhabited by the local Thai people. The temples
in Bangkok stood out prominently between the modern buildings. They are built in the beautiful
traditional Thai architectural style, with multi-layered red pointed rooftops and white walls decorated
with colorful paint and parts even coated with gold leaf. These long-established temples really gave
me the feeling that I was in Thailand.
Billboards
While driving on the tollway I encountered enormous commercial billboards everywhere, on both sides
of the road, their sizes larger than a thousand square meters, some standing on mega-sized frames
and others mounted on buildings with large lamps above or in front of them. The commercials on the
billboards were endorsing commerce; products and services like telecommunication, computers, cars,
real estate, health care, cosmetics, electronics, movies, holiday resorts, etc. Most of the brands looked
Western. But I did not know if it was Western companies that just wanted to expand their markets in
Thailand, or chose Thailand itself to produce their products and services in a cost-effective way. It was
probably both. Further questions came to my mind: What would their activities mean in terms of
meaning, change and the development of the Thai society?
Thinking about commercial signs brought me back to the reason I was here. One of my study friends
had invited me to help him make a business plan and build a cross-cultural management team for his
operating printer company. As my eye wandered again to the colored billboards I thought that there
must be a huge market for printer companies here. But at the same time, the task that I was assigned
with would be a complex challenge. All parts of the company’s internal value chain had to be
productively in line: strategy, marketing, operations, HR, financial and information management. And in
addition to that, how to deal with the (change) forces outside the company? For example, how to
manage the economic and political uncertainties? Or how to change consumer behavior to switch
between brands? How to deal with price-sensitivity? In short, how to deal with the challenge of
accessing and surviving in an emerging market? And, not to forget one of the primary issues, how to
deal with the cross-cultural human component? It must be a tough job to be the managing director of
an operating company like this.
Kingdom
Among the various advertisement billboards along the tollway, I also came across a prominent huge
welcome sign featuring King Bhumiphol Adulyadej (Rama IX, 1946-present) and Queen Sirikit.
Although the King and Queen are now in their eighties, the photographs show them at midlife. I
wondered to myself: Why do they show them at this age? Is it because they have a more energetic,
healthy and powerful appearance at that time? The royal couple have four children; Royal Highnesses
Princess Ubonratana, Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn, Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, and Princess
Chulabhornvalailaksana. In Thailand it is not respectful or even allowed to say something in opposition
to the King and his family. The monarchy in Thailand is one of its similarities with the Netherlands. In
fact, Thailand and the Netherlands have been in a (business) relationship for more than four hundred
years (NTCC Handbook and Directory, 2007/2008).
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Infrastructure
As we approached the tollbooths, I learnt that Bangkok was divided into different districts like ‘Din
Deang’, ‘Wattana’ and ‘Sukhumvit’. The taxi driver lined up in the lane for the Sukhumvit district. The
lady behind the counter, which was a very small unit with few windows and must have been extremely
hot inside, was wearing an orange T-shirt and had a white linen mask covering her mouth, probably to
protect her from air pollution. I was wondering if that small linen mouth cap really could protect her. I
did not think so. The taxi driver handed her a 20 Baht note and she gave him back some change, and
although she had a mouth cap on, you could see a smile on her face.
Driving onwards from the tollbooth, the taxi driver turned back to look at me and pointed his finger to
the signboard above reading ‘Sukhumvit’, as he smiled from ear to ear and repeated “Sukhumvit,…..
Sukhumvit”, almost like it was the first time that he had found this area. I smiled back and felt very
comfortable in his car. We had just passed the Din Daeng area and I was already impressed by the
high quality of the toll roads in Bangkok. They are built on concrete pillars and provided with asphalt
without any holes in it and with clear white stripes marking the lanes and directions on the surface.
Everything was in very good condition. The signboards above mention the names and directions both
in Thai and in English, and this gave me a welcome feeling abroad. The construction of the node at the
Din Daeng area was astonishing. At that point the toll roads cross each other in a highly technical,
gigantic, multi-level clover-leaf shaped design constructed on concrete poles.
As we crossed the (channel) Khlong Sang Sap I witnessed a scene of old wooden houses, more like
barracks, with rusty iron roofs repaired here and there with green tarpaulin. Standing next to them
along the road, all weed-covered and looking as if it was no longer in use, was a railway station. And in
the background rose the structures of the Golden Palace Hotel and Bamrungat Hospital. The buildings
together created a picture of history, poverty and modernity, all prevailing simultaneously.
Looking around, I saw air conditioners everywhere on the buildings. But at the same time, it was
amazing to see that trees growing across through the electricity and communication cables hanging on
concrete poles. “How could they ever locate a failure?,” I thought, “And how would they manage the
maintenance effectively in such a tangle of cables all of the same black color?”
Traffic Jam
Almost as soon as we drove onto the Thana Sukhumvit Road, Bangkok’s famous traffic jams started.
A police officer wearing a white helmet and a white mouth cap and donned in a brown uniform, which
like all the other uniforms I had encountered so far, also bore colored signs, stood in the midst of it all,
trying desperately to bring some order to the chaotic traffic; making wild gestures like a military man,
and blowing on his whistle whose shrill noise was completely drowned in the persistent honking. But
not a vehicle budged. The traffic was totally blocked by the traffic itself. For me this was a moment to
look around further. From our current position I could see the enormous concrete pillars of the massive
construction, one among many others in Bangkok, of the Phloen Cit Sky-train station. Next to the Skytrain, I saw different forms of transportation at the crossing. There were old colorful buses filled with
people visible through the open windows. You could almost see the hot air flowing through the bus,
together with a cloud of black diesel smoke. There were also small open trucks transporting goods,
from which people hung, probably in hope of catching a free ride. There were many motorbikes driven
by men wearing jackets bearing company names and carrying boxes with goods on their backseats. I
also saw ‘entire’ families sitting on motorbikes, some of them wearing helmets, others not. “What about
safety?” I thought. A man wearing a big straw hat, a brown T-shirt above short black trousers, and
sandals, bearing on his shoulders two hanging baskets full of tropical food products like a mini market,
made his way across the street right through the traffic without a moment’s hesitation. I enjoyed this
scene tremendously, to me it appeared so typically Thai.
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In the meantime, the taxi driver was busy keeping his engine running. “Whroommmmm……,
whroommmmm……., whroommmmm…….,” he pushed his gas pedal up and down several times.
When the traffic inched forward the slightest, he had to use his handbrake and his gas pedal
simultaneously several times again, “whroommmmm……, whroommmmm……., whroommmmm…….”
I asked him, “Do you have problems keeping your engine running?” He turned his head, smiled and
made some gestures with his arms. I thought, “Hopefully we can get to the hotel without too many
problems.” A few minutes later the taxi driver left his car in the middle of the street. Without the least
bit of hurry he stepped out, opened the hood and started fiddling around trying to address some
technical problem. When he was done, the engine had a more or less normal sound. “This is
Bangkok,” I thought, “Everything could happen!” The taxi driver stepped back into his car, turned
around to face me and gave me a big smile, indicating: “I have fixed it!”
Buddhism
11

Besides the Buddha figurine in the taxi and the wai sign, I also saw traditional temples here and
there, little temples near hotels and in front of shopping and office buildings, all indicating the widespread belief in Buddhism. These beautifully designed mini temples or altars were covered with yellow
colored floral wreaths, elephant figurines, candles, and pots with incense, scales with food and drinks
and other things to offer. Signs of Buddhism also appeared from a small group of monks with shaven
heads, in their orange-brown robes walking barefoot down the road.
People on the street
As the boards on the banks and hotels indicated, we were finally in the Sukhumvit business area. In
front of the huge buildings I saw people everywhere on the street, walking around, doing business,
sitting in small nooks, eating food, socializing, making phone calls, playing games, doing their hair or
painting their nails, and even sleeping! I also saw a number of dogs on the street. A lane of market
stalls sheltered under tarpaulin, probably as a protection from both sun and rain, ran along the entire
length of the road, selling souvenirs, T-shirts, leather goods, toys, games, bags, sunglasses, ‘silk’, fruit,
watches, and armbands. Everybody was looking to do some kind of business; shops with colored
signs screaming that suits and dresses could be made ready in 24 hours, ATMs in front or within the
walls of approximately every building, Thai massage shops at almost every corner of the street with
colored billboards and beautiful ladies hanging around them asking, “Do you like a massage?” All
kinds of people, be it vacationers, businessmen and women or locals, climbed up and down the stairs
of the Sky-train station Nana. It was overwhelming, the crowds, all those people. I asked myself, “From
a culture perspective, how could you talk about ‘the’ Thai when there were so many people here with
different appearances and involved in so many diverse roles and functions?”
In the meantime, the taxi driver flitted across all the three lanes in an attempt to move faster, but that
did not work quite well. Despite all his attempts, we proceeded at the same dragging speed. Staring
through the taxi window I was thinking that although I had read brochures, visited travel websites and
seen documentaries about life in Asia, I had not expected that this first hour in Bangkok would have
such an impact on me, and I mean this in a positive sense. Life in Thailand differs so much in
comparison with daily life in the Netherlands, particularly in the area of Zeeland where I live, which has
an approximate density of one human being per hectare. In Bangkok there are probably thousands of
people living per hectare. Combine that with all the human interaction on the street, the gorgeous
colored signs, the hot temperature and high humidity, and of course the traffic jam; I had stepped into
such a different world, it looked almost unreal.
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Buddha (the ‘Enlightened One’) was Shiddhartha Gotama, the son of an Indian raja. Buddhism in
Southeast Asia exists for over more than 2,500 years (Welty, 2004).
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A few minutes later I was staring through the window of my rather luxurious hotel room, thinking about
all that I had experienced in those first few hours in Bangkok, the city of signs. All the scenes I just
described above played again through my head. I thought about how although there was a lot of
interaction between the taxi-driver and myself, it did not necessarily mean that we could really
understand each other, the diverse people that we were. But besides these Dutch-Thai differences, I
also experienced the diversity that existed between the Thai people themselves, the different
appearances and their diverse functions and roles in different settings. Could we really speak of one
Thai culture or identity?
Writing about these cultural observations now, I have to think about one of the first UvH workshops of
12
cohort eight . Prof. Dr. Hugo Letiche said something like, “Be critical about cross-cultural
management. If you really want to know something about culture, start reading Roland Barthes and
come up with something new.” And of course I read Barthes (1972) again and again…... For me it was
one of the most difficult exercises I had ever done in literature analysis. My entire ski-holiday in
13
February 2009 was devoted to reading and trying to understand Mythologies, concerning semiology
as the study of forms (Barthes, 1972). All in all, the perusal gave me one very important insight: that
(group) culture is about meaning, thought and language.

Bangkok: Cabbages & Condoms

The walk from the hotel to the restaurant
From the hotel room I called my friend Khun A to tell him that I had arrived. “Hi Martin! Good to hear
that you arrived safely. What is your first impression of Bangkok?” he asked me animatedly. “Well I am
impressed. Firstly I feel very welcome by all the smiling Thai people with their beautiful-sounding
language till now, and secondly, what an enormous tropical city with so many people living together!” I
answered. “Let’s discuss it further tonight Martin. Shall we meet at the restaurant ‘Cabbages and
14
Condoms’? It’s opposite the hotel in Soi 12. At 19:30?” he suggested. “Cabbages and Condoms?” I
asked, surprised that a restaurant should go by such a name. “Yes, it is part of a little chain of
restaurants in Thailand with a social development concept behind it, you will see,” he replied, still
leaving me as curious as ever. “Okay, I’ll see you there,” I answered.
After taking a bath in my hotel room, whose luxury I still was not used to, I walked from the hotel to the
restaurant Cabbages and Condoms. It was, as my friend had mentioned, opposite the hotel on the
other side of Thanon Sukhumvit. Taking a look at the traffic on the six-lane broad road, I decided to
use the bridge of the Sky-train station Asoke instead, that was the only way to cross this road safely.
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The International Ph.D. program of the University for Humanistic Studies comprises cohorts or study
groups. I was a member of cohort eight.
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Founders of this science of signs are the linguists Ferdinant Saussure (1857-1913) for who
‘semiology’ was ‘a science which studies the role of signs apart of social life’, and the philosopher
Charles Peirce (1839-1914) for who it was the field of study which he called ‘semeiotic’ (or semiotic)
which involved the ‘formal doctrine of signs’ closely related to logic (Chandler, 2007).
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Soi is the term used in Thailand for a side-street branching off from a major street (Thanon)
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soi).
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As I walked towards station Asoke which was a stone’s throw from the hotel, I looking around and saw
a gathering of Thai construction workers eating at the corner of Soi 19 and Thanon Sukhumvit nearby.
Thai street-side vendors were cooking meals on their mobile cooking stations which looked quite like
the small transport bicycles (bakfiets) we have in Amsterdam, but then equipped with cooking grills,
pots and pans, stacks of vegetables and fruit, and different kinds of meat and fish hanging from a bar
above. Some of these little eateries were attached to cycles, and some were hand carts that you have
to walk behind and push. Plastic tables and chairs in different colors, some burnt and brown from the
sun, stood around these little joints for people to sit on. Some people were waiting and watching as
their food was being prepared, and others were seated comfortably, socialising and enjoying their
meal. As I walked past them and breathed in the aroma of this freshly-cooked food, I wondered if my
stomach would be able to take this spicy Thai food? In any case, it smelled delicious! I increased my
pace towards the restaurant with renewed vigour from an appetite that was building up.
On the Sky-train bridge I had a broad view over Thanon Sukhumvit. It was now around 19:00 and
there were still traffic jams in all the three lanes going into as well as the three lanes going out of the
city center. Standing on that bridge I was struck by the busy life of Bangkok and had to question: How
could one survive in this overcrowded city, both personally and professionally? Halfway down the
bridge I encountered a handicapped beggar sitting on one of the stairs. As I tried to judge his age I
thought he must be around 35, but then again, it was very difficult to tell. He was wearing short dark
brown trousers that looked rather old in appearance and a dirty yellow T-shirt. His left leg was in a kind
of brace and his foot had a very strange form and missed some toes. In front of him stood a used
white plastic food cup with a few coins in it. He looked at me with a friendly smile on his face,
indicating with actions, “Please give me a few coins.” I smiled back, but at the same numerous
questions zipped through my mind: How does the health care system work in Thailand, particularly for
these poor handicapped people? Is it allowed to give them money and if so, what does that mean for
the health care system in the long term? And then I thought: Who cares? The only way to help this
poor handicapped guy at this moment is to give him some coins to get some food. “Enjoy your meal!” I
said as I dropped some coins into his cup and left him with a big smile on his face.
Walking onto Soi 12 I saw some food and fruit stalls on the left side, one of them run by a small family;
a mother, father and a little child sleeping in a small hammock hanging between the bars of the stall. A
few yellow and brown, unkempt and rather hungry-looking dogs hung around the stall trying to grab
some morsels of food. A green and yellow colored tuk-tuk was parked near the stalls waiting for
customers. A tuk-tuk is one of the most famous, and at the same time cheap, modes of transport in
Thailand. And then to the right I saw the first signboard for the restaurant Cabbages and Condoms. So
that was indeed what it was called. I still felt a bit uncomfortable I admit, but as I made my way towards
the restaurant my curiosity was greater.
A social concept
The entry to the restaurant was a winding path with trees on both sides decorated with little lights in
them. A wooden board with the name of the restaurant: ‘Cabbages & Condoms’, hung from above.
The pathway was also lit with spherical lamps here and there covered with red, orange and yellow
condoms! At the end of the path on the left side was a souvenir shop and on the right side, a desk with
brochures and a board behind it with information about the charity concept of the restaurant and their
15
projects, and about the founder Mechai Viravaidya . Cabbages & Condoms is part of a chain of
restaurants based on a (charitable) social concept of preventing, especially the poor Thai people, from
sexual disorders and unwanted births, and also supporting school projects to improve the education
15

More information concerning Mechai Viravaidya and his social economic development projects is
described in his autobiography From Condoms to Cabbages (D’Agnes, 2001).
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for disadvantaged children. One of the boards gave information about the Mechai Pattane School
project. Apart from that, there were signs everywhere displaying slogans like ‘Cabbages & Condoms
want to create something better’ and ‘This is creating Followers of Yesterday rather than Leaders for
Tomorrow’; a bit too American in style, I thought. What is the motivation of this concept?, I thought to
myself. Another information board revealed: ‘Famous Thai NGO wins Gates Award and US$ 1 million
in recognition of its outstanding achievements in family planning and HIV prevention.’ A few months
later I received an edition of Mechai’s biography From Condoms to Cabbages (D’Agnes, 2001) as a
present from my good friend and assigner Khun A. It answered a number of my questions about the
concept of the restaurant from that night. But it was also funny and nice to learn that they named the
founder of the concept Mechai Viravaidya as the ‘Condom King’ and nowadays a condom in Thailand
is a ‘Mechai’! I admit that I was and still am very impressed by Cabbages & Condoms, and that it
16
inspired me years later with the setting-up of the Lighten Their Future Foundation .
The ambience at the restaurant
Inside the restaurant there was an open space called the ‘Chiangrai Garden’, a square with coconut
and betel palm trees and shrubs with beautiful flowers, in the middle of which stood plastic tables and
chairs. Plastic probably on account of it being the rainy season. On the right side between the trees
and plants, there stood, to my surprise, dolls: a Santa Claus, a Thai lady and a sportsman dressed in
clothes designed out of condoms. A staircase led to the second level of the restaurant, which opened
into a sort of balcony covered with a broken roof. Behind that open space was the entrance to an
indoor air-conditioned restaurant named ‘Mountain Mist’. As it was my first day in Bangkok and I
wanted to feel, smell and hear everything around me I chose for the open restaurant on the first floor.
That way I could feel the hot air and smell the trees and beautiful flowers and look out onto the square
below. I sat down at a table for four and looked around. On the tables lay blue and red table mats with
a white line pattern. The lamps that hung from the poles were decorated with red, orange and yellow
condoms. A waiter came to my table and greeted me very kindly: “Sà-wàt-dee kráp”. He was dressed
in a standard waiter’s outfit with his black trousers and white shirt, combined with a black tie. I ordered
a Thai Singha beer. As the waiter went to fetch my order I looked up at the ceiling which was covered
with a dark red carpet that had a pattern of blue blocks and yellow stripes. The idea was gorgeous and
really enhanced the ambience, but what would happen in case of a fire I wondered? On the ceiling
there were also some huge ventilators for fresh air circulation. Opposite the balcony was a sort of open
kitchen divided by wooden screens and plants. Fans on the wall spread cool wind that was almost
visible because of the way it tried to displace the warm and humid air in the restaurant. I could not help
observing this curious play of nature. I noticed white porcelain plates with blue flowers painted on their
rims and it reminded me of the Delft Blue designs that the Netherlands is so famous for. From the
balcony I had a beautiful view over the ground floor of the restaurant. Beautiful little lights were shining
around everywhere in the trees and plants and I saw locals and farangs, in their own or mixed groups,
eating and having conversations. I thoroughly enjoyed the atmosphere at the restaurant and being
seated outside like that, even though the temperature in the evening was still hot.
Land of smiles
As I was sat there with my most refreshing glass of Singha beer and looked around, Khun A and his
partner Khun P walked into the restaurant. They were both dressed in a sporty, casual way. Khun P
was wearing white trousers and a blue blouse with white polka dots. Her sunglasses were propped up
on her short cut dark brown hair. She was wearing beautiful sandals and her toenails were painted
16

Lighten Their Future is a concept to provide schools in the rural area of Mwingi in Kenya with solarpowered lighting systems to give disadvantaged children the chance to study better and consequently
build for them a better future perspective (www.lightentheirfuture.nl).
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blue. Around her neck she wore a necklace of blue beads. Khun A was dressed in khaki trousers and
a gray shirt with small white stripes and a white collar, which he combined with gray suede shoes. He
too had sunglasses propped up on his dark curly hair. As he glanced up at me he exclaimed, “Hey
Martin! How are you doing? Are you enjoying a cool Thai beer?” “Good to see you both here,” I
replied, shaking hands with Khun A and giving Khun P the customary Dutch greeting of three kisses
on the cheeks.
Sitting down at the square table Khun A immediately asked me with curiosity, “Tell us, what is your first
impression of the land of smiles?” “Well, the answer is already enclosed in your question,” I answered.
“The land of smiles,” I said as I wore a big smile on my face. “So far I’m enjoying it very much. There
are so many impressions that I do not know where to start. The main impression is what I already
mentioned, the kindness of the Thai people and their beautiful language. They are very friendly and
willing to help. I remember our lectures at the business school concerning customer intimacy. Well in
the few hours that I have been here now, I have learned a lot more about that than in books or in
class,” I continued.
Expatriate life
The waiter came to our table and we ordered some drinks, Khun P a soda, and Khun A and I a Singha
beer. Khun P asked the waiter for the menu card. Sitting with the cards in front of us I was thinking
about their move to Thailand and their experiences in Bangkok so far. Both were between thirty-five to
forty years in age and this was for both of them their second relationship. Khun P had two daughters
aged nine and eleven. I had known Khun A for almost seven years now, from the time we studied
together, and had met Khun P on several business events in the Netherlands. It was not their ambition
or passion to build a career abroad that I was wondering about, but about what it is like to be a young
mother and live here in Bangkok with your children at such a distance back in the Netherlands. As I
scanned the card mentioning all kinds of delicious Thai dishes, I decided to indulge my curiosity and
hear from them a bit more about their life here. “Could you tell me something about your personal and
professional experiences in Thailand so far?” I asked them. “Yes, of course,” Khun A answered,
“Indeed the Thai people are very friendly in general. But sometimes it is also difficult to communicate
with them. For example, most of the Thai taxi-drivers cannot speak English and it is difficult for them to
read maps. It is also difficult to understand Thai people in the professional office environment. But that
you will experience yourself after the weekend,” he added with a smile on his face. “And we are still
waiting for the container that bringing our stuff since the time we moved here,” Khun P added. “But we
have a beautiful apartment in Sukhumvit business center with a big shopping mall, a movie theater, a
swimming pool and other sport facilities in the building, and a park in front of the building too!” Khun A
exclaimed enthusiastically. “That sounds luxurious,” I reacted. “So you do not live in a compound?” I
asked. “No, not at this moment. We like to live in the city center and it is near the office too,” Khun A
answered.
We took a sip of our drinks and went back to studying the menu cards. During the brief moment of
ensuing silence as I took in this Thai environment I thought: Expatriate life looks very interesting. Why
have I never been an expatriate myself? Could I ever be an expatriate? Would I give up my old farm in
Zeeland, my dogs and horses? It was all too difficult to answer at the moment, but I was sure that my
wife Laura, although she likes traveling very much, would never give up her dogs and dog center to
live abroad. I had worked on several assignments in the USA and in Eastern Europe, but most of them
took no longer than a few weeks. I had also trained in the martial arts for many years with people from
Japan, among others, but had never really been there. Now I was sitting here, invited by my friend
Khun A on an assignment, feeling very grateful for his invitation and the challenge to work with people
in Asia. I felt a deep sense of being at home here in Asia. Was it because of my background in martial
arts, the whole adventure around it, or mostly my interest in culture and in people that led to such an
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insight? I do not know; it was probably a combination of all three. But of one thing I was sure; I really
wanted to enjoy this stay and to make something of it, professionally as well as personally.
Tsunami Relief Network
“And what about your networks? Are you involved in a Dutch community or something?” I asked them.
“Well, that is for older people,” Khun P answered. “Yeah, but from a more professional point of view. I
am a member of the Netherlands Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC),” Khun A mentioned, “That is
not only important for our business network, but there I also meet other expatriates to talk with, learn
from and share experiences. The executive director Khun B and his team are very proactive in
organizing a business event almost every week. Speaking of which Martin, I know that you are active
with the Tsunami victims through your organization from Zeeland. Next week NTCC is organizing a
Tsunami concert together with the International School of Bangkok (ISB). Khun Bot, (then) Minister of
Foreign Affairs, is on a round trip through Asia to visit the affected areas and will be one of the
speakers at the concert. I think you might find it interesting. So may I invite you?” Khun A asked me.
“Of course, I would be very pleased to attend the event,” I said. “We have raised some amount of
money through our small organization and are searching for concrete projects to contribute to,” I
added enthusiastically. At that time though, I did not know that we, Khun A and I, would be later
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involved in the school project of the Tsunami Relief Network of IBS . “It is strange that in the
Netherlands you read a lot in the newspapers about the Tsunami disaster in Asia. At Schiphol there
was even a huge billboard with information about it. But here in Thailand, besides a few
advertisements in the Bangkok Post, I haven’t experienced it at all, until now at least,” I remarked from
observation. “It is probably because of their culture,” Khun A answered.
The children
“How about your children?” I asked Khun P. “They are doing very well at school,” she answered.
“That’s good to hear,” I said, “Have they already been here?” “Yes, for Christmas,” Khun P answered,
and after a moment of silence added, “They had the time of their life. We went to the King’s Palace,
China Town, the Jim Thompson House, and we took a long boat tour on the Chao Phraha River. We’ll
probably also show you these cultural places this weekend. We also went for a weekend to the beach
in Pattaya, and we spent time in the park opposite our apartment, and of course shopping,” she told
me very enthusiastically. But at the same time she avoided my eye and was staring instead at the
menu card, which prompted me to ask her, “Do you miss them?” “Yes, of course, but taken good care
of by their father and my family in the Netherlands, and I see them almost daily on Skype,” she
responded, “They will come over again during the summer holidays, and in between I will travel to the
Netherlands to see them.” “It is only for a few years,” she said after a while, “And it is for us and for
them as well, a great experience to be here.”
Tom Yam Kai
Shall we order our dinner?” said Khun A changing the subject. “Of course, I am very hungry and
curious about Thai food,” I replied. “Could you give me some recommendations? Because all the food
seems to be delicious!” “You have to try the Tom Yam Kai,” recommended Khun P. “And what is that?”
I asked her. “It is a soup made with coconut milk, pieces of chicken and lemon grass, and it is not so
spicy,” she explained. “Well, I will definitely try that then. And what about the main course?” I asked
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The Tsunami Relief Network of IBS initiated a project to build a school for 1000 Tsunami victims
(orphans) in the Khao lak district in Thailand, the ‘Rajaprachanakroh School’. The Foundation
‘Schouwen-Duiveland Helpt Azië’, founded directly after the Tsunami in December 2004, contributed
to the ISB school project in Khao Lak.
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her. “Martin,” she said, “In Thailand you can order an appetizer or starter and a main course, but
everything arrives at the table at the same time.” “Why is that?” I asked her. “I do not know, it is
because of the culture I think,” Khun P answered. We ordered a variety of dishes: Kai Phad Med
Mamuang Himmapan (stir-fried chicken with cashew nuts and dried chilly), Satay Muoi Kai (marinated
chicken grilled on a stick), and Tom Yam Kai (soup of chicken breast in coconut milk and gravy). Each
course cost about 150 Baht (around 3 euros), and I was quite taken at how compared to the
Netherlands, eating out in Thailand was so cheap! We enjoyed the Thai food immensely, the Tom
Yam Kai soup in particular.
An itinerary for the weekend
After dinner we talked about the plans for the weekend and the program for next week. “As Khun P
already mentioned, we had a wonderful city tour with the children during Christmas time. We would
love to take you to all those places too. Because of the high temperature around noon at this time of
the year, I would like to start with visiting the Jim Thompson House at 10:00 am on Sunday,” Khun A
suggested. “That sounds good,” I replied. “Jim Thompson was an American architect whose interest in
Thailand increased at the end of the war during his role here as an officer,” Khun P explained, “After
the war he returned and gave the silk industry in Thailand an enormous boost. Moreover he was really
interested in Thai society and culture. With his background as an architect, he built for himself a
traditional style Thai house at Rama 1 Road, opposite the National Stadium, adjacent to the Sang Sap
Channel. He also collected a lot of art.” “That sounds really interesting, a sort of pioneer!” I replied.
“Yeah,” said Khun A, “You could say that he was one of the first expatriates in Thailand. His house is
now a museum with a beautiful garden where you can sit down and listen to the birds and the horns of
the water taxis passing the channel. There is also a shop where you can buy Thai silk products. They
sell beautiful ties there, I know you will like them Martin,” he continued, “I have to say that among my
Thai colleagues, Jim Thompson is really famous. They still respect him because of his contributions to
Thai society in the past and how much it meant to him.” “There is also a bit of mystery surrounding the
man,” he added, “The story goes that he disappeared during a stay at the Cameron Highlands in
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Malaysia in 1969. Some stories say that he was eaten by a tiger, and others that he was a CIA agent
and was eliminated,” explained Khun A with all the enthusiasm that a young boy has with such tales of
mystique.
“After visiting the Jim Thompson House we could go to the Grand Palace,” suggested Khun P and
then continued further, “There you will see the roots of the Thai culture. Buddhism, in all kind of forms.
Beautiful temples with golden roofs, detailed colorful drawings about Thai life in the past.” “Well, I can
recognize your passion for tourism, you talk like you are a tour guide yourself,” I told her. “Yeah,” she
agreed, and then hesitated a little as she added, “And after that we could do a tour with a long boat.
Do you remember the James Bond movie The Man with the Golden Gun? You might have seen them
in that film. The film was shot in Bangkok and in Phang Nga Bay near the island of Phuket. These
boats have a huge open engine at one end so that the skipper, using a lever construction, can easily
move the propeller in and out of the water. They make a lot of noise and produce a lot of smoke that
smells of oil, but it is fun! On the boat they have a canvas roof that protects you from sunburn and rain
during the monsoon. As Khun A already mentioned, at this time of the year it is very hot and the
ultraviolet rays are very strong. Do you have sun protection cream Martin? You need one above UVfactor 30,” Khun P informed me with a tone of concern in her voice. “But sailing on the Chao Phraya
River and its channels gives you a broad impression of Thai life behind the scenes. You can see
18

There are different stories about the disappearance of Jim Thompson. Some interesting books on
the subject are Jim Thompson The Unsolved Mystery (Warren, 1998) and The Strange Disappearance
of Jim Thompson And Stories of Other Expats in Southeast Asia (Stephens, 2003). The latter gives an
impression of expats who have made Southeast Asia their home.
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children jumping into the water, women who are doing their laundry and fathers who do nothing, or in
the best case scenario, just try to catch fish. You can also see temples, and old Thai houses made
from wood and roofs of iron sheets, rising partly above the river on stilts. You will get a totally different
view than on the streets,” Khun P told me. “I cannot wait, you’ve made me very curious,” I replied
eagerly.
“We could ask the skipper to take us to the Shangri-La Hotel at the end of the day. That is near the
Thaksin Bridge on the East side of the river. In the beautiful garden of this hotel, there is a Thai cuisine
restaurant named Salatip. There you can enjoy Thai specialities with a view over the river and watch
Thai dancers perform during dinner,” Khun A mentioned. “Yes, the dancers are famous. They wear
beautiful traditional Thai costumes. Did you know that they can bow their fingers in opposite
directions?” Khun P asked me. “No, I have never seen or heard of them before,” I answered. “Besides
the delicious food and the dancers, we will have a great view of the dining boats on the river. Some of
them have a traditional Asian design and are beautifully lit up. And with the tropical atmosphere and
the city lights on the West side of the river, it will be a wonderful experience!” Khun A added, sounding
almost just as excited as I was.
About the assignment
“Now that we have a leisure plan for the weekend, shall we briefly discuss the management program
for next week Martin?” Khun A proposed. “Yes, of course. I almost forgot that I am here for an
assignment!” I answered. “No problem, Martin. Let us keep it short because we have already
discussed it by email last week. Do you mind starting with a short presentation about your book The
Change Maker (Loeve, 2004)?” Khun A asked me. “Sure, no problem. I would be very pleased to do
that. I could tell something about my small-scale change vision and the instruments I developed, and
about my experience with the design and implementation of change programs. We could use the
cases in the book as a bridge to their case,” I suggested. “Wonderful, that sounds good Martin. I am
curious about their reaction,” he said with a mysterious smile on his face. Although I had no
experience with my small-scale change approach in Thailand and had some doubt about how it would
work out here, at the moment I had no idea what awaited me. “But before that presentation, could we
take some time to get acquainted with the members of your management team?” I requested Khun A.
“Of course. Let us start with that at 09:00 a.m. Did you already discover the way to our office?” Khun A
asked me. “I will find it,” I answered with some hesitation. “Okay, we could discuss the rest of the
program after your presentation in my office on Monday.” With that Khun A ended the subject.
Condoms on a dish
“Shall I ask for the check?” said Khun A while simultaneously giving the waiter a sign with his hand.
After a few minutes the waiter appeared and with a little bow, placed the check on a small dish on the
table. Although the name of the restaurant was Cabbages & Condoms, I was very surprised to also
see three condoms on that little dish, each sealed in a white package with signs in different colors
indicating what the product was. I could not read the Thai letters, but there was also a web address on
the packaging that spoke for itself: www.thinkhiv.com. Khun A looked at me and said with a big smile
on his face, “Well Martin, welcome to Bangkok. This is also a part of the Thai culture!”
Walking back to the hotel, I was thinking about the dinner meeting with my expatriate friends in this
strange restaurant Cabbages & Condoms. They seemed to have the time of their lives here in
Bangkok, although it appeared to me to be more on the outside. Between the lines, I also heard in
their stories that they were wrestling with their new identities personally and professionally, and that it
was difficult for them to interact with and particularly to understand Thai people.
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Bangkok: Meeting a Thai management team

XX building
I could not sleep well that night, partly because of the jet lag, and partly because of the feeling of
excitement that I was to meet the Thai management team the next day. I started breakfast very early,
read the Bangkok Post and prepared myself for the meeting and presentation that were to take place
that day. In the hotel lobby I showed the map of Sukhumvit and the address of XX- Building where the
printer company was located and asked one of the employees to arrange a taxi for me to get there,
“Please could you organize a taxi with an English speaking taxi-driver?” He answered very politely,
“No problem sir.” He gave a sign to one of the taxies waiting outside the hotel, noted the number of the
taxi on a visiting card along with the address of the hotel both in Thai and English language and
handed it to me. It was a handy mini-map to get back to the hotel. It all went smoothly until we were
close to our destination and I asked the taxi-driver, “Are you sure that this is XX-building?” He
mumbled something and made some gestures in the direction of one of the buildings at Sukhumvit 20.
I gave the taxi driver fifty Thai Baht (around 1 Euro). “Kòrp Khun kráp,” he said. I got out of the taxi and
walked to the building.
In front of the building I saw a sign that read something like XX, but there was no sign of the printer
company at all. Inside, it took some time, but the lady at the lobby was very friendly and explained to
me that XX-building was a few blocks further down on the same road. I picked up my briefcase and
laptop bag and decided to walk these few blocks. But walking a few blocks in Bangkok with bags in
hand, at a temperature of around 35° Celsius and humidity higher than 85 percent, meant that within a
few minutes I was already sweating profusely. After ten minutes of walking, I finally saw the sign of the
printer company clearly. And yes, this time there was also a similar sign on the building itself. In front
of the building a parking officer in a uniform that quite resembled that of a policeman, was very busy
managing the few cars coming to and leaving the building. At the entry I saw a huge board indicating
the companies located in the building along with their respective logos. The printer company was
amongst these.
Dutch tulips
Together with some Thai people, I waited for the elevator. On the walls of the elevator were posters
advertising education, movies and web design. Looking into the mirror in the elevator I saw that my
shirt was completely wet. Sweat was dripping from the points of the collar of my shirt. I felt very
uncomfortable with that. Stepping out of the elevator at the designated floor, I saw a clear sign of the
printer office with all the department names on it. In the middle of the hall there was an open space
and a balustrade with plants. On reaching the reception I saw that I was at the right place. A big poster
with red-white tulips on the window indicated that I had arrived at a Dutch operating company. In the
small entry there was a stand with colored company magazines. One of the employees came outside
wearing black trousers and a blue shirt with white stripes and the company logo. The young lady at the
reception with long black hair and dressed in a gray outfit said, “Sà-wàt-dee kâ,” followed by
“welcome”, at the same time making a wai. I answered politely, “Sà-wàt-dee kráp” and “good morning”,
and asked her politely where I could find the washroom to freshen up. She used a code to open the
door to the office, made a wai and guided me, bending a bit forward (probably to show respect) to the
washroom.
Own work environment
On my way to the washroom I saw employees sitting at their desk in front of their computers in an
open office environment with screens partitioning the space into cubicles. I thought to myself how it
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was strange that every employee had more or less his or her own work environment. You could expect
that in Western countries, but I did not expect that here in Thailand. I learnt from the cross-cultural
management literature that Thai people were group-oriented; probably not always. I said, “Kòrp Khun
kráp” to thank the lady who was guiding me and went into the very small male washroom. There was
only one toilet with a hand faucet for cleaning. I tried to dab my wet shirt dry with tissues, but it did not
help much. That was my first time at the Dutch printer company in Bangkok. Later Khun A and I
laughed about it. I walked back to the reception and the lady led me to the office of my friend and
assigner Khun A.
Nicknames
“Good morning Martin, welcome to my office,” Khun A said looking very proud. “Would you like a cup
of coffee?” he asked. “Yes, that would be wonderful! And eh, sorry about my wet shirt,” and I told him
the story. I took a look around his office. It was located at the corner of the building with windows on
two sides with a view onto the business life through one and the social life through the other. His office
was about 35 square meters, with dark gray, almost black carpeting and a white ceiling with a
fluorescent light. The furniture was light teak-colored. A broad desk was standing in the right corner
close to the windows, with a laptop and a huge flat screen and some papers on it. Behind the desk
stood a big black managing director chair and a small cabinet with a series of management books in it
and a globe. On the left side of the room stood a bigger cabinet with doors of glass, also with some
books in it and some souvenirs. In front of the cabinet stood an oval table with black chairs around it
and a flip chart in front of it, awaiting the next management meeting. There were two doors, one
leading to the office of the secretary and one to the internal corridor. In the meantime Khun Moh, his
secretary, came in with the coffee and water. You always get coffee along with water in offices in
Thailand, probably because of the heat. I thanked Khun Moh for all her previous support via email in
organizing the flight, informing me about taxi procedures etc. When Khun Moh left the office, I asked
Khun A, “Why do you call her Moh? There was a much longer name on her emails?” “That is typically
Thai Martin, they all have short informal nicknames, probably because their names are so long,” he
answered. We had our coffee, engaged in some social talk and then went to the meeting room.
Getting acquainted
We walked through the internal corridor into a small rectangular meeting room opposite Khun A’s
office. Though it was a private room on the left side of the building, there was a window with a sun
screen in front of it. The screen was down, and through the small horizontal openings you could see
Khun A’s office at the opposite end of the corridor. In the middle of the room stood another light teakcolored oval table. The Thai management team (MT from now on) was already sitting around it on
modern chromed-iron chairs with black leather seats and backrests; four ladies and a man all smiling
at me with expressions of curiosity marking their faces. “Sà-wàt-dee kráp,” said Khun A. “Sà-wàt-dee
kâ,” answered the ladies in a long tone, almost in choir. “Sà-wàt-dee kráp,” I repeated. “Before I
introduce Martin, shall we have a cup of coffee so that he can install his laptop for his presentation this
morning?” Khun A suggested. Everybody was nodding and smiling.
I started setting up my laptop at one end of the table, opposite the door and in front of the presentation
screen that was ready for use. Meanwhile I looked around to get an impression of the members of the
Thai management team. Although Khun A had sent me information about them, I found how it was all
still strange to me. For instance the fact that more than eighty percent of them were ladies. In Western
countries it is chiefly the other way around. There were a lot of questions in my mind: How would they
react to my presentation? What shall I tell them and what not? How could I establish a rapport with
them? Khun A interrupted me in my thoughts, “Well, now the presentation is on the screen, shall we
start with the introduction? Martin is a private consultant from the Netherlands who has been
specializing in small-scale change processes. But before he can tell us about himself, shall we tell him
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who we are and what we are doing in this firm? Well everybody knows me, so Khun V, please could
you start?” Khun V had very thin black hair parted on the left side of his head and was dressed like a
senior businessman with black trousers and a white shirt complimented with a beautiful dark silk tie. “I
am V and I am responsible for the wide-format printer market,” was all he said. Khun A added, “Khun
V has been working for our company for almost fifteen years and has a lot of experience and could
help us with the strategical part of our business plan.” Next to Khun V sat Khun S ready to introduce
herself. Khun S was a beautiful woman, well-dressed in a blue outfit. She was tall and wearing her
long dark hair in a knot held in place with some silver-colored pins. “My name is S and I am in charge
as a sales manager for the narrow-format printer market and am with the printer company for thirteen
years,” she said looking very proud. After Khun S it was Khun U’s turn to introduce herself. “My name
is U and I am responsible for the service department. I have been working here for about eight years.”
“Thank you Khun U,” Khun A said and carried the introduction round further, “Please Khun Ut, could
you introduce yourself?” Khun Ut was small and was wearing black trousers, a white blouse and a
black jacket. Her dark hair was cut very short and her left wrist was adorned with a big silver watch
with a black strap, which seemed to be saying out loud how time is money. “Pleased to meet you Khun
Martin,” she began, “My name is Ut and I am the controller of this printer company and therefore
responsible for the financial administration for almost four years already,” she said with a little
dominance in her voice. “Well thank you Khun Ut, it is because of you that I can sleep well at night,”
Khun A said kindly. The last one at the table was Khun M. She seemed quite modest in her
appearance. She had medium-length dark hair and was wearing gray trousers, a white blouse and a
black jacket as well. “My name is M and I am responsible for the sales and service department. I have
been working for the company about eight years,” she said in a very friendly tone. “So now that we are
all acquainted, Martin, please would you start with your presentation?” Khun A asked me.
A lack of understanding
As I started up the presentation I was thinking about the level of English that the team I had to work
with this week was comfortable with. “Language is the key, especially in change Martin,” one of my
teachers had once said. I remember that Khun A had told me a few weeks ago that he had initiated a
language course to improve the English of all the members of this management team. “I think that it is
important for their personal development and therefore also good for our company,” he had explained.
“Shall I start by telling something about myself too?” I suggested. Nobody reacted, so I started and
pressed a button on my laptop to show them a picture of Zeeland where I live. “As you already know,
my name is Martin Loeve. I live in a province Zeeland in the Southwest part of the Netherlands.
Zeeland consists of a couple of connected islands. With my wife Laura, I live on an old farm near the
Delta-works which are protecting us from the sea. I have a managerial background in the Dutch
energy sector, and started my own independent consultancy firm, now named Delta Change
Management, in 1996. As Khun A already mentioned, I specialized in managing and facilitating smallscale change processes with a focus on combined personal, team and business development. One of
my assigners is the multinational printer company in the Netherlands, and Khun A asked me to help
you to develop, together, a business plan for your operating company here in Thailand,” I told them
enthusiastically. Besides some friendly non-verbal signs on their faces, there was no further verbal
response.
I started my presentation concerning small-scale change processes and after ten minutes had passed,
everybody was still looking back at me in all friendliness, without having said a word, no feedback, no
questions at all. I began to feel more and more that there was a lack of understanding. “Are there any
questions yet?” I asked. The only answers I got were non-verbal, friendly smiles again. I went on with
my presentation, and after twenty minutes I had a very uncomfortable feeling about this situation. Did I
make the right choice in starting with a presentation about change management? Are they really
interested in change management? What do they expect from me? What do I expect from them? What
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are they thinking? After thirty minutes I decided to wrap-up my presentation. “If there are no questions,
I would like to suggest that we take a few minutes for a coffee break,” I suggested. In these few
minutes I went to Khun A and said, “This will not work, they are staring and smiling at me. I do not
have the feeling that I have any rapport with them.” “Welcome to Bangkok Martin! That happens all the
time. That is one of the reasons that I asked you to support me and my team,” he responded. “Well,
thank you a lot my friend,” I said sounding quite doubtful.
Cross-cultural management fails
During the coffee pause I meditated on why, while there was a lot of both verbal and non-verbal
interaction from my side in my performance, I only received non-verbal responses from their side. In
my perspective this indicated a lack of understanding. What was going on behind their faces, in their
minds? Was it the setting, was it the content of the presentation, was it me or my expectations, or
theirs, or both? Of one thing I was sure; it did not work out as it usually does. All the cross-cultural stuff
I had learned in the International Management Course during my MBA was running through my mind. I
thought: “Cross cultural management fails, it does not work in practice at all.” At this moment I could
do nothing with these theories. How could I come out of this uncomfortable situation? I had to change
my approach.
Changing my approach
I finally decided to forget all the cross-cultural management theories and to trust my own philosophy,
methodology and experience with small-scale change processes based on the principles of action
learning, and to do a little experiment leaving the presentation as it was. If they really were interested
in the underlying change philosophy and the methodology, I could give them my book later on. I asked
Khun A, “Do you have a small room and a round table for me?” “What do you need that for?” he
questioned. “Well, I think that with my presentation approach I have strengthened the distance
between me and the group and paid too less attention to the mindsets: thoughts, meanings and
experiences of the individuals in the group, and that does not help us to start with business planning
and team-building,” I answered. “I want to create a one-to-one situation and talk about their personal
and professional backgrounds and experiences and establish a rapport with them. Hopefully I can also
talk about their ideas, thoughts concerning business planning, and their contribution to the process
and content,” I explained. “Well Martin, I wish you good luck!” he said with a big smile on his face.
Budget and control
In the small room, sitting at the round table, I reopened the session and talked with the MT-members
face-to-face and one-by-one, beginning with my own personal and professional background and
experiences, and following this up by asking, carefully, a few questions about theirs. This I followed up
by asking some questions concerning their markets, the first analytical step in business planning. I
started with Khun V because he was the eldest and most senior of the group and thereby an important
pivot in the change process. He was not alone. He came inside the room together with a young lady.
In broken English he said, “This is Khun At, she is my management assistant.” “Welcome Khun At,
pleased to meet you,” I welcomed her and wondered if she was here because of the business plan or
because Khun V felt uncomfortable speaking in English? In a few seconds I had my answer. “Pleased
to meet you Khun Martin, I am Khun At and work as a management assistant for the wide-format
printer department for several years,” she introduced herself speaking fluently. She seemed to me a bit
on the heavier side, and had medium-length hair which reached till her shoulders and was parted in
the middle. She was wearing black trousers and a white shirt. Khun At spook much better English than
her manager, and although I looked several times at Khun V, it was Khun At who did almost all the
talking. We talked about market analysis, particularly regarding the wide-format printer market, with the
government as an important market segment. Khun V was very relaxed and smiled in a friendly
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manner adding a few words from time to time. Although he said almost nothing and Khun At talked a
lot, he still showed authority. It was interesting to see how Khun V and Khun At together formed a
team. Sometimes Khun V started to talk and Khun At smoothly took over, showing documents and
making notes. Later I heard from Khun A that they often showed up together in meetings, particularly
when the main language was English. What was remarkable was that whenever I had questions about
the market or their clients, they steered the conversation to budget issues: how many products and
services they had sold, about daily operations, the forecast this year and that they would reach their
targets this year as well. Probably the visitors that they had from the headquarters were mainly
controllers and they saw me as a controller as well. The same happened later that afternoon when I
spoke with Khun S and Khun M, and of course with Khun Ut. Though in the case of the latter I could
understand that because she was responsible for budget and control. “What about the long-term
perspective?” I asked Khun S when she was sitting with me at the small round table with a cup of tea.
“What do you mean by that Khun Martin? We have our customers and we reach our budget every
year,” she said with question marks on her face. “Well Khun S, I am interested in the sales approach of
your department and in what your ideas are about market development, especially from a long-term
perspective. Could you tell me something about that?” I elaborated. “Sure,” she said and talked about
the narrow-format printer market, about her department, the number of employees and after a while
she was back to talking about daily operations and budget and control issues again. I thought: “This
company is all product- and control-driven instead of being market-driven.”
Focus on daily operations
At the end of the day I went back to Khun A’s office. “Hi Martin, how did it work out after the general
meeting?” he asked. “Well, I think we have made a little step forward.” I answered. “In the beginning I
had the feeling that they thought that I was a controller of the company. They only talked about
operational issues in the short-term and particularly about their budget and their targets for this year.
Nothing about strategy over a longer horizon,” I reported. “Yeah Martin, they all are sales managers
with a focus on the operational short-term. That is why a business plan is needed. Of course daily
operations are important, but what if the pool is getting empty? We have to look for new pools,” he
stressed. “Yes I agree,” I said. “But at the same time, I have to say that they are very loyal to the
company and dedicated to their work,” he added. After a moment of silence I said, “It took some time,
but eventually I had the idea that they felt more comfortable with this arrangement than during my
presentation. After building a rapport in this way, we discussed their ideas and the structure and
needed content of the business plan. We also spoke further about the way in which they could
contribute to the process of developing such a plan. We agreed to work out the business plan together
as a team, step by step.” I continued, “But most importantly, I got the feeling that I came closer to
them.” “Well, that sounds good Martin,” he reacted and continued, “I know that you can bridge the
cultural gap and help us to make a move forward.” And he added, “Without personal development
there will be no substantial growth in organizational development.”
Sitting in the taxi after a very intensive first day, I thought about how also in this setting I experienced
different identities, even in terms of gender. There were similarities, like their language, but also
differences in their appearance, roles, functions, competencies, attitudes and presentation styles. My
presentation approach did not lead to an effective interaction, and general cross-cultural management
theories failed in practice. In contrast, it might have even led to a lack of understanding. Hopefully, the
deployed change in my approach would work out over the next days.

Bangkok: Strategy Day

Six months later, to be precise in August 2005, following my first personal and professional experience
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in Bangkok I got a new assignment from the same printer company to lead a general management
meeting concerning strategic planning for the operating companies in Southeast Asia. The meeting
was planned to take place at the Westin Hotel in Kuala Lumpur. In consultation with my assigners, I
combined this assignment with a follow-up of my previous assignment in Bangkok during the same
trip. The purpose of the latter was to discuss the outcome of the business plan and to develop an
implementation plan with the involved Thai management team. To this purpose we organized a
Strategy Day on 4 August 2005, a few days before the other meeting in Kuala Lumpur.
Empathy
During my previous stay I had developed together with the Thai management team a raw version of
the business plan. While working on the plan I experienced most of all how difficult it was for me to
really understand the thoughts and meanings of the members of the Thai management team and
probably vice versa. As I mentioned previously, I had done an International Management Course as
part of my MBA. But the cross-cultural management theories I had learned were so general, based on
quantitative research and mainly focused on the level of organizations and their cultural environment. I
could not really use these theories in practice. In the period between the first and the second visit, I
had thought about this and decided to extend my small-scale change approach with even more focus
on the individuals involved. I discussed this approach further with my assigner Khun A over a phone
call before I left. He said, “They start to begin to trust you Martin, which is because of your open style.
You are really interested in them, they can feel that. I knew that you could do this. That is mainly the
reason why I asked you. Most consultants sent here by Headquarters have too much of a rational
approach, think that they know everything, do their thing and leave without any results, particularly at
the level of relationship-building.” And after a while he added, “Keep on with your approach Martin,
keep on, it is all about empathy, empathy!”
We decided to bring the Thai management team together in another environment to discuss the main
business development issues with the added intention of dealing with the cultural differences and
contributing to team and business development, and a Strategy Day served these aims well. “Let’s do
it in your hotel,” Khun A suggested, “then you can sleep in,” he added laughing as always.
Interesting themes
The program I designed for Strategy Day consisted of a series of workshops mainly focused on
internal and external analysis, ambition, targets and basic strategic directions over the long-term, more
or less standard ingredients for business planning. Besides the details being confidential, they are also
not so relevant while discussing my experiences here. More interesting were the themes that came up
during the process of business planning in the workshops, like moving to another building, the setting
up of a group for young management talent. Also interesting was the team-building dinner at the
International Sheraton Hotel opposite Hotel Grand Sukhumvit at the end of the day where discussions
came up concerning Thai culture and particularly why the ladies in the team worked such long hours
and did not want a partner to live with. But before we go into these themes, I would like to describe the
setting in the hotel and the start-up of the Strategy Day.
Continental breakfast
During breakfast in the enormous dining room of Grand Sukhumvit with a very high wall designed and
constructed in glass extending at an angle over the entire length of the room, I almost got the feeling
that I was sitting outside. I felt again the excitement of meeting and working with the Thai management
team. Looking around I saw a lot of people from different parts of the world. Asian people were having
a warm breakfast, enjoying pastas and rice with meat or fish and even shellfish on their plates at this
time of the day. Europeans stuck more or less to their standard bacon and eggs breakfast, with orange
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juice and coffee. You could pick out the English people by the white beans in tomato sauce on their
plates from the Germans with sausages and their extra portion of eggs. Some of them were dressed in
business attire and some in holiday clothes. Besides the sound of the cutlery on the plates, there
prevailed a code of silence during breakfast. All together, yet alone, reading newspapers and enjoying
breakfast. The well-dressed Thai female employees of the hotel were moving around and already
smiling in their friendly manner at this early time of the day: “Sà-wàt-dee kâ, good morning sir.
Enjoying your breakfast sir? Would you like more coffee sir? Are you finished sir?.....”. All in the same
beautiful tone of the Thai language.
The gorgeous door sign
After breakfast I went to the meeting room. In front of the elevator stood an information board with the
names of the rooms and the companies and activities they were assigned to. ‘Strategy Day’ along with
the name of the printing company was indicated in golden letters next to State Room 1 on the black
board. As I stepped out of the elevator on the eighth floor, a female Thai employee came forward,
greeted me and asked, “What can I do for you sir?” She wore a business outfit; a black skirt, a white
jacket with a golden pattern and a gray scarf around her neck. “I am searching for the room to prepare
my workshop with the printer company,” I answered. “Please follow me,” she said. She led me to a
door in the high wall that had the appearance like it was made of light teak-wood, on which hung a
white, professionally-designed gorgeous printed signboard that read ‘Strategy Day August 4, 2005’ in
blue letters along with the colored logo of the printer company in the center. Entering the room I saw a
similar signboard on one of the walls in an even bigger format. Although I had done many workshops
at a lot of different locations, I had never seen something quite so grand before. The room was around
75 square meters and had the same high wooden walls. In the middle of the room stood a big square
table covered with a white cloth hanging to a few centimeters above the floor. On the table white cups
and saucers, glasses and bottles with sparkling and flat water with red and blue caps respectively,
stood ready for the participants. Along the length of the table were chairs, five on each side and one at
the head of the table. The chairs were upholstered in white and gray striped textile. In front of one of
the walls stood a table dressed in the same manner with coffee and tea cans, along with sugar and
milk and different sorts of cookies. On the wall along the length of the table was a white presentation
screen ready for use. “Do you need anything else?” the lady asked me politely. “Well, if it is possible to
organize a few small round tables with four chairs around them and two extra flip-overs, I would be
very pleased,” I answered. She left the room and a few minutes later, two male Thai employees with
short black hair and dressed in blue uniforms carried in the tables, chairs and flip charts. They
mumbled something in Thai that I could not understand, but the lady helped me to organize each
table, chair and flip chart set in a different corner. I remembered that working with individuals and small
groups around small round tables six months ago was more effective than with the whole group sitting
around one big table. I also remembered the corner discussion as a work method we used once at the
business school. After a group had worked on a theme or subject they wrote the output on a flip chart.
Then they turned to another corner to look at the results of the other group, had a debate about it and
added new ideas, and so forth. Using the corner discussion work method in combination with the
setting of small round tables, I had the intention of working in a more open and flexible style and to
improve the interactions and interpersonal relationships. I set up my laptop to display the few slides I
had made on the program for the day. After that I was ready to welcome the team members, and
waited comfortably with a feeling of excitement and enthusiasm.
Receiving the management team
The first ones to enter the room were the ladies, Khun S, Khun U and Khun Ut. “Sà-wàt-dee kâ Khun
Martin,” they came to greet me. “Sà-wàt-dee kráp, welcome ladies. How are you doing?” I said and
shook their hands politely. All three of them were dressed in black business clothes; trousers and
jackets. Khun S and Khun Ut wore black shirts under it and Khun U, a white shirt. They wore their hair
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in more or less the same style as when we had met before. Khun P had her hair in a knot with a black
band around it this time instead of silver pins. Strikingly, all three of them had more or less the same
shade of red lipstick on. We engaged in some social talk and during that time I guided them to the
coffee and tea table. “Feel free to enjoy a cup of coffee or tea and to taste the cookies,” I said
invitingly. They did, and began talking to each other in Thai. At the same time Khun V and Khun Ph
entered the room. I welcomed them as well. Khun V wore black trousers and a white shirt with a lightred tie with a pattern of broad light-blue and yellow stripes. He was friendly as always and radiated a
natural sort of calm. Khun Ph was the new business support manager and had just started working
with the printer company. The idea of working with a business support manager was part of the
business plan to support the two business units: for wide- and narrow-format printers, to expand their
existing markets and to develop new product market combinations. He had a marketing and sales
background with other multinationals and was around the age of forty. His short black hair was thin,
and here and there the skin on his head was shining through it. Dressed in black trousers and a green
trendy shirt with a colored tie, he had a sportive look. I had already met him the day before because
my assigner Khun A had asked me to give Khun Ph some extra coaching during my stay in Bangkok.
In the meantime, Khun A entered the room as well. He wore a modern camel-colored suit, a white shirt
with a light green and red colored tie. He came directly to me, shook my hand and said, “Good
morning Martin. This is D-Day, now we have the chance to make a big change in mindsets.” “Let’s say
it is a wonderful opportunity to start with,” I reacted with some hesitation, but careful not to dampen his
enthusiasm. “What is your plan to start with?” he asked. “Well Khun A, everything is prepared, but I do
not want to work on too tight a schedule. As you can see, I organized sets of small tables and flip
charts to work with the team in small groups. I want to change the group compositions during the day,
depending on the subject. In this way, the discussion will be more flexible than last time. I also want to
do some corner discussions in a sort of carousel setting. With this approach I would like to achieve
greater involvement of the team members so that we get more discourse and hopefully also new
issues on the table that are important to them and for the company.” “Okay, that sounds good Martin,”
he answered, at the same time looking at the group that was now busy socializing. “I was surprised by
the gorgeous sign ‘Strategy Day’ on the door and on the wall,” I said. “That is what Thai people are
very good in, designing things and working with colors,” he answered. “By the way Martin, Khun M will
not join us today; she has a meeting for her MBA course. After a moment of silence I asked, “Do you
mind working with the team members in small groups today?” “Not at all,” he said, “Where do you want
to have me?” “Well, you could sit everywhere but not at the head of the table, that would be my place
today,” I said with a smile. “Let’s have some coffee with the group before we start,” I suggested.
Over the coffee and tea session I heard the ladies talking about business issues they had encountered
this morning at the office. I was positively surprised that they had been at the office before the
workshop. In the Netherlands most managers go directly to a training or workshop day. I asked Khun
S, “Have you already been to the office this morning?” “Of course Khun Martin,” she said and added,
“We have to start up the activities, the planning for today, to instruct the sales reps and give orders to
the services engineers so they can do their work properly.” “Okay, thank you for your explanation and
involvement,” I responded, thinking to myself at the same time how while on the one hand they were
really involved and felt themselves very responsible for their departments, on the other hand they also
made their employees very dependent on them and probably vice versa. Talk about change! Khun Ph
came to me and asked, “Khun Martin, could I support you during the workshop?” “Thank you for your
question Khun Ph. I think that it is important for you to tell something about your role as a business
support manager today. For most of the team members this role is more or less new. You could also
listen very carefully to the ideas of the team members to learn more about them and their departments.
Further, you could make notes that are relevant for you as a business development manager and for
the implementation of the business plan. But above all, please participate in the discussions.
Positioning yourself; you really have to work on that. And, last but not least, would you be so kind as to
collect the notes on the flip charts at the end of the day and work them out tomorrow so that we can
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share the outcome of the workshop with the team members and especially discuss your areas of
interest before I leave next week?”. “Yes, I will do that,” he answered in broken English. I had my
doubts about Khun Ph. Not about his knowledge and experience with business planning, not at that
moment at least, nor his benevolence, but about his performance. Could he manage the business plan
process and would he be accepted by the other members of the management team in order to be able
to support them?
“So if everybody has had enough coffee and tea, shall we start the meeting? Please take your places
around the big table,” I stated. I opened Strategy Day with some words of welcome, referred to the
process of the business plan so far and explained the program and work method. I explicitly explained
that Khun A would like to play an active role that day. I looked around and saw that they all looked at
Khun A for a confirmation, which he gave. “Yes, that will be the case today,” he answered in a friendly
tone making some gestures with his hand and added, “Martin will take care of us, so let’s start.”
The positioning exercise
“Ladies and gentlemen, before we start with the workshops I would like to do a little positioning
19
exercise with you,” I said. The all looked curiously at me. “We will do the exercise in two parts. It
takes only a few minutes and shall hopefully give us more insight to the essence of change
management. Let’s start with the first part. Please would you close your eyes and cross your arms,” I
requested in a friendly manner. They were looking around and crossing their arms, checking if the
others were closing their eyes too. That happens often when I do this exercise. “I will close my eyes
too,” I said. “So, if everybody has closed his or her eyes, then I have a question. Could you please call
to mind or picture in your head the current position of the printer company?” And after a moment I
added, “What kind of feeling do you get when you look at that picture? Does it makes you happy, or
proud, or something else? Please think about that for a moment?” After a while I said, “Please open
your eyes and shake your arms. Was it difficult so far?” I asked. Everybody was moving their arms and
laughing at the same time. I liked their laughter. It gave me the feeling that they like to play and have
fun, and that could help them feel more comfortable and help me to work with them more openly. “Are
we ready for the next part of the exercise?” I asked. “Yes,” they reacted almost at the same time.
“Please would you cross your arms but now in the opposite way, the other way around?” I asked again
politely. It was funny to see how they were wrestling with their arms. “Okay. If everybody has crossed
their arms in the opposite way, please close your eyes again,” I continued. “The next question I have
is, could you please create another picture in your head, but now of the desired future position of the
printer company?” I opened my eyes, not to check if they had all closed their own eyes, but to see the
expressions on their faces. They all seemed to think very seriously. “What do you see, hear or feel?” I
added, and after a few seconds, “If you got that picture clear, give it also a place somewhere in your
head and close your eyes even stronger. Please would you think about the north,” I asked, following
with the demand, “Raise your left arm and put your left forefinger in the direction of the north. All of
them were moving their arms in a certain direction. After looking around for a moment I said, “Keep
your left forefinger in the direction of the north and open your eyes.” Everybody was looking around
and laughing. “Why are you laughing?” I asked. “Nobody has his forefinger in the same direction,”
Khun U said. “Well it seldom happens,” I reacted. “But this is the first lesson that we could learn from
this exercise. If we are thinking about things like in this case the current and desired future direction of
the printer company, then we apparently have different pictures about it. In other words, we do not
have the same perceptions. Imagine that we are on a boat on a rugged sea, and we have to make a
decision in which direction we have to go and everybody in charge has different ideas about where to
go. Then you could be in real trouble.” I took a moment of silence to let them think about this
metaphor. They all looked very seriously at me. “Happily we are not on such a boat, but in a luxury
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hotel today,” I said and continued, “But as a management team, we also have to make decisions, in
this case the direction the company should head in, and it would be much easier if that would be a
shared direction,” I mentioned. I took another moment of silence to let them think about this message.
“Perception is one of the two important aspects of change management,” I explained. “What is the
other one?” Khun Ut asked me? “That is what I would like to show you now,” I answered. “Please
would you shake your arms and cross them again,” I instructed. And after a few seconds added, “Who
has his arms in the opposite position?” Everybody was looking around. “Nobody?”, I asked. “No, why
should we?” Khun U asked. “That is a very good question.” I said. “Why should you cross your arms in
the opposite direction when there is no benefit, it probably only hinders you, makes you a little bit
confused, it does not give you any perspective. Perspective is the other important aspect of change
management,” I explained. “What we could learn from this simple exercise is that change management
with a group or organization can only work if we have a shared perception and perspective. That is the
reason we are here together today: to talk about perception and perspective concerning the change
from a current to a desired future position, not only from an organizational or business perspective, but
also from our own personal development perspectives,” I told them in a very serious tone of voice. All
of them were thinking with grave looks on their faces, no one was smiling or laughing this time. “Are
there any questions about the outcome of this exercise?” I asked. “How do we manage that?” Khun Ut
asked me. “Well, I hope that we can find part of the answer today,” I replied genially. I had a good
feeling that the ice was broken, that in a certain way I had built a rapport with them and that we could
start with the program.
Moving to another office
We started with the first workshop concerning internal analysis. I divided the team in two groups, a mix
of men and women: Khun V, Khun Ph and Khun Ut in one and Khun A, Khun S and Khun U in the
other group. The main themes of the analysis were organization, finance and marketing. Without
detailed structures or checklists, I asked the team members to stimulate each other and to put
everything that came to their minds on the flip charts. The idea behind the exercise was free
brainstorming, for about twenty minutes, and then to change tables and repeat the process. The
purpose of this creative workshop on the organizational level was to map and gain more insight into
the strengths and weaknesses of the company. The purpose on the personal level was to get the
managers more involved in the whole business planning process, and to give them the opportunity to
speak for themselves. I knew that the latter was a high ambition, but I really wanted to make some
improvement on that front. The big question was whether they would appreciate that, and whether they
wanted to work on their personal development in the first place? That was one of the reasons I chose
to work in small groups, to let them walk around and to give them, step by step, the feeling that they
were very welcome to give or share their meaning with others in the group. At the end of the first
round, we were standing around a flip chart concerning the theme organization. I started first by
presenting the outcomes on the sheets, and asked the managers from time to time to clarify the
subjects they had added. And that worked wonders. In the beginning they were reluctant, but later on
everybody was more or less involved in the discussion and took, from time to time, the lead in the
presentation depending on the subject. It was Khun Ut, the financial manager, who made a remark
about the functionality of the current office. “What do you mean with the office is too small?” she
asked. “Well, if we have the ambition to double our revenues, that means we need more employees
and therefore more office space, and that is not possible in our present office,” Khun A answered.
Later on he told me that he was the one who brought in this subject with the aim of also discussing
more ambitious subjects with his managers, to show them that it is allowed to think out of the box and
that in principle nothing is impossible. “But that shall cost us a lot of money, and we still have a
contract for this office,” Khun Ut responded. “Besides that, could we make decisions at that level?”
Khun Ut added. “I think our employees would not like to move to another building,” Khun S mentioned
in another tone of voice than the one I was used to from her. I almost had the inclination to stop this
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discussion before all hell broke loose, but I was curious about what would happen if I did not.
Surprisingly, it was Khun V who after a while said in almost unintelligible words and a soft tone of
voice, “What about the positive side?” He said nothing more than that. Probably it was the quiet tone of
his voice, or because he is a senior male, or both, that the ladies stopped summing up reasons why
not to move to another office, and slowly started bringing some positive points into the discussion as
well, like more space, new furniture, and a better appearance and image to present to their customers.
But directly after that, it started again. “What about traveling?” Khun Ut asked. “And what about the
food during pauses? Now we can get good food nearby on the street,” Khun U added. A lot of
questions and discussions would follow. Apparently the ambition to move to another building at this
moment was a step too far. But it demonstrated that the women particularly could be very
temperamental in discourse, and that they, in a certain way, defended the position of the employees.
Which made me think: Were they defending their own positions that they had created as ‘moms’ of
their departments? Or did they not want to leave their own Thai cultural and social environment?”
Young Management Talent
After a coffee break, we took one of the other flip charts and discussed about young management
talent. It was Khun Ph who had added this theme. I was very happy with that because Khun Ph was
hardly involved in the discussions until now. I remembered that we had discussed this topic in
February as well and made some notes about it in the implementation part of the business plan. At
that time it was an issue that was too difficult to discuss. So I was very curious where it would end up
now. “Khun Ph, what do you mean by young management talent?” I asked to open the discussion. He
stood a bit hunched and looked a little reluctant. He answered my question in a very soft voice with his
eyes looking around insecurely, “It could help us to do a special project and to develop managers for
the future.” I looked at Khun A because I had discussed these subjects at different times with him in
the past. At the business school we were trained to develop an eye to search for talent in
organizations. I was almost sure that Khun A had talked about it with Khun Ph. Khun A gave me a look
of understanding. “Go on Khun Ph,” I said pleasantly, but in a strong voice to give him some mental
support. But before he could say something further Khun U broke in, ‘Why should we invest in young
managers that cost us a lot of money, who when they are competent enough will leave the company
for another better paid job?” Khun Ph looked first at me and then at Khun A with an indication of ‘help’
on his face. Unfortunately he did not react at all. “Well,” Khun A said to break the silence, “Besides
giving young talent the chance to develop themselves to a management level, it could also help us to
do some small projects and to manage some of our activities so that we can concentrate on the
headlines.” Young management talent was still a subject that was difficult to discuss, you could feel
the negative energy surround the team. Khun V appeared to be amiable on the issue but said nothing,
though that could be because he felt uncomfortable speaking in English in front of a group. Standing
there, I felt the need to explain why it is so important for a company to recruit young talent besides it
being a benefit to the youngsters itself. Instead, I asked Khun U, “Why do you think that investment in
young managers is a waste of money?” She looked severely at me and said, “We have experience
with that.” “What kind of experience?” I asked. “We had a young lady with a lot of talent. She has
completed a university education in Europe and was involved in our daily operations,” she said. “Khun
A asked her to lead a project to improve our value chain,” she added. “Well, that sounds good,” I said.
I knew about that project, Khun A had told me the story last week. Her name was Khun L. I had
worked with her in the course Bridging Cultural Gaps that I had organized for the same printer
company in the Netherlands two years ago. I remember that she was very talented. Khun A had
invited her because he saw her talent during one of his assignments for the operating company in
Thailand in his role as manager of an internal international consultancy team for financial and
commercial processes in Asia, among other locations. I could understand why Khun A asked her to
work on a special project, though maybe we share a Western point of view there. “Please could you go
on,” I said to Khun U. “After she started up the project, Khun A named it ‘Blue Sky’, regarding
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improvement of our value chain, she left the company,” she said, still with a severe look on her face.
“Why?” I asked in general. After a while Khun A said, “Well, that is part of the case. She left the
company because her father was ill and she had to take over his company.” “Yes, but that happens
often, Khun U reacted and continued, “When we invest in talent, they leave to work at home with the
family business or with another company.” I felt it was too much at this moment to explain that if she
was right, we had done a wonderful job by investing in young talent and building somebody’s future. I
said nothing and looked around. Khun S was willing to say something. I looked at her and she said,
“Why do we need young management talent? We could manage the departments and companies
ourselves.” I thought: Here we come close to the real reason why they do not want to invest in talent,
probably they see or feel it as a threat. Behind the friendly smiling faces, there were other processes at
play, deeper layers of thought and meaning.
A life without a partner
After the workshops, we had planned a team dinner at the Sheraton Hotel, opposite Hotel Grand
Sukhumvit. All of the team joined this last part of Strategy Day except Khun V. He excused himself on
account of a family meeting. I still have the idea though that he did not like these kind of meetings. Not
because of the socializing part, but because of his difficulties with English. Khun Moh, Khun A’s
secretary, had made a reservation in one of the open corner rooms of the Thai award-winning
restaurant Basil, famous for its finest authentic cuisine served in a sophisticated setting. With the dark
purple wallpaper and the candlelights on the dark wooden table, the atmosphere looked warm, though
the air-conditioning offset that a bit. Sometimes I had the feeling that air-conditioning was a sort of
status symbol in Asia. As we sat, the team was automatically divided between male and female. The
ladies sat on one side of the table with Khun S in the middle, and the men on the other side with Khun
A in the middle. It almost looked like the seating was organized with respect to seniority and authority,
but that was not the case, at least intentionally. Khun Ph was seated opposite Khun U, and I was
seated opposite Khun Ut. Next to the candles on the table there also stood some long square glasses
containing different colored seeds and vegetables like tomatoes, along with the menu cards. The
waiter came to the table and asked us if we would like something to drink. He wore black trousers and
a dark purple shirt with a golden design on it. His dark hair was arranged in a modern style with
sideburns. The ladies ordered different kinds of fruit cocktails, and the men a glass of white wine. After
the drinks were served, Khun A took his glass and said, “Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to make a
toast to Strategy Day, the development of our operating company In Thailand, and particularly to our
own development as a management team, cheers!” We all raised our glasses and celebrated. “Let us
have a look at the dinner cards, and in the meantime Martin, what is the plan for tonight?” he asked
me. “Thank you Khun A, in the first place that we should enjoy dinner and have a good time tonight. I
have to say that I really like Thai food and hope that you can recommend me some special dishes. In
the second place, may I invite you all to tell us something more about yourself, your family or your
hobby, your passion or ambition, feel free. Please think about a topic you would like to talk about
during dinner.” I had expected silence or even resistance, but that didn’t turn out to be the case at all.
“Shall we first order dinner?” Khun A suggested. Then the ladies took the lead, they really liked to have
dinner. Khun A had mentioned that to me a month ago when I was preparing Strategy Day. I
suggested doing some team-building activities outside the company, like going to a sports game, a
movie with a theme or to a theater. I remember his reaction, “This is not Europe Martin. It would
probably be a step too far. What I have experienced is that they really like to have dinner together in a
special restaurant.” Well, this was a special restaurant and they really seemed to enjoy talking about
food. They recommended us a Thai menu consisting of four different courses with meat, chicken, fish
and vegetables. By now I was already used to the fact that all courses arrived on the table at the same
time. Meanwhile, we talked about personal stories in a naturally flowing conversation. It was
surprisingly Khun Ph who started. “I am married and we have a wonderful daughter. She is almost one
year old. I am making long working days, so I only see her in the morning and in the weekends. In the
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weekends, we have more time to spend together and with family. We go out shopping and we go often
to a park,” he told us enthusiastically. “Thank you Khun Ph, I can see in your eyes that you are very
happy with your daughter.” I expected that he would talk more about his personal life, but I think he
was pleased that his turn was over. The waiter came to take our order for another round of drinks.
After that, Khun S followed and talked about her life. “On working days I get up at five in the morning
and travel to the office where I start around seven, and end the day at around seven in the night. Then
I have to travel back and arrive at home around nine,” she told us in a soft polite tone. “Those are very
long days Khun S,” I said. “Yeah Martin, there is less time for hobbies, but I like my work.” “How about
your family Khun S?” I asked. After a moment of silence she replied, “I clean my house, go out for
shopping, and visit family in the weekend.” “Do you live on your own?” I asked pleasantly. “Yes,” she
said and added, “I do not have a partner.” Then she stopped talking, took a deep breath and continued
dinner. After a long moment of silence during which we continued to eat, I looked around for more
reactions. “We do not have partners,” Khun U said, in what sounded to me a rather rational tone of
voice. “Why not?” I asked, quite curious. “Thai men are lazy and do nothing other than spending your
money Martin,” Khun U reacted with an almost angry note in her voice, “Besides that, you do not have
them for yourself.” “What do you mean by that?” I asked her. “You cannot trust them. Most of them
also have other girlfriends.” I looked at Khun A who showed a poker face and said, wisely, nothing. I
got the feeling that the Thai ladies were not really happy living without a partner. In a certain way, I felt
that probably because of these circumstances they preferred to control their personal and professional
lives as well.
That evening, relaxing with a cup of coffee at the bar in the Grand Sukhumvit and reflecting over the
day’s proceedings, I felt very satisfied about the participation and cooperation of the Thai management
team. I got the feeling that I had established a fair level of rapport with them, though still mostly
superficial. But I also got the feeling that there were processes going on under the surface that I could
not yet understand, if I ever could. It came to my mind that the land of smiles was also the land of
mysteries.

Bangkok: Showroom

This setting is about the restyling of the showroom of the Dutch operating printer company in Bangkok.
It was one of the primary points of the business plan, not only to strengthen the image of the printer
company and to show existing and potential customers new products and services with the aim of
increasing business, but also in order to visualize a real change. During my stay in Bangkok in August
2005, Khun A asked me to coach the new business support manager Khun Ph. As we had only a few
days at our disposal, we decided to take the showroom as a real (action-learning) change case.
Acquaintance
I met Khun Ph for the first time just the day before ‘Strategy Day’. “Khun Ph, this is Khun Martin, the
consultant from the Netherlands who is helping us develop a business plan with our management
team. I have told you about him before,” said Khun A as he introduced me. “Sà-wàt-dee kráp, pleased
to meet you Khun Ph,” I said. “Sà-wàt-dee kráp, nice to meet you too Khun Martin,” he reacted making
a wai before we shook hands. Khun A introduced Khun Ph as well, “Martin, Khun Ph is our new
business support manager. He has a lot of experience in different business sectors and started a few
weeks ago with our printer company. I have high expectations from him and I would be very pleased if
you can guide him through our business planning process, and in starting up the showroom changes
as we discussed.” Khun Ph looked a little shy and could not find many words to express at that
moment. To make the atmosphere more comfortable I addressed him, “Well, it is my pleasure to work
with Khun Ph over the next days. Could we use your office for further introduction and to go through
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the business planning process?” “Of course, you are welcome,” Khun Ph responded. “I wish you both
success,” said Khun A before walking back to his office.
Doubts
In his small office of less than eight square meters, Khun Ph asked me, “Would you like coffee or tea?”
“Yes, coffee please,” I answered. It is difficult for me to distinguish, but Khun Ph appeared to me to be
a Thai with a Chinese background. I got this impression from the color of his skin which was more
‘yellow’, the form of his eyes, his thin black hair, and his movements. As he went out to get coffee I
looked around his very small office. A small desk made of light wood-like material, less than one meter
in both length and width, stood with one end close to the side wall. A small black leather-like chair was
placed behind it. In front of the white-painted wall and behind the desk, stood a small cabinet made of
the same light wood-like material. Some business and computer reference books were standing
between its frames. Beside the books were a few souvenirs and gadgets, and that was all. On his desk
was a laptop and a business address book, open for use. Near the laptop stood a photo of a little girl
less than a year old. That was probably his daughter. Khun Ph came back with coffee and water.
“Thank you Khun Ph, you have a nice office. Is that a photo of your daughter?” I asked. “Yes, that is
my little baby, she is almost one year old,” he said very proudly. Later too, when he spoke about his
daughter and when he showed me more pictures of her, he always named her his little baby. I still do
not know if that is a habit in Thailand or if it is just Khun Ph who uses that endearment to refer to his
daughter. What I understood from the personal stories of Khun Ph was that everything in his family
was organized around the little baby. When he was talking about her, he was moving on his chair and
using both hands to express his feelings for her. It was so different compared to when he was talking
about business issues; then he was sitting still and a little bit withdrawn in his attitude. But I have to
say that I liked this friendly guy from the first moment I met him. We talked about business issues and
particularly about his role and position as a business support manager. He showed me some business
slides he made, and the address book on his desk to explain his search for new market segments and
his ideas concerning business support. He did his best, but after one hour I had my doubts about his
knowledge and experience with business planning, although of course, my opinions came from a
Western point of view. Above all, I had my doubts about his attitude and position within the
management team. As I, unfortunately, experienced the day after during Strategy Day, Khun Ph was a
real challenge in terms of personal and business development.
Looking in from the outside
The day after Strategy Day I had my next appointment with Khun Ph. Because I had my doubts and
only a few days to coach him, I decided to take action directly. “Sà-wàt-dee kráp, good morning Khun
Ph,” I greeted him as I walked into his office. “Sà-wàt-dee kráp, and good morning too Khun Martin,”
he replied. “We only have a few days to work together; shall we start directly with making plans to
change the showroom?” I suggested. “Yes Khun Martin,” was all he said. “Shall we visit the showroom
first?” I asked him. “Yes of course,” he answered. On the way downstairs to the showroom I said to
Khun Ph, “Shall we start with visiting the showroom from the outside?” “That is okay,” he reacted, “but
why?”. “Well, if we go in assuming the role of customers then we get a better picture of the showroom
and how it affects us,” I explained. He looked at me doubtfully and said nothing till we were outside the
building. “Would you start here?” he asked in front of the showroom. “No,” I said, “a few blocks further
down the street.” He looked at me with his dark brown eyes wide open, but without any comments.
“Imagine we are architects,” I said, “famous architects of course,” I added and smiled at him. “And that
we are interested in the newest most innovative full-color printer machines. Would we then pass by the
building or go into it?” Again he looked at me with his eyes wide open, but this time he said
enthusiastically, “I understand.” Coming closer to XX-Building I said, “What do you see?” “Nothing yet,”
he said and continued, “You cannot see the building because it is not along the side of the road but
twenty meters away from it. You have to walk a little bit further.” “Well,” I said, “I see a lot. Besides the
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traffic, Sukhumvit is one of the busiest business areas in Bangkok, I also see many people down the
road. And at fifty meters, I see some trees and electricity and phone cables, and between all that stuff
a sign of the printer company on a pole.” After a moment of silence he said, “I see what you mean, you
can hardly see the sign when you are walking here.” “Yes, and you are a Thai native. But as we are
now English-speaking architects, we do not understand the company sign and information at all
because it is mainly in Thai. Let us make a note of this,” I recommended. Coming closer, I also noticed
that the signboard was probably placed there quite some time ago and lacked maintenance. It stood a
little tilted. We also made a note of that. As we approached the showroom I said to Khun Ph, “Khun
Ph, now it is your turn to ask some questions and to make some remarks about what we see.” He took
some time and then remarked, “The name of the company is in full color above the entrance, but the
screens are closed, you cannot see the showroom when looking in from the outside.” “Very good, let’s
go inside,” I said.
Looking around inside
As we stepped into the showroom I saw that the doormat read the sign ‘Welcome’, but then in the
opposite direction. It was turned around. The showroom itself was a huge space, about three to four
hundred square meters, and had glass up to four meters high on two sides. In the showroom we
noticed that some employees were working behind the desk, but said nothing when we came in,
probably because they knew Khun Ph, but still. We noticed that the boards on the wall did not match
with the printer machines in front of them, and that some of the machines were under construction.
The carpet had holes here and there and was worn out. Some of the fluorescent lights on the ceiling
were missing, some were not switched on, and some of them had different colors. There was a lot of
dust and a number of boxes with used printer paper lying around the machines. The whole showroom
looked out of date and did not give the impression of a modern company that was market-oriented and
offered different kinds of document solutions. I asked Khun Ph, “What is your impression of this
showroom?” After a while he said, ‘Khun Martin, we have a lot to do, but how could we really change
that?” To motivate him I said, “If we cannot, who can?” He smiled and I got the feeling that we had
20
started to become a little team, senpai and kōhai as I was used to saying during my period as a
trainer coach in martial arts long ago. “Let us first make a rough plan so you can discuss that with the
management team on Monday,” I said.
Making plans
That afternoon we made a three-step action plan along with a comprehensive budget. The first step
was to clean up the showroom and to instruct the involved employees at the least cost possible. The
second step was to repair the machines and the lamps within a small budget. The third step was to
replace the floor coverings and the information desk within a larger budget. In order to get the needed
funds and gain the commitment of the management team, I suggested to Khun Ph to plan and act step
by step, and to plan the third step to be carried out at the beginning of next year. It was a very simple
plan, at least from my point of view, and I was very curious about the reaction of the management
team. When we had finished planning the headlines, I asked Khun Ph, “Could you work it out as a
short proposal and send it to the management team before the weekend?” “Yes, I will do that. But do I
20

Senpai and kōhai are an essential element of Japanese seniority-based status relationships, similar
to the way that family and other relationships are decided based on age, with even twins being divided
into elder and younger sibling. Senpai is roughly equivalent to the western concept of mentor, while
kōhai is roughly equivalent to protégé, though they do not imply as strong a relationship as these
words mean in the West. More simply, these may be translated as senior and junior, or as an elder
compared with someone younger in the family/company/organization—the terms are used more widely
than a true mentor/protege in the West (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senpai_and_k%C5%8Dhai).
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have to ask Khun A before doing so?” he asked. “No, you are the business support manager. It is your
idea and you have to bring it in yourself,” I recommended in a more or less severe tone.
Chinatown
At the end of the day Khun Ph came to my temporary office to show his notes. “Well, that looks very
nice, they cannot say no to this proposal,” I said trying to convince him. “I have a question,” he said
and looked at me with his big brown eyes before he continued, “May I invite you for dinner?” “Of
course, you may! What do you have in mind?” I asked responding with friendliness. Later on Khun A
told me that Khun Ph had in fact asked him for permission to invite me out. “Have you already had
dinner in Chinatown?” he asked me with a big grin. “No, not yet, but I would really like to go there,” I
responded. I was very happy with his invitation and curious about Chinatown. I had been there the last
time I was in Bangkok, but only for a short walk. At the end of the day we went to the parking lot,
stepped into his small family car and drove to Chinatown. In his car there were a bunch of ties lying
between the two front seats. “Are you collecting ties?” I asked. “No, no Khun Martin, they are for in the
case of a management meeting or for when I have to visit customers. Then I can choose the right
color,” he responded very seriously. After a moment of silence he added, “Every day another color.
Monday we wear yellow because of the King.” “Okay,” I said. I thought to myself how this was a nice
cultural fact, though I could not see myself wearing orange on Mondays. We drove from the Sukhumvit
area to the Klong Toey area and took Rama IV Road to Chinatown. “Then we have less traffic jam,”
was Khun Ph’s reaction. While passing King Rama VI Monument at the level of Sala Daeng metro
station, we drove past the huge Lumpini Park. “Do you see people walking, running and doing
exercises Khun Martin?” Khun Ph asked me. “Yeah, a lot of them,” I reacted. “We often go to this park
for the fresh air and family meetings with our little baby,” he said. “It looks very nice,” I said and at the
same time I thought: ‘What does he mean with fresh air?’ After we passed Chulalongkorn University,
which you could recognize by the traditional Thai roofs on some of the main buildings, and Bangkok
Railway Station Hua Lamphong, we finally entered the China District. The Golden Buddha, the red and
yellow colors, and the Chinese characters, all indicated that we had arrived in Chinatown. Khun Ph
steered his car through the crowded busy streets and parked it behind a building. “How did you know
that you could park here behind this building?” I asked Khun Ph. “I know my way around in
Chinatown,” he answered proudly. I was now more or less convinced that he had a Chinese
background. He guided me through the busy street and I enjoyed the fact that despite the rainy
season, so many people were walking around, doing business and sitting and eating outside. We
stopped in front of a Chinese restaurant with a red facade and a lot of Chinese characters in black on
the windows. We went into the restaurant which was also very crowded with entire families sitting
around tables of glass, steaming hotpots and dishes with meat, fish and vegetables laid out in front of
them. A Chinese female waitress guided us to a small table that Khun Ph almost certainly had
reserved. There was a lot of noise in the restaurant. I could not understand anything. I had the idea
that they only spoke Chinese. For so far as I could see, I was the only farang in the restaurant. This
was unique and I enjoyed the fact. Although we were sitting at the table for a few minutes now, the
waitress still stood beside us. I looked around and saw the same setting with other tables. “Why does
the waitress still stand at our table?” I asked Khun Ph. “That is to serve us. Every table has its own
waitress,” Khun Ph answered. “Well,” I thought to myself, “This is new for me, but probably we do not
have to wait to too long when we order food or drinks. But so many waitresses, they must certainly be
very cheap on the payroll.”
Hotpots and teeth
“Shall we start with some drinks?” Khun Ph asked me. “Yeah, if they have Singha I would like a small
bottle of beer,” I answered. He ordered the drinks, a beer for me and a sweet drink, a sort of lemonade
for himself. The waitress was back in a few seconds and put the drinks on the table. “Cheers to your
little baby,” I said. “Cheers,” he reacted and raised his glass above the table to mine. “What would you
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like to eat?” he asked me. “Well, surprise me. I am your guest and you are familiar with this
restaurant,” I responded. After a moment of looking at the menu where almost everything was written
in Chinese characters, he suggested, “Shall we take roasted duck or chicken and some vegetables?”
“That sounds good. I prefer the duck,” I said enthusiastically. He ordered the food and after a few
minutes the waitress came back with two trays bearing burning charcoals and two hotpots with water.
She went back and returned almost immediately with all sorts of vegetables. “What’s happening?” I
asked, “We ordered baked duck and vegetables?” “In China and here in Chinatown too, we always eat
soup,” he responded. “Always eat soup?” I questioned, “Why is that?” “Because of old men’s teeth,” he
answered. “Their teeth?” I reacted. “Yeah, old men have less or bad teeth. To show respect we cook
the meal in a hotpot so that they do not have to chew much. That is the reason why you see hotpots
on the tables, to make soup.” Besides this wonderful cultural fact, it was also very cozy cooking our
own soup at the table, and now I had a story to tell; cooking my own soup in Chinatown! I looked from
time to time at Khun Ph. The roles of senpai and kōhai had changed for a moment, as I learnt how to
cook with a hotpot. After a while the waitress brought the duck and the vegetables. “Do we have to
wait for the rice?” I asked. “Rice?” Khun Ph asked me in confusion. “Yeah rice. When we go to a
Chinese restaurant in the Netherlands, besides meat and vegetables we always get a lot of rice on our
plates,” I explained. “Strange,” Khun Ph said, “We only eat sticky rice sometimes at the end of our
meal,” he explained. “Shall I order some?” he asked me politely. “No, no, it was only a question. Today
I will enjoy real Chinese food.” I felt a bit embarrassed, but had another myth to clear at home. We
talked about our families, about our countries and cultures, and I felt very comfortable in the presence
of my new friend. After dinner he asked for the check and for some extra food to take away. “Why do
you order extra food?” I asked curiously. “That is for my wife. She likes Chinese food too,” he
answered.
Taking the first step
The next week on Monday, the day before I left for Kuala Lumpur, I had a last coaching session with
Khun Ph. After exchanging greetings and some social talk over a cup of coffee in his office, I asked
Khun Ph, “How was the management meeting this morning? Did they commit to your plan to change
the showroom?” Again he looked at me with his big brown eyes wide open searching for words. I could
see and feel that he felt uncomfortable. “It is difficult,” he said after a while” “Difficult? What is difficult?”
I reacted with curiosity. Sometimes I felt sorry for him, but the only way to help him in the short-term
was to give him the insight that he had to take his stand. If he did not, the management team,
particularly the ladies, would not accept him, and that would be the end of his contract with the printer
company. I had my doubts already, even though at that time I did not know that this would eventually
be the case. “It was not about the plan,” he said and added, “It was about the responsibility for the
showroom and the capacity they need to clean the showroom.” “So what do you want to do about
that?” I asked a little severely. “I will start the first step of cleaning the room myself, and will ask the
same staff to help me,” he reacted very uncomfortable now. Later at the meeting in Kuala Lumpur,
Khun A told me that Khun Ph did not really take the lead in this case, and that the ladies overruled him
with questions and objections. I thought to myself how even small-scale change in this context was
much more complex than I had thought. It is not only about cross-cultural issues, but also about the
social interaction, identities, positions, emotions, and meanings between the Thai, and in this case
within the management team itself.
Printing on demand, by change management
It was a few months later in December 2005 that I met Khun A in the Netherlands, and we reflected on
the progress of the business and team development so far. I was not as much interested in the
business development because I knew that Khun A could manage that, and he confirmed my
conviction. I was very interested in the development of the team however, and particularly about the
position of Khun Ph. “How is the management team progressing?” I asked him. “Well Martin, I have to
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say that they are now more open and that they seem to feel more comfortable having a discourse, also
about long-term issues, both formally and informally. I have learned that from time to time I have to
bring them to a more informal environment and talk with them more personally and socially.” “That is
good to hear Khun A. And what about Khun Ph?” I asked. “Well, that is a different case. To be short,
he has not established his position yet, and the ladies do not accept him,” he answered. “Do you know
why?” I questioned. “I think partly because of his passiveness, but also because they are not used to a
business support manager. Particularly the ladies, they see him as a threat instead of an opportunity,
most likely also because he has no real department and he works in interference with theirs.
Something like that I guess,” he responded. “But I support him and will give him a chance till next
summer,” he added, thinking at the same time with an expression of doubt across his face. After a
while I said, “I think we have to do something special with the showroom in a way that everybody sees
the meaning and benefits of it.” Well, in that case I have an idea in mind. If we organize together with
the NTCC a meeting for their members in the showroom with an innovative theme like ‘printing on
demand’, then we have a functional reason to give the showroom a facelift,” he thought out loud. “On
change management,” I added. “Yeah Martin, but then you have to translate your book The Change
Maker to English and present it during that meeting,” he responded directly. I felt like we were back in
the business school days. We always had new ideas and could discuss them with high speed and few
words, still able to understand each other, as was the case this time as well. And with a laugh he said,
“I already see you presenting in front of the group, and at the same time, in the background, the
machines printing your book on demand.”
In April 2006, we realized this idea together with Khun B and his NTCC staff. Khun Ph and some
employees had helped carry out the second step in giving the showroom a facelift. There was a red
carpet rolled out over the old worn-out one, the ceiling was repaired and the fluorescent lights were
shining all in the same color. The information desk was dressed in a cloth in the colors of the printer
company, and on top stood a beautiful flower arrangement. A new printer machine was running as a
test, and around fifty chairs were placed next to the speaker setup on one side of the room. The
screens were partly open, and the windows were cleaned. I walked to Khun Ph and expressed my
appreciation, “That is a wonderful job you have done,” I said. He reacted a little shyly in Thai, “Kòrp
Khun kráp,” but I could see on his face that he was very happy with the situation and the compliment.
Some newspapers presented their printing on demand products, and I was very proud to give a
presentation about change management and to hear the machines running simultaneously, printing
the English version of The Change Maker (Loeve 2006) - on demand. I gave all visitors, most of them
expats, a copy of my book, and asked them if I could make an appointment with them to talk about
their experiences as expatriates in the Thai (cross-cultural) business context during my next stay in
Bangkok later that year. At that time I did not know that was also going to be the starting point of my
research.
A Chinese man is looking at you
The last time I saw Khun Ph was during a weekend in a hotel castle in Limburg in the Netherlands. It
was near the headquarters of the printer company. What I did not know when we booked the hotel for
a private golf weekend, was that the printer company often used this hotel as a congress center for
meetings and trainings. I was very surprised when I saw the name of the company at the door of our
luxury ‘president’ room.
At dinner my wife Laura suddenly said to me, “There is a Chinese man looking at you.” “Are you sure it
is a man,” I said jokingly, “Because if it is a woman I am more interested.” After a while, Laura
repeated her observation on the Chinese man. “Now he is standing up, probably to go to the
washroom, and he is still observing you,” she remarked. So I turned around to see for myself, and on
spotting the man she was talking about, exclaimed enthusiastically, “That is not a Chinese man, that is
Khun Ph from Thailand!” I stood up and walked to him. “Sà-wàt-dee kráp, hi Khun Ph. Welcome to the
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Netherlands. How are you doing?” “Sà-wàt-dee kráp, I am fine, thank you Khun Martin,” he reacted.
“What brings you here?” I asked “I am here for training purpose,” he answered. “Come, may I
introduce you to my wife Laura?” I said. Making a wai he greeted Laura, “Sà-wàt-dee kráp, pleased to
meet you madam,” he said very reluctantly. “Hello, I am Laura, I saw you already, looking at Martin,”
she said. He nodded but showed that he felt a bit uncomfortable having a conversation. Probably he
was also very surprised to see us. It was indeed quite a coincidence. Later when I sent an sms to
Khun A that we had met Khun Ph, his reaction was, “Now he is convinced that the Netherlands is no
bigger than a backyard.” I asked Khun Ph politely about the progress he had made as a business
manager. “Everything is fine,” was his only answer. But it was not. A few months later I got the
message that Khun A had helped him find a job outside the company. From a personal perspective, I
felt very sorry for him, being the nice person that he was and also for his young family. But from a
professional perspective, I could understand that he was not the right man for this position at the right
time.
What I learned from this case is that the complexity of understanding each other is not only a crosscultural issue. How could we understand Thai people if they could not understand each other?
Note
Years later I was walking through Sukhumvit area in the neighborhood of the printer company and was
curious about the situation of the showroom. Coming closer, I saw that the signboard was completely
renewed with a clear sign and logo of the printer company, with their main products and services and
their web address on it. Looking in from the outside, I was very surprised. The showroom had
undergone a total metamorphosis. The floor and the ceiling were new, the walls were painted, there
was a new information desk, and I even saw some new machines waiting to be displayed to customers
with beautiful prints in the background. Although it was years later, and there was another managing
director in charge, step three of the plan to change the showroom had been finally realized.

Conclusions
In this chapter I described my own personal and professional experiences during my first days in
Bangkok in February 2005, based on five moments in time involving different settings.
While talking with my expatriate friends I realized that though they seemed to enjoy their expatriate
lives, their stories also signaled that it was difficult for them to get used to their new identities, and to
interact with and particularly to understand others in their new environment, both personally and
professionally.
I also realized that when we talk about the Thai, we talk about a lot of different people; “the” Thai (as
one single identity) does not exist. I experienced that behind the friendly smiles of the Thai, under the
surface, there were deeper layers of culture, identity, emotions, thoughts and meanings, which are
made visible in their attitudes, behavior, performance and energy when you interact with them closely
in their personal and professional spheres.
I experienced that cross-cultural management theories fail in practice, but also that change abroad (in
this case at the printer company in Thailand) is not only a matter of cross-cultural management or
social interaction between Western and Eastern people. It also about the understanding and relations
between the Thai themselves, and the social interaction between the individual and the group.
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2.

Reflection on own experience

What the West calls science is not accumulations of observations, but explanatory of systems.
Alphonso Lingis, 1994, p. 2

Introduction

Bangkok as an outpost
In my experience, Thailand and particularly Bangkok is not the worst place on earth for an expatriate
assignment. The modern tropical city boasting cultural places of esteemed beauty, delicious food, and
above all, the friendly smiling people, is a wonderful place to live and work in. Other places I have
been to in Asia (e.g., Hong Kong, Singapore and Kuala Lumpur) are also probably just as beautiful
and modern, but it was in Bangkok that I really had the feeling of being in Asia. Thailand has also
always had a good relationship with the West. It has never been occupied or colonized. Moreover, the
kingdoms of Thailand and the Netherlands share more than 400 years of a good (business)
21
relationship. There are however, from time to time, political and military border disputes between
22
Thailand and its neighboring country Cambodia, and also internal political conflicts between the
23
warring blue, yellow and red shirts. Moreover, the Tsunami disaster in December 2004 and the
24
floods in 2011 also had a huge impact on the the Thai economy, and in a certain way, also on the

21

The Cambodian–Thai border dispute began in June 2008 as the latest round of a century-long
dispute between Cambodia and Thailand involving the area surrounding the 11th-century Preah
Vihear Temple, located in the Dângrêk Mountains between the Choam Khsant district in the Preah
Vihear province of northern Cambodia and the Kantharalak district (amphoe) in the Sisaket province of
Northeastern Thailand (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cambodian%E2%80%93Thai_border_dispute).
22

The People's Alliance for Democracy (PAD), also called the National Liberation Alliance, the Thai
Patriots Network, or the Yellow Shirts was originally a coalition of protesters against Thaksin
Shinawatra, the former Prime Minister of Thailand. Its leaders include media-mogul Sondhi
Limthongkul and Major General Chamlong Srimuang. The PAD was a chief player in the Thailand
political crisis of 2005 to 2006, the 2008 crisis, and the Cambodian–Thai border stand-off. The PAD
consists mainly of royalist upper and middle-class Bangkok residents and Southerners, supported by
the conservative factions of the Thai Army, some leaders of the Democrat Party, and members of
state-enterprise labor unions (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/People%27s_Alliance_for_Democracy).
23

The 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake was an undersea megathrust earthquake that occurred at
00:58:53 UTC on Sunday, December 26, 2004, with an epicenter off the west coast of Sumatra,
Indonesia. The quake itself is known by the scientific community as the Sumatra-Andaman
earthquake. The resulting tsunami is given various names, including the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami,
South Asian tsunami, Indonesian tsunami, and Boxing Day tsunami
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsunami_2004).
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Severe flooding occurred during the 2011 monsoon season in Thailand. Beginning at the end of July
triggered by the landfall of Tropical Storm Nock-ten, flooding soon spread through the provinces of
Northern, Northeastern and Central Thailand along the Mekong and Chao Phraya river basins. In
October floodwaters reached the mouth of the Chao Phraya and inundated parts of the capital city of
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image of Thailand as a country The tourism sector was particularly affected by these calamities.
Nevertheless, and surprisingly, as far as I have derived from my network contacts and research, these
internal issues had, besides some inconveniences, very little influence on the safety and well-being of
Thailand’s resident expatriates.
The Lonely Expatriate
To further explain and underpin the motivation of my research theme ‘The Lonely Expatriate’ and to
determine my research position, in this chapter I will reflect first on my experience with my expatriate
friends and with my own experience with cross-cultural management during my first assignment in
Bangkok in 2005 discussed previously.
While reflecting on my own experience I will proceed once again with the five settings in Bangkok in
2005 as described in the previous chapter. I will reflect on my own experience with cross-cultural
management in particular, from two different cultural perspectives: the collective and the individual.

Reflection on my experience with expatriate friends
In this section I will reflect on my own experience with my expatriate friends Khun A and Khun P. In
order to give a suitable background, I will cover the following topics: how we became friends, why
Khun A hired me for this cross-cultural assignment in Thailand, and how I felt (experienced) the first
signs of loneliness faced by my expat friends. I will end this section with an observation on loneliness.
Becoming friends
My friend Khun A and I met each other at the General Executive Program of the MBA course at
Business School Netherlands in 1998. I still remember the day we were walking through the park at
Castle Heukelum where the business school was located at that time, working on a personal exercise
to talk about our passions, ambitions and future perspectives. Khun A had a passion for traveling and
the ambition to work for a multinational company and manage a major project abroad. I could identify
with his passion and ambition which were very much in line with our MBA program. But at that time I
could not have possibly imagined that he would achieve his goals so soon. In one year from then he
started working for a multinational printer company, as the manager of an international consultancy
26
team which focused on organization and information systems for document solutions for their
operating companies abroad. A few years later he became the managing director of one of the
operating companies of this printer multinational in Thailand. Going back in time though, it was at that
particular moment in the park while we shared our passions, ambitions and future perspectives in
depth, when our friendship began.
Bangkok. Flooding persisted in some areas until mid-January 2012, and resulted in a total of 815
deaths (with 3 missing) and 13.6 million people affected. Sixty-five of Thailand's 77 provinces were
declared flood disaster zones, and over 20,000 square kilometres (7,700 sq mi) of farmland was
damaged. The disaster has been described as "the worst flooding yet in terms of the amount of water
and people affected (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2011_Thailand_floods).
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The Thai use the phrase "land of the free" to express pride in the fact that Thailand is the only
country in Southeast Asia never colonized by a European power. The country's official name was
Siam until 23 June 1939, when it was changed to Thailand. It was then renamed Siam from 1945 to 11
May 1949, after which it was again renamed Thailand (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thailand).
26

Document solutions are end products like printing on demand of brochures, books and newspapers.
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Why did Khun A ask me to work on this assignment in Thailand?
27

In 2003, Khun A asked me to develop a training program based on action learning : ‘Bridging Cultural
Gaps’, consisting of a series of interactive workshops concerning culture, leadership, communication
and team-building to learn to work together while taking a real business case as the point of departure.
At that time, Khun A’s consultancy worked counterproductive to cultural differences and with decennia
old methods concerning strategic information and planning, particularly in their operating companies in
Southeast Asia. Changing these work methods to new contemporary digital ones encountered
resistance and hampered productivity. The outcome of this training program was that the involved
consultants improved their communication skills, formed a team and learned to implement their new
work methods, step- by-step by getting more involved and using an approach based on action
learning. One year after this training course, Khun A called and asked me to work on a new
assignment, this time in Thailand.
I was quite surprised by Khun A’s phone call, but at the same time also very honored that he had
asked me to support him and his management team. The idea was to develop a strategic plan for the
operating printer company in Bangkok and to work with them on team development. At the time Khun
A first called me, I thought that he asked me to work on this cross-cultural assignment because of his
positive experience with the earlier course ‘Bridging Cultural Gaps’ that I had delivered the year
before. But following my experiences during my first two stays in Bangkok, I had to ask myself this
question again: Why did he ask me to work on this cross-cultural assignment? Was it only because of
his positive experience with the earlier course? That could be the case, but then again, there must be
many other professional consultancy firms with more experience in cross-cultural management and in
Thailand than I had, particularly at that point in time.
There must be more than that; another reason why he had hired me. Khun A’s assignment was to
increase the revenue of the operating company significantly, by extending the document solutions for
existing product/market combinations as well as exploring new avenues. Maybe the reason was that
he needed a friend around in such a project, I thought. I recalled how he had also organized the earlier
assignment with his friends around him whom he could trust and depend on. When I look back at this
question now, trying once more to analyze Khun A’s motivation in light of the further insights I have
gained over the past few years while studying expatriate life, I realize that it could also just have been
a simple preference to have trusted friends close by who could understand him, and whom he could
rely on better while working on this project in a foreign country.
First signs of loneliness
It was over dinner at the Thai restaurant Cabbages and Condoms that my hosts Khun A and his
partner Khun P introduced me to on my first day in Bangkok, that I felt the signs of loneliness in
expatriate life; I realized for the first time how expatriates might feel socially disconnected with others
(Dumm, 2008; Cacioppo & Williams, 2008). My friends Khun A and Khun P were living together as an
expatriate European couple in an apartment in the Sukhumvit business area, far from their family and
friends, and also isolated from other (Dutch) expatriates who mainly lived in compounds, as well as
from the Thai. While we sat eating in the restaurant, they told me enthusiastically about their
experience as expatriates so far, about the holidays with their children, the beautiful cultural places
they had visited, their apartment on the park, the huge shopping centers and the delicious food in
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Action learning is an educational process whereby the participants study their own actions and
experience in order to improve performance. Learners acquire knowledge through actual actions and
repetitions, rather than through traditional instruction (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Action_learning).
Also see The Change Maker (Loeve, 2004).
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Thailand. But there were more emotions hidden beneath those stories. Between the fine lines of their
stories, I also read signs of loneliness. Besides missing their children, family and friends, there was
also a sense of feeling disconnected with others, particularly with the Thai. Be it the taxi drivers, their
chauffeur, or the employees of the operating company, they did not really understand them because of
the culture differences.
My feelings on this subject became even stronger over the following days while following the Thai
itinerary my friends had planned for me. We visited the beautiful Jim Thompson House, the King’s
Palace, sailed on the Phraha River, had a delicious Thai dinner in the restaurant Salatib located in the
garden of the Shangri-La Hotel at the riverside, and although we had a great time, I could still sense
loneliness in the lives of my expatriate friends, beyond the happy faces they presented to me. It
became clear to me, not only from their personal stories, but also from the stories about their
professional environment and their experiences while working with Thai people that they were
wrestling with their new expatriate identities.
As a senior Dutch manager, Khun A had to work with those under him, which he had no direct control
over at that time. The Thai women in the management team strongly held their operational positions
and protected not only themselves but also their employees from any form of change. He did not really
understand them and this was probably the case the other way around as well. There was a lack of
understanding, even misunderstanding, and the team was not really a team. I also had the opportunity
to experience this in person during my first meeting with the team, and later during the Strategy Day
and in the Showroom case as described in the last chapter. I noticed that the Thai women in this team,
whether consciously or not, strengthened the hierarchy with their attitudes and behavior, and thus
strengthened the misunderstandings, from both sides.

First conclusion
During my first stay in Bangkok, I experienced that my expatriate friends Khun A and Khun P felt lonely
in their personal and professional environment, socially (and physically, in terms of distance)
disconnected from their family and friends in their home country, and also not really connected with
other expatriates and Thai people in their host country. It occurred to me that this was maybe the main
reason that Khun A hired me; to have a friend around, and to work together on this ‘change’ project.
This observation brings me to my first conclusion based on my experiences: expatriates feel lonely.

Reflecting on my own cross-cultural experience
I will now reflect on my own cross-cultural experience. I will start with my own experiences with the
Thai culture at macro-, meso- and micro-levels. Then I will explain cross-cultural management from
two different perspectives, the collective and the individual. After that, I will reflect on my own crosscultural experiences from these two perspectives using the works of the scholars Hofstede (2010) and
Lingis (2000). I will end this section with a second conclusion statement about the position of the
individual human being, in this case the expatriate manager, with an apparent paradox between the
general collective cultural dimensions and the specific individual encounters, and my existing position
between these as a researcher.
My first experience with Thai culture
The moment I stepped out of the airplane at the (old) International Don Muang Airport in Bangkok for
the first time in February 2005, I experienced the Thai culture with all my senses. I saw, heard,
smelled, and felt this different culture around me. I saw the beautifully colored ‘welcome to Thailand’
signboards hanging like pieces of art from the construction of the airport building. I heard the beautiful
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Thai tonal language used by the female employees at the airport to announce messages concerning
flight information, starting with the greeting “Sà-wàt-dee kâ”. I breathed in the smells of Thai goods and
products, particularly the exotic aroma of massage oils and herbs as I was walking along the shops at
the airport. And on stepping outside I felt the heat and humidity of the tropical climate over my whole
body. This (first) real experience with the Thai culture was so much more than what I had so far
derived from the literature, websites and the stories of other people who had been to Thailand before.
You have to experience culture yourself with all your senses to really know what all the literature,
websites and people are talking about.
Culture at three different levels
Reflecting on my experiences later, I came to realize that I had experienced culture at three levels. I
will define these three cultural levels respectively as; (1) the cultural environmental macro-level: what
you see around you in general, (2) the cultural organizational meso-level: what you see around you in
the office environment and (3) the cultural individual micro-level: what you experience in social
interaction between (groups of) individuals.
My experience of culture at the environmental macro-level was on my taxi drive from the (old) Don
Muang International Airport to Hotel Grand Sukhumvit. During the journey, I saw the broad skyline and
the beautiful Thai architecture, the traditional temples, restaurants and office buildings, the enormous
billboards, the many traces of Buddhism, the modern infrastructure, the Sky-train and the famous
traffic jams. I also witnessed a lot of life and activity; several smiling people doing business and
socializing around the market places and the cooking stations of the street vendors. I experienced
culture at this level with all these artifacts very intensely and consciously with my senses; in terms of
sight, hearing and smells, but also feeling the tropical climate, particularly during those first few days in
Bangkok as mentioned in the previous paragraph. My experience of culture at the organizational
meso-level was in and around the office building of the Dutch printer operating company where my
assignment was based. The brand signboard on the street, the company logo on the grand floor, the
sign of the company name on the jackets of the employees, and even the picture on the wall with tulips
at the reception was a sign of the company’s Dutch roots. At this level I experienced culture from a
double perspective. The moment I saw the company logo at the street and on the office building I had
the feeling of coming home. This feeling was reinforced when I saw the poster with tulips in the
reception area. But at the same time it was far from home because of all the Thai signs on the walls
and of course the friendly voice of the receptionist. I remember another special experience on this
level, the air-conditioning. Not the fact that there was one, but the huge temperature difference
between outside and inside the office. Later I heard that air-conditioning also served as a symbol of
corporate prosperity and status. And my experience of culture at the individual micro-level was during
my social interactions with individuals such as the customs officer at the airport, the lady at the ticket
office, the friendly taxi driver, the waiter and staff at the restaurant Cabbages and Condoms were I had
dinner with my expatriate friends, and with the members of the Thai management team. This was also
the level at which I experienced misunderstanding and signs of loneliness as social disconnection. And
I witnessed this misunderstanding and disconnection not just between the Dutch (Khun A as MD and
me as a consultant) and the Thai, but also between the Thai themselves. But across all these cultural
levels, I also experienced that even though the friendly smiling people seemed to have similarities in
their use of the beautiful tonal language and their practice of Buddhism, there were also so many
differences between them, in their appearance, positions, roles, competences and attitudes, in short,
in their identities. This experience taught me that ‘the’ (or one unique) Thai (identity) does not exist.
It is the cultural micro-level: social interaction between (groups of) individuals, that I am particularly
interested in as a professional consultant and researcher as well, and which I will mainly reflect on in
the next paragraphs.
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Social disconnection
During my first meeting with the Thai management team I experienced social disconnection
strengthened by the major hierarchy between the MD, Thai managers, the employees and myself. I
had the same experience during Strategy Day and in the Showroom case while working with Khun Ph.
The individual members of the Thai management team were diverse, friendly ‘on the surface’, but
when their own positions, departments and employees came into debate, their emotions ‘under the
surface’ revealed themselves. Their behavior changed from being friendly and smiling to dominating,
almost aggressive, behavior, and this change was to me quite mysterious. I could not place this in the
frame of the cross-cultural management theory that I had studied during my MBA course in
International Management. At that moment, while working with the Thai in practice, general crosscultural management knowledge could not help me in finding a way out, or even just handling this
situation, if there ever was such a clearly defined way for such situations in the first place. This failure
on the part of my existing cross-cultural management knowledge to offer practical solutions made me
question my initial view on the concept of cross-cultural management itself, particularly the
discrepancy between the collective and individual cross-cultural perspectives. I will discuss crosscultural management and these two perspectives in some more detail before reflecting further on my
own cross-cultural experience.
About cross-cultural management
Cross-cultural management is an international management discipline and is defined by Adler (2002)
in the following manner:
Cross-cultural management explains the behavior of people in organizations around the world
and shows people how to work in organizations with employee and client populations from
many different cultures. Cross-cultural management describes organizational behavior within
countries and cultures; compares organizational behavior across countries and cultures; and,
most important, seeks to understand and improve the interaction of co-workers, managers,
executives, clients, suppliers, and alliance partners from countries and cultures around the
world. (p. 13)
Adler’s definition thus incorporates two cultural perspectives, the ‘collective’ behavior of people in
organizations, and the ‘individual’ interaction.
Culture from a collective perspective
Most of the traditional cross-cultural management studies (e.g., Adler 2002; Hofstede, 2010; Triandis,
1995; Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner, 1997) have their roots in traditional anthropology as
developed in the twentieth century, and follow the track of Kroeber and Kluckhohn’s classic definition
of culture, originally published in 1952:
Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired and transmitted
by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievement of human groups, including their
embodiment in artefacts; the essential core of culture consist of traditional (i.e., historically
derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached values; culture systems may, on the
one hand, be considered as products of action, on the other, as conditioning elements of
future action. (in Adler, 2002 p. 18)
What the above researchers have in common is that they look from a collective national and/or
organizational point of view at (unique) individuals, searching for behavioral patterns: ‘putting people in
boxes’, and thereby creating stereotypes instead of preventing or eliminating them. Of course there
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are general cultural artefacts and behavioral aspects, as I experienced all around me in Bangkok, or
as Schein (1999) describes so effectively, “What you see, feel and hear as you are hanging around”
(p. 15). But besides basic similarities, I also experienced differences in the identities of the Thai, in
their behaviors and attitudes, and above all, I experienced that this collective cultural perspective could
not help me in practice at all, because it failed to account for these individual differences. To examine
this proposition I want to reflect on my cross-cultural experience from a collective culture perspective
more in depth.
One of the most renowned scholars in the literature and applied theory of cross-cultural research who
has been following and exploring this collective cultural perspective for many years is the Dutch
professor emeritus in Organizational Anthropology and International Management, Geert Hofstede.
Hofstede’s work, being the most cited work in cross-cultural management literature, shall form the
basis of my reflection on my own experiences from a collective cultural perspective in the following
section.
Culture from an individual perspective
Other scholars in (modern) cross-cultural management literature focus more on the individual in group
perspective instead of the general collective one. For example, Chang (2008): “The concept of culture
is inherently group-orientated, because culture results from human interactions with each other” (pp.
28
16-17). Chang’s premise is in line with the basic assumptions of Symbolic Interactionism that
language, thought and meaning are provided by social (face-to-face) interaction (Blumer, 1986;
Goffman, 1959; Mead, 1967).
De Munck (2000) sees culture as a symbiosis between two extreme cultural perspectives or concepts,
‘culture-outside-individuals’ and ‘culture-in-peoples-minds’. De Munck (2000) expresses the symbiotic
relationship between culture and people as follows:
Obviously, one does not exist as a psyche—a self—outside of culture; nor does culture exist
independently of its bearers. While we depend on both our cultural and natural environments
for survival, the two are fundamentally different kinds of environments. Culture would cease to
exist without the individuals who make it up, but the natural environment continues without us.
Culture requires our presence as individuals. With this symbiosis, self and culture together
make each other up and, in that process, make meaning. (pp. 1-2)
I recognize Chang’s premise and De Munck’s expression of the symbiotic relationship between culture
and people in my own cross-cultural experience, particularly at the individual and group levels. As I
mentioned previously, I experienced at all the different levels (macro, meso and micro) of culture, a
huge difference in identities not just between the Dutch and the Thai, but also between the Thai
themselves. For this reason, I also want to reflect on my own cross-cultural experiences from an
individual cultural perspective.
A scholar, who has his own vision on research from an individual (affective) instead of a collective
perspective, is the American professor emeritus in Philosophy and Anthropology, Alphonso Lingis.
Because of his unusual research view on culture and in particular his unexpected encounters with
individuals, I will use Lingis’s work to reflect on my own experiences from an individual cultural
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According to Blumer (1986) the term ‘symbolic interactionism’ has come into use as a label for a
relatively distinctive approach to the study of human group life and conduct. Symbolic Interactionism
(SI) is a discipline in social psychology and has its roots in the works of, among others, George
Herbert Mead and John Dewey.
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perspective after the following section.

Reflecting on my own cross-cultural experience using Hofstede

As mentioned, I will reflect on my own cross-cultural experiences from a collective cultural perspective
with the work of Hofstede (2010). I will start with a brief overview of Hofstede’s work, his vision on
culture and his five-dimension approach. Then I will employ his five cross-cultural dimensions to reflect
on my own experience. I will end this section with criticism on Hofstede’s work based on my own
experiences in practice and with a sub-conclusion.
About Hofstede’s work
The main work of Geert Hofstede consists of a series of books: Culture’s Consequences (Hofstede,
1984) in which he offers a framework for, and data concerning, cultural differences, collected from the
multinational corporation International Business Machines (IBM) operating in more than fifty countries
around the world; and Cultures and Organizations: Software of the Mind (1994) in which he elaborates
on his view on culture, develops his framework further and provides (expanded) data with the objective
of helping people with their differences in thinking, feeling and acting around the world to achieve
mutual understanding. In this reflection on my own cross-cultural experience from a collective cultural
perspective, I will mainly use Hofstede’s revised and expanded third edition Cultures and
Organizations: Software of the Mind (2010). I will focus on the basic idea and assumptions of
Hofstede’s collective vision on culture and on his dimensions approach related to my own crosscultural experience in Bangkok.
Culture as a collective phenomenon
Hofstede (2010) states that culture is always a collective phenomenon because, “It is at least partly
shared with other people who live or lived within the same social environment in which it is learned” (p.
6). He further states that culture consists of the unwritten rules of the social game: “It is the collective
programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from
others” (p. 6).
Culture as mental programming
In his book Cultures and Organizations, Hofstede (2010) compares the human mind with a computer
and describes culture as its software:
Every person carries within him or herself patterns of thinking, feeling, and potential acting
which were learned throughout their lifetime... Using the analogy of the way in which
computers are programmed, this book will call such patterns of thinking, feeling, and acting
mental programs, or, as the subtitle goes: ‘software of the mind’. This does not mean, of
course, that people are programmed the way computers are. A person’s behavior is only
partially predetermined by her or his mental programs: (s)he has a basic ability to deviate from
them, and to react in ways which are new, creative, destructive, or unexpected. The ‘software
of the mind’ that this book is about only indicates what reactions are likely and understandable.
(p. 4)
According to Hofstede the source of one’s mental programs lies within the social environment in which
one grew up and collected one’s life experiences, e.g., family, schools and workplaces. Hofstede’s
customary term for mental software is ‘culture’ (p. 5).
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Values as the core of culture
In Hofstede’s (2010) vision, culture is manifested in different ways and can be conceptually covered in
four different levels of depth: “(1) symbols: words, gestures, pictures, or objects that carry a particular
meaning that is recognized as such only by those who share that particular culture, (2) heroes:
persons, alive or dead, real or imaginary, who posses characteristics that are highly prized in a culture
and thus serve as models for behavior, (3) rituals: collective activities that are technically superfluous
to reach desired ends, but that, within a culture, are considered socially essential, and (4) values:
broad tendencies to prefer certain states of affairs over others” (pp. 8-9). Hofstede compares these
different levels of depth with the skins of an onion indicating, “symbols as the most superficial and
values as the deepest manifestation of culture with heroes and rituals in between” (p.7). In Hofstede’s
view, values are feelings with an added arrow indicating a plus and a minus side, e.g., ‘evil versus
good’, ‘dirty versus clean’ and ‘dangerous versus safe’. According to Hofstede values are the stable
element in culture, “comparative research starts from the measurement of values” (p. 28). Measuring
values is the starting point of his five (cross-) cultural dimensions approach.
Five cross-cultural dimensions
Hofstede’s (2010) research process is based on a ‘dimensions approach’, a paradigm he introduced in
the 1980 edition of his book Culture’s Consequences. His dimensions approach is based on social
29
anthropologists in the first half of the twentieth century who developed the conviction that, “all
societies, modern and traditional, face the same basic problems; only the answers differ” (p. 29); and
30
on the work of social scientists who attempted to identify, “what problems were common to all
societies, through conceptual reasoning and reflection on field experiences, as well as through
statistical studies” (p. 29). The main outcome of their research was the proposition that the following
issues qualify as common basic problems worldwide, with consequences for the functioning of
societies, of groups within those societies, and of individuals within those groups: “relation to authority,
conception of self—in particular: the relationship between individual and society, the individual’s
concept of masculinity and femininity, ways of dealing with conflicts, including the control of aggression
and the expansion of feelings” (Hofstede, 2010, p. 30).
Hofstede (2010) used the above mentioned insights in his study of a large body of survey data about
the values of people who worked in local subsidiaries of IBM in more than fifty countries around the
world, and came to more or less the same issues or basic problem areas that he had initially translated
into four, and later modified to five cross-cultural dimensions:
1. Power distance: “The extent to which the less powerful members of institutions and
organizations within a country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally” (p. 61);
2. Individualism versus collectivism: “Individualism pertains to societies in which the ties between
individuals are loose: everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her
immediate family. Collectivism as its opposite, pertains to societies in which people from birth
onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, which throughout people’s lifetimes
continue to protect them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty” (p. 92);
3. Masculinity versus femininity: “A society is called masculine when emotional gender roles are
clearly distinct: men are supposed to be assertive, tough, and focused on material success,
whereas women are supposed to be more modest, tender, and concerned with the quality of
life. A society is called feminine when emotional gender roles overlap: both men and women
are supposed to be modest, tender, and concerned with the quality of life” (p. 140);
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Particularly the American anthropologists Ruth Benedict (1887-1948) and Margaret Mead (19011978) who played an important role in popularizing this message to a wide audience (Hofstede, 2010).
30

Namely the American sociologist Alex Inkeles and the psychologist Daniel Levinson who published
a broad survey of the English-language literature on national culture in 1954 (Hofstede, 2010).
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4. Uncertainty avoidance: “The extent to which the members of a culture feel threatened by
ambiguous or unknown situations” (p. 191);
5. Short-term versus long-term orientation: “Long-term orientation stands for the fostering of
virtues oriented toward future rewards—in particular, perseverance and thrift. Its opposite
pole, short-term orientation, stands for the fostering of virtues related to the past and
present—in particular, respect for tradition, preservation of “face,” and fulfilling social
obligations” (p. 239).
According to Hofstede, a dimension groups together a number of phenomena in a society that were
empirically found to occur in combination, regardless of whether there seems to be a logical necessity
for their going together. In his view, the logic of societies is not the same as the logic of individuals
looking at them. Hofstede (2010) states that, “The grouping of the different aspects of a dimension is
always based on statistical relationships—that is, on trends for these phenomena to occur in
combination, not on iron links” (p. 31).
The research process of Hostede’s five-dimension approach consists of data collected with
31
questionnaires distributed across IBM offices in different countries, and analyzed with statistical
32
33
correlations . The coefficient of correlation expresses the strength of the relationship between two
variables. It bears a value ranging from 0.00-1.00 indicating unrelated and related measures
34
respectively. Hofstede translated the outcome of this statistical research approach (of factor analysis)
into so-called indices, figures between 0-100, for measuring the degrees of the five dimensions
respectively: for the degree of inequality in society the Power Distance Index PDI, for the degree of
individualism in society the Individualism Index IDV, for the degree of masculinity the Masculinity Index
MAS, for the degree of (in)tolerance of ambiguity in society the Uncertainty Avoidance Index UAI, and
for the degree of long-term versus short-term orientations, the Long-Term Orientation Index LTO. I will
now proceed with reflecting on my own cross-cultural experience using Hofstede’s five (cross-) cultural
dimensions, and the respective indices he calculated for these dimensions for the Netherlands and for
Thailand.
My reflection based on Hofstede
As metioned earlier, to determine my research position I will reflect on my own cross-cultural
experiences from two opposing cultural perspectives, the collective and the individual. In this section I
will reflect on my own experiences from the collective cultural perspective using Hofstede’s five crosscultural dimensions as examined above. In particular, I will reflect on how my own practical
experiences are related to the described scores of the five dimensions, with an accent on the Thai and
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Hofstede (2010) used various paper and pencil questionnaires that asked for people’s preferences
among alternatives concerning values as a stable element of culture.
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As described by Hofstede (2010) correlations consist of two measures called variables, that are said
to be correlated if they vary together, for example: “If we were to measure the height and weight of a
hundred people randomly picked from the street, we would find the height and weight measures to be
correlated: taller people would also usually be heavier, and shorter ones would also tend to be lighter”
(p. 32).
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For more information concerning Hofstede’s statistical research method see Culture’s
Consequences (Hofstede, 1984).
34

As Hofstede (2010) mentions, the coefficient can become negative if the two measures are
oppositely related. He cites the following example as an illustration: “a person’s height and the number
of times he or she would meet someone who is taller. The lowest possible value is -1.00; in this case
the two measures are again perfectly correlated, only the one is positive when the other is negative,
and vice versa” (p.32).
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Dutch scores in particular. In other words, I will discuss how Hofstede’s five cross-cultural dimensions
work out practically in a business context.
Reflecting on my own experience with the Thai management team from the first dimension of power
distance, with the relatively low PDI-score of 38 (less power distance) for the Netherlands and a
relatively high PDI-score of 64 (more power distance) for Thailand (Hofstede, 2010, p. 57-59), I have
to say that I fail to completely identify with these scores. From my perspective, the latter should have
scored much higher at the first meeting when I was presenting myself and my book (it was me who
created or strengthened the hierarchy by taking distance and therefore the high power distance), and
much lower during the discourse on Strategy Day in relation to the positions of the Thai women,
particularly during the discourse regarding the young management talent and the relocation to a new
office building. As individuals in a hierarchy, they took their operational position between Khun A, their
MD, and their departments, and debated as equals to protect not just their own employees, but also
especially their own positions. Thus power distance is influenced by the context and particularly by the
social interaction between unique human beings, their positions, roles, functions, purposes, etc.
Reflecting on the second dimension of individualism versus collectivism based on the comparatively
high IDV-score of 80 (more individual orientated) for the Netherlands and the low IDV-score of 20
(more group orientated) for Thailand (Hofstede 2010, pp. 95-97), my first impression of Thailand
during my taxi ride from the Don Muang Airport to Hotel Grand Sukhumvit when I saw the Thai people
socializing and eating on the streets, was very much in line with Hofstede’s calculations. At that level
(i.e. outside of their professional lives), I still believe that the Thai are group-orientated. However, when
it comes to their own positions in a business setting, like the one I was involved in with them, I am not
convinced they are group-orientated. On the contrary, my experience with the Thai women showed the
opposite. As already mentioned, they protected their individual positions. The same happened with the
role and position of business support manager Khun Ph. He was not accepted by the group because
they saw him as a positional threat instead of an (group) opportunity to expand their business. So in
this particular case the IDV-score must be much higher and less group orientated.
With respect to the masculinity and femininity dimension the MAS-score for the Netherlands is 14
(more masculine, less feminine) and for Thailand is 34 (more feminine, less masculine) (Hofstede,
2010, pp. 141-143). My experience on this front was that the Thai management team (20% men and
80% women) showed more masculinity than femininity. The Thai women were single and extremely
negative about Thai men. It was not typically, a one for all and all for one situation at the workplace.
The women were on the one hand very loyal to the company and dedicated to their work, but on the
other hand did not look much further than their own departments. Initially, it was very difficult for them
to change things. In this particular case I experienced that the women were more masculine than
feminine (masculinity and feminity understood here as defined by Hofstede and elaborated previously)
and the men, the opposite. The question that arises is if Hofstede in his research was sufficiently
aware of the currently increasing role of women not only in the business context, but also in society in
general?
With regard to the fourth dimension of uncertainty avoidance, the UAI-score for the Netherlands is 53
(more or less average score in tolerance of ambiguity in society) and for Thailand 64 (more or less
average score in tolerance of ambiguity in society) ( (Hofstede 2010, 192-194). When I reflect on these
scores based on my own experience, I come to more or less the same conclusion as before. Although
the members of the Thai management team were under pressure during the discourse, they, and
particularly the Thai women, were also very certain and stable about their positions and did not
tolerate any change concerning their operational perspectives. In case of Thai management a much
higher score for uncertainty avoidance seems just; they defended their present positions very strongly.
Concerning the fifth dimension of short-term versus long term orientation, the LTO-score for the
Netherlands is 67 (relatively high score, thus short-term orientation) and for Thailand is 56 (relatively
low score, thus long-term orientation) (Hofstede, 2010, pp. 255-258). What I experienced in the
business case was that the Thai women were mainly focused on the short-term operational
perspective, and had hardly an eye for the strategic long-term. Thus I would think that the score for the
Thai in this case must be much higher. Probably long- and short-term orientation of the team members
in concern works out differently in their personal life, but then it still concerns unique individuals.
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If I follow Hofstede’s anthropological track and project his five cross-cultural dimensions approach on
my own experiences with the Thai community or with the Thai management team in practice, then I
would argue/conclude that the scores of the five dimensions depend on the context. Futher, the scores
also depend on the characteristics, behaviors, knowledge and experiences of the Dutch MD, and last
but not least, those of myself as a consultant, as we also formed part of that particular group. Besides
that, by focusing on these particular five dimensions alone, Hofstede in general, excludes the effect of
other (change) forces like history, occupation, colonialism, economy, politics, and disasters, like the
Tsunami and floods in the Thai case.
My criticism on Hofstede’s work
I disagree with Hofstede’s work on two different levels. Firstly, I disagree with his collective vision of
culture, and secondly with his dimensions approach.
The main criticism I have of Hofstede’s work at the first level is in regards to his vision on culture as a
collective phenomenon, particularly on culture as mental programming: ‘software of the mind’. With
this vision, he ignores the fact that human beings are unique, as I experienced at the individual microlevel at the scene in Bangkok. As I mentioned previously, looking at individual behavior from a
collective cultural (research) perspective leads to stereotyping. The individual comes last in the
collective.
My criticism on Hofstede’s work at the second level concerns his dimensions approach and the use of
statistics which leads to the rationalizing of human behavior, and therefore strengthens stereotyping.
Hofstede reduces culture to a protocol, a formula. He eliminates the social interaction between
individuals, and fails to take into account the specificity of (groups of) individuals, thereby reducing
culture to a rational abstract (dead) object. Apart from this, I also have inhibitions about the
representativeness of the IBM data from more than thirty years ago in today’s world, and the use of
questionnaires to measure culture with close to fifty nations as a unit of analysis to gain (general)
insight on human behavior. Hofstede (2010) does not reflect on his own work in terms of methodology
at all. On the contrary, he strengthens his five (cross-) cultural dimensions approach with other data
from the Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness research program, in short the
GLOBE project, and the World Values Survey, to prove his work in the revised and expanded edition
of his work Cultures and Organizations. In addition to that, Hofstede’s research position, like the
mainstream approach of cross-cultural management, is from the point of view of the organization, in
his case IBM. This makes him part of the collective and therefore, professionally and economically
dependent.
Regarding Hofstede’s objective of helping people around the world with their differences in thinking,
feeling and acting to achieve mutual understanding, a laudable initiative in itself, the question arises:
Could we really understand people, if that is ever possible, from his collective cultural perspective and
research approach that leads to stereotypes; general statements about a larger whole superimposed
onto a smaller whole? Although Hofstede (2010) dabbles a bit into intercultural encounters and
communication at the individual level, his view is still derived from this stereotyped general collective
cultural perspective.
My criticism about cross-cultural management in general is that it considers culture too much from a
business perspective: the human being as a performance object; ‘the economic man’, and too less
from an individual perspective, and is thus inhumane.
Based on the above criticism the following question arises: Why do so many institutes, scholars,
consultants and other practitioners still follow this (old) anthropological track? Is this still relevant,
particularly now, in a movement towards globalization and digitalization in which people are traveling
around the world and forming digital communities on Facebook, LinkedIn and many other such social
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networking sites ? It is probably because this track was already there, and the cultural concept it
proposed is and has been part of most of the International Management and MBA courses for quite
some time now that it still prevails. It probably fits well with traditional strategic management thinking
which involves rationalizing (unique) human behavior. Whether it is still justifiable in today’s world and
global environment though, is an increasingly debatable point.
Sub-conclusion
Based on this reflection of my own cross-cultural experience using Hofstede’s (2010) five (cross-)
cultural dimensions, I totally disagree with the usefulness of his vision and the collective cultural
perspective and dimensions approach paradigm in practice, particularly at the organizational microlevel; i.e. social interaction between (groups of) individuals. It is not only his vision on culture as a
collective phenomenon that I find problematic, but also his dimensions approach paradigm. His
paradigm is too general and too focused on the organizational meso- and cultural environmental
macro-level, and less on the individual micro-level. Moreover, using natural science to investigate
people’s behaviors necessitates rationalization of human behavior. Traditional cross-cultural
management research and literature, and Hofstede’s work in particular, is mainly focused on
categorizing, searching for collective cognitive patterns; i.e. ‘putting people in boxes’, and therefore
creating stereotypes instead of preventing or eliminating them. Thus, even though the intention of
cross-cultural management is to understand people from different cultures, what it does instead is
create misunderstanding. Added to this is also the fact that Hofstede has done his research as part of
the IBM organization which makes him professionally and economally dependent on IBM and
therefore not a neutral researcher.
What I experienced in Bangkok was and is not generalizable but more case-specific, and that
motivates me to reflect on my own cross-cultural experience from a more individual-based perspective,
which I will proceed to do using Lingis’s work.

Reflecting on my own cross-cultural experience using Lingis

In this section I will now reflect on my own cross-cultural experiences from an individual cultural
perspective with the work of Lingis (2000). I will start with a brief overview of Lingis’s work, his vision
on culture and his specific ‘open approach’ of face-to-face encounters. Then, using his face-to-face
approach I will reflect on my own experience. I will end this section with criticism on Lingis’s work
based on my own experiences in practice and with a sub-conclusion.
Meeting Lingis
36

At the two-day-workshop Demos I met the American philosopher and anthropologist emeritus
professor Alphonso Lingis. During one of the workshops, Lingis presented his essay titled Justice, a
story based on his own experience. One of these experiences was in Rio de Janeiro. While walking
down the promenade of Avenida Atlântica in Copacabana to the Meridien Hotel to have breakfast, a
group of young adolescents asked him the time: “Señor, que horas são?” All of a sudden, one of them
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Hofstede (2010) states that the dominance of technology over culture is an illusion: “The software of
the machines may be globalized, but the software of the minds that used them is not” (p. 391).
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Demos was initiated and organized by the tutors and students of the international part-time Ph.D.rd
th
program of the University for Humanistic Studies on the 23 and 24 of June 2011 in Warden,
Netherlands. Demos consisted of a series of workshops with keynote speakers. Alphonso Lingis was
one of them.
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held a knife to Lingis’s throat and they took his watch and wallet. One of his other experiences was at
Pasar Burang, a marketplace in Java. He was looking for a mate for his male Moluccan cockatoo at
home. Though there where hundreds of stalls with birds, he could not find the particular bird he was
looking for. Then he met an old man at the marketplace through whom he could finally manage to
purchase a female Molluccan cockatoo. Lingis paid a lot of money to ship the bird to his home in the
United States. The bird never arrived.
It is interesting to note that even though Lingis was a victim in both cases, he did not get these people
who robbed him convicted. On the contrary, he began to wonder himself about his experiences and
the phenomenon of justice, and it motivated him to think and write about it. Although the content of his
story itself was very interesting, I was particularly impressed by the way in which he presented us his
story. He made it very special using moments of silence, music, rhythm in his voice, and describing his
own individual experiences till date, calling, at the first level, attention to his personal experiences, but
by means of this drawing attention to the the philosophical theme at the second level, which in this
case was Justice. Directly after his presentation I asked him for a copy of his work. He seemed very
surprised and gave me an original version. This personal meeting with Lingis was what first inspired
me to read some of his books.
About Lingis’s work
Lingis translated other philosophers, namely Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Emmanuel Levinas, and has
written a series of around ten books in which he presents stories based on his own experiences while
traveling around the world, combining them with philosophical themes. Among his work, such as
Abuses (Lingis, 1994), are themes that cover a bold exploration of central ideas in continental
psychology, ranging from the elevated Inca citadel of Machu Picchu, or the Mexican elite, to the
streets of Manila and the transvestite shows in Bangkok.
I intend to use Lingis’s work to gain more insight on the social interaction between individuals beyond
standard verbal and non-verbal language, and particularly to understand the concepts of I and
Otherness, of which loneliness is a form. While reflecting in this section on my own experiences in
Bangkok from a cultural individual perspective, I will particularly focus on Lingis’ work concerning the
face-to-face encounters which he notably presented in his work Dangerous Emotions (Lingis, 2000),
and which also feature in one of the interviews with Lingis printed in the work Encounters with
Alphonso Lingis (Hooke and Fuchs, 2003) on the related subject.
Lingis’s view on cultural studies
In opposition to the traditional track of scholars of anthropology, Lingis in his research focuses more on
the experiences with and of the (unique) individual human being: the I and the other. In an interview
with Lingis, Mary Zoutnazi (Hooke & Fuchs, 2003) asked questions, among other subjects, on how we
can understand other histories and life experiences from outside the paradigm of Western culture. In
his long and detailed answer, Lingis commented on the collective research approach/track as follows:
I think I have always been aware that there is an otherness that is irreducible, that there is
suffering in every friendship. But there is another side. I think that nowadays so many cultural
critics go all the way, and I don’t. There are people who are just analyzing the anthropological
discourse, as his own discourse about the people—about his informants and their discourse.
The most extreme form you have, well look at Lévi-Strauss. His own purpose in anthropology
is never to give a local person’s account of their culture, but instead to give a totally different
account in Western scientific terms. It is this language, its analysis and structure that I have
resisted. If I would ever try to say it publicly, people would dismiss it as nineteenth-century
romanticism. I think that there is a way that you can understand people outside of objective
structures. I continue to think that you do not just reflect on your own language and perception.
But so often in my life with people I have met, I have a friendship—young people, old people,
men, women who are radically different in culture. I have been with people who are silent, rural
people, peasants in Peru. I think that there is an awful lot of deep understanding that goes
further than language structures. (Mary Zoutnazi, 2003, p. 86)
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In this interview, Lingis expresses five important features that distinguish his view on cultural studies
from the traditional view of cross-cultural management studies as I described before; namely, (1) to
use and analyze your own anthropological discourse: experience, instead of that of others, (2) that it is
important in anthropology to give a local person’s account of their culture, (3) that there is a way to
understand people outside of objective structures, (4) that you do not just reflect on your own language
and perception, and (5) that there is an awful lot of understanding that goes further than language
structures. Although Lingis does not present an explicit concept of culture, he does so implicitly with
these five features. I would say that he uses a more or less ‘open’ approach with a rather ‘holistic’
view, aiming to look at things through another lens: the lens of the other. In his studies he focuses a lot
on face-to-face encounters.
Face-to-face encounters
In his extraordinary, in this case also metaphorical, style of writing, Lingis (2000) introduces face-toface encounters as a phenomenon:
Chimpanzees, gorillas, Neanderthals, Cro-Magnons are moving with the sun crossing the sky,
moving wind rustling the leaves of baobabs and acacias, the movements of their legs and
hands syncopating with the bends and springs of the elephant grass. A flight of flamingos draw
their heads skyward, a rush of wildebeest wildness into them, they do a punk slamdance with
the scavenger hyenas. Their hands are extended upon one another’s arms, backs, legs,
heads, moving with the tensions and flexions of torsos… They murmur with the rustling leaves,
answer the chatter of vervets and mandrills, the bellowings of elephants, and the cries of
shrikes and eagles. They hum and chant with another as they move. Outbursts of laughter
spread among them. In laughter they recognize one another as members of the same species
and are attracted to one another… One human, the alpha male, drives off the cupidinous
junior male, who feints, and another cupidinous son runs off with the alpha female. The male
or female human with the most experience and endurance leads the pack, watching for
danger. Then, in the desert, in the steppes, there arose the despot. He no longer wrestled with
the others in the alpha male position, exposing his moves to adversary forces and charges,
exposing his legs to be kicked under him, putting himself in the front of the line before dangers
to the group. The despot covered his head with a blank screen, his face. On this blank screen
signs take form. The equivocal laughters and wanton groupings of the multitude run up against
his face as against a blank wall. A face faces to express meanings. (pp. 41-43)
In this story, Lingis (2000) presents the basics of face-to-face encounters. The ‘human animals’
communicate with their movements, their body contacts, their humming, chanting and murmuring, and
in their laughter they recognize each other. Their faces function as a blank screen on which signs take
form, to express meaning. According to Lingis, a face faces to express meanings, a face faces to
express subjective feelings, “More than ‘express’—there are no meanings without a blank wall on
which signs are inscribed and efface: there is no self-consciousness, consciousness without black
holes where the states of pleasure and displeasure turn” (p. 43). With these black holes which are as
‘dark as night’ Lingis metaphorically describes the positions of the eyes.
In Lingis’s view, a face is a field that accepts some expressions and connections and neutralizes
others. It is a screen and a framework; “To be confronted with a face is to envision a certain range of
things that could be expressed on it and to have available a certain range of things one could address
to it. One sees what one might say, what one should have not said” (p. 43). According to Lingis, in
facing and interacting with others, we could find our identity. In the same interview mentioned earlier,
Mary Zournazi (Hooke & Fuchs, 2003) asked Lingis about the notion of the face and otherness. In his
answer, Lingis talks about faces as a phenomenon, how some photographers really use the face as a
purely formal property, ‘like a stone’, and that he sees the formal face as inseparable from its action.
He mentions that he came across the notion of the face in Levinas’s work first, and then went about
exploring the concept in a somewhat different way than Levinas:
The first thought was when someone faces you they appeal to you and put a demand on you.
The act of facing is exposing the surface and the substance—they can put appeal to you. The
simplest possible case is you walk through the door and you are aware of people and forms.
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Then someone turns and faces you and says ‘hi’. This is already an appeal to interrupt you or
your preoccupation, or to direct your attention to him or her to respond. To not answer a
greeting is an offence. As one enters into any kind of prolonged kind of face-to-face
relationship in conversation, the one who faces continues to be there as an appeal and a
demand. And I think the easiest way to see that is in language. Every statement in the face-toface conversation that is put forth is addressed to you, who are being faced, and requires
some kind of response. But I think it is not just the verbal form and the linguist formulas that
contain this evocative and imperative force. It is also the nakedness, the disarmedness of the
person before one. One can think of the eyes, the most unprotected part of the body and also
the most unstable: the eyes have continual movement. The eyes lack the stability and shield
which we associate with self-containment and self-sufficiency—the eyes are always searching.
When you look at the eyes, as someone once said, there is a kind of night in the corner of the
eyes. The face is unprotected, it is denuded, it is naked. The unprotectedness is on the
surface. When you look at the face you don’t at all see through it to the bones and so on. It is a
surface phenomenon. (Mary Zournazi, 2003)
In this interview, Lingis elaborates a bit more on the face as a signboard, a kind of surface with whom
one stays in contact with the other and where one makes signs to the other, and that these signs,
because of the physical reality of the flesh, dissolve as soon as they are formed. Lingis asserts that all
of this gives us the sense of a kind of destitution and denuding of the person facing you. He mentions
that he feels this very intensely in other countries. This brings me to the reflection on my own crosscultural experience with face-to-face encounters in the five settings at the scene in Bangkok.
My reflection based on Lingis
To determine my research position I will now reflect on my own experiences from the individual cultural
perspective using Lingis’s approach of ‘open’ face-to-face encounters as examined above. In
particular, I will reflect on how my own practical experiences with the members of the cross-cultural
management team I have worked with are related to face-to-face encounters. In other words, I will
assess how Lingis’s face-to-face encounters work out practically in a business context.
Although it was a long time ago, I still remember the face-to-face encounter with the Thai immigration
officer just after my arrival at the Don Muang Airport, and the serious expression on his face as he
placed a 30-day stamp in my passport and gave me a sign with his hand that I could pass. I also
remember the face of the lady at the ticket office and her friendly smile as she handed me the taxi
ticket saying, “Kòrp Khun kâ” in a beautiful tone of the Thai language. But it is the expression of the
taxi driver that I remember the most vividly, particularly at the moment he stepped out of the taxi and
greeted me with the traditional Thai Buddhist wai gesture, and then proceeded to stuff my suitcase into
the tiny boot of his car, giving me a big smile while he secured the lid which would not close with a little
rope extending from the bumper, indicating (non-verbally), “This is a normal procedure here!” During
the taxi ride, there were various moments where I could only understand him by looking at his face and
gestures. For example, when I asked him to reduce the temperature of the air-conditioning in the car,
he looked at me with his dark brown eyes wide open which clearly indicated, “I do not understand
you”, and then, after I made some gestures acting out my request, he nodded his head very fast
indicating that he had finally understood me and followed to lower the airstream. I particularly
remember the moment when, after he had left his car in the middle of the street to do some technical
things under the hood in order to get the engine to sound more or less normal again, he stepped back
into his car and turned his face around to gave me a big smile indicating, “I have fixed it!”
I also had other face-to-face encounters when I was crossing the Sky-train bridge at Thanon
Sukhumvit on my way to meet my expatriate friends Khun A and Khun P in the restaurant Cabbages
and Condoms. When I encountered the handicapped beggar on the way, he looked at me with a
friendly smile on his face, indicating non-verbally, “Please give me some coins.” After giving him some
coins to get some food and wishing him a good meal, I left him with an even bigger smile on his face.
Dinner at the restaurant brought me more face-to-face encounters, for instance when I ordered a Thai
Singha beer and the waiter greeted me very kindly with “Sà-wàt-dee-kráp”. What I remember most
clearly and intensely in the restaurant setting were the expressions on the faces of my expatriate
friends Khun A and Khun P when they were enthusiastically telling me about the ‘bright side’ of their
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everyday lives; e.g., their apartment in Sukhumvit business center, the big shopping mall and movie
theater, the swimming pool and other sport facilities in the building, but in particular when they were
talking about their children and family. It was at that moment when the first signs of loneliness or social
disconnection appeared on their faces, bringing to my notice the ‘dark side’ of expatriates’ everyday
lives.
However it was in the organizational business context, meeting the Thai management team for the first
time, that I experienced the most intensive face-to-face encounters, but then in an opposite emotional
context, of being socially disconnected. Without much verbal conversation from their side, I could only
recall the look on their faces at that particular moment in the meeting room, and the uncomfortable
feelings that prevailed. In order to make the session more interactive, I asked them several questions
in the hope of getting them to talk, but besides friendly non-verbal signs on their faces, I received no
verbal response at all. Probably they felt as uncomfortable with this situation as I did. I began to
increasingly feel that there was a lack of understanding between us. It was during the coffee break that
I asked myself questions about what was going on behind their faces, in their minds, about the setting,
the content of my presentation and about myself as well, my expressions and theirs. The session took
a positive turn from the moment I decided to ignore all the cross-cultural management theory I had
previously learned, and left my own presentation as it was to go back to the roots of small-scale
change processes (Loeve, 2004). I made an attempt to meet the members of the Thai management
team face-to-face, one by one. From that moment on, I got the feeling that I came closer to them. The
face-to-face encounter with Khun V and Khun At was, in terms of indirectness, very special. Khun V
was sitting there with us in the small room at the round table smiling in a friendly manner throughout
the session, though at the same time showing authority as well. Although Khun At did almost all the
talking for Khun V, I got the feeling that Khun V and I began to respect and understand each other.
At the setting of the Strategy Day in Hotel Grand Sukhumvit half a year later, I got the feeling that I
came closer to the members of the Thai management team. The feedback I got from my friend and
assigner Khun A was, “They’ve started to begin to trust you Martin, which is because of your open
style......It is all about empathy, empathy.” This feedback strengthened my belief in the small-scale
face-to face interactions, and I prolonged these by further working one-on-one and in small groups.
The laughter and serious expressions on the faces of the team during the positioning exercise
confirmed to me that the ice was broken. Even during the tough discourse concerning the relocation of
the office, or over the idea of setting up a team to develop young management talent, and also when
things got more uncomfortable and the deeper layers of culture and behavior started to come up, I had
the feeling that we were connected. It was the women in the team who demonstrated in particular, that
they could be very temperamental in discourse. It was not only the look on their faces and the tone of
their voices, but especially the rhythm, the negative energy that gave me the feeling of upcoming
strong emotion, that in my view, as a Dutch outsider, almost led to conflicting behavior to this particular
account of practice. The same happened during dinner when the women were talking about living their
lives without a partner. Behind their normal friendly ‘on-the-surface’ smiles, they showed from time to
time, the deeper layers of their identities ‘under the surface’. However, I think it was possible for us to
have such a discourse because with the small-scale face-to-face interaction approach, we established
a rapport and built up a certain level of understanding.
In the showroom setting I had a number of face-to-face interactions with the business support
manager Khun Ph. I learned a lot about Khun Ph during those face-to-face interactions, particularly
when Khun Ph was talking about his daughter, his ‘little baby’. The way he moved in his chair, and the
way his dark brown eyes lit up showed how very happy he was with her. From the yellowish tint of his
skin, the form of his eyes, his thin black hair and the way he moved, I guessed that Khun Ph was
probably a Thai with a Chinese background. Later, when he invited me to have dinner with him in
Chinatown, he confirmed my guess about his background. Over the course of the few days that we
worked together to improve the showroom of the printer company, I got the feeling that we became
quite close to each other, much like a coach and student relationship. Several times during these few
days, Khun Ph looked at me with his dark brown eyes wide open trying to understand me, sometimes
with a lot of doubt marking his face as he searched for words. As described in chapter 1, I met Khun
Ph again at a hotel restaurant in the Netherlands almost one year later. “There is a Chinese looking at
you,” my wife Laura said as we were eating. I shall never forget the big smile on his face the moment I
saw that it was him. I was greatly disappointed for him that he could not find his position within the
Thai management team. But my friend and assigner Khun A, helped him find another job. This case
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also gave me the insight that cross-cultural management at the organizational micro-level, i.e. between
(groups of) individuals, particularly in face-to-face interaction, is important to consider not only between
people from the West and East, but also between the Thai themselves for instance.
Using Lingis’s face-to-face encounter approach to reflect on my own cross-cultural experience gave
me more insight into the social interaction and therefore the sense- or meaning-making between the
individuals involved, including myself, in the different settings at the scene in Bangkok. The five
important features while trying to understand other cultures that I abstracted from the interview with
Lingis, showed me how important it was to (1) use your own discourse data: experience; to (2) give a
local person’s account of their culture, in this case the Thai, to gain more insight on the other (the Thai
in my case) and how it influences your own thoughts, meaning and identity, and in this way coming
closer and understanding each other in a better manner. Moreover, this face-to-face encounter
approach showed me (3) that there is a way to understand people outside of objective structures and
to gain more insight into their (unique) identities, on and under the surface; (4) that you should not just
reflect on your own language and perception; and (5) that there is an awful lot of understanding that
goes further than language structures, e.g., the tone or rhythm of voices, the energy, and in particular,
people’s faces and eyes which can serve as signboards.
These five features could serve as a valuable backdrop to exploring a concept for sense-making at the
individual level. But as Khun A already mentioned, it also has a lot to do with empathy. How flexible
and able you are to empathize with the other, and how interested you really are in the other? That
could lead to a better understanding and promote social connection instead of leading to
disconnection. It is as Lingis (Mary Zournazi, 2003) expresses in the same interview, about
experience, faces, rhythm and perception from the position of the other; looking through the lens of the
other.
My criticism on Lingis’s work
From my point of view, Lingis with his face-to-face-encounter approach focuses too much on specific
encounters with persons. Actually, this is more an observation than real criticism, because both Lingis
and I are very interested in the individual cultural perspective, in what moves and motivates
individuals, Lingis more in individual face-to-face encounters in a specific casual (cross-) cultural
context, and me in the face-to-face encounters, or in social interaction between (groups of) individuals
in an organizational cross-cultural (business) context.
The only real criticism I have concerning the work of Lingis so far, is that he plays games with the
reader; it is a puzzle, a jigsaw, an enigma. He writes in a beautiful style auto-ethnographic stories
(though he would not call it as such) about his own experiences with culture and otherness on a
primary level. However, one needs a lot of philosophical knowledge to recognize the philosophical
themes he wants to address on a secondary level. In that way, my auto-ethnographic view might be a
misinterpretation of Lingis’s work. But I have to say, that even with my modest cross-cultural
experience so far, I recognize myself in the work of Lingis, with his personal experiences with people
from other cultures. His beautiful style of writing inspires not only me, but also other (post)modern
ethnographic scholars like Kathleen Steward in her work Ordinary Affects (2007). The main stream of
his work is based on the philosophers Merleau-Ponty and Emmanuel Levinas. On the latter I will return
to in the last chapter concerning I and Otherness.
Sub-conclusion
Reflecting on my own cross-cultural experience using Lingis’s (2000) face-to-face encounter approach,
I could identify with his vision of culture, though with the existing difference that Lingis’s experiences
are mainly based on specific casual encounters with people from other cultures, and my face-to-face
encounters with people from other cultures occur mainly in a cross-cultural setting at the organizational
micro-level, i.e. social interaction between (groups of) individuals.
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Second conclusion
In above sections I reflected on my own cross-cultural experience from two opposite cultural
perspectives; Hofstede’s general collective cultural perspective and Lingis’s specific individual cultural
perspective. The outcome of this reflection shows that cross-cultural management in general focuses
too much on (business) success at the cultural environmental macro- and organizational meso-level,
and too little on the micro-level, i.e. on social interaction between (groups of) individuals. More
specifically, Hofstede focuses too much on categorizing and searching for collective cognitive patterns.
This leads to stereotyping and misunderstanding instead of a mutual understanding between people
from different cultures. Moreover, Hofstede conducted his research not from an independent
perspective, but from a dependent research position, on behalf of IBM. Although Lingis’s focus is on
the individual level, from the point of view of my research, he focuses too much on specific casual
face-to-face encounters. Of course there are also specific casual face-to-face encounters in my
personal everyday life, but in a professional setting such encounters are planned and take place in an
organizational business context. However, Lingis’s work confirms my thoughts about the value of the
individual cultural perspective, and that leads to my second conclusion: the individual matters.

My research standpoint

While Hofstede (2010) with his five-dimension research approach explores the general collective
cultural perspective, Lingis with his face-to-face encounters explores the specific individual cultural
perspective. There is an apparent paradox between these perspectives, namely that culture is both a
collective and an individual phenomenon. I want to make clear that my research position is very close
to Lingis’s perspective, with the exception that where Lingis focuses on casual face-to-face
encounters, I want to focus on face-to-face encounters in the organizational business context, thus on
social interaction at the organizational micro-level between (groups of) individuals, which in my case
involve expatriates. In addition, unlike Hofstede, I choose for an independent research position,
professionally and economically, in order to be able to analyze loneliness as a phenomenon, both from
an individual and organizational perspective, and with an emphasis on I and Otherness relationships.
Another point related to the above paradox I would like to make here is that while exploring the
concept of Self-Andering at the organizational micro-level as the counterpart of the general collective
approach of Hofstede (2010), I have to be aware that it will not also be a general multipliable concept
with standard (behavior) patterns. Because then we will lose the unique individual (identities) in their
account of culture and the effects of face-to-face encounters or social interaction between them, and
with that their sense- and/or meaning-making. However, I think that the five features I extracted from
the interview with Lingis could protect me from such a case and could serve as a referential frame, a
point of departure to explore a more or less open concept. I will come back to this discussion in the
next chapters where, besides philosophers such as Levinas, I will once again bring Lingis into my
discussion. First however, I want to delve into the literature on expartriates and loneliness.
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3.

Preliminary Research

Global commodities trade is as old as the Silk Road and sailing ships, and as new as yet another
evacuation of oil workers and their families from Nigeria.
Jusy Moody-Stuart, 2008, p. III

Introduction

Before starting to write this book, I conducted some preliminary research on expatriate life. It is this
research, that I will elaborate in this chapter; it consists of field research from multiple sources: (1) in
the form of observations, conversations and interviews with expatriates and HR-managers of Dutch
multinationals; (2) research I have done on expat development for an international insurance
company; (3) my research findings at the Expatriate Archive Centre in The Hague; and (4) literature
research on the topics of expatriate life and loneliness. This background research was carried out
during the period 2006-2010 and leads to conclusions concerning expatriates and loneliness which I
will present at the end of each section of the field and literature research.

Preliminary field research: interviews

I spoke not just with assigners (HR managers) and expatriates of Dutch multinationals in the
Netherlands, but also with expatriates of the same companies abroad, particularly in Southeast Asia.
Exploratory interviews with expatriates
My interest in expatriates’ everyday lives began taking shape after my meetings with my expatriate
friends Khun A and Khun P. While talking about their experiences during my two stays in Bangkok in
2005, I picked up the first signs of loneliness in expatriates’ lives. My actual interest in studying
expatriate life was actually stirred after my book presentation at the mini-seminar ‘Printing on Demand,
by Change Management’ organized in collaboration with NTCC in the showroom of the Dutch
operating printer company in Bangkok, April 2006. I offered the expatriate participants an example of
the English printed on demand version of my book The Change Maker (Loeve, 2006), and asked if I
could visit them to discuss their everyday lives later that year as I was interested in learning more on
the subject. It was in August 2006 that I went back to Thailand for business opportunities and to hold
exploratory interviews with expatriates concerning their everyday lives. The expatriates I interviewed
reported feeling (very) lonely in their everyday lives, thus strengthening the vague impression of
loneliness I had derived from my previous encounters with expats. This loneliness concerned both the
personal as well the professional side of their lives, having to do with losing contact and connection
with home and with company headquarters. Moreover, they seemed to not really be socially connected
with others in their new environment(s).
Exploratory interviews with assigners
After my interviews with these (mainly Dutch) expatriates, I decided to also have exploratory talks with
the assigners or Human Resource Managers (HR managers) of (again mainly Dutch) multinationals
concerning their point of view on expatriates’ everyday lives. From these talks I deciphered that at the
organizational level, that they mainly focused on the professional side of expatriates’ lives, i.e. on
reward systems and expatriate effectiveness in their assignments. Interest in the personal side of
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expatriates’ lives (e.g., in their well-being from a corporate social responsibility point of view) remained
mainly instrumental, relatively unstructured and ad hoc. One of the HR managers I spoke with
mentioned a sentence that in my opinion summarizes the outcome of these exploratory talks:
"We still deal with it in much too technical a manner! It needs to be much more fundamental, more
personal. Interesting issues, we must do something about them. Being caught up in daily affairs, we
don’t get to that! "
Anonymous HR manager of a Dutch food multinational, July 2009.
Research assignment
It was at the NTCC end of the year meeting of 2006 that I spoke with the Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
of a Dutch international insurance company about my interest in expatriates’ everyday lives. He told
me that he had about twenty expatriates in Eastern Europe and Asia, and that he was very interested
in learning about their mindsets and needs related to an executive development program they were
running at that time. He invited me to his office to discuss the ideas I had regarding my study of
expatriates’ lives and their development process with his HR manager. This invitation eventually led to
an expatriate monitor assignment I executed during the period 2007-2008. The aim of the assignment
was the setting up of an expat development monitor that would give the Dutch international insurance
company more insight into the mindsets of their expats, their need for human resources, the
effectiveness of the expats in the different stages of their development program, and the effectiveness
of the program itself. To gain more insight into the mindsets, experiences and needs of the expatriates,
I defined three development stages and named them in-stream: preparing yo leave stage; through37
stream: operation stage; and out-stream: preparing to return stage . In total I interviewed nine
expatriates located across the Netherlands, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok.
Interesting issues came to the fore during these interviews. For instance, the in-stream expatriates
were mainly focused on their personal development and complained about the more or less standard
training using fake cases instead of real ones by their company while preparing them for the
assignment. The through-stream expatriates on the other hand, were wrestling with the theoretical
cross-cultural insights they received from the training sessions and their experiences in practice. The
main issue of the out-stream expatriates was that on reviewing their personal development process
they still seemed to be searching for the next step; how they could incorporate their knowledge and
experience with real cases in the (expatriate) international development program of the insurance
company. Both the expatriates in the through- and out-stream stage chiefly expressed their needs for
a better connection with headquarters and also with each other. The discovery of these needs led, in
addition to other measures, the setting up of a concrete intra-company online expatriate network.
Studying loneliness was not the purpose of my research. However, I witnessed signs of loneliness and
social disconnection among the expatriates I interviewed. One of the through-stream expatriates
whose parents emigrated from China to Belgium in the 1950s was raised in Belgium, had attained a
university degree in the Netherlands and had also followed other studies in England. She spoke fluent
Dutch, English and Mandarin. But in contrast to the other expatriates living abroad, she found it even
more difficult to connect with and be accepted by the Chinese than her Western colleagues. She told
me that this was because unlike her other Western colleagues, she could not afford to make cultural
mistakes because she looked like the Chinese, spoke like the Chinese, even though she was not
essentially Chinese; thus she was lonely at her own roots.
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For further clarification I refer to the Introduction.
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In one of the other interviews I read another obvious sign of loneliness, because the expatriate and her
partner lived separately most of the time:
"I am married. My partner works for the same insurance company. There is a clause in the contract
that if the partner ‘stays behind’, the compensation for travel expenses will be in the form of a bonus.
We see each other six to seven times per year. Our relationship is therefore focused on quality. "
Anonymous expatriate of a Dutch insurance company, August 2007.

Preliminary field research: Exploring the Expatriate Archive Centre
38

The Outpost Archive Centre collection preserves a record of ordinary lives in extraordinary
circumstances: people living permanently on a temporary basis in a distant location dictated by their
source of income. The stereotype of a prosperous way of life filled with travel and leisure is well
represented in the collection; also included are documents explaining the stressful, more extreme
aspects of expatriate life. Dealing every day with disorienting customs, unfamiliar cultures, unknown
medical practices and health conditions, dissimilar economies, the loss of livelihood and independence
for an accompanying spouse, and threatening, violent international circumstances in foreign countries.
These far-flung expatriate societies were just like home – except completely different. Card-carrying
aliens living in an ‘expat bubble,’ some would say; people living in a prototype of the ‘global village,’
others would claim.
Dewi White, 2008, p. VIII
About the Expat Archive Centre
To get a further glimpse on how expatriates and repatriates experienced and dealt with loneliness in
39
the past, I also did preliminary field research at the Expatriate Archive Centre in The Hague.
In the summer of 2010, I came in contact with the Expatriate Archive Centre in The Hague. The
Expatriate Archive Centre was founded by expatriate women in 1992, and was initially supported by
Shell. Nowadays, the Expatriate Archive Centre is part of a chain of archive centers belonging to the
municipality of The Hague. The Expatriate Archive Centre collects, preserves, promotes and makes
accessible, a collection of primary source materials documenting the global social history of expatriate
40
life. They also publish, from time to time, articles and quotes on their website and are the publishers
of The Source Book, An Expatriate Social History 1927-2007 (Parfitt, 2008). Within a few days, I was
well-acquainted with the employees, mainly (retired) repatriates and expatriates, some volunteers and
overseas students. The repatriates in particular, told me a lot of stories about their own experiences in
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Nowadays known as the Expatriate Archive Centre.
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The Expatriate Archive Centre in The Hague had its roots in a group of women laughing at the
suggestion of a 'statue of the Shell wife' being set up in their honour as part of Royal Dutch Petroleum
Company's centenary celebrations in 1992. They laughed – but the idea had been born to recognise
the existence and worth of expatriate families. The main issues of a lifetime 'on the move' were
common to most expatriates: children's schooling; health of grandparents; domestic servants; medical
care; foreign languages; new cultures and friends; severed friendships; bridge; golf; sailing; climate;
gardens; dual-careers; politics – a rich mozaic of life spread around an increasingly interconnected
globe (http://www.xpatarchive.com/history).
40

www.xpatarchive.com
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their everyday expatriate life in the past. Recurring themes in their stories were those of being ‘in
limbo’, a sort of open space between two assignments, a stressful period, and ‘dual- cultural-shock’
when you come back as a repatriate after a (long) period abroad with your experiences and stories
and cannot get back to daily life in your own country in the same way as before. In both stages, they
felt really misunderstood and socially disconnected; lonely both personally as well as professionally.
The Expatriate Archive Centre has a huge collection of handwritten stories and reminiscences of
hundreds of expatriate families, that came pouring in from all around the world in different languages,
the earliest dated 1928. The ‘Shell ladies’ translated, cataloged and edited these contributions into two
significant anthologies published in the mid-nineties: Life on the Move and Life Now” (source:
www.xpatarchive.com). The purpose was to share those experiences of expatriates with others, and to
make it accessible for research purposes.
Feeling sick about living abroad?
While exploring the Expatriate Archive Centre I came across dozens of postcards indicating signs of
loneliness. They were sent in connection with a postcard action on the part of the Expatriate Archive
Centre to acquire more information concerning the experience of expatriates abroad (see figure 1).
The reactions confirmed what I came to believe from my own experiences; that besides all the
beautiful stories and myths about living abroad, there are also signs (even in the past) of loneliness
among expatriates who are still living or who had once lived abroad.

Figure 1: example of a postcard ‘Feeling sick about living abroad?’
I made a selection out of a bundle of 21 ‘Feeling sick about living abroad?’ postcards sent by both
male and female expatriates from the Shell outpost in London, dated March 2007, to illustrate the
general mood of the emotions of these expatriates.
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1. “Missing out on family special occasions. Missing home while abroad and missing London
while at home. Cultural misunderstandings. The tube and the weather. Cost and living.”
2.

“Wrestling through crowds of people who don’t care if you’re small. Disregard for street
cleanliness. Bureaucracy. Lack of television, telephone, gas, electricity, internet. Unfriendly
service in restaurants.”

3. “Being sick of English people who aren’t interested in foreigners. Bad quality of English
houses. Shell is paying less in UK while expenses are high. Problems getting internet
connection and a bank account. Bureaucracy.”
4. “Lack of information about the move. Dark days in winter time in UK. Difficulty in getting the
British to smile, breaking in to local activities (mostly for the kids). Cigarette smoking. Graffiti
and trash. Coping with the homesickness of the kids. Not having girlfriends close by.”
5. “Feeling away about being away from again parents. Being away from college aged children.
Not being able to see family/children during festive holidays.”
6. “Being away from family and children in boarding school. Frustrated not able to contact them
by lack of communication tools. Could not see her dying father on time.”
I also made a selection out of a bundle of 88 ‘Feeling sick about living abroad?’ postcards sent by
male and female expatriates from the Shell outpost in Houston, dated March 2007, to further illustrate
the prevalent emotions among expatriates.
1. “Sick about the lack of control, the feeling of disharmony and disconnection with the family.
The feeling of ‘losing myself’ while in reality it is just letting go of parts that don’t work nice in
this new place.”
2. “Trying to maintain a positive outlook when others around you are often so negative. Not
getting the full story on what it is really like. Jealousy from friends/family back home about our
so-called ‘glamorous’ lifestyle.”
3. “I’m sick about going back home when I’d really like to continue the ride. I don’t like my own
family (in home country) that doesn’t understand me or connect with me; they think that if I
complain or talk about inconvenience overseas that I don’t like the place I’m in, when in fact I
love it!”
4. “It pissed me off when Dutch people react to me being angry with a cultural comments like ‘oh,
he is just being an abrasive American’. Listen to what I’m saying.”
5. “Feeling frustrated by inability to connect in a meaningful way with other woman like me, who
have moved abroad to start a new life with a new husband in a new country. I’d like to expand
my community to others like me.”
6. “Updating vaccinations and taking medication against malaria when travelling. Bureaucracy.
Losing contact with friends. Travelling alone because others don’t want to come along; it
would be nice to share the experiences.”

7. “Not being there anymore after my husband retirement. I feel sick daily that I will never ‘go’
again. Being very lonely, not knowing how to make friends with people who are not
internationally mobile.”
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8. “Lack of understanding even from the expat community with hidden feelings (husband, school,
children, family and friends at home).”
9. “Not being able to make people of the home country understand what expat life is, how it feels,
etc.”

10. “I love to talk and when I’m in a culture where I cannot speak fluently I feel diminished; less of
my whole self, reduced to a frustrated child who can’t get my meaning heard.”
Most of the comments of expatriates in these postcards are about missing their families,
misunderstandings between cultures, distance, ambiguity, life balance, enjoying/not enjoying expat
life, bureaucracy, lack of control, language and feeling lonely or isolated, even when they come back
home as repatriates. The text in these postcards sends a clear sign of the prevalent loneliness in
expatriate life.
Besides the postcards, I read dozens of letters as well. Some expatriates wrote more than a hundred
letters in a period of three years! Just the sheer numbers of these letters (in addition to the content of
course) indicate the loneliness in the lives of these expatriates.
The outcome of my preliminary field research on expatriates’ lives confirms that expatriates feel lonely
and/or isolated; i.e. socially disconnected, both on a personal and professional level. Even when
employers are interested in the personal side of expatriates’ lives, such as individual well-being, as
part of the objectives of their corporate social responsibility, it still appears to be mainly an instrumental
concern. Organizations tend to focus mainly on the professional side of expatriate life, i.e. on their
reward systems and the effectiveness of their expatriates. Based on this preliminary field research, I
want to make a conclusion that coincides with my first conclusion in the previous chapter: expatriates
feel lonely.

What is in the books?

I have also read-up expatriate life and loneliness among expatriates to extend my knowledge on this
subject and to create a more comprehensive backdrop against which to explore my research question.
This preliminary literature research has led to a second and last conclusion concerning expatriates and
loneliness presented at the end of this section.
About expatriates
Before I proceed with talking about expatriates, I would first like to give a definition of an expatriate. In
the summer of 2011 I participated in a workshop: ‘The day of the archive centers’ in The Hague,
organized by the Expat Archive Centre led by the professor of humanities Dr. Keetie Sluyterman, from
Utrecht University in the Netherlands. The main question addressed in this workshop was: What is an
expatriate? Together with a group of around 20 expatriates and repatriates, we had a discourse about
the roles and functions of expatriates, about the relation between expatriates, immigrants and
refugees, the difference between the home and host country, etc. At the end of the workshop, we
came up with some key words to summarize the day. My interpretation of how we defined an
expatriate over the course of that workshop was: “An expatriate is a human being who lives and works
with or without his or her family abroad temporarily.” This definition can be compared with other
definitions such as: “An expatriate is an employee of a business or government organization who is
sent to another (non-native) country to accomplish a job or organizational goal for a specific,
temporary timeframe” (Harris, 2008) and, “An expatriate (in abbreviated form, expat) is a person
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temporarily or permanently residing in a country and culture other than that of the person's upbringing.
The word comes from the Latin terms ex ("out of") and patria ("country, fatherland")”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Expatriate).
Historical overview and trends
When did the discussion of expatriate life start? According to White (2008), discussion of the life of
expatriates arose in the 1950s. The 1960s saw the advent of studies on expatriates (Glanz, 2005);
those with long careers abroad and/or a series of overseas assignments, followed by research on how
individuals responded to new circumstances (Oberg, 1960; Gullahorn & Gullahorn, 1963). In the 1980s
cross-cultural management research came up (e.g., Adler, 2002; Hofstede, 1994, 2010; HampdenTurner and Trompenaars, 1997, 2000), mainly and especially because of the success of the Japanese
companies, their upcoming competitive advancement related to that of the Americans in that period
(Glanz, 2005). In this last decade however, as described in the book The World is Flat (Friedman,
2006), there has been a rapid increase in the pace of international business and correspondingly,
surging interest in International Human Resource Management (IHRM) along with themes such as
expats and repatriation, expatriate costs and effectiveness, potential predictors of expatriate success,
expatriate training and expatriate management (Harris, 2008). According to Harris “More than ever
before, the global business world is interconnected; events in one part of the world (e.g., an explosion
in a gas pipeline in the Middle East) have ramifications in other parts of the world (e.g., the Asian stock
market)” (2008, p. 1). Harris argues that, “The ability to outsource specific particular functions (e.g.,
information technology, manufacturing) to other parts of the world means even the smallest companies
may interact with people from different countries” (p. 1). Harris sees a number of trends of potential
interest in IHRM; e.g., off-shoring, the growing importance of expatriate experience for managerial
careers, and more and more universities all over the world offering IHRM-programs.
Expensive expatriates and costs of failure
According to Mesmer-Magnus & Chockalingam Vuswesvaran (2008), expatriate assignments are one
of the most expensive per-person investments made by MNCs as the yearly cost of an expatriate
assignment frequently exceeds U.S. $1 million (Stoh, Black, Mendenhall, & Gregersen, 2005 in
Mesmer-Magnus & Chockalingam Vuswesvaran, 2008).
Expatriate failure remains a salient problem for those responsible for managing expatriate
assignments (Feldman & Thomas, 1991 in Mesmer-Magnus & Chockalingam Viswesran, 2008). Costs
associated with the failure of an expatriate may range from U.S. $250,000 to over U.S. $1.25 million in
expenses associated with moving, downtime, and a myriad of other direct and indirect costs (Black &
Gregersen, 1999; Mervosh & McClenahen, 1997 in Mesmer-Magnus & Chockalingam Viswesran,
2008).
Expatriate success factors
Research has suggested that five factors are of key importance in expatriate business success in
international assignments: (a) family situation, (b) adaptability and flexibility, (c) job knowledge and
motivation, (d) relational skills, and (e) extra-cultural openness (Atthur & Benneth, 1995; Caliguri et al.,
1998; Kraimer, Wayne & Jaworski, 2001 in Mesmer-Magnus & Chockalingam Viswesran, 2008). In
fact, expatriate failure occurs for a number of reasons, namely: (a) inability of the expatriate’s spouse
to adjust, (b) expatriate’s inability to adjust, (c) other family problems, (d) expatriate’s personality or
emotional immaturity, (e) expatriate’s inability to meet the responsibilities of overseas work, (f)
expatriate’s lack of technical competence, and (g) expatriate’s lack of motivation (Tung, 1987 in
Mesmer-Magnus & Chockalingam Viswesran, 2008).
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According to Mesmer-Magnus & Chockalingam Viswesran (2008) little attention is paid to these factors
when selecting and training expatriates to develop the technical skills that are considered relevant for
their overseas assignments. Rather, expatriates are typically selected solely on the basis of the
technical skills that are relevant to the overseas assignment. Following the selection process, these
employees are often left to tackle the new country, culture and work assignment on their own with little
assistance from their parent organization.
Little said about the lonely expatriate
The vast majority of research on expatriates, though anecdotal and prescriptive in nature, has focused
on selection, preparation and training, and repatriation (Brewster & Pickard, 1994; Mendenhall,
Dunbar, & Oddou, 1987 in Harris, 2008).
Although a lot of, mostly quantitative, research has been done regarding expatriate life on themes
such as culture shock (e.g., Marks, 2000; Cadourek, 2005), adjustment models (e.g., Black,
Mendenhall & Oddou, 1991; Lysgaard, 1955; Oberg, 1960; Louis, 1980), IHRM (e.g., Harris, 2008),
career perspectives (e.g., Hailey, 1996; Mendenhall, Dunbar & Oddou, 1987; Riusala & Suutari, 2000)
cross-cultural training (e.g., Bennett, Aston & Colquhoun, 2000; Black & Mendenhall, 1990;
Mendenhall & Stahl, 2000) cross-cultural management (e.g., Browaeys & Price, 2008; Hofstede, 2010;
Hampden-Turner and Trompenaars, 1997; Triandis, 1989), and even on the theme of sense-making
(e.g., Glanz, 2005; Kelly & Morley, 2009; Louis, 1980), no (qualitative) research has been done on
loneliness in expatriate life.
About loneliness
To further shape my research question, I have also explored the concept of loneliness.
The word loneliness/alone has changed in meaning over the centuries. ‘Alone’ as coined in medieval
times meant completeness in one’s singular being. Risks or negative consequences of being alone
were not seen as they are now (Rosedale, 2007).
Loneliness can be defined as social disconnection. Some of the most important studies in American
sociology (Riesman, Glazer & Denney, 1989; Slater, 2006) have assumed that a deficiency or lack of
connection to others becomes the defining characteristic of a particular class, gender, race and/or
even generational cohort, who are then perceived to be the exemplars of the relevant ordinary person
under examination. Here, loneliness is a characteristic of the shared social condition experienced at
the individual level. Dumm (2008) states that loneliness is fundamental to the very constitution of our
modern selves, “When the reach of ourselves to other becomes so fragmented and confused that we
find arrested, or halted, or otherwise blocked from contact with them and from ourselves we become
lonely” (p. 28). But Jorna (2008) describes loneliness as the opposite of solidarity. He states that
solidarity is a central value that fails (i.e. is not realized) in loneliness. Here again, loneliness is a ‘lack’
of fulfillment of the need to belong (Baumeister, 1995).
Weiss’s classic study on loneliness (1973) sees loneliness as the loss or lack of intimacy. Exclusion
leads to anxiety, depression, grief, etc. Loneliness in social science is traditionally analyzed from two
perspectives: (1) as an issue of (inadequate) social networks, and as a (2) personality trait problem.
Sufficient integration in a strong enough social network supposedly solves the first; therapy or
medication is seemingly the solution for the second.
Cacioppo and Williams (2009) state that feeling lonely at any particular moment simply means that you
are human, “Almost everyone feels the pang of loneliness at certain moments. It can be brief and
superficial - being the last one chosen for a team on the playground – or it can be acute and severe –
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suffering the death of a spouse or a friend. Transient loneliness is so common, in fact, that we simply
accept it as a part of life” (p. 4-5). Loneliness not only alters behavior, but shows up in measurements
of stress hormones, immune system, and cardiovascular functions (House, Landis and Umberson,
1988, p. 540-545, adopted in Cacioppo and Williams, 2009). Loneliness supposedly becomes an issue
of serious concern only when it settles in long enough to create a persistent, self-reinforcing loop of
negative thoughts, sensations, and behaviors (Cacioppo and Williams, 2009).
But not every case of ‘loneliness’ is a matter of the same ‘loneliness’. Loneliness in my research
concerns the experience that expatriates have (had) with social disconnection, both on a personal and
professional level: between I and Other(s), and between I and Self, and I want to explore how this
affects their well-being. Thinkers such as Mijuskovic (1977) and Moustakas (1972, 1989) have
analyzed loneliness from the perspective of growth in awareness. Loneliness can become a path for
self-discovery (sense-making) as well as a source of stagnation and despair. Kierkegaard (1843/1985)
probably remains the key source to understanding loneliness as a path for self-discovery.
Loneliness is a form of I and Otherness because it concerns the self and identity, socially
disconnected with others.
The main outcome that can be derived from this preliminary literature research on expatriate life and
loneliness is that a lot of mostly quantitative research has been done on themes related to expatriate
life ranging from culture shock, adjustment models and IHRM, to cross-cultural management.
However, and this I want to propose here as a conclusion: no (qualitative) research has been done on
the ‘lonely expatriate’.
My experiences, existing theory, and my field and literature research, thus bring me my theme: The
Lonely Expatriate.
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Part II
Through-stream: methodology, expatriate life as theater
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4.

Methodology: dramaturgy

The fundamental principle of dramaturgy is that the meaning of people’s doings is to be found in the
manner in which they express themselves in interaction with similarly expressive others.
Brissett and Edgely, 1990, p. 3

Introduction
Thai Khon Mask Dance
My first opportunity to witness a traditional Thai Khon Mask Dance performance was on the occasion
th
of H.M. King Bhumibol’s 60 year on the throne in 2006. The performance took place at the Forum
Convention Center at The Hague in the Netherlands on September 17, 2007 and was a true
dramaturgical event. The second occasion on which I watched the Khon Mask Dance being performed
once again was nearly four years later on September 4, 2011 at Rattanakosin Exhibition Hall in
41
Bangkok itself. The Khon dance is a form of non-verbal communication led by a narrator . The
traditional Thai Khon dance has been described as follows:
The poses, steps and gestures carry meaning like words, and understanding their meaning leads to a
deeper appreciation of the Khon performance. A Khon performer or a Thai classical dancer who can
‘master the role’, can give a proper and graceful execution of the movements and eloquently convey
the emotions of the character that he or she is enacting. In performing the Khon, the dancers must be
perfectly in coordination with the narration of the dialogues, the singing and the music, all of which are
the principal rules of dance. The movements and gestures are stylized, and are more elaborate and
elegant than the ordinary body language that people use in daily life. The stylized body movements in
Khon can be divided into three categories: (1) mimetic gestures and poses to represent an act of
communication, such as affirming, denying, ordering, summoning, etc., (2) gestures, poses and
movements to represent actions such as walking, standing, lying down, prostration etc.; and (3)
gestures, poses and movements to convey emotions such as love, anger, delight, regret, sorrow, joy
etc.
The traditional Thai Khon Mask Dance inspired me to use dramaturgy as the methodology for my
empirical research on loneliness in the everyday lives of expatriates residing in Bangkok.
Dramaturgy: a brief history
The above impression of the traditional Thai Khon Mask Dance performance shows theatrical
elements which can be identified in the dramaturgical methodology used in social science nowadays.
These elements are the characters of the performers, the (social) act, the stage where the act is
performed, sign equipment as clothes and the masks of the dancers, and above all the expression of
meaning through the voice of the narrator and the gestures and movements of the Khon dancers. I will
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In the past, all Khon performers wore masks and thus needed narrators to project the voices of their
characters. Today, the narrators still retain their roles in the Khon performance, though the tradition
has been adapted such that human and angel characters no longer wear masks. Only the monkey or
demon characters still wear masks on stage.
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briefly describe these elements, but first I will give a short overview of the history and roots of the
dramaturgical perspective.
The traditional Thai Khon Mask Dance confirms that the metaphor of ‘life as theater’ is hardly new. In
the Western world it is at least identifiable in Shakespeare’s ‘All the World’s a Stage’ (cited in Brissett
& Edgley, 2006, p. xiii; Edgley, 2003, p. 142; Evreinoff, 1927, p. 47; Mangham & Overington, 1987, p.
44). Though it was the Russian playwright Nicholas Evreinoff who in the 1920s in his work The
Theatre in Life spelled out some of the general features of dramaturgical analyses of social life
(Evreinoff, 1927). Evreinoff traces the origins of the theatrical model to the beginning of the sixteenth
century, quoting that Erasmus of Rotterdam in his immortal masterpiece shocked the medieval minds
of his contemporaries by posing a daring question:
What, after all, is human life, if not a continuous performance in which all go about wearing
different masks, in which everyone acts a part assigned to him until the stage director removes
him from the boards? Of course, on the stage certain things are colored too brightly and
overemphasized, but both on the stage and in real life there is the same make-up, the same
disguise, there are the same everlasting lies! (cited in Evreinoff, 1927, p. 46).
The dramaturgical model of social life was developed into its modern form by Kenneth Burke in the
1930s, who used the model to analyze literature and proposed “The Five Key Terms of Dramatism”:
(1) Act, what is being done in thought or deed; (2) Scene, the background of the act or the situation in
which it occurred; (3) Agents, the persons who performed the act; (4) Agency, how the act was carried
out, its instrumentation or means; and (5) Purpose, why the act was done (Burke, 1969). These five
key terms laid the foundation for modern dramaturgical analyses, now well established as a social
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scientific metaphor in interactionist studies (Brissett & Edgley, 2006; Edgley, 2003; Mangham &
Overington, 1987).
But the Godfather of dramaturgy was Erving Goffman who in his major work The Presentation of Self
in Everyday Life in the 1960s developed the dramaturgical model into a frame, which he called at
times The Theatrical Frame (Brissett & Edgley, 2006). According to Brissett and Edgley (2006),
43
Goffman is widely regarded as “the most prolific and fecund sociological dramaturgical thinker who
explored everyday life using the concepts of front-stage and back-stage” (p. xii).
The dramaturgical perspective
Coming back to the dramaturgical elements found in the traditional Thai Khon Mask Dance,
expressing meaning is the primary component of the dramaturgical perspective. This is reflected in
Brissett and Edgley’s (2006) definition of dramaturgy in their work Life as Theatre as: “the study of how
human beings accomplish meaning in their lives” (p. 2). Mangham and Overington (1987) in their work
Organizations as Theatre: a Social Psychology of Dramatic Appearances also state that “it is the
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Dramaturgy emerged in the 1960s and 1970s after a period when “social functionalism was under
fire for a variety of shortcomings, Marxism was an unacceptable option in many quarters,
phenomenological-based social psychology was in its infancy in the United States, and symbolic
interactionism was re-emerging as a major alternative way of doing sociology” (Edgley, 2003).
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“Goffman was a strange sort of dramaturgist, if a dramaturgist at all. A man who used the language
of dramaturgy, but thought it more a guide to thinking than a theory; never a mirror of reality or a
hypothesis to be tested by the methodological arsenals of social science, but a device to elucidate
what was in front of his eyes, and he used observations to inform and sometimes even to entertain his
readers” (Brissett & Edgley, 2006, p. 43).
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meaning of the performance that is the issue” (p. 51). Edgley (2003) argues that “dramaturgy offers an
44
45
interpretative’ rather than a ‘positivistic’ paradigm and that “it is with social acts and emergent
meanings that dramaturgy is interested” (p. 144). This brings me to dramaturgy and symbolic
interactionism.
46

Following up on the work of George Herbert Mead, one of the founders of symbolic interactionism .
Blumer (1986) defines symbolic interactionism as a “down-to-earth approach to the scientific study of
47
human group life and human conduct” (p. 47). In his work Mind, Self and Society, Mead (1967)
explored the social act with the conversation of gestures, thought, language and meaning, and the
mind and self as products of the social process. Mead’s concept of Self is composed of an internal ‘I’:
the spontaneous and reflective part, and an external ‘Me’: the social part, together forming a
personality that is experienced in society, in the social act and in face-to-face encounters. But it was
Goffman (1959) who extended Mead’s self to the more pragmatic and empirical performed self or
character, that derives from the whole scene of his or her action. He describes that the expressiveness
of the individual appears to involve two radically different forms of sign activity: “the expression that he
gives, and the expression that he gives off” (Goffman, 1959, p. 2).
At the end of this brief introduction to the dramaturgical perspective I would like to add that in the
following elaboration of my research approach I will present the data I collected in the form of a social
act, a play. A play in which I like a narrator (a playwright), inspired by the traditional Thai Khon Mask
Dance, will present the voices of the interviewed expatriates, and attempt to express their meaning
concerning loneliness in I and Other relationships in an interactive way with dialogues and
monologues (soliloquies) to an audience: the evaluation committee of my thesis and the readers of this
book.
About my research approach and research position
There are different traditions in interpretative research: e.g., social phenomenology, symbolic
interactionism, ethnomethodology, hermeneutics, grounded theory, actor network theory, ethnographic
traditions (various subcategories), discourse analysis (various subcategories), narrative analysis
(various subcategories), group relations/psychodynamics, action research/participative inquiry and
post-structural/post-modern analysis (various subcategories) (Gill & Johnson, 2002; Glaser & Strauss,
1995; Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007; Hart, 1998). I however, will focus on dramaturgy tied to symbolic
interactionism as a research methodology, because this movement within social psychology makes
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Social theory can usefully be conceived in terms of four broad paradigms based on different sets of
meta-theoretical assumptions with regard to the nature of social science and the nature of society. See
the seminal work Sociological Paradigms and Organisational Analysis (Burrell & Morgan, 1979).
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“A social act may be defined as one in which the occasion or stimulus which sets free an impulse is
found in the character or conduct of a living form that belongs to the proper environment of the living
form whose impulse it is” (Mead, 1967, p. 7, in footnote 7).
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Symbolic interactionism has its roots or ‘intellectual foundation’ in the works of scholars such as
George Herbert Mead, John Dewey, W.I. Thomas, William James and Horton Cooley. However, it was
one particular student of Mead, Herbert Blumer, who coined the term symbolic interactionism, and
developed this approach further, particularly into a methodology of empirical science (Blumer, 1986).
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“It is my conviction that an empirical science necessarily has to respect the nature of the empirical
world that is its object of study. In my judgement symbolic interactionism shows that respect for nature
of human group life and conduct” (Blumer, 1986, p. vii)
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the assumption that thoughts, language and particularly meaning stem from the social interaction and
face-to-face encounters between (groups of) people (Brissett & Edgley, 2006; Mead, 1967; Blumer,
1986; Mangham & Overington, 1987). Moreover this empirical research methodology fits with the
independent and interactive research position that I took in chapter 2: the focus on the organizational
micro-level and face-to-face encounters with expatriates in their (new) cross-cultural social
environment.
The aim of this particular chapter is to motivate and underpin dramaturgy as an empirical research
approach for my study on loneliness in expatriates’ everyday lives.
Hereafter, I will delve into the three main parts of my research approach: (1) data collection by means
of relatively unstructured (in-depth) interviews, (2) data presentation in the form of a play set up as the
scene of a farewell party, and (3) data interpretation in the form of a reflection on my empirical
research so far and my reflection on the research data presented in the play. Although I describe these
three main parts of the research design distinctly in an ordered fashion here, the process in which they
are employed does not follow an ordered scheme, because the interpretation process already starts
the very moment you start with your research; it is an iterative process.

Data collection
In the period between 2006-2009 I carried out preliminary field research on the everyday lives of
expatriates. To obtain information that was both expansive and inclusive of various perspectives, I
made use of diverse research techniques which spanned not just interviews with expatriates in
Southeast Asia, but also my own observations of and conversations with expatriates and HR
managers. At the beginning of my study, I also carried out documentary research at the Expatriate
Archive Centre in The Hague, as described in chapter 3. This preliminary investigation gave shape to
my research agenda, for during this research I became aware of the clear signs of loneliness among
expatriates, and what was earlier just a hunch was only confirmed with further research and
experience.
An interesting research experience I had during the period of preliminary investigation was that when I
asked expatriates about loneliness, their answers were negative. For example, when I visited the Asia
Challenge Business Event in Utrecht in the Netherlands in September 2008, I asked a Dutch female
director and country representative of one of the Dutch Chambers of Commerce in Asia: “Do you have
experiences of loneliness as an expatriate abroad?” She answered a bit firmly, “Expatriates don’t have
the time to feel lonely. If you want to know something about loneliness and expatriates, ask their
spouses!”, and suddenly she turned around and walked away rather quickly. So one of my most
important lessons during that period was that I had to think carefully about how to interview expatriates
in such a way that they would be willing to tell me about their personal and professional lives. I will
discuss this further in this section. First though, I want to talk about the research setting and my
research group. Then, I will discuss the main research technique I used which comprised (in-depth)
relatively unstructured or unstandardized interviews. After that I will delve briefly on my research, and I
will end this section with a description of how I handled and stored the data to form a link with the next
subsection on data (re)presentation.
The research setting and group
My own experiences in Bangkok and my membership with the Netherlands Thai Chamber of
Commerce (NTCC), led me to focus my research on Thailand. In the period between November 2009
and March 2011, I interviewed (in-depth) 20 expatriates, mainly in Bangkok, about their personal and
professional lives. Through the NTCC I gained access to the expatriate network in Bangkok. Using the
reference of the NTCC director Mr. Bert Cesar, I sent an invitation letter to 25 expatriates explaining
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the purpose of my research and asking for cooperation (see Appendix I). I was very surprised that
eventually 80 percent of them responded, which may have been because of the reference to the
NTCC, but also, I’d like to believe, because of their interest in my research on their lives as
expatriates.
My research group comprised a mix of both male and female expatriates, chiefly between 30 to 40
years of age, in diverse executive positions, with 2-4 outliers who had up to 20 years of experience
abroad (see Appendix II). Most of these expatriates were Dutch, and all of them were affiliated with
Dutch multinationals.
The interview as a basic research technique
In symbolic interactionism, there are two basic research tools: participant observation and interviews
(Herman-Kinney & Verschaeve, 2003). Although participant observation forms an important part of
interviewing, in my research the emphasis has been on interviewing. There are three main forms of
interviewing: (1) structured or standardized, (2) semi-structured or focused, and (3) unstructured or
unstandardized (Alvesson, 2003; Denzin, 2009; Gill & Johnson, 2002; Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007,
2009; Herman-Kinney & Verschaeve, 2003). The structured or standardized interview is widely used
by positivist quantitative researchers who work with surveys to test problems or hypotheses. The
unstructured or unstandardized interviews on the other hand, are mostly used by interpretive
qualitative researchers to search for meaning in an interactive way. The semi-structured interviews fall
somewhere in between the other two (Denzin, 2009; Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007).
According to Herman-Kinney and Verschaeve (2003), unstructured interviews, as opposed to
structured or standardized interviews, do not consist of a pre-specified sets of questions. Instead, in
unstructured interviews, “researchers begin with the underlying assumption that they do not know in
advance what pertinent questions they will ask” (p. 230).
Denzin (2009) states that it is in “the sociological interview—a peculiar form of interaction between
observers and subjects—that the act of measurement comes to life” (p. 122). He asserts that as the
favorite tool of qualitative researchers, “it is beset with certain very special problems, the problems of
an encounter that must simultaneously rest on polite rules of etiquette while, at the same time, eliciting
intimate and private perspectives” (Denzin, 2009, p. 122). Alvesson (2003) however, addresses
qualitative interviewing as “an example of modes of knowledge production”, and defines qualitative
interviewing in contrast to “talking questionnaires” as “relatively loose-structured and open to what the
interviewee feels is relevant and important to talk about, given the interest of the research project” (p.
13).
Based on my experiences during the preliminary research (pilot) stage, I chose, as an interactionist
researcher, to use the relatively unstructured interview technique in the main field research stage. In
my view the unstructured interview is the most typical instrument employed for face-to-face encounters
or social interaction which, as I described previously, “appears to involve two radically different kinds of
sign activity: the expression that he gives, and the expressions that he gives off” (Goffman, 1959, p. 2)
on-stage. Thus, participant observation is an important part of interviewing, particularly in the case of
unstructured interviews. I see such a form of interviewing then, also as a ‘social act’ (Mead, 1967) or
‘joint action’ (Blumer, 1986).
Basic interview question
Although the emphasis of my interview style was (to remain) relatively unstructured, I opened the
interviews with one basic question: “What is it like to be here?”, and then, to guide the interview more
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or less along the two lines of my research interest I added: “From a personal and professional
perspective.”
Some experiences with interviewing
Most of the interviews were conducted in Bangkok, two in Chiang Mai in the north of Thailand, and one
in the Netherlands. Some of the interviewees preferred their office, but most of them felt more
comfortable out of the office environment, and chose for a hotel lobby or restaurant. All of them agreed
to the use of a tape recorder. Nobody asked questions or raised objections about this, but for privacy
and ethical reasons I promised to use only nicknames or pseudonyms in my research when speaking
about the interviewees or their companies (see Appendix I). To let the interviewees feel more
comfortable and to be able to derive the maximum meaning from their stories, I interviewed the
expatriates in their native languages, most of them thus in Dutch, but some of them also in English.
It was surprising to see the amount of data I got from just the basic open interview question: “What is it
like to be here, from a personal and professional perspective?” Some of the interviewees started with
the personal perspective and others with the professional part, and moved across these lines during
the interview. The moments of silence were particularly challenging, for I had to keep quiet and wait till
the interviewee continued her or his story. For those were the moments that the interviewees were
thinking, ‘stepping inside’, and mostly coming up with interesting new stories.
Of course, besides the main question as the opening guide, I asked more detailed questions
depending on the theme or subject and my interest. From time to time, I paraphrased their comments
both verbally and non-verbally to make sure that I had followed correctly. During the field research, I
got the feeling that the interviewees were particularly more open while relating about their personal
lives, more so than their lives inside their offices.
My research efforts eventually resulted in twenty recorded interviews. I stored the recorded data files
in folders on my computer. In order to protect the data, not only the recorded interviews but also all the
other information I had collected from different sources, I took up a subscription with an external
provider to carry out an automatic daily back-up.
All the recorded interviews were transcribed and organized as data files in digital folders and printed
and stored in a data book and are (confidentially) available. The data book helped me to get more
insight on the progress of my research, and was indispensable while working on the data presentation,
and later while interpreting the results.

Data presentation
In the introduction to this chapter I stated that I want to use the dramaturgical perspective as a
research methodology, tied to symbolic interactionism, because it focuses on and offers a frame to
analyze and interpret meaning inherent in face-face-to-face encounters as a social act between human
beings (Goffman, 1959; Mead, 1967). In this section I will delve into the reasons why I want to present
the data from my (main) field research in the form of a play, why I want to work with (four) composite
characters, and why I chose the play setting as the scene of a farewell party. I will end this section with
some notes about the writing style of the play.
Why a play?
The primary reason I want to present the data from my (main) field research in the form of a play is to
be able to relate it in an interactive form: with face-to-face encounters between expatriates, telling
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stories about their personal and professional lives in the form of dialogues and monologues or
48
soliloquies in a realistic setting, on stage. Or in the words of Goffman (1959), “On the stage one
player presents himself in the guise of a character to characters projected by other players and to an
audience” (p. xi). This active form of presenting data gives, besides myself as a researcher, the
audience: e.g., the evaluation committee, expatriates, HR managers, students and other readers to
interpret the expressed meaning of the play by themselves. This concept of presenting data in a
theatrical form: life as theater, is also quite a novelty, as can be derived from an investigation of
existent dramaturgical literature (e.g., Brissett & Edgley, 2006; Goffman, 1959; Grol, 2012; Fournier &
Lightfoot, 2002; Mangham & Overington, 1987; Perinbayanagam, 1982) where scholars refer to plays
and even cite them as examples, but do not present their data in the form of a play, except Grol
(2012). Scholers have chiefly focused on applying the dramaturgical perspective or theatrical frame to
analyze and interpret data using concepts such as front- and back-stage. Goffman (1959) explains the
front as, “that part of the individual’s performance which regularly functions in a general and fixed
fashion to define the situation for those who observe the performance” and front-stage then as “the
expressive equipment of a standard kind intentionally or unwillingly employed by the individual during
his performance” (p. 22). In addition, Goffman defines a ‘back region’ or ‘backstage’ as, “a place
relative to a given performance, where the impression fostered by the performance is knowingly
contradicted as a matter or course (p. 112.).” While presenting my research data in the form of a
social act; a play, I will use the concepts of front- and back-stage in a rather mixed-up fashion, let me
refer to it simply as on-stage. To point out the distinction though, the process of interviewing was (all)
front-stage, during which the expatriate interviewees told me their personal (private) back-stage and
professional (public) front-stage stories all intermingled in a natural way. In this manner, I create my
own conception of front- and back-stage for this study.
Why (four) composite characters?
As examined earlier, the self is a product of the process of social interaction between human beings;
the social act (Mead, 1967). And in line with this, a dramaturgical self or performed character “does not
derive from its processor, but from the whole scene of his action” (Goffman, 1959, p. 252). According
to playwright Jeffrey Hatcher (1996) the old saying goes, “action is character, as character is action”
(p. 27). Or as Brissett and Edgley (2006) put it, “the self cannot be separated from the act” (p.114).
Thus a character is similar to its actions.
In playwriting, passive characters are never interesting and the audience is not just fascinated by the
good guys or heroes alone (Hatcher, 1996). Hatcher indicates that characters must compel the
audience’s attention, “the audiences want characters who will take them on a journey” (p. 23).
Moreover, he states that the key relationship between the audience and a character is ‘identification’. It
was Aristotle who identified the main character, the hero of the tragedy, as the protagonist: “the carrier
of action” ( p. 28). As Hatcher stated, most great plays have one strong protagonist, but some great
plays have two, three, four or more strong, active characters. In great plays the protagonist’s enemy is
the antagonist: “oppose of the action” (p. 30). Because in my (academic) play there are (gladly) no
enemies, I will use the protagonist as the guideline to construct interesting and identifiable composite
characters that will carry the voices of the involved expatriates, expressing their meanings.
A character in a play could be a real-life person or an imagined one, or a fictional character based on a
person or persons from real life (Hatcher, 1996). In my play I will work with the latter. As each of my
fictional characters is based on more than one person, I refer to them as composite characters. Based
on my observations during the interviews and on repeated assessments of the interview data which
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A dramatic or literary form of discourse in which a character talks to himself or herself or reveals his
or her thoughts without addressing a listener (http://www.thefreedictionary.com/soliloquies).
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included the stories that the expatriates told me about their personal and professional experiences in
the cross-cultural context (mainly) in Bangkok, I constructed four composite characters. These
composite characters are: (1) Mark, a independent, tough, western man; (2) Sue, a self-reflective,
introvert, relatively young eastern woman; (3) Linda, a self-reflective, extrovert (seemingly) successful
western woman; and (4) Guus, a go-with-the-flow type, successful and sporty western man. I would
like to add that these characters and their personality traits are chosen to represent the particular
expats I interviewed, and is on no account representative of the entire diversity of expats, or people in
general.
My reason for working with composite characters is also a matter of ethics, i.e.; to protect the privacy
of the expatriates, their names and their actions (see Appendix I). And the reason I chose to work with
four, and not with three or five, or even more composite characters is to present a fairly representative
account of the stories of the twenty interviewees.
Working with fictional composite characters in contemporary qualitative (postmodern) research is not
new. For example, Dawson (2007) in his fictionalized narrative tales used the construct of two
composite characters to demonstrate the interaction between students and a teacher; Grol (2012)
49
used the construction of five fictional composite characters in his polylogue to perform an appropriate
discourse on th subject of education; and Ellis (2004) used, besides several real characters, the
50
construction of two fictional composite characters as students in her autoethnography class setting.
To explain the use of composite characters to her fictional students, Ellis (2004) portrays in her work
as an example a composite character of a nurse who stands in for all the nurses who take care of the
sick mother of one of her students. She states: “that would not change the meaning of the text in the
same way as would changing the identity of her mother or writing as though this happened to
someone else” (Ellis, 2004, p. 175). Elaborating on how to work with composite characters, Ellis
(2004) writes, “[while] working with composite characters work in long, personal text where you want to
compress time and don’t want to use all the participants”. This is another reason why I chose to have
just four composite characters. Ellis also adds that in most grounded, qualitative research everybody is
a composite; “often they are identified simply as ‘young female’, or ‘forty-four-year-old male’” (p. 175).
One other example of ‘identifying’ a fictional or composite character, a carrier of meaning, is in
qualitative research using numbers can be found in Prins’s work (2004): “T038-western respondent”
(p. 56) and “R040-Indian respondent” (p. 83).
Why a farewell party?
For the play setting I chose the scene of a farewell party. This particular choice was guided by my
51
experience with the theme party ‘Angels and Demons’ organized by the Dutch Society of Thailand at
52
The Dome at Lebua in Bangkok on September 11, 2011. Many expats attended this party, and as I
observed them, more or less an outsider, the idea of using such a party setting as the stage where
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A speech delivered by several persons (http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/polylogue).
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Ellis (2004) defines autoethnography as: “research, writing, and method that connect the
autobiographical and personal to the cultural, social, and political” (p. xix).
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Elaborating on the theme; ‘Angels’ are spiritual beings often depicted as messengers of God in the
Hebrew and Christian Bibles along with the Quran, and a ‘Demon’ is a supernatural being from various
religions, occultism, literatures, and folklores and is described as something that is not human and, in
ordinary (almost) universal usage, is malevolent.
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The Tower Club at Lebua is a five-star luxury hotel along the Chao Phraya River in Bangkok.
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expatriates meet each other and relate their professional and personal stories in face-to-face
encounters, came to my mind. Of course I could have chosen an occasion other than a farewell party,
and locations from all around Bangkok for this scene, such as, for example, a similar party held at the
roof of some other famous hotel, a housewarming party, or a ‘moving setting’ on an illuminated diner
boat on the King Praha River. But as one of the main characters had to say farewell because she was
fired and most of the expatriates I interviewed live in compounds, the backdrop I have used in the play
is also a farewell party in the tropical garden of the house of one of the (composite) expatriates, the
organizer of the party, at the Nichada Thani compound in Bangkok.
Writing style
The writing style of the play was inspired by works such as Suiker (Sugar) (Claus, 1960),
Toneelwerken (Stage Work), (Heijermans, 1965), Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (Albee, 2006), Five
Women Wearing the Same Dress (Ball, 1993) and The Art & Craft of Playwriting (Hatcher, 1996).

Data interpretation

Prior to the subject of how I will interpret the data of the play, I first want to reflect on my empirical
53
research. I will not talk at length about the general criticism on dramaturgy as a research
methodology: that it is not a theory, that it does not produce general statements, that it has no specific
method of testing propositions about the world, that it does not give sufficient attention to lager social
units, and that everyday life is different from theater (Brissett & Edgley, 2006; Edgley, 2003). Although
I can deal with refuting most of this criticism on dramaturgy, my research is not about exploring
theories of research, not about producing universal statements of human behavior, and also not to
provide general collective cultural patterns on the organizational macro-level. Instead, my research
focuses on social interaction, face-to-face encounters at the organizational micro-level, by
investigating loneliness in expatriates’ everyday lives. Nevertheless, I want to reflect more specifically
on my empirical research so far, because with loneliness as a study theme I think that I run up against
an empirical wall. For this reason I will start this section with a brief overview of the first two parts of my
empirical research, then discuss the empirical dilemmas I run into, and after that I will talk about my
fundamental research choice for the third and last part of this thesis.
The empirical research road so far
After introducing my research interest in the first part of this book I have described my own
experiences in Bangkok, reflecting on them from two cultural perspectives: the collective general and
the specific individual. I also presented the results of my preliminary field and literature research on the
everyday lives of expatriates. The field research confirmed that expatriates feel lonely; socially
disconnected. The literature research showed that while there is a lot written about expatriates, the
accent is primarily on their effectiveness from an organizational perspective. However, there is only a
limited mention on the lives of expatriates from an individual perspective and on their well-being, and
particularly no reflection on the subject of loneliness. Deriving my research question from these
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This criticism corresponds to the main criticism on symbolic interactionism (Blumer, 1986); Charon,
2010; Reynolds & Herman-Kinney, 2003), which dramaturgy is attached to, and additionally, this
criticism makes part of the ongoing debate between positivist and interpretivist scholars about their
opposite research paradigms, methodologies and related techniques (Burrell & Morgan, 1979; Denzin
& Lincoln, 2008; Gill & Johnson, 2002; Gronbeck, 1980; Hammersley & Adkinson, 2007; Reynolds &
Herman-Kinney, 2003).
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findings, I positioned myself as an interactive researcher focusing on the organizational micro-level
involving social interaction between (groups of) individuals, with the purpose of investigating loneliness
as a form of social disconnection in the everyday lives of expatriates. My focus group for this study
comprises mainly of expatriates residing in Bangkok.
In this second part of my book I extend my empirical research by introducing dramaturgy as a social
scientific research methodology tied to symbolic interactionism. I described the way in which I
collected data with unstructured interviews, and how I worked them out into 20 transcriptions
consisting of personal and professional experiences of expatriates abroad. I used the dramaturgical
approach of life as theater to work out the presentation of the data as actively as possible in the form
of a social construct; a play, expressing meaning with dialogues and monologues or soliloquies onstage, to show the audience the meaning of expatriates’ everyday lives. And now I am finally at the
section of data interpretation with the idea of having reached an extremity in my empirical research
approach on loneliness, seeming to have run up against a wall of empirical dilemmas.
Empirical dilemmas
The first empirical research dilemma I would like to reflect on is the individual versus collective. If I still
follow the line of Mead and Goffman with my analysis and interpretation then I will end up with the
party as a collective system. The outcome of that will then be a much more sophisticated, but still a
version of the traditional managerial cross-cultural management literature with its focus on the general
organizational macro-level as described in Chapter 3. It could be done, it would not be hard to analyze
the party as a system, but that is not the research path I have chosen for. I have explicitly chosen to
focus in my research on the organizational individual micro-level.
Secondly, there is the empirical research dilemma of behaviorism versus openness to consciousness.
The way in which Mead and Goffman positioned the self as a product of the social process implies that
the accent is on the external ‘Me’ or performed self and less on the internal ‘I’. And I did not study
behaviorism but social interaction. In this study I am not really interested in how expatriates stage
themselves, or carry out social tasks in their everyday lives. I also did not encounter expatriates out of
an interest in their behavior, which is where the tradition of Mead and Goffman leads. Sure, there is
some behavior at a party, but my accent is on voices, on social interaction in the form of dialogues and
monologues or soliloquies. Although there is an opening to the concepts of ‘I’ and ‘Me’ on the level of
consciousness in Meads’s work, it is just an opening. I think that existential loneliness is not a matter
of behaviorism, but a matter of consciousness. The essence of what I want to know has to do with how
expats mentally experience and practically deal with loneliness and how that affects their well-being in
their everyday lives, in their existence abroad.
The third and final empirical research dilemma I want to reflect on is that of the researcher versus the
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research group . Reflecting on the position I have taken as an interactive researcher with my focus on
the individual, and also based on the previous dilemmas, I have come to the understanding that I as a
researcher am also forced to carry out my investigation on lonely expatriates on behalf of myself as a
researcher and not on behalf of the people I have studied. Because the research group itself has not
demanded me to do anything in particular. The research group, the involved expatriates and HR
managers, still others, have not asked me to carry out this research. Besides alleged interest for this
subject there is no evidence that the research group actually wants this. Thus in that sense my
research line must also be adjusted.
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The research group is not really a homogenous group. The interviewed expatriates hardly know
each other, but are nevertheless represented in the play as composite characters.
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With these dilemmas I have reached the philosophical point of aporia.
Reaching aporia
55

Aporia is a fundamental performative contradiction between the content of my study and social
56
science, between the two levels described by the French-Jewish philosopher Emmanuel Levinas
(1906-1995) in his existential view on solitude: between existence and existents (1947/1978). I am in a
57
stage of total paradox .
I may have been influenced by Mead and Goffman in showing you the personal and professional
situations of the back-stage to expatriate existence; the past experiences, the stories related to me by
the expatriates, thus not in action. But in terms of depth psychology it is the front-stage, or as I named
it, the on-stage; the face to-face encounters I had with those expatriates when I interviewed them, thus
in action. I am not convinced that the way to understand expatriates is to understand their social
existence as a system. I am of the opinion that if we are to really understand expatriates, we have to
delve more deeply into their lives; in the tradition of Lingis and Levinas, into their existential situation of
solitude. Moreover, as a researcher I do not want to follow the traditional managerial cross-cultural
management approach, I want to do something that is more fundamental.
I am not a philosopher and I do not want to write a philosophy book. I am empirically-minded and I
want to analyze a situation. Summing up then, I took the most interactive research methodology I
could find, which follows the tradition of Mead and Goffman, because I wanted to do social science
research that reveals relationships. I took it as far as I could, till I hit the wall of empirical dilemmas that
I mentioned in the previous subsection. Though I am still convinced about my research focus on
loneliness (solitude) which involves the micro-level, the empirical research instruments at my disposal
are not adequate enough to investigate a subject such as loneliness. If I use in-depth interviews, as I
did, then I build up a relationship with my interviewees, and when there is a relationship there is no
loneliness at that moment. Moreover, from an existential philosophy point of view the responsibility for
the interviews is with the Other, though based on his existential philosophy, Levinas would probably
say “that is not what responsibility is, responsibility is with the subject”. Thus, in effect we have virtually
no research tool, no research tradition where the responsibility lies with the researcher or writer.This is
my paradox.
As a social scientist I am standing in front of a bridge between two different aggregation levels, the
field of social science and the field of existential philosophy, and I have to choose whether to cross or
not.
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Aporia denotes in philosophy a philosophical puzzle or state of puzzlement and in rhetoric a
rhetorically useful expression of doubt (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aporia).
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I already referred to Levinas during the reflection on my own experience in Bangkok using Lingis in
chapter 3.
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According to Sainsbury (2009) “a paradox is an apparently unacceptable conclusion derived by
apparently acceptable premises” (p. 1).
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Crossing the bridge
At this stage, I acknowledge the above dilemmas, I acknowledge the aporia, and therefore I can do
two things:
1. extend the social constructivist framework; my empirical research methodology with the
dramaturgical approach life as theater, with which I as a social scientist cannot do anything
more than to analyze and interpret the play in a utilitarian manner, or
2. make a fundamental reflexive move to step out of the social constructivism framework and
reflect on the voices of the involved expatriates as a reflective subject, an alter ego.
I choose for the latter and I will cross the bridge and make a fundamental reflexive move to another
aggregation level: that of existential philosophy, in order to deepen my understanding of the problem of
loneliness (solitude), and to reflect on the voices of the involved expatriates. I will attempt this
empirical exercise in part III of this thesis in chapter 6, the last chapter. But before that, I will first, in
chapter 5, present the play based on the setting of a farewell party at the Nichada Thani compound in
Bangkok.
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5.

Data Presentation: Farewell Play

When an individual appears in the presence of others, there will ususally be some reason for him to
mobilize his activity so that it will convey an impression to others which is in his interest to convey.
Goffman, 1969, p. 13

Introduction
In this chapter I will present the data collected in the main field research by means of (in-depth)
interviews with twenty expatriates, mainly in Bangkok, about their everyday personal and professional
lives. As I explained in the previous chapter, for purposes of analyses and interpretation of the
meaning of loneliness as social disconnection in these expatriates’ everyday lives, and to protect the
privacy of the involved expatriates while keeping the face of the (inter)action active, I will present the
data using composite characters in the setting of a farewell party, as a dramaturgical approach; a
social scientific metaphor (Brissett & Edgley, 1975; Goffman, 1959; Mangham & Overington, 1987).
The farewell party concerns the face-to-face interactions/encounters between four composite
expatriate characters who while enjoying the party, talk about social matters and discuss their personal
and professional experiences in the form of dialogues and monologues or soliloquies.
I will describe the farewell party after a brief description of the setting and the composite characters,
starting with act 1, a ‘thick description’ (Geertz, 1973) of the scene, comprising the compound and
house in more detail, followed by a description of four acts describing expatriate encounters during the
party, based primarily on the research data, with small interruptions from time-to-time serving as
connectors, and an intermezzo based on ‘real-life fiction’ to sustain the action. Instead of a conclusion
in the usual style, I will end the chapter in a rather open fashion: a farewell speech by one of the
expatriates, thereby leaving space for personal interpretation. I will proceed with analyzing and
interpreting the presented research data in the next and final chapter.
The parts of the interviews I shall use in the text are selected based on the main topic of this thesis:
loneliness, as part of I and Otherness, and face-to-face encounters as the form of social interaction or
social act (e.g., Blumer, 1986; Goffman, 1959; Levinas, 1947/1987; Mead, 1967). The parts of the
Dutch interviews used in the text are translated, with necessary care, into English.
Because of privacy reasons the names of the organizations and companies used in the play are
fictional, except for the Netherlands Thai Chamber of Commerce (NTCC). Furthermore, some names
of places and countries mentioned in the interviews have been replaced by others, except of course,
Bangkok and Thailand.
For the sake of increasing the comprehensibility and making the used data more accessible for
reflection in the next chapter, the writing style of the farewell party will be in the format of a play
inspired by the stage works of Albee (2006), Claus (1960), Hatcher (1996) and Heijermans (1965).
The latter I also use as a guide for the writing style of the play.
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The farewell party
About the setting
As a realistic setting here, I use the backdrop of a farewell party at a house in the Nichada Thani
compound, hosted in the garden alongside a pool. Nichada Thani is one of the oldest (existing since
1985) and most famous compounds in Bangkok, with more than 30 sub-compound communities, in
the province of Nonthaburi, 30 kilometers north of Bangkok. The compound is situated to the east of
the Chao Phraya River near a small lake, and is close to the campuses of the Rose Marie Academy
and the International School of Bangkok, as well as to the Royal Irrigation Golf Course. The compound
borders Chaeng Wattana Road, with the Second Stage Expressway close by, and is easily accessible
for residential work traffic, with the commuting time to downtown Bangkok being around 20 minutes
and to the new Suvarnabhumi Airport about 45 minutes.
I would like to add that several of the expatriates I interviewed live or lived at Nichada Thani
compound. The house forming the scene of the farewell party here though, is not one of their houses,
and the characters I choose to represent here are fictional composite characters.
About the characters
The play revolves around the interaction of four (fictional) composite characters.
Character 1:

Mark is a successful, independent, and tough westerner, with a penchant for
motorcycling. He works in the role of Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and has a lot of
international experience. He does not like expatriates in particular.

Character 2:

Sue is a self-reflective introvert, and a relatively young Human Resource Manager
(HRM). As an easterner she grew up in China, but studied and lived for more than a
decade in the Netherlands. She likes to do voluntary work in her free time.

Character 3:

Linda is a self-reflective extrovert, the exemplar of a successful female westerner
working abroad. She holds the position of Chief Financial Officer (CFO). An avid
sportswoman, she is also the one organizing the farewell party.

Character 4:

Guus is a go-with-the-flow successful westerner. He is stationed in Bangkok as a Chief
Operation Officer (COO), and his main interest, besides business, is golf.

Act 1: Easy-rider
Act 1 scene 1
“Well I’m goin’ out west ... where the wind blows tall...” Mark was riding on his motorcycle, a blue
Harley Davidson Heritage Softail Classic, with a ridged-mounted twin 96B engine, construction year
2009. Chrome-staggered shorty exhaust and a chrome horseshoe-style oil tank. Moreover, a full front
fender and leather saddlebacks on both sides. The first thing he did when he arrived in Bangkok was
buy a motorbike. With Tom Waits’ song Goin’ Out West playing in his head, he rode on: “I’m gonna
ride all night and take some speed.......”, he enjoyed being on the road. Every weekend he took his
motorcycle, or as he called it, his HD, on a trip to discover areas around Bangkok. But this weekend he
had to get back early because he was invited by one of his expatriate friends Linda to join her farewell
party. It was a beautiful Sunday afternoon in April 2011. Although friends with Linda, to be fair he really
did not like expatriates, ‘pampered species’, he called them. But Linda with her good looks and friendly
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character was an exception. April is one of the hottest months of the year in Bangkok, with tropical
temperatures ranging above 95° Fahrenheit and humidity up to 85%. Bangkok is hot, really hot! And
so was the case on this day, the sky was totally blue and the sun was burning down on him in his
motorbiking clothes, dark linen protective trousers and a jacket with orange stripes, all in Harley style.
Even his sunglasses and helmet were from the same brand, bearing the slogan: I like freedom, I am
an easy-rider. Though in fact, he really was not. Mark was a very serious CEO of a Thai/Dutch
manufacturer of safety clothes. 48-years-old and at 1.85 meters, he was a tough guy with a strong
drive. Motorcycling was his biggest hobby, particularly together with his wife, with whom he spent one
week every month, either in Thailand or somewhere in Europe.
As he rode onto Chaeng Wattana Road on his way to the Nichada Thani compound, the sound of his
HD echoed as it ricocheted from the buildings and the other traffic surrounding him:
“bob..bob..bob..bob..bob..bob..bob”. Nichada Thani is the first comprehensively planned residential
complex around Bangkok. Brokers call the Nichada Thani compound a community of families, a “home
away from home for expatriates.” That is one of the reasons why this compound is so popular.
Nichada Thani consists of more than 30 (sub-)compounds with approximately 800 houses. Almost
90% of the residents are expatriates. Other reasons why the compound is so famous are the privacy
offered by the single luxury homes, the double-security systems with 24-hour checkpoints at all
entrances, the fresh air, the greenness factor, and not to forget, the club houses and restaurants.
Act 1 scene 2
“Well I'm goin' out west………….. Where they'll appreciate me. Goin' out west, Goin' out west…..,”
Mark was enjoying the ride outside the city center of Bangkok. Although the asphalt around him was
‘burning’ in the afternoon sun, moving away from Bangkok, and away from the traffic and buildings
within the city, the environment became greener and greener. He looked around and thought:
“Nichada Thani must be close by.” To his right he saw the Mongkutwatthana General Hospital and the
Big C Supercenter, and on his left he saw a huge signboard indicating the superstore Makro. He
passed by many office buildings and shops with colored boards of various brands. As he crossed the
Second Stage Expressway he gave some extra gas and steered his motorcycle along the traffic. It was
Sunday, but even outside Bangkok it was crowded. After crossing the stoplights, he finally saw the first
signs of the compound to his left. A few minutes later he used his left indicator light, and then released
the gas pedal, turning onto the Bypass Road. Another left turn immediately after led to the direction of
the Samakkee Entrance, one of the two main entrances of the Nachida Thani compound. A beautiful
gate built with red stones and a pitched red-tiled roof adorned the Entrance. There were blue signs
bearing the name of the compound and a brown sun screen, with a nice horizontal wave-patterned
edge, covering the windows.
Mark, stopped and greeted one of the security guards standing lazily in front of the entrance in the hot
afternoon sun: Sà-wàt-dee kráp.
The guard wore khaki trousers and a shirt with sleeves rolled up, a black, knotted decoration rope
around his left shoulder, and a silver chain, along with a personal identification card on a cord around
his neck. He had on a blue beret bearing a blue metal tag.
The guard, saluted in response to Mark’s greeting: Sà-wàt-dee kráp, sir. He asked Mark for his
identity card and the purpose of his visit, on which Mark showed him his driving licence and Linda’s
party invitation.
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The guard, looked at the papers, made some official notes and handed them back, simulateously
nodding his head to indicate that everything was fine, and then opened the gate and once again
greeted Mark: Sà-wàt-dee kráp, sir.
Mark went into the Nichada Compound where Linda’s house was situated. He drove very slowly for
the speed limit within the compound was 30 kilometers an hour. The main road was made of asphalt
with small red and white traffic blocking thresholds. The tops of the tropical trees formed a canopy
overhead and cast a much-welcome shadow over the road offering some shade from the burning sun.
His navigation system guided him into one of the sideways where Linda’s house was located. The
sideway was made of alternate rows of sand and blue-gray stones. Next to the beautiful tropical trees
along the road and in the gardens, there were also thick green hedges burgeoning with red flowers
everywhere. The area was impressively clean, well-maintained, and child-friendly.
Act 1 scene 3
Mark arrived at Linda’s luxurious house and stopped his motorcycle in front of the black-painted iron
gate; a meter-high open construction with quadrants of vertical iron bars. Linda lived in a substantiallysized single house with a beautiful garden and a private pool. The house had five bedrooms and four
bathrooms and around 400 square meters of living space. Linda had been living there for almost four
months now, part of the time with her new boyfriend. Mark looked up at the white wall of the entry of
the house, spanning two storeys in height and supported by two big white pillars in front and a small
roof with red tiles on the first floor shading the entrance to the carport. On the second floor, three huge
windows met to form a triangular shape, and were fitted with blue-green curtains for sun protection.
Above the second floor, a curved saddle roof connected to the main roof of the house, both made of
red tiles.
Linda was standing in the kitchen and both saw and heard Mark arriving. She walked through the main
hall to the front door. The cool air flowing in through the big ventilator on the ceiling played with her
long blond hair and gave her goosebumps. At 1.76 meters Linda was a tall woman. Regular fitness
routines and tennis had her in great shape, and she liked to dress to show off her desirable figure.
Today she was wearing a beautiful silk sleeveless dress ending just above her knees, with light purple
patterns accentuating the deep V of her décolleté. Around her neck she wore a necklace of small
beads alternating in white and purple to match with the colors of her dress. She opened the front door
of her house and walked towards Mark.
Linda, in a loud voice to drown out the throbbing sound of the Harley: bob..bob..bob..bob..bob...: Hi
Mark, welcome! You can park your motorbike under the roof in front of the house, I will open the gate
for you.
Once Linda had opened the gate, Mark accelerated and vroooommm...... the bike slid smoothly into
the carport. He stopped the engine and placed his bike backwards on its stand. Swinging his right foot
over the machine, he got off and walked to Linda.
Linda: Hi Mark, glad that you could arrive on time. She shook his hand and gave him three kisses on
his cheeks in the typical Dutch tradition. Linda liked Mark very much, probably because he was, in a
way, an outsider.
Linda, questioningly: Could your wife not make it?
Mark: No, as you know she is only in Bangkok for one week a month. This weekend she’s with her
family in Belgium.
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Linda: You could leave your biking clothes in the laundry room, there is enough space. Wait, I’ll show
you the way... The party is already in full swing. Linda guided Mark to the laundry room.
While walking behind Linda, Mark glanced around: “What an overly luxurious house!” he said to
himself. As he took off his biking gear the song “Goin out West.......” still played on in his head. Mark
left the laundry room in blue jeans, his biking boots and a black T-shirt with a yellow-orange logo. He
grabbed a beer and joined the party in the garden.

Act 2: Mark encounters Sue

Act 2 scene 1
Sue was walking smoothly across the beautiful tropical garden with a glass of white wine in her right
hand and passed Mark who was standing at the beer table with a big glass of freshly tapped Thai
Singha beer in his left hand.
Mark: Hello.
Sue: Hi.
Mark: Are you enjoying the party?
Sue: Well I just arrived.
Mark: Well me too. Pleased to meet you, my name is Mark. He extended his right hand out to Sue.
Sue, in a friendly response: Pleased to meet you too. She took her wine glass in her left hand and
reached out her right hand to shake Mark’s outstretched hand.
Mark: What brings you to this party?
Sue was small, about 1.65 meters tall, and a bit plump, almost overweight. She had short black hair
parted to the right. She wore dark blue trousers and flat shoes in the same color with a curly knot on
top, a white blouse with short sleeves, and a small golden necklace. Sue’s face was almost round, her
yellow skin a bit freckled, and her dark brown eyes framed by oval eyelids were shining with
friendliness and curiosity at the same time, as she observed Mark.
Sue: I work as an expatriate HR-manager for a multinational in the automotive sector for almost a year
now. It is near the logistic company that Linda worked for, till last week that is. We met each other
several times at the lunches of the NTCC and she invited me to her farewell party.
Mark: I work for a factory in the commodity sector, located in the south of Bangkok, also for about a
year now. It is my third assignment abroad. I did my first assignment in Japan twenty years ago,
lasting for almost five years, and ten years ago my second assignment in Australia; all assignments for
the same company.
Sue, in a friendly voice,and with curiosity: So do you like expatriate life?
Mark: Yes and no, right!
Sue, in the same friendly voice: What do you mean by that?
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Mark: Well I mean that I like assignments, but I do not like expatriates.
Sue continued looking at Mark with a friendly face, waiting patiently for him to elaborate.
Mark: I mean in general, if you consider the stereotypical image of the expatriate, that is what I
despise. If I see foreign employees in a new country, being sent with a great package of benefits, and
the things they complain about, that makes me nervous you know. Then I think, what is all this about
man? I mean, you have the best package in the world, still things are completely shitty in the country
you are living in. Then get the hell out of here. Yes, that is often the case isn’t it? It all sucks. Yeah,
and the main problem of course is that many expats come with their whole families. That often creates
a lot of trouble. Some guy or woman may want to go to a different place as part of their job, but the
family often thinks differently. Often. Because, what will the wife or husband who tags along do all
day? And the kids have to go to another school. Those are all obstructing factors that we try to smooth
over, right!
Sue, calmly: So…
Mark, rather annoyed: Just to keep things okay. And no one wants to jump into the deep end, because
then they have to swim by themselves. And here everything is arranged for them. I think there is no
realism behind it at all. It is really like that.
Sue: No more adventurists with a mission?
Mark, strongly: No, I mean it differently. Because it is true, although no one dares to say it, but in a
way it’s great for Thailand that people from abroad come here, because they have something to offer.
Like how we look at the world, at the business world, and what is good and not so good about it. My
advantage in this is that I have been in Japan, in Australia, and that I know that European way of
management, and when you live here in Thailand, well you see that their view is also limited in a way.
Sue: Yeah...
Mark: Like if something is crooked, they don’t see the end anymore. And then, try it like this or like
that. An expat can give a lot. If you do it well, you are also a missionary in a way. He stopped speaking
momentarily as he looked at Sue’s face searching for understanding.
Sue, pensively: Yes, actually it is like that.
Mark: Actually it is, right! He took a sip of his beer.
Sue stared at the beautiful white and pink lotus flowers in the blue pots near the house and listened at
the same time to the sound of jazz resonating from the speakers in the garden.
Act 2 scene 2
Sue, began very calmly: Mark, I could agree on your eh…view.
Mark: And that kind of direction is strongly ingrained in the people here. It is not the reason that I came
to work here though. But I find it an.. uhm… important aspect. I think human development of people
around you, as a manager, is an important task. Expats like to stick together. During the week they are
working with the locals, and in the weekends they hang around with the Dutch, the British or the
Americans or whatever. That is a lifestyle I don’t adhere to. So I am not a favourite member of the
club, I find my own way. He took another sip of his beer.
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Sue, looked at mark for a while: Of course I am more or less single because I do not live together with
a partner yet and thus more free, so that makes it easier, but I am also extremely interested in what is
happening in the country. I definitely don’t only hang around, or actually not at all, with my colleagues
in my free time. I think I do enough of that during my work.
Mark: Right.
Sue, smiled: So I always try to make contacts outside of the company to spend my free time with, and
I do that in part through charitable organizations, because I believe that as an expat I have some
money that can be given to others. Whether you are going to Hungary, France or England, em… or
stay in Thailand, everywhere there is a need for people who do voluntary work or support the less
fortunate. For that I have started several projects in other countries, I am also a bit active here and I
am mostly looking for Thai contacts to get to know them better. Besides that, I am of course also in
contact with a few Dutch people and an American, who have become quite good friends. And because
I think you should also enjoy the fact that you are in another country I have traveled quite a bit, to see
more of the country and the neighboring countries. I travel for my work as well, so I try to squeeze in
an extra long weekend sometimes, so that it is not just work, because that I have to do for twelve to
fourteen hours a day anyway.
Mark: Yes, right.
Sue: But what I mean is that there are also other things that are interesting. Luckily our company is
very active in this sphere; corporate social responsibility (CSR) is highly regarded in our company, and
we have nine projects this year!
Mark: That sounds good, uhm... what kind of activities do you mean precisely?
Sue: Well, for example, decorating a school, cutting down trees, or it could be installing toilets
somewhere, painting things. But they are always rather big projects, and there is one management
meeting a year where we gather all the management, always a Friday or Saturday, then we just work
very hard.
Mark, with a serious look on his face: Okay, right, that is what I mean with doing something extra, to
contribute to human development.
Sue, enthusiastically: And now we will work somewhere near Ayutthaya next month, em… if I
remember it correctly, we will work there; the idea is that you can register to help by working in the
library, cleaning or painting. But then we will go there with somewhere between 150 to 200 people,
and then you can really do something.
Mark: Great.
Sue: Yeah. She took another sip of her wine. We have these kind of projects at various sites, which
are often also in the regions in Thailand that the workers come from, because our employees do not all
come from these surroundings, it could be the South, the Northeast, or Chiang Mai, Chiang Ray. And
they say: yes, but in my town we have this, this and this. And then the projects are selected, and the
personnel contribute a lot to it, which is a lot of fun. It is heartwarming to em.. see that the Thai put in a
lot of effort in these projects. And the managers of course need to have an example function. Some
things even happen during the week, and then people even take two days off. Then it doesn’t have to
be done during working hours. Okay, you need to be willing to take time off for it, but there are plenty
of volunteers for it.
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Mark: Okay, good, well good to hear. And I think it fits exactly into human resources as well.
Act 2 scene 3
Mark and Sue both sipped their drinks.
Mark: Based on your experience Sue, what is your idea about expats?
Sue, after a while in her soft voice: Yes, what I think, is that if you look at expats, em… they are often
sent to another country for two, three or four years; they do what they have to do, without thinking
much about transferring their knowledge to successors, or without choosing a successor at all. In our
company we have become more strict about this in recent years. I have put this issue forward very
strongly last year, and now we have knowledge transfer as part of the targets of expats. And this is
even one of the indicators in the performance assessments. It’s definitely fun to be here and be able to
say you are working abroad, but eventually your mission only succeeds when you leave and people
take over your work, or when you have seen that certain things have improved. So, I find this a very
important aspect, and I am stressing this more and more with the central personnel department; that if
we want to perform well we need to hire expats who are able to: (a) work in another culture, but (b) are
also prepared to transfer their knowledge.
Mark: Right!
Sue: Or share that knowledge. It depends on the candidate of course to what extent that will succeed.
You have people coming here for whom the money is very important, so then the expat package is
extremely interesting and they put in effort to transfer their knowledge. But in my opinion they make
too little of an effort to meet other people, do other things, get to know the culture, discover the
country, etc. There are also expats who travel everywhere, every long weekend they are gone to Hong
Kong or Phuket, or they go to Khao Lak or Burma, or god knows where. Because they say, we have to
enjoy ourselves, they take their families and children. But there is certainly also a category that doesn’t
do that. And you see that these people are much more closed and don’t really focus on how to make
sure that their knowledge and experience are transferred to the people to carry on their work later.
Mark: Okay, so are you saying that one group is more flexible and multinational, and the other is more
closed?
Sue: Yeah, I definitely think there are people who focus on- well this is my work, and I like it, so I will
try to make it as good as possible. If I can involve my colleagues then I will, and if we can work
together in good spirits then that is great, and if there is even a successor after me who can take on
the work, then it is even better. Em… but in my opinion they don’t do enough to adjust to the others so
that there is a better exchange between the two cultures.
Mark: So you agree that flexibility is an important characteristic for an expatriate?
Sue: Flexibility? In terms of?
Mark: Everything… uhm… flexibility to be connected with people in the multinational company and
also with, to find some, how do you say it… uhm… for you to share, to respect the culture, and to be in
the culture and to enjoy and deal with the culture.
Sue: Yes, absolutely. Well, you have got to be flexible. Yeah, absolutely...
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Mark: Okay, so that’s the characteristic I’m looking for. Flexibility… I mean this is a very, very practical
example you know, but… but communicating with multiple countries that speak multiple languages all
at once, and having to find a solution; you’ve got to take into account all those different cultures,
different languages, and not only that, usually if you want to have everybody all at the same time to
make a decision on a solution, you’ll need to get them on the phone! So in Asia it might be 3 0’clock, in
Europe it might be 8 or 9 o’clock, in Australia it might be what… 6 or 7 o’clock, and in America… well I
mean they have their time zones over there. Well, so you understand, not just… there’s massive
amounts of flexibility that it requires.
Sue: Yeah, definitely!
Act 2 scene 4
Mark: What do you think about Thailand? He bent a bit forward with both hands resting on the beer
table to listen to Sue’s answer.
Sue: Emm… I would say… personally speaking I love my… I loved my starting experience in Thailand
because it was so… and I did not tell you that before, but it was also a motivation for why I came to
Asia. Because in the Netherlands I had already made a nice background for myself you know, with my
studies, and I joined good companies, but everything here in real life is… is beautiful. And somewhere
when, you know when at that time I was crossing the 30… my 30 year old age barrier, I thought I have
a lot… yes, but it’s not funny somewhere. I need to stand up on my own. Emm… my study gave me
some… let’s say some… opened some doors to me. But still I thought what should I do, what can I do
after that study period so far from my own world. What are my capabilities that I can use if I go
somewhere else abroad? And how would I react to that? It was a very personal challenge, em… She
paused to see if Mark followed what she was trying to explain about her move to Thailand.
Mark: Yeah, okay…
Sue, carefully: And, that’s why… eh… coming back to your question, it was for me eh… let’s say it
was a… for me it was a most positive experience. Emm… and I do experience everyday here for
example, that you have people who are completely different from the people in… in Europe and in the
Netherlands. Though not so much different from the people in China. Em… you need to challenge
yourself. It’s just amazing you know, because culture for sure means everything and nothing. Emm…
for me it is… if you scratch at the surface then suddenly you uncover that world of culture. Yes, we
have been educated in a certain mold, yes, it has given us… it gives us some… let’s say… behaviors
and reactions, ways of thinking, and sometimes, not sometimes but most of the times we are not even
aware that it is related to our mold, original mold. Yes, it’s true. But again, when you scratch the
surface of this culture story, in the end you realize that it is just the relationship between two persons…
you’re just Chinese or Dutch, you know, things like that… I am Dutch and I have a Thai in front of me.
So, I need to… to find a way; it’s like to…to find a key to open that box! Emm… And this is… that’s
why I said it’s challenging, because you have to… some people can do it, some people less, but you
have to analyze the behavior, the thinking, not the thinking, but the… the talks, the… everything… you
have to open all your five senses, em… to… to understand how the people in front of you would react.
So yeah, challenging. Challenging, but it’s a good… let’s say from a human point of view it’s eh… it’s
very much about waiting I would say. Because you learn a lot from the people and from yourself for
sure.
Mark: Exactly, yeah... especially and actually… Sue, at this very moment I am also learning from you.
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Act 2 scene 5
Sue: Mark, do you have any plans to learn Thai?
Mark, with enthusiasm in his voice: Yes, definitely. I haven’t been here for too long yet, but I am very
eager to learn Thai. I think it is important. I have a three year contract, but if things go well, I might be
here for longer. Yes, I just want to learn the language. That means I must faithfully go to school two
nights a week.
Sue: Well that sounds good Mark.
Mark: I am 48 and uhm... I do it, but I find it a very big challenge. Yes, in the beginning it is very hard,
and after about eight months you start to pick up some things, you start expressing yourself very
clumsily, but that is how it starts. And I really like it. And I obviously totally enjoy eating in the street
and all, but yeah, just see what happens, right?
Sue, smiled: Yeah, yeah, haven’t fallen ill yet?
Mark: No, but I think that in Thailand you have to be able to take spicy food. The hygiene in general is
good however; there are very few people who fall ill. So, when it comes to food, it’s all good.
Sue: For me it is no problem, I was raised with spicy food… hahaha… and it is very cheap!
Mark: But yeah, that is the case everywhere here, everywhere in the street. You don’t need to just eat
with the street vendors for good and cheap food, but also in the alleys where you can sit down it never
costs more than forty baht, because otherwise no one could afford it. He said as he took another sip of
his beer.
Sue: No, they earn on an average 237 baht per day. And now the baht is a little stronger; it works out
to a little more than some 7 euros or so, which isn’t too much is it?
Mark: No, when I first came here for a holiday, five or six years ago, the euro was worth fifty baht, and
now it is forty. The Thai baht has become twenty to twenty five percent stronger.
Sue took another nip of her wine and looked around. By now there were already around 35 people at
the party and the gathering was getting lively.
Sue: So what you are actually saying is that in order to be successful, you need to be in touch with the
Thai?
Mark: No, not at all. No, I don’t think so. Eventually you are only judged, based on profits and losses,
and that too on a short term. Speaking the language, if you can that is, is only something that brings
you social advantage. More than twenty years ago I went to Japan, and I still speak fluent Japanese,
though I hardly use it. Only last week I was in Penang, in Malaysia, with one of our competitors
actually, and the head of sales & marketing there is a Japanese, because it is a Japanese company,
which is great. It’s really great!
Sue: I understand.
Mark: Yes, I mean, you can come there ten times and speak in English, and when I speak Japanese
once with that Japanese guy, he doesn’t understand that I talk in his language. How is it possible? I
mean, even when you are somewhere for five years, it is still special for the Japanese, because not
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many people put time and effort into learning their language. But I, uhm.. I get a kick out of it, it gives
me a lot of energy!
Sue: Yeah, nice!
Mark: Yes, I really like it. I worked in Poland for a year just after my studies, and then as well I thought:
I just have to learn this Polish. That didn’t work out at the time, for the plainly simple reason that
everyone spoke English to me at school. So when you start in Polish, they reply to you in English, and
you can’t really tell them: don’t do it, it doesn’t help me. That is not the case here.
Sue: Especially not when you eat locally!
Mark: Yes, and when I was in Japan, many people couldn’t speak too much English.
Sue: Coming back to that stereotypical image, how do you experience it in business?
Mark: I had never done business with the Thai before. They do things differently, they think differently.
They have another culture. When I got here, I was immediately involved with the arrangement of two
funerals. But I didn’t know how to do that in Thailand. My point is: so explain it to me, then I will do it.
Yes, but I won’t go and say I really can’t do it. Yes, let that man take care of it, things like that… many
people don’t like it because they are not used to it. Of course, I am also not used to it, and I also don’t
want to do things wrong. But then again, can a foreigner ever do things a hundred percent right? Well I
can’t, but then again, what do I worry about? They asked me to do it because I represent this
organization, so you just have to do it. Fine. I know a lot of people who would refuse such a thing.
They really don’t adjust to the local culture, you never see them making an effort. But I do agree with
you that this setting is changing, of how an expat is sent to such a place, it is different from twenty
years ago when I was first sent abroad as an expat, it was more stereotypical then than now. People
start looking at it differently now. Back then it was like: who is next in the line for Japan? I mean,
Thailand is a real holiday destination for Europeans and the Dutch, so then it’s not so unique when you
are here. But in Japan I have really witnessed crazy things, very funny. People who find themselves so
important, which is stimulated by the ridiculous package that people are given. They sit in nice Tokyo
apartments, and were already paid some fourteen to fifteen thousand guilders a month back then. How
can you do something like that? They think it’s normal and it sets a trend, doesn’t it? Like, when one
multinational does it, then who are we not to do it? With noticeable irritation in his voice. It’s completely
ridiculous.
Sue, smiling: No, no, exactly.
Mark, convincingly: I don’t know any other expats, I don’t hang around with them. So I also don’t go for
one of those meetings of the Dutch club. I don’t find it interesting. I can imagine people like it to get
together socially or something with other foreigners, this is a city full of foreigners. If I go into a bar
here tonight, there is a hundred percent chance that I will meet a few farangs. Yes, maybe if I need to
speak English I might do it.

Act 3: Guus encounters Sue
Sue was standing at the table draped in a beautiful blue cloth with a vast spread of tasty Thai snacks
in front of her. Little chicken satays, shrimps with lemon grass leaves, all presented on white porcelain
plates with blue flower patterns. Sue took a little plate, also made from the same porcelain, and one of
the white linen napkins and hesitated as she thought of what all to put on her plate.
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Act 3 scene 1
Guus, standing just behind Sue: Could I help you?
Sue, with a friendly smile on her face: Well that is very kind of you, but everything looks so delicious,
it’s difficult to make a choice!
Guus, extending his hand out to Sue for a handshake: Sorry, my name is Guus, pleased to meet you.
Sue, again with a friendly smile: Pleased to meet you too, my name is Sue. Did we meet before?
Guus: Yes, I think so. Was it not at the network party with the Dutch Embassy a few months ago?
Sue: Yes, I remember we talked a bit.
Guus was a tall, sporty looking man of about 42. He was wearing white linen trousers today, paired
with a light-blue Lacoste polo shirt and light-blue soft shoes without socks. Guus liked branded clothes.
He had short blond hair parted to the left and a long lock of hair on his forehead. From time to time, he
shook his head to get the lock back to its original position. Guus was deeply tanned, probably because
he spent many hours on the golf course.
Guus: Would you like something to drink Sue?
Sue: Yeah please, another glass of white wine would be good.
Guus, after he had arranged a glass of white wine for Sue and a red one for himself: Shall we try to
find a place in the shade around the house to enjoy our food and talk a bit?
Sue: Sure. They walked on the white square stepping stones between the grass to the house.
Guus: Over there, under the balcony between the pillars of the house there is a small table free. Shall
we take that one?
Sue: Yeah, that seems to be a nice respite from the burning sun. She once again admired the
beautiful white and pink lotus flowers in the blue pots near the house as she walked towards the table.
Act 3 scene 2
Sitting on the small cast-iron chairs painted white and ornately patterned in curves and loops, along
with their plates and wine glasses placed comfortably on the table between them, they had a
wonderful view over the garden and swimming pool. The guests were standing around the pool lightly
swinging their bodies to the jazz music playing in the background. The liveliness created a real party
atmosphere.
Guus, interrupting the silence between them: Well, how long are you already in Thailand Sue?
Sue: About one year now, but I have also been in other countries, mainly in Europe, for short-term
assignments as part of my development process.
Guus, enthusiastically: That sounds good. That makes me think about my first experience here in
Thailand about four years ago.
Sue: Could you tell me something about your experience as an expatriate?
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Guus: Yes, of course, I’d love to. Uhh… if I go back in time to my first assignment in Thailand… in fact
it is a rather new life you have here, compared to working and living in the Netherlands. You leave a lot
behind, privately, but also concerning acquaintances, work surroundings, working conditions. Uhh…
you also learn a lot of new things of course, if you look at the most important aspects, and being an
expat also changes over time. I myself was here, just like you, for about a year, and the strange thing
in my case was that I was initially supposed to be here for just two years. That means that when you
come here you have a different attitude towards it than when you plan to be here longer. After a year
and a half we decided, and asked, to stay here longer, and then we noticed that our life changed.
When you are here for two years, then you are sort of on an extended holiday, where you behave as a
tourist, privately, but also in the company. While working you are not really focused on building longterm relationships. You are more focused on doing your assignment and making sure it is a success
rather than building relationships with the people around you. That changed when it turned out we
would be here longer. And this change sort of happened overnight. Because you realize that, looking
at the private aspects, you cannot be a tourist for five years, you need to look at networks privately that
uhh.. mean something to you. That when you are at home over the weekend, just as in the
Netherlands, you can spontaneously call some people to do something with, instead of thinking every
week: hmm, what shall we do this weekend? So, you get more of a homely life. This means you start
thinking about things like: what can we join? So we did that, and we became members of a few clubs.
Yeah, in this way we got to know people, which made life a lot more enjoyable. If I look at work in
relation to being here longer, I also entered a different position then, it sort of went hand in hand. I
started to get more involved with Thai people, the culture, people and their behavior. And the target
also changed, instead of doing projects over a short period of time, as you no longer think in terms of
leaving after a certain time, it’s more an ongoing thing, you want things to keep running the way you
want it. So I think the time aspect is a very important one; for how long are you here, and what is your
target in the end? The gravity of his thoughts formed wrinkles on his face as he spoke.
Sue, looking seriously at Guus: Yeah Guus, I recognize what you mean, ….. you have to find your
place and be proactive to make friends. And what about your spouse, if you have one?
Guus: Yes, yes, I have a wife and two children, an 18 year old son and a daughter who is 16, who are
grown-up, um... almost grown-up and independent by now. Well, how was it back then? Like I said, it
is more than four years ago now. The children were around 12 and 14 back then. Well, see, privately
we had had a great time in Norway, you know. And during our fourth year we we even sort of got into a
phase of..., we were there for four years.
Sue, in a soft voice: Four years in Norway?
Guus: Yeah, we had entered a phase that you sort of start considering it as your homeland.
Sue: Yeah.
Guus: So, at a certain time you also enter the company of Norwegian friends. In Norway it is very hard
to get into people's lives, so to say. But once you're in, you are friends for life.
Sue: Yeah.
Guus: So yeah, that partly made it become such a great experience. Also climate-wise, my lifestyle
was more of a type for Northern-Europe, so uhh… a good autumn and nice winter. Not too hot during
summers. So it was literally a shock coming to Bangkok. In terms of everything. So it was not just a big
change from living in the Netherlands, our good experience in Norway made it extra difficult. It starts
with the climate, which doesn't get below 25 degrees Celsius. My wife really needs an air conditioner.
Well, and the children, they were at an International English school in Norway. That's why I purposely
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chose the same kind of school for them here, because the system is the same. So that at least they
have an anchor point, besides having to deal with the change in climate, culture... But yeah, in Norway
the school had in total 250 children. Here the school has 2000! Every class has two groups of 150
children.
Sue, with surprise: That much?
Guus: Yeah, but in a way they have organized it smartly, they have a big terrain, but the classes are
clubbed together in small buildings.
Sue: Is that ISB.. em … the International School of Bangkok?
Guus: Yeah, it is here in the area, and is part of the Nichada Thani compound, or the other way round
if you like.
Sue: Okay.
Guus: Uhh… so there was the shift from a small school to a big school, no uniforms in Norway, but
uniforms here. In Norway school started at a quarter to nine, so you had to leave at a quarter past
eight. Here they have to wake up at six, because the school bus comes at six thirty. So those were all
elements that added to the shock, and only afterwards you realize that the first half year was quite a
tough experience. Well, and ehm… also for my wife it was quite tough. So then we decided to go
home for Christmas. Even though in those preperationtrainings you get before going, you know...
Sue: Yes.
Guus: Well, they say when you're in a dip you shouldn't leave, but stay.
Sue: Okay.
Guus: But we did. We wanted to celebrate Christmas in a colder environment. And our real dip came
only in January, because we also had two cats. You probably think, cats? But those cats were with us
for fifteen years already, so yeah, they were reaching the end of their lives. One got ill and died in the
first week of January, so that was pretty... ehm... rough. In that period my wife got into a deep
depression. And in April that year the political turmoil began here. We were not used to that, so that
really made us think. It all added up to the doubts about staying. You know, we couldn't leave the
house, the city. You were continuously warned to stay inside. And in May the violence started. Ehm...
(he continued with a sour expression), so then we questioned ourselves: should we stay or should we
go?
Sue: That sounds terrible.
Guus: Because yes, that's what it all boils down to at a certain point. But we are not easily defeated by
a few difficulties. So from that moment on, around April, we made a switch.
Sue: Well, good for you.
Guus: We were like: Wait a minute… we have some personal, private goals. We haven't reached
those yet. So like, come on, let's get through this. And yes, a few months later we were back to...
ehm... at least to an acceptable level, but not at the level we were at in Norway. But for example, in the
eighth week of the holidays, the children asked when they could go back to school. So yeah, we
thought that was a positive sign. And my wife has done a lot of activities, with sports and... ehm... in
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self-development. And then she said: yes, I have another week schedule now, I am happy. So yeah,
when it came to that, we managed to deal with it. Finaly she overcame her depression.
Sue: Well, I’m happy for both you and your family that it worked out finally. Sue reassured Guus,
though her face still bore a questioning expression.
Guus: And… you have everything here. Atleast ehm.. here in Bangkok anyway. So yes, that has
become very normal by now. You can get everything here, live a Western life, but there is also so
much lying below the surface. I found that in terms of having a big effect personally and business-wise,
things are going well. When it comes to my family, well, I will start with my wife. I have experienced
that, I mean during the first three to four months, that as an expat, it is here not only.. ehm.. you have
to give ten times more attention to your wife. Why? If I look back at our time in Norway, there my wife
had a car and friends, a pool and a garden, everything sort of happens by itself then. She visited her
parents once in a while, or the other way round. The distance was relatively small. But not here. My
wife says: ‘I am living in a golden cage.’ Yes, I mean, we also have a pool here, and the driver can
take us anywhere. And well, financially we are a little better off than at home, I admit. Ehm… so you
can basically buy everything you want. But yeah, you don’t have your friends and family.
Sue: No, no, I know.
Guus: And yes, as I just said, just letting things happen by themselves is fun for three weeks, but then
the holiday feeling is gone.
Sue, softly nodded: Yeah, yeah, that is true.
Guus, stressed in a serious tone: Yes, exactly. And then you would like to go to mom and dad, but
they aren’t around. So there is the danger that your wife/partner starts being at home, living in that
golden cage. In order to integrate and hold on for three or four years in a nice way, she has to go out.
And I think that as a partner you have to stimulate that, especially since I do build contacts, even
though they are business-related. You meet lots of colleagues and you have many meetings from work
for example. Then you meet men whose wives are in the same situation. You know that alone can
help. For my wife this was very important.
Sue: Yeah, yeah.
Guus, in the same serious tone: On the other hand, I also think this experience is very valuable for my
wife and the children.
Sue, taking a sip of her wine and sitting up straight: What do you mean by valuable, Guus?
Guus: Ehh… well, yes… If you ask, on the personal level, ehh.. the most important thing for an expat
is that the family has a good time… ehh.. how do I say it… Now my wife is doing… after some time
she could find work as a teacher, they also don’t make much of a problem about those things in
Thailand. And of course the children, they have, well.. ehh.. they have also grown in that sense. Let
me put it like this: many people look at the luxurious part; that they are at a good school, that they can
fly to Holland once a year, I don’t know… We look more at what lies beneath… ehh… it is… they
indeed go to a good school, but psychologically the problems they face is that they cannot bond easily
with others, because you move regularly. So ehh.. the real friendships they have had were in the
beginning in the Netherlands and in Norway. But after you have moved a few times, well it stops then,
automatically. And honestly I have to say, with me as well. I had a few good friends in Europe, but now
it has sort of evaporated. And I can get along well with everyone now, but to say… that I have real
good friends, no. Sounding a bit disappointed.
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Sue: Yeah, I can imagine, I have the same experience.
Guus, looking seriously at Sue: You can try.. but..you know automatically in a few years you will go
again, and you will lose that contact, so ehh.. you want to keep it like that emotionally.. ehm… and yes,
so privately what is the most difficult part is that as an expat you are sort of a loner. There are few
people with whom you can talk at the same level. With the Thai… I can get along with them very well,
but I cannot really express myself with them. Because they don’t really understand the kind of lifestyle
I have. He thought deeply for a while. No… no… ehm… other expats might understand, but only
limitedly.They too are in the same situation. And they also have little time… mostly, and they also have
long working hours.. and you need to spend time with your family… yeah, it is pretty specific…
whereas in Europe I had friends and they were my release. It is hard sometimes to vent. That is the
most difficult for me. Well I have friends here as well, and.. ehh.. I have nice hobbies, I play golf, I have
a beer with them once in a while, and I go to town with people.. yeah with work.. yes I am the only
foreigner at the plant. The team is Thai, and that is kind of fun. And the nice thing is that we have two
departments with a total of around 150 people, and then there is the head office… And the people at
the head office are all crazily jealous that they can’t work at the plant. And that is clearly the cultural
difference. I mean, we stimulate a culture of openness, and if there is something I tell my team… when
everyone says yes when I say so, well, then I don’t need a team.

Intermezzo
Guus, taking a sip of his beer: Well, it’s really nice here, isn’t it? A party like this on a Sunday
afternoon.
Sue: Yes, really nice.
Sue was listening to Guus, but also looking over his head to the other side of the pool.
Guus, a bit curious: What are you looking at, what is happening?
Sue: Well, over there, there is something going on. An Italian looking guy with big black sunglasses,
black trousers and a shimmering gold jacket and hat is busy with a suitcase. If it was not Linda’s party
I would say it is a gangster, somebody from the mafia, hihihi.
Guus: Well, let me see. He turned his head. Yes, yes, I can see what you mean. Now he is opening
his case, probable to shoot or kill somebody, hahhaha.
Sue: Look at that, now he is getting his gun out, hihihi… It is a strange gun, it also glitters gold in the
sun.
Guus: Hahaha… Making some gestures with his hands.
Sue, looking at the comic act of the Italian man in his shimmering costume: And now he is putting the
barrel of the rifle in his mouth, hihihi.
Guus: Do you think he will kill himself?… Hahaha.
Sue: Listen.
Guus, unable to control his laughter any longer: What, do you hear the gunshot?
Sue: No, no, serious, there’s some music coming out of his gun, hihihi… it is so funny!
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Guus, turned to look at the performer: I do not think that he is an Italian Mafioso with a gun, but a Thai
saxophonist with a little bit of an overdone outfit. Do you see his shoes? They have the same color as
his golden jacket and hat.
Sue, after the saxophonist had played the first notes: Wow, that sounds good! It almost sounds like he
is playing along with the background music that comes from the speakers.
Guus: Yes, you are right. It is amazing what he is doing, it really sounds good. Look at his
movements, and listen,.. I think I recognize the music of Miles Davis, ‘Kind of Blue’, do you know it
th
Sue? It is one of the most famous jazz albums, if not the best jazz record of the 20 century! Look at
him, that sounds fantastic, he really is playing, what... interacting and improvising to Miles’ jazz in the
background, fantastic!
Sue: Yeah, I think so. It both looks and sounds really good. I think this is a wonderful intermezzo for
Linda’s farewell party!
Act 3 scene 3
Guus: Wait a moment, with all this talking I didn’t realize that our drinks are over! I will get us some
more. The same wine for you?
Sue, enthusiastically: Yes please, let’s have a party. She looked again at the act of the saxophonist as
she swayed a bit in her chair while listening to the jazz music: “dabidabido… … dobidabida”.
Guus, returned and placed their drinks on the table: What a great party, I am really enjoying it. He too
swayed his body to the music and improvised. Dadadada, dodododo!
Sue: Yeah, absolutely, I Iike it too... … … So how do you feel as an expatriate? I mean not now at this
party, but in general.
Guus: What do you mean by that?
Sue: Well, how do you feel here on the other side of the world, far from home, do you ever feel lonely?
Guus: Well, I think only partially. Lonely in the sense of being away at such a distance. People
working in the company outside Thailand only think about you when things are going wrong. That's
right. In general, and that probably differs from company to company, as an expat you have to take
very good care of yourself. If something is wrong here, be it a political crisis or the swine flu, you see
that very few people back home worry about you and think: 'hmm… maybe they should get
vaccinated.' Those are all things you have to figure out yourself. Which is not a problem per se, but it
is a fact. Ehm… if you look at relationships, friendships you have here in Thailand, then... ehm... you
are part of a group, a specific group. And here, in the region, there are quite a lot of expats.
Sue: Yeah, that is true.
Guus: So in that sense, it is actually quite the opposite, and very easy to make contacts or strike a
friendship with people who are also expats, and do nice things with them or exchange experiences, or
whatever. So ehm... I think being an expat in a way also lowers the barriers for making contacts. So in
that sense it is not lonely at all. But that is more if you look at it from a local perspective. Ehm...
another aspect of being lonely is that, being part of that specific expat group makes it more difficult to
develop contacts with people outside the group. So if you ask me if I socialize with Thai people, well…
very little. On the one hand that is because of the language barrier, but even the Thai who speak
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English very well I hardly see outside of work. For that you really have to... organize something, ehm...
the Thai will never ask you, at whatever level you work with them, if you want to have a beer with
them, or come home for dinner, or ehm... those are very rare occasions. So yeah, in that sense you
stay a lonely group, if you look at that aspect of loneliness, because you form a… uhm... very specific
group. And of course I have been here for only four years, which is relatively short still. Even people
who have been here longer haven’t been able to develop such contacts. Unless you are married to a
Thai man or woman, then there is much more family involvement, that comes with the wedding, in that
way you very much automatically get into a Thai network. So I think those are aspects that have to do
with that loneliness. And of course, ehm... if you look at the social aspect, then it's sometimes a pity, or
difficult, when you hear that your friends are doing nice things that you would have liked to be part of...
ehm... That's just a fact. That's something you can miss. So that also fits into the whole loneliness
thing.
Act 3 scene 4
Sue and Guus followed the saxophonist’s act for a while and got another round of drinks.
Guus: Sue, now I have told you about my experience abroad, particularly about the first stage here in
Thailand. How did you experience the Netherlands when you arrived there for the first time?
Sue: Uhm… uhm… yeah, of course Guus. So, the difference between cultures?
Guus: For example.
Sue: Yeah, okay. One thing that was pretty obvious was that Chinese people are very uhm…
welcoming, to other foreigners. While living in the Netherlands, I found that to be different in Dutch
society. Uhm… but just because the culture is that they are living on their own. People are very
independent. And that may… may be the background. They are not really like: ‘Wow, I need to help
her, I need to help him because they are foreigners.’ You know? I mean it’s, that feeling is not that
much when compared to Chinese people. The Chinese would be in…in… by nature, they would just
go across and say: ‘Hey, do you need some help?’ … or you know… if they can. Um… I found that in
European culture, or Western culture, they have room for themselves, they have a space for
themselves. They will explicitly say that this is actually my space.
Guus: My space, yes…hahaha …it starts with the garden…
Sue: Yeah Guus, that’s right…yeah, what would you say… I found it pretty shocking at the first place.
Emm… so, for example, I can give you a very, very explicit example. I lived with a Dutch landlo..
landlady in the Netherlands, and on the first, on the very first day, eh… I asked her that: “Okay, after I
cook my food ehm… where should I have my dinner? In this room, or in my room?” Because we had a
central room as well. So she said to me, without any other feeling, just… just the words you know, she
said that: “Well, you have dinner in your room, because this is… my room.”
Guus: My room…hahaha.
Sue: Yeah, my room. So but it’s clear. I mean it’s nothing, it’s not uhm… discriminating, it’s…
Guus: Oh, no, no….
Sue: It’s not that way, I mean I can sense that clearly. But it’s just the way of expressing. Yeah? You
will not get this kind of expression from the Chinese people in general. There might be few, rare
Chinese that might speak that way you know, pretty straightforward. But, you know, in general they
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would not, they would say: ‘Oh, um… if you like you can come. But then Chinese people would, would
find a way to let you know that this is not supposed to be your place to have dinner. Yeah? But in the
Netherlands, or the Dutch people, they would express it very straight.
Guus: Okay, okay….
Sue: And that leads to the culture, I mean the way of expression leads to the culture. So um… I
actually found it clear. Uh… in fact it has a positive side, although it’s very shocking to me, because
it’s…
Guus: Sorry, it’s not so polite ... hahaha…. to say that…on the one hand it is more rational, and on the
other hand more emotional…
Sue: Uh-huh, yeah. So um… are you asking me rational or emotional?
Guus: Well, no… it’s quite rational to say it’s my room.
Sue: Yeah. Yeah. So it’s up to you the way you will take it. Wondering if Guus followed what she was
saying. I mean it’s up to me whether I will take it negative or positive.
Guus: Yeah, okay.
Sue: So I think um… it’s my own uhm… mental working that okay, I… I say that I was pretty shocked,
but eh… I’m okay with that. I mean, I said to myself: ‘Well, that’s the way she is.’ Sue looked at Guus
to see if he understood her.
Guus: Yes, yes, …
Sue: Nothing wrong, yeah?
Guus: But… you can maybe… you can about… is it in… is it culture or is it the person in this case?
Sue: I think um… when I look at it, my Western classmates, they have different nationalities as well.
If, but… a Spanish one would be more like an Easterner, interestingly. Yeah, Spanish would be more
like, you know, talk a lot you know, many words and eh… more friendly. Some may be straightforward,
but still have some way to go about the subject, yeah?... warming up a little bit. As for the Dutch, I
would say that the majority of Dutch are pretty much the same. But um… also… I also have a very
good friend, pretty close in fact, um… he is different. He is a different Dutch man that I have met. So
he is more like: ‘Oh umm… do you know where to go? Do you know how to do it? You know, he… he
actually offers his help.’
Guus: Okay… okay… Gesturing with his hands to show he understood. So after all this experience, I
think, my own summary would be that people have a very unique… eh… personality, which may or
may not relate to our perceptions of cultural backgrounds of those nationalities… yeah…
Act 3 scene 5
Guus: You told me that you have been in Australia before you went to the Netherlands, Sue?
Sue: Yeah, I went there before I went to the Netherlands, when I was 18.
Guus: That is interesting to hear. Was that your first experience abroad?
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Sue, feeling a bit insecure if Guus would understand her: Yeah. emm… honestly my first real time
when I lived outside of China was when I was 18. I lived in Australia before, for about half a year, not
too long, around 6 or 7 months. Uh… about 7 months, yeah. Actually that time is very… bringing me
out of my own space, of my own scope. Before, I don’t have this personality like… like I have today.
I’m pretty neat, you know, everything needs to be like… … what should I say, I’m very strict.
Guus: Okay… okay, go on.
Sue, in a soft voice: I’m very strict with… with emm… I would say this way it’s easier to express
myself. I think I explore, I expand my own identity more towards the area that I’ve never been to. With
area I mean like the way of thoughts, the way of behaviors… because this was the first time that I
stayed in an apartment. And then living with a Norwegian friend, Taiwanese friend, American friends,
like many nationalities… Koreans, and everything. So I actually talked with them a lot, I learned their
perspective, their opinion. Um… I never thought that I would be a backpacker.
Guus, showing he understood: Okay, I can imagine that.
Sue: I mean, at least as far as I remember, I never thought that I will, you know, go like places, you
know?... see a month or two… you know?... from place to place. … Ehm… my Australian experience
at that time brought me out from where I never thought I would do it. I mean, it was never in my mind…
it’s different when I say that I never thought I would do it. It doesn’t mean that I never, well there are
two things, okay. Let me explain again. One is that, when you thought that you… you think that you
would never do it. Second is, you never thought about it. So they are different things.
Guus: Yes.
Sue: So, I would say that, I never thought about that. So I… it’s like that you don’t know what you don’t
know.
Guus, looked at Sue for futher explanation. Eehh… okay…
Sue: Am I going too deep Guus?
Guus: No, no, please go on Sue. It sounds interesting to me.
Sue: You know what I mean right?
Guus: Exactly…
Sue: Yeah. Yeah. So it’s that, uh… for example, um… an experience like, going for a backpack trip,
something like that, it’s the area that I don’t know of. I never thought about it before. It’s not… it’s not
that I thought that I would not do it.
Guus: You discovered that…?
Sue: Yeah, I just discovered. I never planned about it, and I never thought about it. So emm… it was
really emm… a very good experience for me… when I was in the trip… which was very also… a very
interesting experience to me, because I learned to trust myself. At that time emm… when I landed in
Brisbane, I met one man, one guy… Actually I had planned my whole trip, and then he came into my
trip and said that this is not a good plan. You should do this, you should do that, change this and
change that. And I was so confused. I mean I was not so confident that I would be good at this, or if
the plan is good for me. So I ended up paying twice as much, because I couldn’t make a decision. I
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paid for all the transportation halfway, and thought we’ll see ok… when the time comes, halfway. But
at the end of the day it came back to my old plan, because actually I know the best.
Guus: Yes, of course.
Sue: The limitations that I have… the time that I have, how many, how many days I have, how I would
like things to happen. So I learned that in fact, many people have their own thinking. You may have a
different thinking. I may have a different thinking. Sometimes those people influence you, to make you
feel and believe the same thing as they do.
Guus: Yes, yes.
Sue: But it’s not always working that way.
Guus: No.
Sue: I mean I really… I really learned from that trip. It’s amazing because it’s just a trip, but I learned a
lot. Yeah, I learned that I, in fact you need to listen to yourself.
Guus: Okay.
Sue: It’s… you can listen to other people as well, but the most important thing is you need to know
what you want.
Guus: You have to make your own decisions.
Sue: Yeah, because no one will know better than you.
Guus: Exactly, that was a great experience.
Sue, in a low voice: So this is one thing, the second thing is, I went on a survival trip, like going without
food, without water, going to the island without food, without water, no electricity, nothing. And I was
the only Asian girl. Even the only Asian in the whole group, and I’m very… I looked like a… you
know… kid at that time. So I also felt that I was a little bit discriminated in the group, because, I think
one is that because I am Asian, but not so much just that. I think it’s more that I looked like… useless.
Guus: Okay…?
Sue: Because in that group you need to work like… like on health… surviving trip.
Guus: Yup..yup… you have to survive, yes.
Sue: So, and then I found that I kept fighting a lot with my own feeling, because I got upset at that
time. I was like, no one wants me! You know… it feels like that. Then that night, I remember, I slept
feeling that way, and then the morning after, when I woke up I was just like, I don’t really care
anymore. I pay as much as you pay. So I will just enjoy myself as much as you would enjoy yourself.
Guus: Okay... yes, I could understand that.
Sue: So at the end um… I mingled around with them, and it turned out very good. They taught me how
to do… how to set up the tent. And they actually valued my help, because I helped a lot, I mean I did
everything I can. Or even though I could not, I would like to learn to make it, you know, that I can. So
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um… I found, that’s why it’s come to my belief that it very much depends: ‘How do you position
yourself?’
Guus: Exactly.
Sue: If you are acting, or if you believe that you are useless, people in any society or in the office, you
know, people would proceed that way. So from that very first trip, I would say that I really learned a lot.
I had time to think about it, because at that time I was in the last year of my college. I thought about
what is good about me, what is bad about me... What are the things that I want to do? You know, all
those kind of things. So… so I… I in fact thought that if those expatriates use their experience in other
countries to explore, to go beyond the lines…
Guus: Yes, yes…
Sue: …and learn from others, and learn from your… even the different experience living in Bangkok, I
think it can show you some good points that you may not discover before in your own country. Staying
in the Netherlands, um… because I have my experience of living in Australia for a short period before,
emm… I thought living in the Netherlands was pretty ok. Even though I was not used to European
people who have a very private space, are very individualistic. So in the first place I thought it quite…
quite lonely, when the school didn’t start yet, I had no friends. My landlady, we met just one day and
then she traveled on a business trip for a week. So basically, I arrived in the Netherlands one day, I
met her, the second day and till day seven I was on my own. I didn’t know anyone.
Guus: No…
Sue: So, you know, it’s pretty quiet. And sometimes you feel lonely.
Guus: Yes, yes.
Sue: When the school opened up, I think it’s… it’s by human nature, we can be on our own for a
certain period of time, then we need to seek friends. It’s like a bit of this deal, divided this, I don’t want
to say discrimination because they didn’t do anything like discriminating me. But it’s just, that is just the
feeling of acceptance, the feeling of acceptance.
Guus: And what you are creating in your own head…
Sue: Yeah… it’s just the way I thought at that time. But that’s why I said I need to fight with that
feeling, with that thought. Because if I… if I go on with those feelings, I would be too, I would be upset,
and I would be even lower, lower, and… you know?... lower, you know… so I said, you know,
enough...
Guus: Of course you have to fight... And now after all this experience, you are now a famous
expatriate HR-manager here in Thailand.
Sue, smiling: No, not a famous one yet, just starting.
Guus: But did it help you, the experience you had in the past, to… to…?
Sue: Yeah, well, I would say everything counts. It’s not only me, everybody… ehm… everything
counts, everything that happened in their life counts, and build them up as they are today. So it’s the
same for me. Umm… I would say all experience built me up to be me today, because I learnt from that
experience. I have found that before, I learnt that this is not the good way to go, this is the better way
to go, this is, I better believe that um… that I should… what I should believe. And it also helped me to
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understand other people. So when I work or live with foreigners, or people who come from different
cultures, I also learn that they have their own way, because they have their own experience that built
them up as the way they are.
Guus: The way they are… yes.
Sue: So it’s easier for me to accept the difference of people, in… individualities.

Act 4 Guus encounters Mark

Act 4 scene 1
Guus was standing behind the bar; a sort of market stall with a yellow awning shielding it from the sun
and the name of the Thai beer brand printed on it, tapping a beer when he saw Mark waiting.
Guus, looking at Mark: Would you like a beer too?
Mark, smacking with his lips: Yes, please. I am always thirsty with these temperatures.
Guus: The Dutch way.
Mark: Right, with two-finger-level foam. He smiled and took the beer from Guus.
Guus: It is real hot man. I am Guus, I work for an operating company of a Dutch multinational in the
food and beverage sector, north of Bangkok.
Mark: Well, I am Mark and work for a Dutch/Thai factory in safety clothes in the opposite area, south
of Bangkok.
Guus: Is that spectacular motorcycle in front of the house yours?
Mark: Right, it is.
Guus: I already thought so, because of the print on your shirt. You must be a real motorcyclist.
Mark, enthusiatically: Yeah, you’re right. In the weekends you could mostly find me on the road, alone
or with my wife when she is here.
Guus: When your wife is here?
Mark: Right, when she is here. She has her own business in Europe, and stays at the moment with
her family in Belgium. We see each other about one week a month, here or in Europe, and we both
like motorcycling.
Guus: That sounds good. I am always interested in people who have a passion for something.
Mark, with curiousity: Okay, what about your passion?
Guus: I am a golfer. He stretched his back and placed his chest a bit forward, bending his knees and
making a golf move with both his hands.
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Mark: A golfer?
Guus, even more enthusiastically: Yes, a golfer. Not a professional one, but when you are on the road
in the weekend, you can find me on the golf course.
Mark, rather surprised: With these temperatures?
Guus: No, no… or actually yes, but we play mostly early in the morning.
Mark: We?
Guus: Yeah, we… mostly my son and I, he is now about 18 and really likes to play golf. Just like his
dad. Last month we participated in the NTCC golf tournament, and if we have time together we follow
the Ryder Cup on BBC or CNN.
Mark: Ryder Cup?
Guus: Yeah, the Ryder Cup matches. It is a traditional match between teams from USA and Europe.
October last year, the European team won the cup at Celtic Manor in Wales.
Mark: That sounds nice. Where do you guys play golf?
Guus, his lively voice displaying his passion for golf: Well, there are a lot of golf courses around
Bangkok. But because we live here in one of the sub-communities of the Nichada Thani compound,
we are members of the Royal Irrigation Golf Course a few minutes drive from here. It is a small 9-hole
golf course, but beautifully designed. They have enough facilities, and a wonderful putting green to
improve your handicap.
Mark: Handicap?
Guus: Yes, is to measure your performance like a performance indicator in business you know, we
call it a handicap.
Mark: Good for you, but I prefer motorcycling through the countryside. The only thing that counts in
our sport is the power of your machine, and its speed. Did you know that when you pass the Chao
Phraya River at one of the ferry points south of Bangkok, you are already in the wilderness of the
jungle?
Guus: No, no. The only wilderness I know is around the fairway when I have lost my golf ball,
hahaha…
Mark: You’ve got a feeling for humour, and I like that, right!
Act 4 scene 2
Guus, taking a sip of his beer: How about your professional experience abroad?
Mark: Well, where shall I start? When I was a young man, uhm… the reason why I… I was actually
desperate to leave the Netherlands originally, umm… and the reason was that me being a young guy,
at that time the Netherlands was a very mature market place, mature industry, uhm… and quite stable
in that respect. I saw, I was offered an opportunity to go to Japan, and everyone thought I was crazy to
take this opportunity. But as it turned out, it was the best thing that ever happened, because uhm…
well sorry, the best thing that ever happened for me, and something with my personality and drive. I’m,
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I have always been and am still very ambitious, and so going into a… an environment where there was
the expectation of extremely rapid significant change and evolution of the site and all the businesses in
an emerging market, umm… that was just one great challenge, and proved… that has proven so far to
be a springboard to grow further in my professional development. I lived and worked there for five
years, now almost twenty years ago, and then I got another opportunity.
Guus: Sounds like you are a real pioneer.
Mark: Yeah, well my second assignment was in Australia. I lived and worked there for about four
years, for the same company by the way. And after that period I went back to the Netherlands and
worked for several other companies, also in the social field, a small goods factory.
Guus: A small goods factory?
Mark, in a serious tone: Right, a small good factory, because I wanted to do something in the social
environment, you know what I mean, right?
Guus: Yes, yes.
Mark: But when I was that young guy and worked for the company in Australia, I got the chance to be
in this area, Kuala Lumpur, Vietnam, Thailand from time to time. Uhm… and yeah, the beauty about
being in Asia, or about being central… in the more central part, geographically speaking, in the world,
was that I could hop onto a plane tonight and be in London the morning after. The time zone and
whatever else, it just felt right. I could spend nine hours on a plane to be in Sydney, or I could spend
two hours or three hours on a plane and be in, you know Singapore, Malaysia, uhm… Indonesia,
uhm… Vietnam, uhm… a little bit further you go to Hong Kong, Shanghai, Beijing, a little bit further
then Korea, Japan, you know. And… (passionately) and in Asia, you… you get to experience so many
different cultures and I mean food for instance. I like food right, I love food.
Guus: You like food.
Mark: I loved Japan because of the food and the cultures there. I loved Singapore because of the
great nightlife and the… you know? I mean I have been to the Singapore Grand Prix at Marina Bay on
a weekend in September last year, and that’s not just about a Grand Prix. It is part of the Formula One
World Championship. It’s about… like it’s just a full-on entertainment event, and…
Guus: Lots of… food…?
Mark: Yeah, exactly, uhm… and, and so you get to experience so many different things just by living in
a place like this. You know in Australia you struggle, you fly one or two hours and if you’re lucky you’re
in a different state where they still eat vegemite and drink beer and have barbecues. And there’s
nothing wrong with that, I love barbecues, and I love vegemite, I love beer. But here, you go to Japan
they drink sake, you come back here you drink whiskey, you… you know?... It’s just very very different
right. Uhm… and yeah, that has given me the opportunity also to develop myself in terms of
appreciation of different cultures, languages… I would say I have a passion for languages but…
uhm… you know I studied English, French and German in the past, and now I study a little bit of Thai, I
speak Japanese fluently because I worked and lived in Japan, and did quite a bit of business there
actually. Uhm…and… so you know that part of it has been great.
Guus: Okay.
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Mark, enthusiastically: And now I am really happy that the same company asked me to go back again
to run the operating factory here in Thailand. So here I am, back again. Raising his glass to Guus for a
toast. Cheers!
Guus: Shall we taste some of the delicious food presented so beautifully there on the other table?
Mark, with a big smile on his face: Right... I like food man.
Act 4 scene 3
Guus: Mark, you know, this is my first assignment in Asia. I have been here in Thailand with my family
for four years now ehm... In Bangkok, and business-wise it is going well. A nice house, a car with a
driver, a great salary, what more do you want? In the beginning it was very difficult though, especially
for my wife, but also for my children. Associating with the Thai in the factory was quite a challenge. I
have an interesting experience with regard to that, ehm... what I have noticed is, I don't know if it was
the same for you, that in Thailand you think after a year: 'ah, I understand that cross-cultural thing, I
can deal with it and... I know how you can apply it, to a certain extent, in relationships and work’, but
then after a longer time, like half a year, you find out that it is not like that.
Mark, looking questioningly at Guus: What do you mean?
Guus: Because then, ehm... You get to know some more Thai, and have some deeper contacts with a
couple of individuals who start telling you some more. But then you see that there are other aspects,
some other mechanisms to working with Thai people which you didn't notice at first sight. Because I
think a normal cross-cultural training prepares you for the first layer you know, to be able to make it
through the first year as best as possible, to understand why you shouldn't for example yell at a Thai,
why they always say ‘yes’, and ehm… those kind of things. And you don't see them happen in
practice, and then after a year or so, you start understanding these things. But after a longer time, you
also start to see there are other aspects that move the Thai and motivate them, or don't motivate them.
Well, ehm... that was ehm... for me a motivating thing.
Mark: Right, can you give an example?
Guus: Emm... well, emm... I do think that when you see the Thai, they... they always seem
subservient, they are happy very… ehm... quickly, and they are always easily in for fun things, you
know? When you organize something once, however simple it may be, they are always very
enthusiast about it and they always join. With the Dutch it's like: 'will it be far, and will it take long?'
and... 'when can we go home again?'. Over here it's definitely not like that, but ehm.. what you see is
that they come later with extra demands and stuff, because at first they seem very happy with it, but
after a while you hear them say ehm... like: 'shouldn't we have done it like this, or like that.' And what I
see now is that the Thai can be very demanding in that. They are very difficult to satisfy. So in order to
find out how to do that, how to make sure they are happy as well, that is not simply a matter of saying
‘yes’ all the time and spending more money, that just doesn't work. You need to find an optimum
balance between listening to what they want and partially also giving in to that, but you also need to...
ehm... organize their own involvement well.
Mark: Okay, right.
Guus: If they come with a request for something they would like to do, and I sit down to talk about it
together with the HR-manager, and I say 'this is what we do, and we will spend this much on it,' then...
ehm... then it is not enough. You have to understand which people to involve, so you need to have a
good view of the informal organization as well, you know?... about who are the ones with an important
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role in that, despite having a high degree of acceptance. So that is kind of a learning point or pitfall if
you like. In one year's time, it is absolutely impossible to learn how to deal with that effectively, to...
ehm... understand those mechanisms. But it remains a nice and exciting thing to do, and I still think, as
you also mentioned Mark, that language is a very important thing. Without knowing it, you can only
listen to the people through your middle management, since they are the only ones who speak
English, you know? … And it is very hard to understand what the people in the layers below think and
want. And ehm... I don't speak Thai, so I have to try and do things in a different way, or just let it go.
For example that one presentation which is very important, and which actually I should do, is being
done by a Thai now, since it is much more effective when everything is delivered in Thai, and people
feel free to ask questions in Thai. And then I can hear afterwards what all is said and ehm... told. So
that means you need to know people in the Thai group you can trust for the full hundred percent, and
whom you are close to. Which is very hard I think, and it costs a lot of time. So, ehm... all that has to
do with how much time you take for things, and I am convinced it is really important to take out time for
it. Even if that sounds like a bit of a cliché.
Mark, neither approvingly nor disapprovingly: Right. Taking another bite of his satay.
Act 4 scene 4
Guus, looking at the saxophone player who was completely engrossed in his performance, moving his
body, cheeks puffed up from blowing into his instrument: Do you like jazz music, Mark?
Mark: Yes, and I like blues, and hard rock from time to time too, particularly when I am on my bike.
Guus: What is your experience with Thai culture?
Mark: Look, I take the opinion that I’ve grown up for twenty or however many years in the Netherlands,
Western, and that’s like the foundation, right. My beliefs and morals and whatever else, they might
change a little bit because I was in Japan, and in Australia, and now in Thailand, but not that much. I
have to respect that a group of Thai people, or a group of local people, not necessarily Thai, local, who
have grown up in their country where they have different priorities, uhm… you know they… they
don’t… in some cases they don’t go shopping like you, as I would… where we buy groceries for the
week, and we cook at home. In the Netherlands that’s what we do. Here it’s probably more common to
go and buy something fresh, eat that for dinner, but they don’t have anything in the fridge. You
understand?
Guus: Yes, yes.
Mark: It’s a totally different culture and priority system and mindset, way of living. Umm… and so I will
never understand that. I don’t… if I tried to I would probably die trying to understand it, and it wouldn’t
get me anywhere, or not as far as some other… some other ways of understanding and managing.
Guus: So if I understand you correctly, you say you don’t mind about the culture.
Mark: No, not at all. It is a given fact. Don’t mind about the culture and in fact, enjoy experiencing
different cultures. Yeah.
Guus: Yeah, that is written all over your face, you like being an expatriate.
Mark: Yeah, I do. Yeah. And it’s fun because everyday you’re dealing with a different set of problems.
Uhh… and it’s a different type of challenge than working in a mature market. He too shifted his gaze to
the passionate saxophonist playing near the pool.
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Guus: I liked what you said about not minding or caring about culture.
Mark: Right.
Guus: Yes,… cultures are specific norms and values, how groups of people live and get along with
each other, and you see that, emm... everything actually makes sense within one culture. So yeah, the
Thai culture is completely logical. It is the culture, the first culture for the people living here. But the
Americans, and the Dutch as well, they are like.. wow... when they look at it… And that is how the
social structure is built up. When you look at another culture one tends to criticize it, yes..., because
you often just don't understand it. And that is the advantage of living somewhere, you start to
understand where things are coming from. Something might not make sense to you, but if I would
have had to make that choice, I might have chosen the same thing. So that is why there are more,
well, you see a lot of conflicts in the world based on cultural differences, differences of opinion, etc. But
if you are really in between it all, and you would have a little more understanding of where it comes
from, then I think eighty percent can easily be solved. And the funny thing is, the more diverse the
mini-community is that you live in, the easier it gets.
Mark, taking a big sip from his beer: Yes, you're right.
Guus: Yes, the more homogeneous it is, the more problems there are. Taking a sip of his beer and
then looking around… People were enjoying the jazz, their drinks, and the company of each other.
Some were already dancing, while others were having a more serious conversation, just like Mark and
himself.
Guus: One more thing I want to stress is that I think, with the world getting more globalized
technologically, there will be two kinds of expats in the future. One kind is the kind that travels all over
the world, and the other also has to work together with the rest of the world. Yes, supply chains have
become globalized, money flows globally, companies are globalized, and emm... the biggest challenge
for my Thai team, for Thailand, is that it has always been a relatively separate country. So yeah, a
great country; always good weather, everything grows here.
Mark: Right.
Guus: They have never been colonized, they all speak sort of the same tonal language, they have
their own behavior, though it might look strange to us. It's a, emm... a perfect mini-culture, which is
completely self-perpetuating. So yeah, the most important struggle for my managers in the company
is: 'shit, now I suddenly have to deal with an Indian, or with people from Singapore!'
Mark: Okay...
Guus: Or from Indonesia... So yes, all that happening at once is rather difficult. The young people
have the least difficulty with it. They grow up in the world of Internet, Blackberries and Facebook.
Yeah, for them it's a lot easier. While for older people it's more difficult when it’s all of a sudden. For
example, with Indians, they have strange names, the Thai don't like them very much. And the funny
thing is, one of my managers, who always sort of emm... hated Indians, he went to India for a vacation.
When he returned, he said: 'Now I know where they come from, there nothing works at all. So we are
all complaining, but what they have to deal with, they are actually really good.' So yes, go there, look
around, experience it.
Mark: Okay. Right, very good.
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Guus: Emm… and that helps to make the interaction between the different people smoother. So
eventually it's all about communication, communication, communication. Understanding where it all
comes from, and in general this helps you to deal with things.
Mark: Yeah, yeah… right.
Act 4 scene 5
Mark and Guus spent a few minutes listening to the music and watching the guests while enjoying
their beer.
Guus: What about your professional experience here in Thailand?
Mark: Well, let’s say, take a benchmarking project for instance, where we wanted to benchmark best
practices throughout the three sites we have. That was a challenge alright, because no one really
wanted to do it. They all wanted to keep their best practices inside.
Guus: Okay okay.
Mark: And so that’s just one of those painfully slow processes from a Western point of view, because
in Western society we would jump at the chance if someone else was doing better than we were. Any
smart Westerner would say: ‘Oh I want some of that’, whereas in Asia for me it’s not quite as easy.
Umm… and that really just takes persistence, and a consistent message, right?... time after time after
time, making that message frequently, that way you sort of create some stability and some framework.
You know I used to have people call me at all hours of the night and day from other parts of the world
talking about umm… follow-up, and about the lack of follow-up, or the lack of… or the… the
misunderstandings they would have with various people, teams in Asia. Umm… and I guess that was
through a lack of understanding of what goes on in the sites, in the business in other parts of the
world. They were so entrenched in their local world that they didn’t realize what Asia was all about.
Guus: Yes, that seems difficult to understand.
Mark: Umm… you know and… so that was also one of those interesting challenges where once again
you’re the interface between the locals from a very different culture or a different set of cultures, and
your customers let’s say. So, yeah, but like I said before, managing expectations, you know, trying…
I’ll give you an example…uhm… the Western world was industrialized over decades, decades and
decades. Yes? Whereas Asia and emerging markets, in those markets the expectation is to, let’s say,
industrialize in the space of years, not decades. And so this is a never-ending struggle because you
have, let’s say, bosses that don’t really appreciate the differences and the subtleties in various
cultures, and the level of development and the level of competency in the local staff, after all we’re
here because it’s supposed to be a more competitive way to operate.
Guus: Yes, yes Mark.
Mark: So, so there was always that challenge. Uhm… and it comes back to capability development in
almost every part of the business, because a lot of times you start with a great field site, and you
develop manufacturing capability and you develop a whole range of different capabilities. And it’s,
maybe in Asia it’s all about personnel management, which is just payroll, right! You know you can just
pay at the end of the month, done. Whereas in fact there might even be more of a need for, let’s say
more uhh… sophisticated, still simple, but still sophisticated organizational development type of
structure or program, you understand?
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Guus: Yes, I think so…
Mark: Yeah, because ultimately if you’ve got the right skill sets in place from an HR point of view, then
things become a lot easier. Uhmm… so, so that was, you know that was obviously very high on the
priority list when I came here last year. And …uhm… it appears that they have a very welldeveloped… uh… very well-developed training program. It’s not necessarily yet at an overall
organizational development, with management training and leadership program that sort of permeates
down. No, but you know that comes over time, right?… And you know it’s impossible to make these
sorts of changes overnight. And that’s where the management of expectation comes from one high,
right. Uhm, so… yep. Okay. That’s from the professional side.
Guus: Yes, that’s from the professional side.
(pause)
Mark: And business-wise how is it for you?
Guus: Yeah, on the business side of things this is a very different country. You know, the Thai are not
really eagerly waiting for ehm... foreigners to come here. They call us farang for a reason. In Holland
one cannot use the word foreigner anymore, but here you hear farang, farang, farang all around you,
so ehm..., foreigner, foreigner, foreigner. And see, Thailand does have many faces. I have been here
several times for this assignment, twice on a holiday, a wonderful country, nice sweet people, and eh...
they can laugh so nicely, and...
Mark: Yes, right.
Guus: …they cook so well … and they are extremely service-oriented. But when you work here, you
also notice that the Thai have very different sides, and ehm... that's not always an easy side. Like,
when it comes to foreigners. I was the first expat to join this operating company in Bangkok, and well,
ehm..., they didn't really like that so much, you know. They still saw me as a kind of busybody.
Mark: Yes, yes, exactly that.
Guus: So, with that kind of thing, they don't have control over you, then you are outside the hierarchy.
At first I had to deal with a local manager, who was like… everybody did what she said. And then
suddenly a Westerner comes, who is more distant, and also disagrees with her sometimes, well, they
can't deal with it. So it was very hard in the beginning. But I have to say, later, when I became general
manager myself, well, then it all changed overnight. But... no, my start wasn't easy here.
Mark: Right. Time for another beer!
Act 4 scene 6
Mark, moving his beer glass to get some foam on top: I guess I have had some experience in day-today interaction with people from other cultures. Let me tell you something about that Guus. In fact, I
loved working in Japan. So let’s start there. Umm…the two cultures and the two people are very very
different. It was a very very different place than Thailand. Umm… and I think the culture and the
influence of Westerners on particular societies has a lot to do with the way they react in their work
place and their culture, right. So for instance, here in Thailand, they’re a kingdom, they’ve never been
occupied by, let’s say the English, for instance in Malaysia or Australia or whatever, or in Indonesia’s
case the Dutch, right. So, so that is one of the biggest differences that I can see that leads to the
different uhh… different work culture, different work processes. We’re here working for big Western
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companies or foreign companies, we’re the sandwich or making the sandwich if you like. So the
management of expectation is quite challenging on both the local side and, let’s say, the headquarter’s
side, and trying to get the understanding or the locals to understand in Indonesia, for example, was not
as difficult, still difficult, but not as difficult as somewhere like Thailand, just because of the fact that in
Thailand, you know it’s a kingdom, like I said it has never been occupied. And maybe that’s why
people choose Thailand for holidays for instance, because Thailand is still very very unique, very
unique, and in fact might not be the best place to do business, umm… because of that fact. It’s not that
integrated to the Western world as somewhere like Singapore might be, or Malaysia. Ummm… so, so
yeah, and obviously that brings about challenges, yes.
Guus: Yes, of course, interesting Mark.
Mark: And you know, I guess the complexity’s not as great when you run a small team or/and when
you have a small site as opposed to a big site. However, the complexities uhhh… exponentially
increase when you start running sites in multiple different countries with headquarters here that deal
with let’s say Europeans, Australians, different cultures within Asia and America as well, which is I
guess my experience in my last company here where we were running three operations: one in
Jakarta, one in Thailand, one in Malaysia. So there’s the language barrier, which is not as great
between Indonesia and Malaysia, but there’s you know there’s competitiveness, and there’s, what do
you call it, patriotism, and there’s this uhm…. what do they call it, I forget the word, umm… they don’t
necessarily want to share and, let’s say, help the region grow. They see more that they want to keep
everything local and not necessarily share. So that was a big challenge.
Guus: You gotta say what you think... and do what you say, as they say, you know?... But there is also
a strong team spirit in the Thai culture at head office. There you see that they only do what the boss
wants, and when something is wrong, no one will say anything. And secretly saying it, that they also
absolutely don't like the Thai themselves as well.
Mark: They as well?
Guus: You know, I am actually quite proud of that, but it also has its disadvantages of course. You
don't get to hear everything that happens, even though I know a couple of Thai words, but not enough
to start a serious conversation. And so... the people... uhm... you can't really... change their
fundamental mentality. I mean if there is a problem, they will only say so when things have really
turned for the worse, and it is actually too late. While in European culture you tend to raise the issue a
lot earlier. So yeah, everyday I have to walk around and see... then you immediately see what's going
on. And also talking to people, at least I know supervisors and managers, so I talk with all of them on a
daily basis, and if something is going on they tell me personally, because there is also a strong kind of
filtering happening here you know. When the senior manager is around, then a manager or supervisor
won't say anything, and keep quiet even when there is a problem. But when you approach them
personally, and you know them...
Mark: Yeah, right!
Guus: …Then they will tell you. Yes, or often a hint is given, like: 'You didn't hear it from me, but I think
you should know...'. So when I got here, besides for my holidays, I had never been in Asia. So being
very confused at the start, they sent me for a cross-culture course here in Bangkok, which was really
good. There they explain the basis of culture, which was really practical for me to deal with things
here. You know, like when you're in a meeting and you asked a question... well, the senior manager
says something, but that's it. First you don't get it, but afterwards you understand. And now even the
lowest in rank gives feedback, and the next, and the next... yeah it's great I have to say, we have great
achievements; out of a hundred companies we are number one in quality at the moment.
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Mark: Wow, congratulations Guus!
Guus: We really, and then I mean the whole team, everyone gives attention... and it's not that I'm
really working any different then in Europe or something. It's just that the response is much better.
There is a lot of... individual... macho behavior. But more than that, it's the team spirit. You know, and
that is mainly my job, making sure I communicate well. Others say I over-communicate. Well, better
too much than too little I believe, to make sure everyone knows what's going on and what is expected
of them, what things cost, and uhm... Making sure the team remains functioning as a team. So we also
do a lot of other activities, such as two weeks ago, when we closed the plant and went for two days to
Pattaya, and emm.. we had a party and all. And with Christmas we… we went bowling, golf this year,
probably play cards you know... that kind of a thing. And when we're having a drink... well, we're like:
'Guys, just let go' you know, just having fun’. We like working here, that's nice. While in Europe, my
God, I have worked in France for a couple of years, where it's probably the worst of all. Continuously
with the trade unions, every time you try to change something there is this resistance... I had to
negotiate with the trade union for two years before I could get a night shift in order. It was hell. If next
week I tell the people here: ‘Guys, we'll do nights as well from now on,’ then it's like: ‘Yes, sir...’. Done.
Hahaha... So yes, that is completely different. When people ask me if there is a difference between
Europe and Asia... Well, you can put the same plant in Europe without getting the same results, you
know? And I don't work different than in Europe, I compro... No, I absolutely do not compromise on the
quality, or like, on other things, or our product, but... but I get much better results. Emm... also, if I ask
here on a Friday: 'I have a presentation on Monday, can you help me?', then they are working on it the
whole weekend. Haha. Don't even think of trying that in Europe. Something in France? Merci
beaucoup! Hahaha...
Mark: Yes, right, that’s why I like the Thai so much.
Act 4 scene 7
Guus: Look at the guests! The saxophonist has got almost all of them swaying by now. He is the life of
the party.
Mark: Yeah, he is indeed a real party-animal... I like this kind of life and working so close with my
managers and employees.
Guus: Yeah, me too Mark, they appreciate that.
Mark, enthusiatically, as he spoke about his HD: So, but what they appreciate even more, is a
voluntary initiative from my side from here. I get a duty call, I come down, I have a simple meal with
them, lunch with them, simple noodles, right. And then although I only speak a few words of Thai now,
but my face, my hand gestures, my body language, I am close, yeah? So, that helps a little bit, a lot
actually. I was interviewed by a Thai coach in Singapore, a very good executive coach in Singapore, a
very famous executive coach, trying to derive my experience like there’s this cup of coffee… what is…
what kind of dimension… how can… they know I’m doing a bit of this… thus ‘How do you get to your
lower-level people, particularly working with Thai and in the Philippines?’, I was asked.
Guus: Interesting, I’m curious to know your answer.
Mark: My formula is, number 1, you got to have come here, yeah? You got to have spent more time.
It’s not just one time you go there, that’s it, I have done it. You have to regularly…Guus. It’s more than
a trip…
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Guus: I can feel it now, hahaha. Yes, I can feel your sincerity, your passion…Mark. Yes, …your
energy…
Mark: And your energy, exactly. Yeah, I have seen a lot of executives here, including expatriates you
know, they still put a distance, right? For whatever reason. They are people who still take their ego to
be very important, hahaha. Alright… I am boss, I am director, I am… So I mean, I am not criticizing
that you know. But that part, you have to be prepared then. If you want to get closer, the people won’t,
because you need two hands to crack everything. But as an executive you should be the one to step
out first, right? I’m sharing my thoughts with you. Sorry, I might be a little… because that is really the
subject that is very important to talk about, very important to me, it’s to me…
Guus, encouragingly: No, no…Mark, I like it. It is the same for me too.
Mark: Well, recently there was an executive, uh… you know we went into the lift. And then he said…
eh… it was eight o’clock in the morning, so… it’s not our factory, another organization. I was a visitor
there. This is a very high-level executive in that company. And I had a meeting with him at nine
o’clock. So he met me at the lobby. I went in, and then at eight o’clock a lot of employees started to
come to work. So the lift opened, everybody got into the lift. Yeah? It’s a Thai, no, no… actually a
th
Singapore company. We passed 4 floors, and then the executive floor was on the 6 floor, the top
th
floor. So all the employees got off before that. On the 6 floor as he left, this executive, he made a
comment, because we’re quite close, he said, ‘My people are still not very uh…you know, polite, you
know, not saying good morning to us.’ And yes, nobody said good morning to us. I said, ‘Yeah, yeah.’
And he went on, ‘I still have to do more to educate my people.’ Then I said, ’John,’ his name is John,
‘John, with due respect, because you are so close, we can talk a little bit more. I didn’t hear you say
good morning to them either.’ That’s good, yeah? I was like, ‘John, but I didn’t hear you say good
morning to them either.’ Now what does this mean? John, being an executive failed… He steps into
the life of a big executive, and then all his employees must say good morning to him, the boss… that’s
what was in his mind. It has to be…
Guus: The other way round.
Mark: Right..., but it also appeared to me that it wasn’t in his usual habit to wish his employees good
morning. If you don’t even do this, you’re not earning their trust. And this happened in Singapore, an
even more important country than Thailand or Philippines, right.
Guus: Yes, I understand what you mean.
Mark: Yeah, yeah, because in general they are very humble people, right? Being humble, you have to
encourage them more.
Guus: So come out rather than being to yourself, open, not close.
Mark: Correct. So if Monday I say good morning to them, Thai people will be very quiet, because
they… Tuesday I say good morning again, also very quiet. But I have to have the patience, continue…
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, right? And then next week again you do the same
thing, Good morning, Good morning, Good morning…
Guus: Good morning, yes, that is it…
Mark: That is what we as the executives have to invest in… the patience. I always call it earned
respect; you have to earn the respect. It’s like… like in the job you have to work for, what, 20 days to
earn your salary. Right? You have to earn. You cannot say, ‘Hey Guus, why don’t you respect me?
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You don’t respect me Guus.’ What do you mean you don’t… I… I just look at the mirror, what have I
done to earn Guus’s respect?
Guus: Yes… yes.
Mark: You know, it’s that different. In particular, there is a lot of difference with the Western culture in
my experience, when I worked in Australia or even in the early days in an office in the Netherlands.
The Western culture, I’m not trying to criticize the Western culture…
Guus: No…no.
Mark: But there’s a big gap you know. Well, if you are within the Western culture, it’s fine. But if you
cross over, you have to also change yourself. Right? So, when I was in Australia, I followed the Aussie
way, very direct, very to-the-point, you know. Because I lived in that environment, and you know, I
changed. But when I came back to Asia I also had to adapt. But unfortunately Westerners in general,
because they don’t have that much exposure, they always follow their home, their own culture when
coming here, and then think that is the right thing to do. Right?... Whereas for us, because we have
that international exposure, when I go to the Western culture, I follow the Australian way, the American
way. But when I come back to Asia to work, I also have to work the Asian way. Right?
Guus: You are quite right.
Act 4 scene 8
Guus: Would you like another beer?
Mark: No thanks, otherwise I will be as drunk as those guys over there near the pool, and by the way, I
have to drive back on my motorcycle.
Guus: So Mark, if I understand you well enough, do you mean to say that you have to be flexible as a
Westerner?
Mark: You’re right, you have to be flexible. You have to be flexible! And one of the observations I have
about other Westerners, is that they always carry their own culture with them. And then they start to
say you know, ‘The Thai people are very quiet and Thai people are not contributing, Thai people are
not participating’. You know… But in fact it’s not true. Uhm… few months ago I had a Dutch eh…
person coming here from Amsterdam, for two days, an overnight visit to Bangkok, for one meeting.
One meeting, overnight, just one night, right. Then after the meeting as I saw him off to the airport I
asked him, ‘Hey, how did you find your visit here?’ And he said, ‘Hey Mark, if you don’t mind I’d like to
share with you, that I thought your people are very quiet. I don’t know whether they are participating.
I’m not sure whether they are contributing. There just seemed to be no interest on what I said.’ Then I
said, ‘Okay, fine.’ But then I asked, ‘How long did you stay here?’ ‘“I stayed one night, two days,’ he
replied. ‘Two days… yeah….And how many meetings?’ I asked him. ‘One meeting,’ he replied. And
then I said, ‘With due respect, an overnight stay, one meeting, is not enough to make that conclusion.’
Guus: Yes, I think so too.
Mark: Yeah, you’ve worked in Thailand. I’m sure you agree, right? You have to invest more time, that
is their culture. You have to show leadership to know them. You have to be patient. You have to
understand them. I told him sarcastically,’What if you conduct this meeting in Thai? Don’t you think the
picture will change completely?’ And then he said, ‘I don’t know. But I can’t speak Thai.’ That is the
problem. The problem is not on this side. The problem is on that side. You cannot speak Thai, hahaha.
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Guus: It’s all about language.
Mark, very seriously: Exactly. Do you agree Guus?
Guus: Yes, I agree Mark. It’s…it’s eh.. between people.
Mark: Yes, it’s between people, and also to a certain extent, it depends on me as an individual.
Guus: As an individual, exactly.
Mark: How I look at even simple things, one-on-one. You know you need a lot of… uh… your own
investment, right?
Guus: Yes Mark, I agree.
Mark: Now, having said that, I mean my background is the same as yours, Dutch, right. So when I first
came here I already knew on day 1 that I could not continue to drive the car on the fifth gear, right?
Guus: Fifth gear…, hahaha ... no, I do not think so.
Mark: So I already said to myself that I needed to slow down to the third gear. But my objective, my
goal still didn’t change. If I want a cup of coffee, I still tell my people I want a cup of coffee. My
business objective is still a cup of coffee, no change there, right? I won’t change because I come from
the Netherlands. You know…I want a coffee, but… they can’t do that, so I better change to tea. No,
right?
Guus: No. Okay. I could agree on that.
Mark: My business goal and objective still doesn’t change, because I need to drive the business,
yeah? That is what the company pays me for, what I was asked to do. Right? He looked at Guus to
see if he was still with him on the subject.
Guus: Yes, yes.
Mark: And the goal cannot be, you know, jeopardized, and...But how you drive is a skill. So if I was in
the Netherlands I would say I want a cup of coffee within 10 minutes. It’s a cup of coffee, 10 minutes is
enough. But here, you cannot do the same thing. But I don’t want to change to tea instead. I still
maintain coffee…, right? Because that is the business goal. I might say, ‘Would you mind giving me a
cup of coffee?’– fullstop. No 10 minutes. You know the difference? In the Netherlands you would
probably say: ‘Can I have a cup of coffee, and would you mind giving me a cup of coffee in 10
minutes?’ But here, you scale down. The objective though is still the same, the coffee, you know? Or
for example, the famous shopping center Siam Paragon, do you know that Guus? ‘I would like to meet
you… uh… at tropical Siam Paragon, 12 o’clock.’ Okay, that’s it. You don’t need to tell the people how
they should get there. Give that freedom to the Thai.
Guus: Exactly, yeah.
Mark: Whether you go walking, jump… hahaha… take BTS (The Bangkok Mass Transit System). As
far as my business goes, I want to meet you at 12 o’clock, Siam Paragon. That is a clear direction
already. How to reach there, give them that freedom, give them the ownership, give them the choice.
And by giving all this, they feel part of it.
Guus: And respected…
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Mark: And respected, yes. Respect is the key to it. But I cannot accept it, coming from outside; if I say
instead: ‘I want to meet you at Siam Paragon, 12 o’clock. Can you take BTS please.’ By doing so, you
dictate, you limit…
Guus: And you create distance…
Mark: Yeah, yeah, and the next time you will lack trust from the people who are with you, yeah?... So
all these little little things can add up to a big thing, right? And that is the way in which you can earn
respect. I can boldly ask you to make a random check with any of my employees, they know what I am
doing for them. Yeah? And, I’m doing this not to satisfy my own personal ego, to be a nice man, or to
be a successful man. I am doing this so that they feel that they are working with a boss that takes care
of them, that they’re working in an organization where we value each one of their contributions. It’s not
my personal goal here, that people think I am good. Yeah, I am, I feel good. But, I mean… At this age,
you don’t need that much. Sounding proud of his accomplishments.
Guus: You don’t.
Mark: Right, correct… exactly… and with all this serious talk, I think I would like another beer after all,
a small one though.

Act 5: Linda encounters Sue
Act 5 scene 1
Sue was seated in one corner of the three-seater, part of the outdoor lounge set of dark-brown wicker
material, with big white cushions finished with a brown seam. A huge parasol protectected the
loungers from sunburn. Sue was sipping her wine and enjoying the jazz music as her eyes wandered
around to take in the whole scene. Two olive-backed sunbirds perched in one of the small green palm
trees were watching the guests moving around the pool and trying most desperately to drown out the
music with their own screeching. Sue’s eyes moved on to Linda as she saw her approaching.
Linda: Hi Sue, I am so glad that you could make it to the party. She bent to greet her with three kisses
on her cheeks. May I come sit here for a little break? I am so happy that most of the people I have
invited could eventually make it.
Sue, with a very friendly smile: Yeah, it is a real nice party in your beautiful garden. Everybody seems
to be busy and enjoying themselves, and what a good idea it was to organize that wonderful,
entertaining saxophonist. He is really getting the party going, and everybody is enjoying it immensely,
that includes me of course.
Linda, also with a very friendly smile: Well, thank you Sue, I really appreciate that.
Sue: I already met some interesting people.
Linda, with interest: Oh yeah?
Sue: Yeah. I spoke with Mark, you know, the motorcyclist, and with Guus the golf player.
Linda: Oh yeah, of course I know them. They both have a lot of experience. Did Mark tell you his
standard repertoire?
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Sue: Yeah, yeah, hihihi, we or better to say he, hihihi, talked mainly about his vision of expatriate life.
He doesn’t like expatriates. But with Guss I had a deeper discussion about what it means to live and
work abroad, particularly in the first stage of the move.
Linda: So what was it like for you Sue? She crossed her beautiful long legs to sit more comfortably.
Linda knew Sue for about a year now, and had met her several time at NTCC events and talked with
her about HRM matters and had developed warm feelings for her. Sorry Sue, I was a little bit
distracted. With a smile as red color suffused her cheeks.
Sue, felt the energy between them and smiled back with her eyes almost closed: Well, we all have
thoughts and dreams from time to time. I still remember when I was a young girl and I had the dream
to discover the Western world.
Her curiosity completely aroused, Linda positioned herself to listen with attention.
Sue: Well, where should I start?... I still remember the moment that …very clearly…
Linda: Could you first tell me something about your background Sue. We know each other about a
year now, but we’ve never really had the chance to talk about our private lives.
Sue: Yeah… background about myself… I’m from China, as you know, and I went to the Netherlands
th
like… eleven years ago. It was in 2000, I arrived on the 19 of August, I still remember that day. I
came over first for study, so I studied at a college in Eindhoven in the Netherlands. Then I graduated,
like most of the other students, after four years of study. At that time I wasn’t sure about if I would find
work because it was not a really easy moment, because of the upcoming financial or economic crisis.
Emm… well, but I was open to different possibilities, one of which was, of course, working for few
years in the Netherlands after study, because I thought that the implementation of the theoretical part
of what I learned would be of a lot of value to me, especially if I have this post-study and work
experience abroad. And at the same time, because of how the market situation was, I was also
thinking maybe I could go back to China and find work there. And, the other possibility would be to
study further. But back then I wasn’t really sure which field or which domain I was really interested in…
what would trigger me, so… But that was the third option. But then I got the job offer, um… on my
graduation ceremony from my current employer.
Linda, moving her legs to a different position: That is really nice.
Sue: Yeah, yeah, so it was really like a gift for my graduation. And it was really nice that I could get an
opportunity to work there, even though there were some eh… tough times when I had to do my
paperwork, concerning my purpose of staying and so on, because it was very new for my employer.
But I’m glad that everything worked out. So ever since I graduated in 2004, I have been working for
this employer and at the same time I’m also with the Dutch-China Chamber of Commerce, and… after
one year I decided to do a Master study in organizational development, combining the work with study,
so…
Linda: Two jobs and study?
Sue: Eh, yeah. The other job was then more on a project-basis, so it was easier than the year before
with the time arrangement between the two works. But at the same time adding the study to this, it
wasn’t easy, eh… practically. But this was what I wanted.
Linda: And the study was also with the same school?
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Sue: No,…it was with Nijmegen University, also in the Netherlands. But the college in Eindhoven had
been supporting me financially, and also practically, so they would pay for the study. And I found the
study myself, because I wanted to, well during working experience with the college and with the
Chamber, emm… I more and more realized where I exactly would like to go further with education and
my future perspective in the field of organizational development, particularly HRM. So I found this very
interesting to study, something different from my previous B.A. education. And so I talked about this
with my boss, and because we have this personnel development program within the organization, they
were pretty supportive, and not only mentally, but also actually practically supporting me, and… that’s
why it worked out like this now. Yeah, I was very happy about that.
Linda: Well, that is wonderful Sue. And how many days a week or how many hours did you work for
the college in Eindhoven? Taking a sip of her wine.
Sue: Emm… I worked full-time, so 40 hours a week, yeah. Even when I was working for the Chamber,
it was like outsourcing from the college to the Chamber like two days a week. But my employer was
the college in Eindhoven all the time, full-time, yeah.
Linda: Okay, very good. So you lived in the Netherlands for about seven years …
Sue: Yeah, it’s a long time. It looked more than a quarter of the time of my life at that moment,
because I was 25 years old when I got my Master degree. So I came to the Netherlands when I was
18, after I graduated from high school, and went to Australia for about half a year. And yeah, it has
really been a long and very important time of my life that I’ve spent in the Netherlands.
Linda: Talking about expatriate life, in this short time you already were a sort of expatriate huh? You
can say immigrant, but eh…
Sue: Yeah. Well it’s… I don’t have any family members or relatives living in the Netherlands. So I’m
not really an expat, but more like a… yeah… migrant also…
Linda: In-between?
Sue: Yeah, something in between.
Linda, with a big smile on her face: You have to think about a name for it…
Sue: They should write a name for these kind of people with this kind of identity, yeah. So I went to the
Netherlands all by myself, with a few other Chinese students who have the same experience, yeah…
Act 5 scene 2
Linda: How was it for you to live in the Netherlands Sue?
Sue: Yeah, it was…
Linda: Of course, you didn’t have any family in… around you say.
Sue: No, I don’t have family members living in Europe ehm… at all. Although my father was there
once for holiday and my mom was there once for my graduation ceremony. I thought it’d be nice that
my mom could join me to… to see my achievement, and also how the school looks like, because I’d
been contacting them, um… both my parents, on a weekly basis. Ehm… I called them, or wrote emails, and even to my grandparents I… they don’t know how to use a computer, I would call them
sometimes. But because of the time differences, eh… when I call them that’s either in the afternoon,
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they have to take a nap…or they are out for walk or something, or in the evening which is not really
eh… so convenient for them. So I wrote to them a lot, with you know… nowadays nobody really uses
that eh… way anymore. But back then I had to keep communicating with them like by writing a real
letter.
Linda: Is it also possible for you and your parents to talk through Skype? Because I use Skype twice a
week to contact my family. After I lost my parents in my early 20s, both my brother and my sister were
diagnosed with the same cancer. My brother died during my China experience and my sister at the
beginning of my Thai experience. And that’s rather difficult being such a disctance from home.
Sue, looked into Linda’s eyes: Well that sounds very very sad Linda.
Linda: Do they want to see you more? Do they want to see you less? You just never know. The only,
the only positive thing that kind of comes out of it is that over the years, it’s become much easier to, to
keep in contact with them. So with my sister for example, the odd thing was that of all my brothers and
sisters I probably saw her the most, because we use to Skype twice a week. And she used to love,
really look forward to the Skype sessions; it was like I was with her. She could actually really
experience my life as I had wi-fi, I could take her around my apartment, I could show her the view from
the window… So eh… although she wasn’t able to travel very far, so, at least she could finally get
some sense of what my life was like at all. So, em… sad on one hand, and difficult to find a balance of
work versus going back home.
Sue, with a smile: Yeah, for my dad… my mom isn’t really able to be home all the time. But I call her
via Skype or regular phone. And with my dad, he eh… he’s doing future and stocks, these kind of
things. So he uses the computer constantly every day. So he knows how to use Skype and MSN, so
that’s easier for communication, yeah.
Linda: Em… but definitely, at least now technology is beginning to catch up, and now a lot of people
do keep in contact with their families over Skype. And Facebook has been revolutionary over the last
18 months… eh… with keeping up with my family, especially the younger members of my family.
Sue: Yeah, that is true.
Linda: And, it’s actually quite a nice feeling that although I don’t talk to them and I don’t see them, I
know what they’re doing, everyday, I know what they’re doing, especially the very, the younger
generation, you know, the postings coming every day.
Sue: Things you send, movies on you tube and… that it’s nice to be here…
Linda: And for them as well, I mean I’ve always been cool aunty Linda because I live abroad. And now
they can actually see what I’m doing, so I purposely uploaded photographs for them so that they can
kind of experience things. So… I would actually say, it’s technically less lonely now. Uh… less lonely
now with things like Facebook and Skype, than when I started about 16 years ago when I was in
London. I was just across the road, but I, you know, nobody came out to see me because it was
always just across the road. They didn’t know what I was doing on a day-to-day basis, they didn’t know
that I lived right in the center of London, in a beautiful but very small old town house! My apartment
was about the size of this table. It was very, very small. It was all I could afford in the center, but really
beautiful, but they never really got to see it. So eh… I would say probably it was lonelier then. And
now, with Skype, Facebook, and… you know that you make calls very easily. And everybody’s got, all
my nieces and nephews have got Blackberries, so they’re Blackberry messaging each other all the
time… so eh… that’s all really nice.
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Act 5 scene 3
Linda, playing with her hair: And when did you go to eh… to China for the last time?
Sue, enthusiastically: It was eh… in February, five years ago. That was the first time in the past seven
years I went back to China for Chinese New Year. It was really great.
Linda, sounding both friendly and curious at the same time: Yeah, I can imagine.
Sue: Yeah, I miss that a lot. I didn’t know that I missed it that much until the moment that I was there
with them. Before, I mean throughout the past seven years before, while in the Netherlands, I didn’t
really go back to China for the Chinese New Year. I only either celebrated it with the Chinese friends
there, or by joining the events like in The Hague, or in Rotterdam where they also organize this kind of
Chinese New Year on a non-Chinese New Year day, because they know that the people, the real
expats, they are actually having families there, and they might celebrate that on the day itself.
Linda: Yes, of course.
Sue: So for their convenience, the government in Rotterdam or in The Hague, or Utrecht, in the bigger
cities basically, they organize this on a non-Chinese New Year day. So I joined that sometimes, well
for once, or twice. And most of the time I spent this day with friends together, close Chinese friends,
sometimes Dutch friends who were really curious about how this day is supposed to be. Emm… I
would call my parents, and all my family members, that’s the routine for me. And… so well, I tried not
to eh, really involve too much with this atmosphere while I was there that day, because yeah, then it
might em… make me recall my homesickness, and I always tried to avoid that because we didn’t really
have a holiday there for Chinese New Year. So it would mostly be a regular working day. Yeah, but
when I was back in China that time for the Chinese New Year, I, it was kind of like a memory
explosion. I remembered how it was when I was 17 and 18, back in China. And… yeah, it’s hard to tell
what was so special, probably because nothing was so special. It just made me feel so close or so
familiar with the time back then in the past when I was in China celebrating New Year, and that year
was, was exactly the same like the previous years. She bent forward to take her wine glass from the
table into her hand to take a sip.
Linda: So you’re talking about homesickness.
Sue, partly lost in her thoughts: Homesickness, yeah… well it’s not sick of home, but it’s sickly missing
home, that feeling. Yeah well, it depends on how you define home. I sometimes spoke about that with
my Dutch friends as well, they would be like: ‘hey you’re going home?’ I would say: ‘Well, if you call
that going back to where I live, the apartment where I’m staying now, if you call that… in the
Netherlands, in Eindhoven, so if you call that home, yeah, I’m definitely going home.’
Linda: I know… … after so many years, the length of time that I have been abroad, eh… you could
ask the question: What’s home? …you know especially with a depleting family as well… emm… I still
do have a house, the very small house that I bought when I, when I lived in London in my first
apartment almost twenty years ago. So I still have a very small house that I bought at that time. I will
probably never live in it again. But I kind of feel I should keep it. And…yeah, it is… it’s a strange one, it
is a strange one: ‘Where’s home?’ Um… I was talking about it last week in the Netherlands with the
CFO: ‘What am I going to do next?’ This was only ever meant to be a temporary posting anyway.
Um… …there is no home really…
Sue: No, indeed.
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Linda: My home is now wherever my stuff is.
Sue, empathetically: I know what you mean.
Linda: Emm… I had so much stuff in the Eastern storage; I just gave it all away and said alright, that’s
it. I don’t want to keep stuff in storage anymore. I travel with everything that I want to keep with me. So
my home is where my stuff is.
Sue: I know, but yeah, I just like always say I’m going back to my place. Yeah, because it’s, I think
home is not physically where you stay, but also mentally where you feel at home. And… I can only say
that Eindhoven is my second home, and within the second home, I have been changing different
places. When I was a student living in a student flat with different fellow-mates or friends, I remember
one Indonesian girl I knew, she also wrote me a letter, because she was also a graduate from
Nijmegen University, I knew her from a trip, and… she wrote me a letter that she would always, in the
past, that she often visited Schiphol, because that was the place in the Netherlands that was the
closest from home, and… yeah, she was thinking about just grabbing a ticket and flying a couple of
hours, and the next day she would already be at home. So she had this kind of mentality eh… thinking.
And she wrote me a e-mail. I think she was having an emotional eh… Recalling events from her past
again. And now, ever since I started working actually, I do not live in a student flat anymore. I shifted
out of the student flat into a studio for myself when I started working in the Netherlands. Then I finally
began to have more privacy and time for myself. But yeah, I never say that any of these places was
my home, but I can say in general that Eindhoven was my second home, at least for as long as I had
been living there.
Linda: That was afterall about a third of your life Sue.
Sue, still a little distracted with her thoughts: Yeah, almost Linda.
Linda: It must have been a big change, between living in a student apartment, and your own private
studio later?
Sue: I think so. Well, it’s not only that back then I was a student and we shared apartments, but I also
kept shifting from place to place. So I’ve been living in an apartment sharing it with two or three other
students together from different nationalities. I’ve shared flats with Dutch girls, and… that’s also
different. And… also with Chinese friends mixed with Dutch girls, so it’s, it’s a kind of different scenario
now when compared to college. Yeah, it’s different because of what we would do and what we would
talk about with each other, because back then as a student, sometimes I think I… I did a lot of things
without thinking, and now I have time to really meditate by myself when I’m back home. And… yeah
well… if we were not having this conversation I would probably never really think about this. But, this
also creates an opportunity for me to think it over. And then… I remember the first place I stayed in
Eindhoven, right after I arrived there, was a dormitory, not really a dormitory from school, but the
school provided accommodation for all the students. And back then they eh… because Chinese
students came over a week earlier than the school started, because they had a sort of one-week
preparation course for all the Chinese students to eh… be introduced to the school and to the society
more or less. So it was nice. And I was in the apartment with one other Chinese girl, and we were
actually sharing a big room, so she was my roommate literally. And all the Chinese girls, it was like
more than ten girls, were staying in the same, not the same flat, but in the same block. Well, it was
like, like we could see each other from the balcony, we were that close by. So we would go to school
together, a few girls, or go back home, or grocery shopping together. So in the beginning, we were
sticking together in the Chinese group. Uh… but it was, I think it was, a lot of people say that yeah,
when you’re going abroad, you should get to know the locals better than people with the same identity
as you are, then you can adapt yourself better. But I thought back then that it was really nice that we
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were kind of sticking together at the very beginning for a few weeks, because emm… we could share
things that others didn’t know, didn’t have any idea of. And we also shared um… learning new things
together. And because when you see something you’re not familiar with, in the very beginning you
might have your own perspective of understanding it, or absorbing it. Um… so we had discussions
about things we had probably never seen in China, and, I think that was easier than being alone and
trying to adapt yourself to a completely new society.
Linda: Because you all were starting from the same university?
Sue: We were… we were from the same… well, yeah China is big, so we were from different places in
China, and… we all came here at the same time for the same reason, to study in the same school…
So back home, if we were all in China, or gathering there, we might have seen differences amongst
the group of girls back then, because we’re from different cities in China with different backgrounds,
and family, and maybe even social status of different families. So back in China we would be so
different. But coming over to the Netherlands, the fact that we were all coming to the Netherlands to
study made us so similar to each other… … So it was, I think it was nice. And… afterward I’ve been
living in eh… student flats with like American girls or Dutch girls, and students from European
countries and like Polish or Hungarian, Austrian, and it was nice yeah. She smiled at Linda.
They sat silently for a while. Sue wasn’t quite done with the topic however. After some rumination as
she looked across at the guests in the garden, she spoke again to Linda.
Sue: Of course you have both good and bad experiences with your flat mates, and also probably
because of the Chinese eh… well… the feature of the Chinese society. With my generation there is a
one-child policy. So for me, back home…
Linda, a bit confused: What kind of policy?
Sue: One-child policy. So every family household has one child instead of having siblings…
Linda: Oh… one child… okay…
Sue: So I don’t have siblings. And when I was in China, I stayed in China till when I was 18, that was
the time I graduated from high school. In China it’s like, it’s going to school every morning and coming
home every night. And you do have your schoolmates, you study together, have fun together. But
when back home you’re all alone. And you are the, you get the full attention from your parents or from
the family. But when I came here, all of a sudden I didn’t have my parents around me anymore.
Instead I had a lot of friends, and with some of them I even felt so close that they could be my siblings.
So that was something different and nice. I think that’s also em… different for maybe Chinese eh…
students from my generation when compared with other nationalities because of the yeah, specialty of
this government policy, that at home you are the only child.
Linda: Yes. There can also be a kind of loneliness in your own country too.
Sue: Yeah… Even back in China we had already had loneliness, but the loneliness was different from,
definitely different from being in the Netherlands.
Linda: I can relate to what you’re saying Sue.
Sue, in a serious voice: Yeah, it is interesting isn’t it? I mean when I think about it now as I speak, I
realize that.
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Linda: Another glass of wine, Sue?
Sue: No, thank you Linda. I have already had enough alcohol for today.
Linda: Something else then?
Sue: No, really Linda. Maybe later, you have a lovely house and a beautiful garden by the way. I love
the swimming pool in particular. Do you use it often?
Linda, sparkling with pleasure: I know, isn’t it lovely? I only use the pool once a while, mostly on
Sunday mornings, like this morning. It is so peaceful that you only hear the splashing of the water and
the birds around the house; it is like meditating.
Sue: Yeah, I can imagine that.
Act 5 scene 4
Linda, after some moments of silence: Did all these experiences in the past also affect your future
life?
Sue: Yeah, and with me, eh… my parents divorced when I was 17. Before that when I was like 6 or 7,
they had already had troubles with each other, arguments also. And then three years before my
parents were actually divorcing, emm… they… they were apart. So my parents didn’t live together
anymore. So I had an experience of eh… because I was living at my father’s place and then my mom
moved out, so emm… when during, when I was back in China for the, well in the last three or four
years when I was a student in China, I lived at my dad’s place during the school days, and during the
weekend I would go to my mom. That might be also different from other Chinese students of course,
because if you have one family you do feel different as compared to if you have a divorced parent.
Linda: It’s extra … Linda broke off to look for the right words to express on a subject that was probably
quite emotional for Sue.
Sue: Yeah it’s… well, I can’t say it’s extra. You also get extra attention from both parties.
Linda: Yeah, extra care from both sides of course.
Sue, a bit hesitantly: But… because I, yeah… nothing changed in em… receiving and giving love from
my parents to me, or the other way around. So that’s, that’s not usual. But eh… but it might be
different from Chinese or other people who don’t have this kind of a divorced family, yeah? How you
look at things or feel. So I might be a special case in this respect.
Linda: Well, I can understand a little bit because I also had a divorce a few years ago. I went to, to
your home country actually, China, with a husband. My husband eventually got so fed-up with the
hours I was working, that we split up. So yeah, that’s the negative side of expat life.
Sue: Oh… And do you think that it was mainly because of expatriate life or could it happen when you
are in your own country too?
Linda, with conviction: I would definitely say because of expatriate life, because if you’re in your own
country, you can go and see a... you know, if your wife’s working late, there are just certain things you
can do, you can go see a friend, go down to a pub, whatever. If you’re in a country where you don’t
speak the language, um… ok, you do have a social circle, but it’s, they also have their own families
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that they need to spend time with. So it’s, it’s not as easy to, to… just you know, call somebody up and
spend time with them.
Sue: Of course.
Linda: So definitely it was the expatriate life. And I always say, find funny enough, wherever I worked
as an expatriate, that the expats work longer hours than the locals. Just, I don’t know why that is, but
it’s always like that… I think it’s also more difficult, I don’t know whether you’ve come across the term
of a trailing spouse? It’s more difficult to be a trailing spouse as a man. As a trailing spouse as a
woman, there are so many women’s groups that are set up, both in China and here, from England and
other countries, especially if you’ve got kids, but we never had children. So for a woman that’s not
working, but her husband is working long hours, there are various women’s groups, various women’s
activities, and it’s not the same for, for a trailing spouse as a man. So if you’re in a foreign country
where you don’t speak the language, you can’t get a job, and eh… there are lots of expat coffee
mornings where you can go. When you go along there are women and all they want to talk about is
shopping, and their children, and… whatever.
Sue: Yes, or about how they’re doing volunteer work or something like that at schools…
Linda: It’s not so easy.
Sue: So that’s the dark side of expatriate life you say…
Linda, quite convinced and after less than a minute of thought: Mmm… definitely…
Sue: Is it… does it work? Or let me say it like this… if you come back in a movie, eh… would you then
prefer to start with expatriate life again?
Linda: Will I do the same thing again? Is that your question?
Sue: Yeah.
Linda: Emm… I probably would actually, yeah, I probably would…
Sue: Okay. She took it all in, and after another period of silence. Yeah… um… I mean I knew that well,
maybe it’s not relevant, but back then um… my mom was kind of like, well they were treating me as a
friend, so we had rather an equal uh… position. And it’s different from a regular Chinese family,
because in China we do have power distance not only in the professional field, but also at home, that
respect to your parents’ generation, differences and gap. With my family it’s like I can, of course I
respect them, but at the same time they do give me my space and uh… freedom to do things and talk,
speak out whatever is in my mind. So we normally have a lot of free discussions, like with my dad
we’re like friends, he might be a senior friend to me, still. And with my mom, she… she’s more
emotional emm… than my dad of course. She sometimes behaves like my little sister, little sister, not
older sister but little sister. So she comes out to me with things she’s maybe struggling with in her mind
and she asks me for advice, or asks me for help with decision-making, or things like that. It was really
fun. So yeah, we were still that way after they were divorced. And at the time they were divorcing, I
remember that my mom told me that your dad and I are going to divorce, as you know this is not
working out. And they were planning to divorce when I would turn 18 because then things would be
easier for who is taking care of me and…
Linda: They waited…?
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Sue: Yeah, but then they decided to do that a year earlier. So my mom spoke to me and said: ‘As you
know the plan was to wait till after you are 18, but now it’s one year earlier and what do you think of
this? So they used to come to me and ask me about how I feel about things. I remember I told her that
I think it’s good for you both. You shouldn’t really have waited for that long. And I do respect what
you… the decision you made. And I did hope that we could be emm… together as a family like others,
but I can see that it didn’t work out, and that you both tried. So it’s only for the good of all of us I think,
especially you two, nothing is going to change between you and me, or dad and me. So she was kind
of shocked, because she thought I might be all emotional like in a TV drama, like: ‘Oh no! I wish you
could be together.’ And that I would try my best to make them stick together. But she realized that I
was really different. And yeah, my dad also came to me with the same issue and I also shared this
with him. So they were considering how their daughter was a bit different. And I thought I was cool with
it, like what I told them. But I did have an emotional explosion, or I… I collapsed as well actually. I
didn’t know that it could have that sort of an emotional affect on me, because by the time they were
consulting me, I was thinking about it by myself, I thought I was cool with that. And then my best friend
in high school, one day she was asking me something about family also, then I told her this kind of
secret thing. I told her that my parents divorced last week and, and I… they consulted me and that this
was what I told them. And then I was crying, I really collapsed. I think that it was probably also that
age, and also absorbing everything that was happening and not really letting it out. So I didn’t know
that eventually it affected me very deeply as well. And also, I think more and more nowadays, when
I’m more involved in a relationship, I eh… when I’m thinking it over, it also affects all I think about
marriage or being together or living with another person, and yeah… So it’s, it’s interesting. She took a
deep breath…
Linda: Does it make you unsure, Sue?
Sue: Umm….. I think sometimes. It also depends on the feeling at the moment, and also how far it
goes, and well it does affect me in both good and bad ways I think. I mean not having only bad
emotions like not trusting marriage or not trusting another, but it also makes me… what they say that
love is an emotional thing, but I think you can be rational as well.
Linda, with a warm voice: It works out differently for everyone. Be careful not to be too harsh on
yourself.
Sue: Yeah, but you need to be rational as well. So I think I’m also compensating for that part, but in a
good way. So it’s, after all it’s my special or uh… kind of unique experience. I can’t say if it’s good or
bad, it’s not like a black and white story… Pausing to look at Linda.
Linda, kindly: No, indeed.
Sue: Yeah, but it definitely influences how I think about things a lot, or look at things.
Linda: Yeah, but that is all about experiences in the past…
Sue: Yeah, sure.
Linda, trying to lighten the mood: Especially this experience, and maybe it can help you to uh… have
a very good relationship, you never know.
Sue: Yeah... probably.
Linda: That’s the good part.
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Sue: Yeah, that’s the good part, indeed.
Linda, curious: So you are not in a relationship at this moment?
Sue, blushing: Well I have a new boyfriend… (pause) But because of different life perspectives and
distance, so…it will take some time to call it a relationship… She trailed off with a warm smile, having
sensed the meaning behind Linda’s interest.
Act 5 scene 5
Linda: I’m also really curious about your professional life Sue, though were you going to tell me some
more about your personal experiences? Taking another sip of her wine, which she’d completely
forgotten about during the course of their conversation.
Sue: Umm… about nowadays I think, because when I was a student, I never had time to really think if
I was lonely or not, and because of the age, I always probably felt lonely. But I wasn’t really lonely, I
mean… there’s a saying like when you’re alone, alone and lonely are different, so when you’re alone
you might party by yourself, and when you’re with a lot of people partying, you still might feel lonely.
So when I was younger and when I was studying in the Netherlands, sometimes I felt lonely, but I
didn’t know why or where it came from and why I felt that. Now I try not to feel lonely, because I’m
doing different things apart from work, probably joining friends for things, or… reading books…
Linda: You have to make efforts like that.
Sue: Yeah…and um… but still sometimes it feels like emm… because I do have contact with China,
with my parents and some very close friends, and also friends I made while staying in Eindhoven who
went back to China after graduation. I also have contact with Chinese friends in the Netherlands as
well as friends from other nationalities. Still sometimes I feel like I lack a sense of belonging and a
sense of identity. But that’s the thing umm… because I have the habit of writing diary entries, so I write
and scribble things from time to time when I’m in a mood to. And sometimes I just realize that…
yeah… I am nothing like my friends who have been in China all the time, and not like a few other
people staying in the Netherlands, who came earlier, or the second generation of migrants, or even the
people who went there together with me at the same time, we are different. And also um… I’m
definitely different from my Dutch friends or friends from different nationalities who lived in the
Netherlands as well. So sometimes I’m like yeah… who / which group do I belong to? Or is there any
other existing group that I can feel myself part of? And also identity is… I mean like one of my other
friends who went back to China after graduation, she said I feel like I had a culture shock when I was
first in the Netherlands, and now I feel like the culture shock is reversed when I am back in China.
Yeah. I was kind of thinking the same at the time that I was still struggling about whether I would go
back to China for work or further education back then, and I thought yeah, probably I’ll have a reverse
culture shock as well, because I’ve been away from home for so… for four years back then and for
study, and… and I wasn’t so close to the Chinese society that much anymore, I might not fit in
anymore because of the education I have been following in the Netherlands. But I heard from some
friends who went back to China after study abroad that they did, that they indeed had this kind of
reverse culture shock.
Linda: That’s what we often hear about repatriation; reverse culture shock.
Sue: Yeah, I mean yeah, you… it’s like you don’t feel like you belong to any group, some... I have one
or two uh… friends here with whom I can really share, we have more of a similar mindset, like we can
talk with each other and find similarities between our thoughts and experiences.
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Linda, after she took a sip of her wine: Are they Chinese too?
Sue: Ah yes, one Chinese girl who’s… yeah… we can really talk deeply about what we feel when we
are with each other, at work or at home. And uh… yeah, it’s not like you can share this with everybody
because they might not understand what you are talking about, and we do feel more mature than our
Chinese friends back home of the same age who never had experience abroad, because when they
were in the university they were still well-protected by the family or the school. But in the Netherlands
it’s more like you have to take care of everything yourself and you are far from home and so you really
have to take care of everything, apart from study. So we felt like we’re more mature than the sameaged fellow-students back home. And so we don’t have much to talk with them because they don’t
even understand what we are talking about. And with Dutch fellow-students, they were more mature
already than the Chinese students of the same age, because of the culture differences. So Dutch
students are more independent, and taking care of their own study, and living by themselves probably
at an earlier age. Dutch students, they… they already live by themselves after the start of college, but
Chinese students might emm… stay in the dormitory or stay back home during their entire university
period. So until they get in the society for work they might still be staying at home well-protected by the
family. So that was different. But with Dutch fellow-students it is also different because of the way of
thinking, the cultural differences, so it’s hard to get this deep with these kinds of topic as well. But I’m
glad that I found the other girl and we could get along really well, to help each other with this. Well not
really helping each other, but sharing.
Linda: Well, it sounds like a sort of surviving strategy.
Sue: Oh yeah, it is like sharing experiences. It’s really nice because I think holding everything in by
yourself is sometimes too difficult and it’s not healthy.
Linda: Is this sort of like a hybrid identity… depending on the…the issue of the period of time… I’m
going back to what you were saying about the Chinese New Year…maybe then you go to the…
Sue: Yeah…you have the weak moment of the year.
Linda, half in thought, thinking about her own experience abroad: Yes, the weak moment…
Sue: Yeah, the Chinese New Year, and there is also the mid-autumn day that is somewhere um… in
autumn. That is when you eat the mooncake. Mooncake is a cake, round-shaped cake, that looks like
a moon and is identifying the moon, because they say when the moon is full in autumn, but this is only
in autumn, so that is a specific day, it’s a Chinese traditional festival, so when the moon is round the
family should all gather around the table, and it is like the family gathering day. And yeah, at that time
you’re supposed to be really emm… with your families and relatives who are far away at home.
Linda: Yes. It’s quite hard.

Act 6: Linda’s farewell speech

As the music stopped slowly, the saxophonist spoke into the microphone.
Saxophonist: Sà-wàt-dee kráp, welcome ladies and gentlemen. It was an honor and a real pleasure
for me to play for you this afternoon. He took off his hat and made a little traditional wai and everybody
applauded spontaneously. Thank you, thank you ladies and gentlemen. I now give the floor to Ms.
Linda who’d like to say a few words to end this party.
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The saxophonist left the floor and Linda walked gracefully in her beautiful dress towards the
microphone to take his place.
Linda: Dear friends, I am so happy that you all could be here with me today to celebrate. Thank you
for coming!
Her opening line was followed by a hearty applause from her guests. Responding with a
simultaneously happy and serious look on her face, she spoke on…
Linda: Thank you. Thank you all. She was shifting her weight a bit nervously from one leg to the other.
Well, as we normally say, there is a beginning and an end. Now after 20 years of expatriate life I have
to say farewell to you. But before I do that, I guess I’d like to take a moment to reflect about my life as
an expat over these past years, and share some of my personal and professional experiences with
you all, who are also, more or less, traversing similar paths...
Dear friends, maybe the most challenging thing about expat life is being without your family at home.
That is one thing I definitely have found as a big issue for me. Particularly in the case of my family; my
parents died when I was in my early 20s, and since they’ve been gone, both my brother and my sister
were diagnosed with the same cancer. And that’s quite difficult kind of, with the distance and being
away. So uh… my brother died quite early along in my China experience, my sister died quite early in
my Thai experience. So that’s been quite a… that carries a lot of different emotions with it, the guilt for
not being there of course, and… If you could be there, you could help your own family to look after
them… um… But nowadays it’s much easier to keep in touch with your family via social media like
Skype and Facebook...
Linda looked around at the engrossed faces of all her guests who were focused on what she was
saying.
Linda: Another challenging thing is to keep up your relationship during your stay abroad. As most of
you know, and I also spoke about it with Sue this afternoon, I had a divorce six years ago. It was
during my assignment in China. He got so fed-up with the hours I was working, that we split up. And, I
have to say it is very difficult for a trailing spouse to live with an expat who works almost day and night,
to find an appropriate job and to build up your own social network, particularly for men. But if you
would ask me the question would you do it it all over again? With conviction. I would say definitely yes!
I like this way of life. As some of you know I have a new boyfriend, he is an expat too. We have a…,
what you call this these days a ‘living-apart-together’ relationship. Unfortunately, he could not be here
this afternoon because he had to go for business matters to Hong Kong.
As some of you might already know, since my divorce I live alone here. I never thought that I would
ever live in a compound. When I first went to Shanghai, em… I spent a weekend looking at various
accommodations. And I just said to the estate agent in China, ‘Show me everything.’ So I saw
apartments in the city center, I saw apartments in, across the water in Shanghai I saw apartments on
the other side … and I also saw some of the compounds. And for me the compounds were just very
weird. It was like, the film was on television very recently… ‘The Truman Show’. And when I walked
around the compounds, that’s exactly what I felt like, like I was in that movie! It’s quite a frightening
movie where his whole life is a film-set, where everything he does is being televised. He was actually
an orphan, and he grew up in front of the worldwide gaze, it was the world’s biggest… So, he lives this
kind of idyllic life, with the ideal wife, who’s not really his wife, she’s an actress. And all his friends are
actors, and of course he doesn’t know this, his job is just a complete farce. And um… he lives on a
lovely… it looks a bit like a compound; all the houses are identical and all identical cars. And when I
looked at the compounds in Shanghai, that’s it, my first thought was: ‘Oh my God! I’m on The Truman
Show. I can’t live there.’ And I went back to the estate agent and said, ‘No, I’m living in China; I want to
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know that I’m living in China. I want to hear Chinese voices, I want to see Chinese furniture, I want
Chinese decorations. I want to wake up knowing I’m in China, otherwise there’s no point of being
here.’ So uh… yeah, I was very, very much against the compounds. But a lot of (Western) Dutch
expatriates live in compounds… And I do find it to be so weird. I really, really want to know that I’m
living in Shanghai or I’m living in Bangkok. So I did the same when I came here, I didn’t want to live in
a compound. Um… so I moved up, I took an apartment for one year on a one-sided term, and I moved
to a new apartment another year after… … … And now, I live here in a compound like most of the
others in an extremely luxurious house. Isn’t that funny? But it is only for a few months….. and I have
to say it is a wonderful place to organize a party like this...
Linda took a sip from her glass of water and looked around again. Everybody was still listening
seriously.
Linda: And dear friends, last but not least I’ll continue on a more serious note to share some of the
more dangerous experiences I’ve had as part of my expat life. If you take what happened here last
year um… during the Red Shirt protests, I lived at that time in Ekamai area, so quite far away. And my
boyfriend’s apartment is, was, in Saladaeng area, and his office is in Silom area, so right in the middle
of where the protests were taking place. So his apartment was taken over by the army, and his office
block was completely locked, they padlocked it because it was too dangerous outside. So he had to
move in with me. And we, we’re trying to find out what’s happening, you know, and it’s showing on the
news. And you can’t really rely on the BBCs and the CNNs because it just gets sensationalized. So
we’re trying to pick up something from the Thai channels, and it’s quite difficult. This is where you’re
seeing what’s really happening, but without the language of course it’s quite difficult. And that’s kind of
where you, you see how good your company is. So last year during the Red Shirt crisis, when the real,
when it was beginning to escalate, I was getting e-mails and calls from my head office saying: ‘Are you
okay? If you need anything, let us know? If you want to get out of there, just get on the plane and get
out. Don’t worry, just tell us what you need.’ And I’m miles away from what’s happening. And when it
really starts, when the riots kick off, I woke up, I’ve got messages all over my phone from my head
office saying: ‘If you want to get out, just get out. Get on, get on a flight to Singapore, just get out,
whatever you need to do, just get out.’ My boyfriend’s company on the other hand, whose office has
been padlocked because it was in the middle of the war zone, nothing. Not one word from his head
office, nobody enquiring if he’s safe; no, no assistance. Um… I was getting updates from our security
director there, who was on the ground out there with his team, looking himself, because he didn’t trust
anybody else, and relaying what was really happening on the ground to all of us, telling us where not
to go, telling us to stay in unless it was absolutely necessary, telling us where, because we were all
running out of fuel at that moment. Because there was also a curfew in place of course. We were
running out of fuel, we were running out of food. Even McDonald’s was closing at 6 o’clock at night,
because it’s tough to go out in the night. So you know, they were advising where the petrol stations
were still open, because all the petrol stations in the center were closed by the government for fear
that they would be taken over because of the incendiaries. So eh… you know, it was pretty hairy, and I
was pretty happy I was working for a company, one, that showed they cared, and two, that were
keeping me personally informed of what was really happening at the time, that you couldn’t tell. But the
same with my boyfriend, nothing at all with his company, and with my friend in Japan now, with the
earthquake, nothing… and he, he went into his office here yesterday, and spoke to the worldwide HR
director and they said: ‘Yeah, well we never thought about that. Yeah, maybe we should think about
our people out there. Very strange...’
Linda played nervously with the papers of her speech.
Linda, with disappointment on her face: But that same company who took care of me during the riots
had me come over to Europe last month to tell me that there is no future perspective for me as an
expat with them. I have been working there for more than 20 years! They did not give me the real
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reason, but I guess that they changed their policy and decided to hire locals for the same job because
it’s less expensive. With a forced smile, and to lighten the mood. So, talking about hiring, if anybody is
interested in my house…?
Some general laughter arose among the crowd at this statement.
Linda: Well all in all but, looking back at almost 20 years of expatriate life, I’d say I’ve had both dark
and bright moments. I really do not know what the future holds, but I will wish you all the best and I am
very, very sorry that I have to say farewell!
Linda smiled at her her guests and walked gracefully off-stage, as a big round of applause broke out.
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Part III

Out-stream: reflection from an existential philosophical perspective
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6.

Philosophy: I and Otherness Relationships

Solitude is the very unity of the existent, the fact that there is something in existing starting from which
existence occurs.
Emmanuel Levinas, 1947/1987, p. 54

Introduction

The above epigraph already hints that loneliness is more fundamental than what I, as a social
scientist, initially perceived it to be. In his philosophy Levinas examines loneliness not as social
disconnection, but as part of our very existence. In this chapter I will delve deeper into existential
loneliness, using Levinas’s philosophy of I and Otherness relationships.
Crossing the bridge
I decided in chapter 4 to cross the bridge from the field of social science to another aggregation level,
the field of existential philosophy. The main reason for this change was that while investigating
loneliness from a social scientific perspective I ran up against a wall of empirical dilemmas. I reached
the philosophical point of aporia, a fundamental performative contradiction between the content of my
research and the realm of social science, between the two levels of Levinas’s existential view on
solitude: between existence and existent. I faced a total paradox. Now, having crossed the bridge, I
will deepen the discussion on loneliness and reflect on the content of my research from an existential
philosophical perspective, not as a social scientist but as a reflective subject, an alter ego, in dialogue
with Levinas.
Aim of this chapter
This is the concluding chapter; I want here to deepen the understanding of loneliness on a more
fundamental level, and reflect on all the observations and hypotheses stated so far in this book from
58
an existential philosophical perspective in the tradition of Lingis and Levinas, using I and Otherness
relationships as my guiding principle.
The main question I would like to address at this final stage is how the interviewed expatriates
mentally experienced and practically dealt with loneliness as a form of I and Otherness relationship in
their existence, and how that affects their well-being in their everyday personal and professional lives.
About Levinas and his philosophy
When discussing the work of Lingis in chapter 3, I already introduced the French-Jewish philosopher
Emmanuel Levinas (1906-1995), and I also mentioned him in the methodology chapter later on.
Levinas is one of the most significant philosophers of the late twentieth century (Morgan, 2011).
Almost his entire life, Levinas worked on the subject of I and Other relationships. His contributions to
the field have been published in a number of (translated) works, which include Existence and Existents
(1947/2001), Time and the Other (1947/1987), Totality and Infinity (1961/1969), and Otherwise than
Being or Beyond Essence (1974/1998). Levinas’s thinking is influenced by western philosophers of the
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In his work, Levinas regularly writes the word Other in italic font. I too will use italic font when
referring to I and Otherness, and also Other, as concepts.
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likes of Martin Buber, Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger and Jean Wahl, and also by his own
experience with the Holocaust, his relationship with Judaism, and his interest in the religious texts of
the Bible and the Talmud (Morgan, 2011).
A number of contemporary philosophers and scholars introduce, discuss, interpret, translate, explain,
elaborate or maybe use the philosophical work of Levinas in their studies, and some have had a
dialogue with Levinas himself (e.g., Burggraeve, 1986; Duyndam and Poorthuis, 2005; Guwy, 2008;
Key, 2009; Lingis, 2000; Morgan, 2011; Peperzak, 1993; Roberts, 2009; Simão and Valsiner, 2007).
But as I already stated in the methodology chapter, I am not a philosopher and this is not a study on
Levinas. Rather than delving deeper into the philosophy of Levinas, I will use his work here, in
particular Time and the Other (1947/1987), to guide my existential exploration of the complexity of
loneliness as a form of I and Otherness relationships visa versa expatriate identity.
In line with Levinas’s philosophy of I and Otherness relationships, I will approach this chapter under
the following three divisions: (1) The lonely I, (2) The mysterious Other, and (3) The ethical relationship
between the lonely I and the mysterious Other. By means of these themes, I will generate a self59
designed ontological root map and a corresponding table, to make Levinas’s existential philosophy
more accessible and to applied it, and to visualize the exploration of micro-level Self-Ander-ing as is
my intention, with existential loneliness serving as my point of departure, and return (and the I as pivot)
60
to the theme of identity construction (see figure 2 and table 1). The root map is ontological because
Levinas’s existential philosophy is ontological. Based on Levinas’s main themes of existential
61
philosophy and inspired by the idea of ‘ontological life as theater’ , I divide this root map in two parts,
one invisible (dark) off-stage and one visible (light) and on-stage, with matching four successive
62
stages/acts of being: (1) to-be-act, (2) to-be-into-the-world-act, (3) to-be-with-the-other-act, and (4)
to-be-good-act. There is also a fifth zero stage/act: not-to-be-act, but I will only refer to this fifth
stage/act very briefly, to explain and understand the previous stages/acts. The dotted lines on the root
map assume the links/relations between the different acts of (non-)being in the form of ontological
time, embedded in ethics (see also figure 2). In the following sections I will come back to the
ontological root map of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing in more detail. I will round off this
chapter with some overall conclusions and point to its practical implications, and I end with future
perspectives for dealing with expatriate existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing at the organizational
micro-level, and some words on my own perspective as an interactive researcher.
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I call it a ‘root map’ and not a ‘road/route map’ because I approach loneliness existentially, with
existence forming the roots of a human being, an existent.
60

Ontology is the philosophical study of the nature of being, becoming, existence, or reality, as well as
the basic categories of beings and their relations. Traditionally listed as a part of the major branch of
philosophy known as metaphysics, ontology deals with questions concerning what entities exist or can
be said to exist, and how such entities can be grouped, related within an hierarchy, and subdivided
according to similarities and differences (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ontology).
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In Time and the Other Levinas (1947/1987) also talks about the “drama of being” (p. 40).
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In his existential philosophy Levinas writes about acts of the subject and acts of being.
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Ontological root map: ‘life as theater’
Levinas’s philosophy of

I and

Otherness
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S 4: to- be-good-act

O

S 3: to-be- with-theother-act
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S 2: to-be-in-theworld- act
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H
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G = Good
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D = Death
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S 0: not-to-be-act
If = I front-stage
Ib = I back-stage
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The I in present
as a function of
time

The Other as future

Figure 2: Ontological root map of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing
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Infinite ethical relationship
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Inspired by the work of Emmanuel Levinas.
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Table 1: Ontological root map table existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing
Stage

Act

Ontological level of existential loneliness and Self-Andering

4

To-be-good-act

In the to-be-good-act the subject strives to the highest (earthly)
level of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, the ethical
level of the face with face-to-face encounters. At this level the
subject is responsible for the Other, Others. Remarkable in this
stage is that the face comes before history and before culture.
That means that in terms of cross-cultural management, from
an existential philosophical perspective, culture is not matter
primary. Also in this fourth stage, the subject makes a big loop,
departing from and eventually returning to its identity position.
This means existentially, the subject is still lonely.

3

To-be-with-the-other-act

In the to-be-with-the-other-act the subject encounters the
mysterious Other. The Other not as a social but as an
ontological relationship: the Other as time, is the future. It is an
intersubjective relationship in the present. Though also in this
stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, the subject
makes a loop from its internal back-stage I extending to its
front-stage I, encountering the Other and then returning to its
identity position; thus once again existentially lonely. Moreover
the subject can share everything with the Other, except its
existence.

2

To-be-in-the-world-act

The to-be-in-the-world-act is the stage were the subject, the
front-stage I, reaches the world and experiences flux, in this
study in terms of happiness and unhappiness. Although the
subject is on-stage, its freedom is limited. It makes a loop from
its back-stage I to its front-stage I and back again: the Lonely I.

1

To-be-act

The to-be-act is the self-sensing process of hypostasis wherein
the general anonymous human being: the there is, becomes a
consciousness being, into a double chained I, a back- and front
stage I. The present and I are freedom. The subject is
responsible for itself. It is the start of existential loneliness and
Self-Ander-ing with the I as point of departure and point of
return. The subject is locked up in itself, fundamentally lonely:
the lonely I.

0

Not-to-be-act

The not-to-be-act is the last and final stage of existential
loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, loneliness is broken by death.
This not-to-be-act falls out of the scope of this thesis, but is
referred to here to explain time as the infinite relationship with
the mysterious Other, as the future, to the previous acts.
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The concept Ander-ing, as already mentioned in the introduction of this book, has its etymological
roots in the Old Dutch word ‘Ander’ which represents the English word ‘Other’. Besides coming up with
an appropriate title for this book, I was also searching for a unique word to define the concept of
exploring existential loneliness as a form of I and Otherness relationship at the organizational microlevel, i.e. as a relationship between (groups of) individuals. The word Self-Ander-ing seemed to
capture this concept precisely. Self represents the front- and back-stage I, and Ander-ing, as
explained, represents Other-ness. Therefore, I use Self-Ander-ing as my main concept, and to explain
it further and deepen the understanding of existential loneliness I will use Levinas’s concepts of I and
Otherness relationships in the same meaning as he intended. Because Self-Ander-ing is proposed as
a concept, I will write it in italic font.

The lonely I

In this first section, I will examine loneliness from Levinas’s existential philosophical perspective with a
64
focus on solitude (loneliness) as a category of being. After that I will reflect on how (the previously
introduced composite) expatriates, mentally experienced and practically dealt with their existence
abroad, with an emphasis of the I. To this end, I will mainly use their dialogues and in particular their
monologues or soliloquies at the farewell party as a source, and explore the first two stages/acts of
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing on the ontological root map, as presented in figure 2. I will
end this section with sub-conclusions regarding expatriate existential loneliness and discuss the
concept of Self-Ander-ing in relation to the I.
Existential loneliness: all alone
We are surrounded by many people both in our professional and personal lives. Expatriates in
particular, have family and friends, and colleagues and business acquaintances, both ‘here’ in their
host country and ‘there’ in their home country. Guus, Linda, Mark and Sue talked about this when they
encountered each other during the farewell party. Moreover, expatriates, and people in general,
nowadays encounter each other not just physically, face-to-face, but also by means of digital
communities or meeting places on the Internet, such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Skype and Twitter, as
Linda mentioned when she spoke with Sue at the party about her Internet communication with her
cousins. Yet, despite the fact that we are surrounded by numbers of people, we are all alone. Levinas
(1947/1987) describes this as follows:
It is banal to say we never exist in the singular. Through sight, touch, sympathy and
cooperative work, we are with others. All these relationships are transitive: I touch an object, I
see the other. But I am not the other. I am all alone. It is thus the being in me, the fact that I
exist, my existing, that constitutes the absolutely intransitive element, something without
intentionality or relationship. One can exchange everything between beings except existing. In
this sense, to be is to be isolated by existing. In as much as I am, I am a monad. It is by
existing that I am without windows and doors, and not by some content in me that would be
incommunicable. If it is incommunicable, it is because it is rooted in my being, which is what is
most private in me. (p. 42)
Accordingly, in our existence we are all alone; this loneliness concerns no one but ourselves. This
form of loneliness is regarded by Levinas (1947/1987) not as an isolation such as Robinson Crusoe’s
life on a deserted island, nor as the impossibility to share a content of consciousness, like a thought;
64

Where Levinas uses the word solitude, I use the word loneliness with the same meaning.
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and also not as transitively social, but as an intransitive internal phenomenon, a relationship between
existence and the existent. Thus loneliness is not a social but an ontological or an existential problem
or phenomenon; and as a result, we can share everything except our existence. I will now further
discuss existential loneliness as a relationship between existing and existents on the basis of the first
stage of the ontological root map of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing; as a to be act.
The first stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing: to-be-act
In his ontological analyses, Levinas (1947/1987) examines loneliness, as we have seen, not as a state
of social disconnection between human beings, but as an ‘indissoluble unity’ in between two states of
being that, in an ontological sense, form a human being. He calls these states of being; (1) existing
65
without existents: there is , and (2) existing and existents: hypostasis. For reasons of euphony
Levinas prefers to use the terms existing and existents instead of the terms of the German philosopher
66
Martin Heidegger (1889-1976), who used the terms Sein and Seindes or Being and beings . In
67
addition, in the ontological sense, Levinas approached these two terms independently . Hypostasis is
a philosophical term meaning ‘standing under’, which Levinas use to refer to an entity that is neither
68
substantial nor insubstantial . As we will see later on, the there is forms the basis of our existing and
the hypostasis leads to the transition from existing to existents. I will begin by discussing the there is
and then move on to the concept of hypostasis.
To start with, in the first state of being; in existing without existents, the human being has ontological
roots in what Levinas (1947/1987) understands as the there is. With the there is, Levinas refers to the
69
internal transcendence of a subject, or a conscious human being, to an anonymous human being in
general, “an existing that occurs without us, without a subject, an existing without existents” (pp. 4546). On the ontological root map of existential loneliness and Self-Andering, I refer to this state of
being of the there is as a general anonymous human being off-stage. That it is difficult to understand
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Levinas sometimes refers to the there is as il y a (to be). The translator refers to an article of Levinas
published in 1946 “Il y a” (Deucalion, vol. 1, pp. 141-54), which he later incorporated into Existence
and Existent (pp. 17-18, 57-64).
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Martin Heidegger ... was ...known for his existential and phenomenological explorations of the
"question of Being" (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Heidegger).
67

The author explains that Levinas “went to the very heart of Heidegger’s early work by contesting his
account of the so-called ontological difference, the distinction between Being and beings, which
Levinas preferred to address with the terms ‘existing’ and ‘existents’. Whereas Heidegger had insisted
that Being is always the Being of beings, Levinas sought access to Being independent of beings. He
did this by approaching the relation of beings to Being not as something given, but as an
accomplishment” (Levinas, 1978/2001, p. xi).
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The translator refers to the Latin word substantia, from which the English term ‘substance’ is
derived, as a literal transition of the Greek word hypostasis ‘standing under’ (Levinas, 1947/1987,
footnote 6, pp. 43-46). The concept of hypostasis as the shared existence of spiritual or corporal
entities has been used in a number of religious and intellectual settings. The word hypostasis means
underlying state or underlying substance, which is the fundamental reality that supports all else.
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypostasis_(philosophy_and_religion).
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Levinas adds that existence is anonymous: “there is neither anyone nor anything that takes this
existence upon itself. It is impersonal, like ‘it is raining’ or ‘it is hot’” (p. 47).
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70

this general anonymous state of being is acknowledged by Levinas himself , because in his
ontological analyses Levinas uses the there is only as a word to explain a state of being (existence)
71
that does not really exist, to explain what does exist; the existent . To explain what he means by this
general anonymous human being, as the ontological roots of a conscious human being, Levinas
approaches the there is in different ways. One of these approaches is as an imagination wherin all
things, beings and persons are reduced to ‘nothingness’, that is, to an ‘impersonal field of forces’.
72
Levinas’s other approaches to the there is, are insomnia as the account of the night, as an ‘infinite
consciousness’ without a starting or finishing point, or as the absence of all self, that is, as a without73
self . Levinas also approaches the there is as a theme of the classical philosophy of Heraclitus. Here
he does not refer to the myth of the river in which one cannot bathe twice, but to Cratylus’s version of
74
the river, in which one cannot bathe even once; “Where the very fixity of unity, the form of every
existent, cannot be constituted; the river wherein the last element of fixity, in relation to which
becoming is understood, disappears” (p. 49). This last approach to the there is, I compare with
walking, running or cycling on a Dutch dike, which you can do just once in the same wind, even as,
just like in the case of the river, the wind disappears. The there is, thus not fixed, visible and/or
tangible, but an imaginary state of being. The number of attempts that Levinas has made to explain
the there is, confirms how difficult it is to imagine this state of general anonymous human being.
Levinas positioned the there is as the place where hypostasis is formed.
With the second state of being; existing and existents: hypostasis, Levinas (1947/1987) refers to the
event in which the existent contracts existing. It is the event in which the existent takes place in
existing, in the there is. On the ontological root map of existential loneliness and Self-Andering, I refer
to hypostasis as the event in which the human being contracts the ontological roots of the general
anonymous human being, off-stage; and becomes the conscious human being, on-stage. This
contracting of existence is part of the same ontological event as the there is, but then in the opposite
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Levinas (1947/1987) writes: “My way of proceeding will lead me to developments that will perhaps
be fairly arduous” (p. 41).
71

“It is the existent that does exist. And the fact of having resource to what does not exist, hardly
constitutes a revolution in philosophy. Idealist philosophy on the whole has been a way of grounding
being on something that does not have being” (Levinas, 1947/1987, p. 46).
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To explain insomnia in his previous work Existence and Existent, Levinas (1947/2001) turns to the
account of the night: “We could say that the night is the very experience of the there is, if the term
experience were not inapplicable to a situation which involves the total exclusion of light” (52).
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Writing about the philosophy of existing from a Western perspective made me think about my
experience with Buddhism during my trips to South-East Asia and particularly about visiting the Grand
Palace in Bangkok and Wat Phrathat Doi Suthep in Chiang Mai. During one of my visits to the
Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok I discussed the notion of ‘the self’ from an Eastern perspective
with Professor Dr. Guntalee Ruenrom. She referred to the Thai (academic) monk Phra Prayudh
Payutto, author of Buddhadhamma Natural Laws and Values for Life (1995), wherein he describes an
Eastern concept of the self, the non-self. Payutto (1995) writes that Buddadhamma looks at all things
in terms of integrated factors. There is no real self (or essence) in all things. Payutto compares that
with the assembling of a car, which also consists of elements which are each separately not a car.
“When all of the elements composing one’s being are divided and separated, no self remains....
Therefore, when we say that something exists, we must understand that it exists in terms of a
combination of various elements” (Payutto, 1995, p. 53).
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Levinas again refers to Cratylus’s river in Totality and Infinity (Levinas, 1961/1967).
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direction. Levinas cannot explain why this event takes place , but he shows the significance of
hypostasis with the appearance of a ‘something that is’ that bears existing, and has an ‘unshared
76
mastery’ over existing and that leads to: “the existent is alone ” (p. 52). In other words, because in this
ontological event of hypostasis the human being exists independently, without the involvement of
others, in his/her ontological roots, the general anonymous human being becomes conscious by itself,
and is thereby the master of his or her own existence. This mastering means that the human being is
alone in its existence and is therefore existentially lonely.
The ontological event of hypostasis is a self-sensing process with a departure and a return to the self,
which according to Levinas is necessary to make “the very work of identity—become possible.
Through its identification, the existent is already closed upon itself; it is a monad and solitude” (p. 52);
that I as a reflective subject call the lonely I. This identity concerns a double-chained ‘I’: an internal
‘back-stage’ I (Ego) and an external ‘front-stage’ I (Self), positioned on the ontological root map of
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing in the form of an ellipse. Levinas calls this lonely I, which is
self occupied the subject’s ‘materiality’ (p. 52). Levinas states that the event of hypostasis finds place
77
in the present: “the present is the event of hypostasis ” (p. 52). With this he does not talk of the
present as a point between the past and the future, which we know in regular time, but as the function
78
of the present . It is this function of time, that represents the event of existing or the transition from a
general anonymous human being, into a conscious human being. Levinas points out that “as present
79
and ‘I,’ hypostasis is freedom” (p. 54), a freedom of beginning. The subject is responsible for itself
being the master over its own existing. As a reflector, I see this self-sensing process of an existent that
appears and disappears, of a subject that in theatrical terms is alternately ‘on- and off-stage’, as a tobe-act, the first stage of existential loneliness and of Self-Ander-ing.
Thus, from Levinas’s (1947/1987) existential philosophical perspective, the I is fundamentally lonely.
And that consequently means that from an existential perspective, not just expatriates, but all human
being are fundamentally lonely. According to Levinas, loneliness (solitude) is not tragic because of the
lack of social disconnection with others, but because we are trapped in our own identities. To
overcome loneliness is the finality of the self-sensing process of hypostasis as a to-be-act. The subject
carries its identity and wants to loosen its tie between existent and existing, between the there is and
hypostasis, between its back-stage and front-stage I. The subject wants to win over the weight of the
general anonymous being, the there is, by becoming a free human being in the world. This is what I
call the second stage of existential loneliness, and Self-Ander-ing, a to-be-in-the-world-act.
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As Levinas (1947/1987) states, “there is no physics in metaphysics” (p. 52).
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In the words of Levinas (1947/1987): “the appearance of an existent is the very constitution of a
mastery, of a freedom in an existing that by itself would remain fundamentally anonymous” (p. 52).
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“The present leaves itself—better still, its is the departure from self. It is a rip in the infinite
beginningless and endless fabric of existing. The present rips apart and joins together again; it begins;
it is beginning itself. It has a past, but in the form of remembrance. It is a history, but is not history
(Levinas, 1947/1987, p. 52).
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Levinas’s ontological structure or schema in Time and the Other (1947/1987) is based on time
formation, as we will also see in the following sections.
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Levinas (1947/1987) calls this a great paradox: “a free being is already no longer free, because it is
responsible for itself” (p. 55).
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The second stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing: to-be-in-the-world-act
According to Levinas (1947/1987), coming into the world offers the subject a fundamental challenge to
overcome its weight of materiality, to loosen its tie between self and ego, and to be free. In the world,
the subject comes in relationship with objects that Levinas characterizes as ‘enjoyment’: “a way of
80
being, but also sensation—that is, light and knowledge” (p. 67). Levinas sees light as the condition to
81
be free in the world, the luminosity of enjoyment, of sensation; and of sense-making . This coming
into the world is the opportunity for the subject to overcome loneliness and to make sense of its
everyday personal and professional life. But being in the world, does not mean that the subject can
break the tie between the back-stage I (Ego) and the front-stage I (Self), because the subject is
inextricably linked to itself, it is one, it is lonely. The subject makes a loop between the first stage: the
to-be-act, and the second stage: the to-be-in-the-world-act, of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing
(see figure 2). In this loop the subject can, at most, stretch the distance between its identical I, like an
elastic. Eventually, the subject comes back to itself, which means with its ego and self, to the identity
position in which all our experiences come together. Thus, the individual makes contact with the
outside world, and is then drawn back to its inner world, and to its existential loneliness or its identity
position, and this keeps dynamically repeating, like a loop. Although the light in the world ‘on-stage’
permits the subject to encounter something other than itself, it still bears the weight of its materiality
and the darkness of the ‘off-stage’. In Levinas’s words, “pain and sorrow are the phenomena to which
the solitude of the existent is finally reduced” (p. 68). Therefore, on the one hand coming into the
world, into the light on-stage, offers the subject the opportunity to overcome loneliness by means of
enjoyment, knowledge and making sense or meaning of its everyday life; but on the other hand, there
is still the weight of the subject’s materiality, the darkness off-stage, in suffering, pain and sorrow,
through which the subject is thrown back to its identity position, of the lonely I.
Levinas describes solitude/loneliness as a “profound unhappiness” (p. 58). In his work, he regularly
uses the words happiness and unhappiness as synonyms for enjoyment and suffering. In the context
of my thesis, I prefer to use the happiness/unhappiness with themes related to Levinas’s existential
philosophy and themes that have emerged from the analysis of the experiences of the involved
(composite) expatriates. These themes are: nourishment, home and work (representing happiness),
and death, illness and divorce (representing unhappiness). The themes of happiness and unhappiness
82
are part of what I call flux or change forces, which constantly influence Self-Ander-ing relationships.
With these themes of happiness and unhappiness as flux, I do not directly mean positive or negative
influences, because existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing are more complex than that. As we will
see, both happiness and unhappiness can have a positive and negative effect on expatriates’ Self-
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Levinas (1947/1978) on light: “What comes from the outside illuminated is comprehended, that is,
comes from ourselves. Light makes objects into a world, that is, makes them belong to us” (p. 40).
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In Existence and Existents Levinas (1947/1978) writes about luminosity, sensation and sense: “…
while the I in the world tends toward things it also withdraws from them. It is an inwardness. The I in
the world has an inside and an outside. Another way of speaking of intentionality is to say that is the
very origin of sense. Sense is that by which what is exterior is already adjusted to and refers to what is
interior. Sense is not initially the reducibility of a notion or a perception to a principle or a concept. For
then what would the sense of the irreducible principle consist in? Sense is permeability for the mind,
and already characterizes what we call sensation. Or, we can say, it is luminosity” (p. 40).
82

Flux means “Continual change; condition of not being settled: Our future plans are very unsettled.
Everything’s in a state of flux.” (Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture, 1998). I use the
word flux as in- and/or external change forces that could affect individuals’ sense-making processes
over a (very) long period.
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Ander-ing relationships. And that brings me to the experiences of the (composite) expatriates in this
research; how they mentally experienced and practically dealt with their existence abroad.
Happiness, first of all, means nourishment and care (Levinas, 1947/1987). The subject wants to
breathe, to eat and to drink. “These contents are lived: they feed life” (Levinas, 1961/1969, p. 111).
Breathing, eating and drinking are to enjoy, as Mark expressed so well when he exclaimed to Guus at
the farewell party: “I like food, man!” But happiness could also be experienced while doing things one
likes, through leisure-time activities like sports, for example when Guus plays golf and Linda plays
tennis. Happiness can also be derived from one’s possessions, like Mark’s Harley Davidson and
Linda’s beautiful clothes and luxurious house with a tropical garden and a pool. And, not to forget, the
way in which Sue enjoys traveling during her weekends and does social work. Sue also mentioned
how other expats travel everywhere, over every long weekend, because they say: “We have to enjoy
ourselves”. Guus too mentions it during his encounter with Sue: “The most important thing is that the
family has a good time.”
Part of happiness, or rather continuing happiness, is having a home (Levinas, 1947/1987). Home is an
interesting phenomenon because in terms of existence a home offers a place to be, rest, and sleep.
But in expatriates’ everyday lives, home is not just one place. They have a home ‘here’ in their host
country and ‘there’ in their home country. Most of the expatriates prefer to live (isolated) in a
compound, like Guus and his family; amidst other expatriate families living abroad. This however, does
not apply to all expatriates, as in the case of Mark and Linda. Linda lived in a compound only
temporarily, and despite all the luxury she felt her life in the compound was like the ‘Truman Show’.
On the other hand, a beautiful home, luxuries and a leisurely lifestyle is not all there is to being happy.
Although Guus and his family had a beautiful house with a swimming pool, and had access to all the
Western goods they desired, and earned more money than at home, they were overcome by culture
shock. They missed their family and friends; the children had to go to much larger schools than before
and had to wear school uniforms. The predominantly tropical climate proved difficult for Guus’s wife.
She needed to stay in air-conditioned environments, and she said to Guus, “I’m living in a golden
cage.” After six months, against all professional advice, they decided to return home to the
Netherlands, to celebrate Christmas. The real dip came in February, when an outbreak of political
unrest necessitated that they stay at home. One of their cats died over that same period, and all these
little elements and experiences led Guus’s wife into a deep depression. Then the serious question
arose: “Shall we stay or should we go?” Another six months and they realized that they had set
personal goals for themselves, and they here decisively made a switch in their attitudes. Eventually,
Guus’s wife overcame her depression, found work as a teacher, and they came to accept existence in
Bangkok.
As already mentioned, home is an interesting phenomenon for expatriates, which has a double
meaning. On the one hand, home is physically a place to be; and on the other hand, it mentally
contrasts experiences in the home country and experiences in the host country. It seems that the
double meaning of home can lead both to happiness and unhappiness, and in terms of existential
loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, that it splits lives into a hybrid identity. Like Sue asked Linda when they
encountered each other at the party: “What is home?” During her study time in the Netherlands, Sue
83
mentally experienced missing home as homesickness and dealt with it practically by celebrating
Chinese New Year, an experience which she described was “like a memory explosion”. Especially the
mid-autumn day when Chinese families come together to eat ‘mooncake’ was for Sue a key moment
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See also the postcards of the Expatriate Archive Centre in chapter 3: ‘Feeling sick about living
abroad’.
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of the year. Sue still refers to home by saying: “going to my place” and Linda made the statement:
“Home is where my stuff is”.
That ‘home’ is important to human beings is illustrated quite clearly in the extreme case of Sue’s
Indonesian girlfriend, who during her study period in the Netherlands regularly visited what she
perceived to be the nearest place to home: Schiphol Airport. That was how she mentally experienced
and practically dealt with her existence abroad.
Work contributes to nourishment and home, and consequently to happiness (Levinas, 1947/1987,
1961/1969). From an organizational perspective, work is the main reason that expatriates exist. And,
from an individual perspective, work also means making a career, as in the case of most of the
expatriates involved, and for Mark and Linda it is even a way of life. But work could also involve long
working hours and lead to unhappiness, as in the case of the ‘trailing spouse’ in Linda’s situation that
eventually led to a divorce. I will come back to this in the third section of this chapter, when addressing
the relation between the I and the Other and ethics. Still continuing on the subject of unhappiness,
though, death is another situation where it strongly comes to expression. Linda closely experienced
death when both her brother and sister passed away on account of cancer during her stay abroad. As
Linda opened up to Sue, it was extremely difficult for her to deal with this situation: “Do they want to
see you more? Do they want to see you less? You just never know.” Linda told Sue how she had tried
to be more in touch with her sister, communicating via Internet and using a webcam to show her sister
parts of her daily life.
The above themes interpreted as experiences of happiness and unhappiness, or both, influence
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing. Sue mentally experienced loneliness, particularly during her
study period, as a path of self-discovery and as a path for growth. Belonging to a one-child-family from
China, she learned to reflect and deal with her (hybrid) identity alone, and eventually got her Bachelors
and Masters degrees, and became an international HR-manager. I see Sue, with her Chinese
background, her experiences abroad, and her reflective capability, as a global citizen, a cosmopolite,
and as a role model for expatriates, and immigrants as well she shows how one can mentally and
practically deal with existence abroad. Linda was mentally confronted with personal experiences of
illness in her family, and sought technical ways like the Internet to practically deal with them while she
decided to go on with her expatriate life. As she said,” it works out differently for everyone.” In the case
of Mark, it is difficult to say how he makes sense of his everyday life, for he doesn’t speak very much
about it. Guus and his family on the other hand, were on the edge of Self-Ander-ing and close to selfdestructiveness, at the brink of depression during their first year in Bangkok. But when they finally
made a switch, deciding to stay, it brought their existence abroad to an acceptable stage.
Sub-conclusions
The sub-conclusions on examining how the involved (composite) expatriates mentally experienced
and practically dealt with their existing, so far in this first section, are threefold. First of all, it appears
that loneliness is not a problem or phenomenon of social disconnection as originally hypothesized and
also indicated by the preliminary research. It appears instead, to be an ontological problem or
phenomenon. Loneliness is fundamentally a part of our being. Which means that not only expatriates,
but all human beings are lonely from an existential philosophical perspective: this is the lonely I.
Secondly, all the (composite) expatriates involved in this research mentally experienced and practically
dealt with loneliness in their existence, differently. This reinforces the assumption of the uniqueness of
every human being, and the assumption that existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing is primarily
personal. This is also evident in their stories, particularly in their dialogues and monologues or
soliloquies, and the happiness and unhappiness which are reflected in them. The themes addressed in
particular: nourishment, home, work, death and illness, and divorce are derived from Levinas’s
existential philosophy and from the research data. They play a main role. It is striking that despite all
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the experiences encountered, such as death of family members, illness, and divorce, and being fired,
the desire to be an expatriate continues. Another striking fact is that of a double home or life: living
physically ‘here’ in their host country and mentally ‘there’ in their home country, splits the life of those
involved, and leads to a hybrid identity. Here, both happiness and unhappiness lead to well-being, but
an overload of unhappiness can also lead to the edge of self-destructiveness, in the form of
depression. Finally, exploring existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, so far, shows that both stages:
the to-be-act and the to-be-in-the-world-act, lead to a higher level of Self-Ander-ing relationship and
that these stages are inextricably linked to each other, with the subject I as the point of departure and
return; and the lonely I as the pivot.
In the following section I will reflect on Otherness as a mystery and explore the third stage of
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing: to-be-with-the-other-act.

The mysterious Other

In this section, I extend the discussion on loneliness derived from Levinas’s existential philosophical
perspective with a focus on Otherness. Thereafter, I will once again reflect on how the (composite)
expatriates mentally experienced and practically dealt with their existence abroad using the data of the
farewell party, but this time with an emphasis on Otherness. I will also explore the third stage of
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing on the ontological root map, presented in figure 1. I will end
this section with a sub-conclusion on expatriate existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing in relation to
Otherness.
To be or not to be: death as a mystery
Before launching the subject of loneliness and Otherness, I want to say a quick word on the fifth or
84
zero stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, as a not-to-be-act or the stage of death.
In the introduction of this chapter I stated that the fifth stage of existential loneliness and Self-Andering, as a not-to-be-act, is beyond the scope of my research. It still is so. But I considered it necessary
to make a brief mention of this stage of death, here, to add to the totality of the discussion of the four
stages in general, and particularly as a means of better exploring the third stage of existential
loneliness and Self-Ander-ing as a to-be-in-the-world-act. I want to make this reference, here, because
in his existential philosophy, Levinas (1947/1987) compares the relationship with the Other
(Otherness) to the outcome of his ontological analysis of death as a mystery.
As we saw in the previous section on the lonely I, nourishment, home and work, can lead to enjoyment
and happiness, but also to suffering: e.g., death, illness and divorce and to unhappiness and even to
the edge of self-destructiveness in the form of a deep depression. In his ontological analysis, Levinas
(1947/1987) argues that in suffering also lurks the proximity of death. Levinas’s analysis of death leads
to the insight that death is unknown. Here he does not mean that death is unknown because nobody
has returned from that region, but because the very relationship with, death does not take place in the
light, which means that the subject is in a relationship with what does not come from itself. As we
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Besides Levinas’s existential philosophy, these theatrical terms ‘stage’ and ‘act’ inspired me to
define the different stages of exploring existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing. In his analysis of
death, Levinas (1947/1987) also refers to Shakespeare’s famous words: “to be or not to be” (pp. 7273).
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have seen in the previous section, the subject encounters other objects; alterity , by light
(knowledge/sense), as it come from itself, from consciousness, from the ego; and death does not have
this structure. Thus, the outcome of Levinas’s analysis of death is that it does not come from the
subject, “it is in relationship with a mystery” (p. 70). As a result, death finds place ‘off-stage’, beyond
86
the general anonymous being of the there is . Consequently, death does not find place in the
87
present . Because death is ungraspable, Levinas in his analysis sees death as a unique relationship
with the future. Just as in the case of death, the relationship with the Other is also a mystery, as we will
see in the next paragraph.
The Other: a relationship with a mystery
Levinas’s (1947/1987) ontological approach to death indicates that we are in relation with something
that is absolutely other. This something, absolutely other, confirms that we are existentially lonely.
Levinas proposes that loneliness is thus not confirmed by death, but broken by it. This means that
existence is double, pluralist, a dialectic (isolated/lonely) position between life and death, between the
very existing of the existent and the alienated existing of the existent.
The relationship with the other is not an idyllic and harmonious relationship of communion, or a
sympathy through which we put ourselves in the other’s place; we recognize the other as
resembling us, but exterior to us; the relationship with the other is a relationship with a
Mystery.” (Levinas, 1947/1987, p. 75)
This is an important outcome of Levinas’s ontological analysis because it indicates that the Other is in
no sense another myself, participating in a common existence. It also indicates that what is in
88
accordance with life and death, is the encounter with alterity, with Otherness . This once more
confirms that loneliness is a fundamental part of our existence. In other words, we do not have a direct
relationship with Otherness, neither with Otherness as death, neither with Otherness as the Other,
Both relationships are mysterious.
But if the relationship with the Other, with Otherness, is mysterious, how does that work out socially in
our everyday life? Levinas (1947/1987) argues that the other’s being is constituted by its exteriority, its
alterity, as a property of space that leads back to the subject, by light. Consequently, the lonely subject
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In his work Levinas sometimes uses the word alterity instead of Otherness. Alterity is a philosophical
term meaning "otherness", strictly in the sense of the other of two (Latin alter). In the
phenomenological tradition it is usually understood as the entity in contrast to which an identity is
constructed, and it implies the ability to distinguish between the self and not-self, and consequently to
assume the existence of an alternative viewpoint. The concept was established by Emmanuel Lévinas
in a series of essays collected under the title Alterity and Transcendence (1999 [1970])
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alterity).
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See the root map on ontological life as theater in Appendix III.
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Because death is unknowable and finds place behind all light, Levinas (1947/1987) states as a
truism that “death is never a present” (p. 71).
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The translator emphasized that what is common to death and social life is an encounter with alterity.
He refers to Levinas (1961/1969) who says unequivocally that the encounter with the alterity of death
is like nothing so much as the encounter with the alterity of the other person, “as though the approach
of death is like nothing so much as the encounter with the alterity of the relationship with the Other” (p.
234).
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can only have a relationship with the other when its suffering (unhappiness) has led to death (Levinas,
1947/1987); thus in the zero stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, and as a (reflective)
not-to-be-act, as examined before. But does that make sense?
According to Levinas (1947/1987), the relationship with the Other will never be an act of grasping a
possibility, or to be one with the Other. He characterizes it, in terms that contrast strongly with the
89
relationship that describes light and he thinks that it is an erotic relationship . Nevertheless, Levinas
sees an option to infer from this situation of death, where the subject no longer has any possibility of
grasping, another characteristic of existence with the Other. Based on his analysis of death, Levinas
points out that the (authentic) future has the characteristic that it is in no way graspable because, “it is
totally different from spatial exteriority and … because it is absolutely surprising” (p. 76). The future is
authentic, not graspable, and surprising because we, physically, cannot move ourselves into the
future. Levinas concludes that the Other is the future: “the very relationship with the future is the
relationship with the Other” (p. 77).
The relationship with the Other as the future, comes to expression in the intersubjective relationship
between subject and subject in the present; thus in the face-to-face encounters already introduced
with Lingis in chapter three. These face-to-face encounters imply that time is the relationship with the
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Other , as expressed on the ontological root map with a dotted line, see figure 2. Let us now see how
the involved expatriates mentally experienced and practically dealt with Otherness in their face-to-face
encounters, in this third stage of exploring existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing.
The third stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing: to-be-with-the-other-act
From the above, it appears that the relationship with the Other as a mystery, as future, comes to
expression with face-to-face encounters in the present. Of course, there are often already ongoing
relationships between people in their everyday personal and professional (social) lives that involve
more than just a relationship with a mystery. Levinas (1947/1987) states that there is no exceptional
space for the subject: “one is for the other what the other is for oneself”, but as stated before, “the
other is known through sympathy, as another (my)self, as the alter ego” (pp. 82-83).
According to Levinas (1947/1987), at the very heart of this relationship with the other that
characterizes our social life, Otherness (alterity) appears as a non-reciprocal relationship:
The Other as Other is not only an alter ego: the Other is what I myself am not. The Other is
this, not because of the Other’s character, or physiognomy, or psychology, but because of the
Other’s very alterity. The Other is, for example, the weak, the poor, “the widow and the
orphan,” whereas I am the rich or the powerful. (p. 83)
Thus, according to Levinas, in face-to-face encounters the intersubjective space between I and the
Other is not symmetrical since we are unique individuals and hence not the same. In terms of
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, I see face-to-face encounters as a to-be-with-the-other-act,
the third stage, and also a higher level of of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing. As a further
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“Eros, strong as death, will furnish us with the basis of an analysis of this relationship with a
mystery—provided it is set forth in terms entirely different from those of the Platonism that is a world of
light” (p. 76).
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This statement reflects the essence of Levinas’s speech regarding Time and the Other.
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exploration, let us now return to the face-to-face encounters of the (composite) expatriates from the
previous chapter, to look at how they mentally experience and practically deal with Otherness in their
existence.
In the previous section there was actually already Otherness ‘on-stage’ in the way in which the family
and friends of the expatriates were involved in their everyday personal lives. In this paragraph I will
focus more on Otherness in expatriates’ everyday professional lives. Three main themes run through
the stories of the (composite) expatriates in their organizational setting: experiences with other
expatriates, with culture, and with the Thai.
When Mark and Sue encountered each other at the beginning of the farewell party, they talked about
Otherness in relation to expatriates. Mark stated: “I like assignments, but I do not like expatriates.”
Mark had strong stereotypical views about other expatriates. He told Sue that expatriates are sent with
a great package of benefits, and that they still complain about things. But the main problem he had
with expatriates was that they came with their whole family, which often created a lot of trouble. In his
view, the families of expatriates think differently about an assignment abroad than the expatriates
themselves do. The children have to go to another school, and what will the trailing wife or husband do
the whole day? Mark sees these as obstructing factors that we try to smooth over. Moreover, in
Mark’s view, expatriates tend to stick together: “During the week they are working with locals, and in
the weekend they hang around with the Dutch, the British, or the Americans, or whatever.” Mark is not
interested in that kind of life, he is not a member of expat clubs and prefers to go his own way. In
contrast to Mark, Sue likes expatriates, and as an HR-manager herself, is interested in their personal
development, their contribution to knowledge transfer to their successors, in their traveling over the
long weekends, and in their volunteer work. I will come back to the latter in the next section.
When Sue spoke to Mark on the subject of Otherness, she shared her experiences as a Chinese
student in the Netherlands, saying: “Culture for sure means everything and nothing.” She told Mark
that when you scratch culture at the surface, then you realize that it has to do with your own mold: e.g.,
education, way of thinking, behaviors and reactions. But once you get further below the surface, you
realize that: “it is just the relationship between two persons.” The challenging thing in Sue’s view is: “to
find the key to open that box”. In other words you have to do your best to understand how people in
front of you react. As Sue herself expresses it: “You have to open all your five senses.”
In his encounter with Mark, Guus asked him about his experiences with Thai culture. Mark told Guus
how his beliefs and morals, that he had developed as a Westerner in the Netherlands, had changed a
little, but not much, because he had already been an expatriate in Japan and in Australia before
coming to Thailand. In Mark’s view you have to respect Thai people who have grown up in their own
country and have different priorities. As an example, he cited how Western people buy groceries for
the week and cook at home, while for the Thai, it is more common to go and buy something fresh and
eat that for dinner; they often do not have anything in the fridge. In Mark’s view, it is a totally different
culture and priority system and mindset, a different way of living: “I will never understand that. I don’t…
if I tried to do I would probably die trying to understand it, and it wouldn’t get me anywhere…” When
Guus asked rhetorically: “You say you don’t mind about culture?”, Mark answered, “No, not at all. It is
a given fact. Don’t mind about culture and in fact, enjoy experiencing different cultures.”
Guus on the other hand, brought to discussion the subject of Otherness on the work floor. He told
Mark how the Thai were extremely service-oriented, but that he had the idea that they saw him as a
busybody. Mark responded by telling Guus that he had had some experience in day-to-day interaction
with people from other cultures, and that the language barrier, particularly when you have to deal with
running sites in multiple different countries, is one of the major obstacles, particularly if there is also
competitiveness involved. Guus told Mark that he walked around every day to talk with people, at least
with the supervisors and managers, and that he had learned the basis of culture at a cross-cultural
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course in Bangkok, and that his team was very successful within their company. Mark answered, with
a hint of sarcasm: “Wow, congratulations Guus!” Guus defended himself by telling Mark further about
the success of their team, how they organized team events and even had much better results than
plants in Europe. Mark on the other hand, told Guus enthusiastically about how to manage the Thai
more effectively with examples of how to let the Thai say good morning, how you could be more
effective with the example of ordering a cup of coffee or making an appointment, taking into account
that the Thai are generally very humble people. With these little gestures he was able to earn respect
from the Thai, to show leadership and even told Guus about his experiences with a very famous Thai
executive coach who had interviewed him. Mark and Guus’s conclusions about how to deal with
Otherness, in this case with the Thai, is that as a Westerner you have to show respect and be flexible,
and at the same time ‘slow down to the third gear’.
The above face-to-face encounters between Guus, Mark and Sue show the complexity of I and
Otherness relationships. Mark has a strong stereotypical view of expatriates, he thinks of them as
‘career hunters' with great packages of benefits and with families as obstructing factors. In fact, he
does not like them at all. He deals with them by going his own way. Sue is the opposite in this regard.
She believes she has more personal involvement with expatriates. She sees them also just as human
beings who once in a while need help with their personal development and who can contribute to
knowledge transfer. Mark is quite indifferent about culture. In his mental experience, culture does not
matter. For Sue, who is interested in culture, the individual nonetheless plays a predominant role. It is
interesting that with regard to face-to-face encounters, Sue’s mental experiences and ideas resemble
those of Levinas’s (1947/1987) existential philosophy, and in a practical sense also with Lingis’s
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(2000) ‘open approach’ . Mark and Guus also discussed Otherness based on their cross-cultural
experiences in their professional everyday lives. The question that arises though is: Are Mark and
Guus really interested in Thai managers and employees, and their colleagues at the work place from a
human being point of view, or only from a business point of view, i.e. to turn their staff into effective
‘economic men’ as they themselves are in a certain way?
Sub-conclusions
The sub-conclusions in this second section, on how the examined expatriates mentally experienced
and practically dealt with Otherness in their existing abroad, are also threefold. First of all, based on
Levinas’s (1947/1987) analysis of death; the subject in relationship with the Other is still alone
because the Other is mysterious. From an ontological perspective, this relationship with the mysterious
Other is a relationship with time, with the future, and that means that we can only encounter the other
face-to-face in the present. Secondly, all the (composite) expatriates involved in this research mentally
experienced and practically dealt with Otherness in their existence, differently. What stands out is that
the involved expatriates differ in their experience with other expatriates, culture and with the Thai in
their professional environments. They have various images about expatriates, and about Thai culture.
The stereotypical general collective as well as the specific individual cultural perspective came to
expression. Moreover, in line with the traditional cross-cultural management literature, the encounters
illustrate how efficiency: the economic man, dominates above the well-being of happiness and/or
unhappiness of the Other, in the organizational setting of the involved (composite) expatriates. Lastly,
further exploring existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing also shows the third stage: to-be-with-theother-act, to lead to a higher level of Self-Ander-ing relationship, interrelated to the previous stages
with the subject making a loop back to its identity position ‘back-stage’, in this case to the expatriate I.
I will now proceed to reflect on the ethical relationship between the lonely I and the mysterious Other
and explore the fourth stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing: the to-be-good-act.
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The ethical relationship between the lonely I and the mysterious Other
In this third section, I will continue elaborating on the concept of loneliness from Levinas’s existential
philosophical perspective, but with a focus on the ethical relationship between the lonely I and the
mysterious Other, i.e., the responsibility of the I for the Other. As in the previous sections, I will also
proceed to further reflect on how the (composite) expatriates mentally experienced and practically
dealt with their existence abroad, in this context. Furthermore, I will reflect on how the HR-managers
involved in the preliminary research tooks care of expatriates and their families. Thus, here I will not
just make use of the data in the farewell play, but also data from the preliminary research to explore
this fourth stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing on the ontological root map, presented in
figure 1. I will end this section with another round of sub-conclusions about expatriate existential
loneliness and Self-Ander-ing in relation to ethics.
Face-to-face encounters and ethics
In Levinas’s ‘ethics of the face,’ the notion of ‘ethics as first philosophy’ stands central. As Levinas
himself described it in an interview with journalist France Guwy for the Dutch IKON-television in 1985:
Guwy: You write: ‘Ethics comes before philosophy.’ And: ‘Ethics expresses itself through the
appearance of the face of the other.’ How should we understand the ‘face’?
Levinas: Herein lays the fundamental theme of my thinking. Every human being is part of a
whole which forms his world. The other human being breaks through this whole, as it were, by
the appearance of his face. And with face I don’t mean the literal, plastic form of his face. I
mean that the other human being, in his nakedness, his vulnerability, in his destitution, poses
an appeal to me. In a way he forces me to engage myself, to make myself of service to that
other who hides behind the nakedness and the destitution of the face. And at the same time
that appearance is a command. I call this the word of God reaching us through the face of the
other. (Guwy, 1985, my translation)
In this interview, Levinas stresses forward the ethical responsibility of the I for the Other. Levinas
(1947/1987) expresses that by saying I am responsible for my neighbor: “I have always taken one step
more toward him – which is possible only if this step is responsibility. In the responsibility we have for
one another, I have always one response, more to give, I have to answer for his very responsibility” (p.
84). According to Levinas, this ethical responsibility toward the other is reflected in the face signifying:
“thou shalt not kill,” and consequently also “you are responsible for the life of this absolutely other
other” (p. 108). Thus, the relation with the face, the face-to-face relationship between the I and the
Other, is an ethical relationship, involving responsibility toward the Other. The face in which the infinite
relationship with the Other is reflected, is ethics (Levinas, 1947/1987, 1961/1969).
An interesting point in Levinas’s (1961/1969) discourse on the face is, that the nudity of the face is
without cultural ornament. The nudity of the face comes before culture. In his work Humanism of the
Other (1972/2003), Levinas writes about this: “signification, the intelligible, is the being showing itself in
its nonhistorical simplicity, its absolutely irreducible unqualifiable nakedness, existing ‘before’ history
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and ‘before’ culture (1972/2003, p. 38). Thus in face-to-face encounters, the face of the Other
appears in all its simplicity, in its purest form, as a blank screen, a signboard of meaning (Lingis, 2000)
and therefore the face comes before history and culture, can play any role. This means that culture,
and consequently cross-cultural management, plays no (direct) role in the face-to-face encounters
between people with different cultural backgrounds. This is in significant contrast to the standard
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cross-cultural (expatriate) management programs, which are primarily based on assuming the
(general) cultural differences between human beings in social interaction.
The fourth stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing: to-be-good-act
In her encounter with Mark at the farewell party, Sue spoke about her volunteer work in the
communities of her Thai employees, and thus indirectly about her responsibility for the other. She said:
“Luckily our company is very active in this sphere; corporate social responsibility (CSR) is highly
regarded in our company, and we have nine projects this year!” During the weekends she and her
colleagues, somewhere between 150-200 people, took on the responsibility of improving the
conditions in schools: decorating a school, cutting down trees, installing toilets, painting things, etc., in
the South and North-East parts of Thailand, and also in Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai. Sue also
indirectly mentioned the responsibility of the expatriates to contribute (more) to knowledge transfer to
their successors. In Sue’s view, it is very important as an expatriate to leave something behind.
Linda in her encounter with Sue also indirectly spoke about the responsibility that she felt for her family
when her sister was in the terminal stage of cancer. Eventually she dealt with this situation by
intensifying contacts with her family via the Internet. Although it is difficult to say if Guus was really
aware of his responsibility for his family, he did express care for them in his encounter with Mark,
particularly had in respect to the first year of their stay abroad when they had a tough time. The kids
had had problems with school and his wife had had a tough time with the tropical climate and the
death of one of her cats, and she had ended up in a deep depression.
Another form of responsibility for the Other came forward in the encounter between Guus and Mark.
They talked about how to manage Thai managers and employees, in the organizational setting. To
me, their discussion appeared to be more on a utilitarian level, more about the effectiveness of their
employees, than on the humanistic level of considering the Thai as human being and thinking about
their happiness and/or unhappiness, and their personal well-being.
The subject of responsibility at the organizational level, surfaced in Linda’s speech, when she spoke
about the political unrest in Bangkok. The responsibility that the various companies undertook for the
sake of their employees abroad, in this situation, differed. Linda’s company was very proactive, while
the company of her boyfriend remained passive. Linda’s company showed responsibility by keeping
her informed and offering support. But the same company also abandoned their responsibility toward
her when they fired Linda without a clear reason, most probably because hiring local staff was less
expensive.
In retrospect, the responsibility for the Other at the organizational level also surfaced in the
conversations that I (as the researcher) had with HR-managers of Dutch multinationals during the
course of my preliminary research described in chapter 3. I asked the HR-managers about their view
on expatriates’ everyday lives. The ensuing conversations indicated that the companies were mainly
focused on the professional side of expatriates’ lives, such as on reward systems and the
effectiveness of expatriate assignments. Although the involved HR-managers were interested in the
personal side of expatriates’ lives, and in their well-being from a corporate social responsibility point of
view, this interest appeared mainly instrumental, and relatively unstructured and ad hoc. One of the
HR-managers himself commented on this fact: “We still deal with it (expatriate affairs) in much too
93
technical a manner ”.
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See also the quote of an anonymous HR-manager about the “regular daily affairs”, in the preliminary
research section in chapter 3.
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Based on the conversations with the HR-managers of several Dutch multinationals, I (as an alter ego
or a reflective subject) concluded that in the case of expatriates’ everyday lives, ethics, and corporate
social responsibility were not a conscious issue of concern, and thus needed more attention and
probably also further exploration, not only from a humanistic point of view, but also by exploring this
fourth stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing as a to-be-good-act.
One scholar who has done research on business ethics related to corporate social responsibility in the
context of globalization is John Roberts from the University of Sydney, Australia. In his article
Corporate Governance and the Ethics of Narcissus, Roberts (2001) looks at corporate social
responsibility using, among others, Levinas’s later work Otherwise than being or Beyond Essence
(1974/1998). He discusses corporate versus individual identity, and the associated responsibility.
Roberts (2001) points out that:
Levinas’s ground of ethics lies not within being—as a reason, or thought, or choice—but rather
is beyond essence in the way that “from the start, the other affects us despite ourselves”
(1991; 129). Ethics, not as a rule to be followed, but as responsibility felt for my neighbor is in
this sense inescapable. And following the ‘infinite path’ of such an assignation of responsibility
is, Levinas argues, the source and ground of individual identity and uniqueness. (p. 109)
From the works of Levinas (1974/1998) and Roberts (2001), I draw the conclusion that responsibility
lies not just on the corporate side, but also and especially on the side of the individual. This means that
in the case of expatriates, ethics are not only a corporate responsibility matter, but are especially also
a matter of the individual (potential) of the expatriates themselves, particularly towards their families.
But this also applies to the HR-managers and other executives who send expatriates abroad, and are
in my view, also responsible for the well-being of expatriates and their families. This is the essence of
this fourth stage of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing of expatriates and their families in their
existence abroad: ethics, and responsibility for the Other.
Sub-conclusions
The sub-conclusions in this third section, while dealing with the ethical relationship between the lonely
I and the mysterious Other, are again threefold. First of all, the relationship between the I and the
Other in face-to-face encounters, is an ethical relationship. It concerns, for example, the responsibility
for the Other, in the case of this research the responsibility that HR-managers have toward their
expatriates and the responsibilities that expatriates have toward their families and also toward their
Thai colleagues. An interesting outcome is that ethics comes before culture. Thus, in face-to-face
encounters, cross-cultural management does not play a primary role. Rather, it is the responsibility for
the Other that takes precedence. This view on the position of culture in face-to-face encounters
between human beings from different cultures, in this case between expatriates in Bangkok and the
Thai, has implications for the design of cross-cultural management programs, which are primarily
based on assumptions of general cultural differences. It is not the general collective, but the specific
individual cultural perspective that must be the point of departure while designing cross-cultural
management and expatriate development programs. This is also explored in the practical implications
to come and is the basis of the programs that I have designed for expatriates and their managers.
Secondly, expatriates, and also HR-managers, seem not to be (consciously) aware of their
responsibility for the Other. The male expatriates, in particular, remain rather unaware of their
responsibility for the Other in the organizational setting. This is again evident in their stories and in
their dialogues and monologues or soliloquies, which indirectly express their experience with the
ethical relationship between I and Otherness. As shown already in the previous section, they talk
about how to manage Thai managers and employees effectively as ‘economic men’, without any sign
of interest in them as human beings. I could more or less say the same about the responsibility
currently held by the organizations towards their expatriates, as articulated by the HR-managers.
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Although they are personally interested in the well-being of their expatriates and their families, in
organizational everyday life, HR-managers are too busy with rules, procedures, reward systems, etc.
They have very little or almost no time to seriously comprehend the existence of their expatriates and
their families abroad and particularly to be awere of how these expatriates mentally experience and
practically deal with their existence abroad. Paradoxically, the expatriates themselves do not seem to
have the time or take time to reflect seriously on their existence abroad either, though the female
expatriates in this research seemed (somewhat) to form an exception. Finally, exploring existential
loneliness and Self-Ander-ing so far, shows that like the previous stages, the fourth stage of the to-begood-act also leads to a higher, let us say the highest, level of Self-Ander-ing relationships, the
freedom to make sense or meaning of everyday life and to take ethical responsibility for the Other. But
this stage is interrelated to all the previous stages, leading the subject back to its own identity position,
back-stage. This confirms that human beings/expatriates are fundamentally lonely in their existence,
though we now know that identity is imbedded in ethics, in the responsibility for the Other. I have to
add that if HR-managers and expatriates and their families are unaware of their responsibility toward
the Other, this could influence their existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing process negatively, and
could even lead to self-destructiveness, as I concluded in the previous section on the Lonely I. In
particular, if the subject gets less or no attention in what I call the ‘in-stream-stage’, i.e. before
expatriates depart with their family for an assignment abroad, it could get even worse later on, in what
I call the ‘through-stream-stage’, i.e. the time spent abroad, and in the ‘out-stream-stage’, i.e. coming
back from an assignment and becoming a repatriate. But that is not the subject of this particular thesis.
The research here was conducted amidst active expatriates and not (yet) with expatriates and families
who have returned from their assignments for whatever reason. What worries me most, is that it
seems that the expatriates themselves are the ones who are keeping the system running in a
traditional way. Are they not, in effect, also just ‘economic men’?
In the next and final section I will present the overall conclusions and practical implications that this
research provides, and finally draw the discussion to a close by listing out some future perspectives in
this field.

Overall conclusions, practical implications and future perspectives

In the previous sections I have deepened the discussion on loneliness from Levinas’s existential
philosophical perspective, and reflected on the empirical data that I presented earlier, on how
expatriates mentally experienced and practically deal with their existence abroad, by exploring
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing. I also reflected on how HR-managers deal with sending and
taking care of expatriates and their families abroad from an ethical point of view. In this last section I
will present the overall conclusions and practical implications of my research. I will end this chapter
with future perspectives for the concepts of expatriate loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, posing questions
to expatriates, to HR-managers, to the professionals in the cross-cultural management industry, and to
the readers of this book.
Overall conclusions
The main overall conclusion that I have derived over the course of writing this book is that crosscultural management literature focuses too much on the general collective organizational macro/meso- cultural perspective aiming at making expatriates more effective, and more often than not,
overlooks the specific individual organizational micro-cultural perspective and the happiness and
unhappiness of the involved individuals: the individual matters. The existential loneliness and SelfAnder-ing, in expatriates’ everyday lives, thus remains a vastly undiscussed subject.
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Both Levinas’s existential philosophy and Lingis’s ‘open approach’ to face-to-face encounters, lead to
the assertion that the problem of loneliness of expatriates is an ontological problem, it cannot be
pragmatically solved. The limitation of the existent international expatriate managerial literature is that
it attempts to address a fundamentally ontological problem (involving I and Other relationships) on a
utilitarian pragmatic level, which is always going to fail, because as this research shows, we can share
everything except our existence. Moreover, my research illustrates that the relationship between the
lonely I and the mysterious Other is an ethical relationship, with the I holding a responsibility toward
the Other, where the face serves as a sort of signboard. In face-to-face encounters, the face comes
before culture, which implies that in terms of cross-cultural management, from an existentialphilosophical, and in particular, from an ethical perspective: culture is not primary.
Furthermore, this research shows that the flux between the levels of happiness (stemming from
nourishment, home and work) and unhappiness (stemming from death, illness and divorce) affects the
expatriates’ existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing differently. They mentally experience and
practically deal with their existence abroad in different ways. Moreover, the discussion on the idea of
the ‘home’ as a place to be, also revealed the hybrid identities that these expatriates dealt with. As a
consequence, both happiness and unhappiness can lead to well-being in terms of a path for growth,
but also to self-destructiveness, not only for the expatriates themselves as individuals, but also for their
family members. In addition, the exploration of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing as ‘ontological
life as theater’ in this research shows that each of the four appointed stages: (1) to-be-act, (2) to-be-inthe-world-act, (3) to-be-with-the-other-act and (4) to be-good-act, both off-stage and on-stage, lead to
a higher level of Self-Ander-ing relationships, but make a (huge) loop with the front and back-stage I,
departing from, and eventually returning to, the individual factor of personal, expatriate, identity, (as
depicted on the root map of ontological life as theatre). Identity construction is an internal
personal/individual event, confirming that: every human being is unique.
The outcome of this research is that the expatriates involved are (subconsciously) the carriers of the
economic system of their organizations, and therefore operate as economic men. On the one hand,
that could lead to too much work and eventual unhappiness and even to self-destructiveness. On the
other hand, they need this economic outlook for their nourishment, home and work, which they believe
will eventually lead to happiness, making existential loneliness bearable and by giving meaning to their
everyday lives abroad. I see this as a paradox: a contradiction between utilitarianism and humanism.
Practical implications and Self-Ander-ing programs
One of the main practical implications that emerged from my overall conclusions is that the design of
cross-cultural management programs needs a fundamental change. The focus in these programs
should shift from the general collective organizational meso/macro cultural perspective, to the specific
individual organizational micro-cultural perspective. This can be motivated from the three basic
assumptions derived from this research: (1) the individual matters, (2) culture is not primary, and (3)
every human being is unique.
Another main implication that emerges from my overall conclusions is that maybe we cannot prevent
expatriates (or human beings in general) and their spouses from existential loneliness, because, as
was observed earlier on in this chapter, it is a fundamental part of their existence. But what we
possibly could do, is to help them to reflect on how they mentally experience and practically deal with
their existence abroad, both personally and professionally.
Based on these practical implications, I have designed two Self-Ander-ing On-Stage programs with a
focus on existential loneliness. The first program is designed for expatriates and their spouses, to help
them become more aware of existential loneliness, and to give them insight into Self-Ander-ing and
lead them toward reflecting on their experiences before, during and after their existence abroad. The
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work methods involved in this program at the different stages of expatriate experiences are described
in table 2 below.
Table 2: Program design Self-Ander-ing On-Stage for expatriates and their spouses/families
Stages

In-stream

Through-stream

Out-stream

Monitoring Human
Factor

Learning
objectives and/or
intended results
To gain insight on
existential
loneliness and SelfAnder-ing

To reflect on how
you as an expatriate
and/or your spouse
mentally experience
and practically deal
with your existence
abroad
To reflect on how
you as an expatriate
and/or your spouse
mentally experience
and practically deal
with your
existence, after your
existence abroad
To gain insight on
the human factor:
how expatriates and
their families
mentally experience
and practically deal
with their existence
abroad

Themes

Work method

Instruments

The lonely I
The mysterious
Ander
The ethical
relationship between
the lonely I and the
mysterious Ander
Personal and
professional
experiences
Happiness and
unhappiness
Balance in personal
and professional life
Personal and
professional
experiences
Happiness and
unhappiness
Balance in personal
and professional life

Interactive workshop

Root map
existential
loneliness and
Self-Ander-ing onstage

Counseling with
face-to-face
encounters

Root map
existential
loneliness and
Self-Ander-ing onstage

Counseling with
face-to-face
encounters

Root map
existential
loneliness and
Self-Ander-ing
on-stage

Depending on the
outcome of the
monitor: happiness
(e.g., from
nourishment, home
and work) and
unhappiness (e.g.,
from illness, divorce
and death)

Qualitative research
with expatriates
face-to-face
encounters: in-depth
interviews, with
reflection/
interpretation of their
experiences,
dialogues,
monologues or
soliloquies.

Human Factor
TM
Monitor

The second program is designed for HR-managers and professionals in the cross-cultural
management industry, to help them gain insight on the subjects of existential loneliness and SelfAnder-ing to better prepare and guide expatriates and their spouses professionally before, during and
after their existence abroad. Table 3 below describes the work methods and themes involved in this
program.
Table 3: Program design Self-Ander-ing On-Stage for HR-managers and professionals
Parts

About culture and
Self-Ander-ing onstage

Learning
objectives and/or
intended results
To gain insight on
the differences
between the
general collective
and the specific
individual cultural
perspective, and to
make up your own
mind about culture

Themes

Work method

Instruments

Culture from a
general collective
organizational
meso/macro-level
perspective

Interactive
workshop:
storytelling and
discussions

Stories: sharing
personal
experiences with
culture and SelfAnder-ing on-stage

Culture from a
specific individual
organizational microlevel perspective
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About Existential
loneliness and
Self-Ander-ing

To gain insight on
existential
loneliness and SelfAnder-ing

About practical
implications

To gain practical
tools to prepare and
guide expatriates
and their families
before, during and
after their existence
abroad

The lonely I
The mysterious
Ander
The ethical
relationship between
the lonely I and the
mysterious Ander
How to prepare and
guide expatriates
and their families/
spouses before,
during and after their
existence abroad

Interactive workshop

Root map
existential
loneliness and
Self-Ander-ing onstage

Interactive
workshop:
presenting and
discussing practical
framework or toolkit

Frame work of
tools(kit): instream, throughstream and outstream

Both programs are framed around the main themes that have emerged from my research, including,
among others: ethics, responsibility for the other, finding one’s place (home), work-life-balance and
identity construction.
An important practical implication, I would like to add here, is that as long as organizations embrace
the ideology of the economic man, and view their expatriates mere as carriers of economic goals, the
94
organization remains ideologically committed to only seeing and acknowledging the atomized and
lonely individual. This is a fundamental problem. The organization can only address the issues
developed here if it is willing to admit that the economic man is a partial and incomplete point of view,
and if they can be critical of this ideology. If the organization is not willing to admit this fundamental
fact, then it is ideologically not capable of acknowledging the lonely expatriate and taking responsibility
for the other.
The overall conclusions of this research also have practical implications for managing cross-cultural
teams. While I used a combination of traditional cross-cultural management theory (e.g., Hofstede
1994; Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 1997) and my small-scale change action-learning-based
95
approach (Loeve, 2004) in the past , nowadays my cross-cultural management approach is a
96
combination of Lingis’s (2000) ‘open approach’ with face-to-face encounters , and my actionlearning-based small-scale change method, but with an accent on the unique individual and the
uniqueness of the group with which he/she interacts; thus directed towards the specific context. SelfAnder-ing plays a significant role in this respect.
Last but not least, the conclusions drawn here also hold practical implications for my research
approach toward expatriates’ everyday personal and professional lives. Based on my own experience
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Atomism or social atomism is a sociological theory originating from the scientific notion of atomic
theory, coined by the ancient Greek philosopher Democritus and the Roman philosopher Lucretius. In
the scientific rendering of the word, atomism refers to the notion that all matter in the universe is
composed of basic indivisible components, or atoms. When placed into the field of sociology, atomism
assigns the individual as the basic unit of analysis for all implications of social life. Therefore, all social
values, institutions, developments and procedures evolve entirely out of the interests and actions of
the individuals who inhabit any particular society. The individual is the ‘atom’ of society and therefore
the only true object of concern and analysis.
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and preliminary research, I took an interactive research position with a focus on the specific
individual and the cultural micro-level, and for a qualitative research methodology, I have followed
Lingis’s ideas on face-to-face encounters involving social interaction between (unigue) persons, using
Self-Ander-ing as a context. Based on the experiences with this interactive research position and
qualitative methodology, I also improved the research approach of the ‘Expat Development Monitor’
98
that I had previously designed for a Dutch international insurance company . This monitor was
already based on qualitative research, but the outcomes were presented in a quantitative form of
graphics, rationalizing human experiences. During my study, I gained the insight that you can measure
facts and figures, but not the experiences of unique human beings (in relation with others). Therefore I
have now changed my research approach, and in particular the interpretation and presentation of the
results. I also changed the name of the monitor into the ‘Human Factor Monitor’. Nowadays I also use
this monitor in complex change programs to gain insight into the experiences, perceptions and
perspectives, of the involved persons at the individual level.
The conclusions and practical implications presented above now bring us to the future perspectives.
Future perspectives
One of the primary objectives of this research was to give voice to loneliness and in particular to
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing. I wanted to evoke debate and in doing so, contribute to the
field of international expatriate management. The main future perspective I have in mind is to further
explore existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing as a branch of international humanism (and
management). It will also be interesting to further study how this will work out in other contexts, like in
Eastern Europe, the Middle East, Africa and USA. Moreover, the subject is relevant not only in the
case of expatriates and repatriates, but also for people from abroad living in the Netherlands, such as
students, immigrants, refugees, and in my work in particular, with community-based development and
social enterprises in the development aid sector. Therefore, I have been redefining my work field.
A second future perspective is to apply existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing in my professional
daily practice as an (expatriate) executive coach/counselor. To this end, I intend to use the approach
of the designed Self-Ander-ing On-Stage programs as presented in tables 1 and 2. And last but not
least, a third future perspective is to apply existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing to change
processes, to look at individual and organizational development as (ontological) ‘life as theater’. This
involves looking at the flux in the levels of happiness and unhappiness on the front- and back-stage of
the existence of human beings in an organizational context and how that affects their well-being, thus
with a focus on: the human factor.
As already stated, the aim of my research is to give voice to the loneliness experienced by expatriates
and to explore existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing on the organizational micro-level, as contrary
to traditional cross-cultural management thinking which operates at the organizational macro/mesolevel, thereby exploring new avenues for IHRM-policies. In anticipation of the two Self-Ander-ing OnStage programs focusing on the concept of existential loneliness that are presented earlier on, I would
like to throw open the discussion here by asking both (candidate) expatriates and HR-managers a
question in the form of an ethical appeal:
 To (potential) expatriates: If an HR-manager asks you to go with your family abroad, what
would be your answer from an existential and ethical perspective?
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See the introduction of this book and chapter 2.
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See chapter 3
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 To HR-managers: If you ask a (potential) expatriate to go with his or her family abroad, what is
your responsibility for their existence abroad, their happiness and unhappiness, from an
ethical perspective?
Further, to evoke the debate on traditional cross-cultural management thinking and practice I would
like to ask a question to the professionals in the cross-cultural management industry:
 What is the role of the unique individual in your cross-cultural management philosophy and
your practical approach in an organizational business context from an ethical humanist
perspective?
And finally, I would like to ask a question to the readers:
 How do you mentally experience and practically deal with existential loneliness in your
everyday personal and professional existence?
If you have experiences in this regard, please let me know!
Before drawing this discussion to a close, here, I would like to emphasize that the aim of this research
is to address expatriate loneliness. In this last chapter I have endeavored deepen our understanding
of loneliness, using the ontological root map ‘life as theatre’ as a guide. I started by exploring
existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing on the organizational micro-level. With that I had the intention
of making Levinas’s existential philosophy more accessible and applicable. I realize, myself, that this
has restrictions, because Levinas’s existential philosophy of I and Otherness relationships is much
richer than presented here, within the scope of my research, and my intention is certainly not to
translate it to a standard code. Some philosophers might say that I have abused Levinas’s philosophy
by making it too utilitarian and pragmatic. But I am convinced that Levinas would not blame me for
bringing his idea of ethical responsibility for the Other into the world of international expatriate
management. Last but certainly not least, I would like to add that the unique individual expatriate can
only be an expatriate in relationship to Others, that is to say in social interaction, in a context. These I
and Otherness relationships between human beings, between expatriates and Others in a crosscultural context, come to expression in the title of this book: Ander-ing On-Stage.
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Epilogue
Sitting in my old caravan, the ‘luxury study lodge’ in the yard of our old farm, I am looking back at a
long and intensive period of, as I would define it in line with the subject of this thesis, existential
loneliness and Self-Ander-ing. I have many memorable and pleasant recollections of traveling around
and having face-to-face encounters with many interesting people in an international context, both at
the University for Humanistic Studies and in the research field in Thailand.
I realize myself that also after this research there are questions that still remain open. For example,
could this research also have been conducted in the Netherlands, especially since in an existential
sense everyone is fundamentally lonely? The question then is whether the front- and back- stage
would have emerged as clearly as in the case of expatriates and their families in the scene of the
tropical surrounding of Bangkok?
Towards the end of my study period I encountered some of the expatriates who were involved in my
research and who are now repatriates. I asked them about their current existence in their home
country and they told me that coming back is even more complex than going abroad. It was particularly
difficult for them to share their experiences with their family and friends and to feel at home again and
to make sense of their personal and professional lives, not only for themselves but also for their
partners and children. This, in my opinion, just goes to confirm that there is more research to do on the
subject of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing in expatriates’ everyday lives.
That there is interest in research on expatriates’ everyday lives was clearly demonstrated at the
symposium ‘The Expatriate Experience: Past & Present’ in which I participated, on the occasion of the
fifth anniversary of the Expatriate Archive Centre in The Hague in April 2013. Dozens of researchers
shared their experiences with research, particularly in the field of expatriate migration history from
different angles.
But expatriate stories are becoming more visible all around, including in theater. A few months ago I
visited the performance of the ‘Flying Dutchman’ organized by STETT English Theater in the
Koninklijke Schouwburg (Royal Theater) in The Hague. The story was about the legend of VOC
Captain Willem van der Decken, who set out to sea from the port of The Cape of Good Hope and
never returned home. Two international storytellers, Michael Driebeek van der Ven and Caja van der
Poel, explored the truth, fiction and madness of this legend, and asked the question: “Where is home,
when you’re always on the move?” They spoke from their own rich cultural backgrounds filled with
colorful migrants, expats and other cosmopolitans, and they hoped, perhaps by accident, to hit upon
an answer. That evening Michael and Caja (re)presented expatriates: life as theater, on-stage.
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English Summary

This research explores existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing at the organizational micro-level in the
everyday personal and professional lives of expatriates in Bangkok. The title of the book Ander-ing
On-Stage represents the philosophy of I and Otherness relationships and dramaturgy as a
methodology, which I have used in this research, and also expresses the relationship between
(unique) human beings, between expatriates and Others in a cross-cultural context.
The point of departure for this study is chapter 1 in which I described in an autoethnographic style
(Chang, 2008; Ellis, 2004) my own personal and professional experiences with short-term change
assignments in South-East Asia in the period 2005-2007. I carried out this assignment for a Dutch
operating printer company in Thailand and it concerned the development of a business plan and a
cross-cultural management team. During this assignment I experienced that traditional cross-cultural
management thinking does not work in practice, and observed that my expatriate friends felt lonely.
In chapter 2 I reflected on my own experiences with signs of loneliness that I picked up during the
interactions with my expatriate friends. This reflection led me to my first conclusion that: expatriates
feel lonely. Moreover, I used my own experiences to reflect on cross-cultural management from two
opposing positions: (1) from a general collective cultural perspective with the work of the Dutch
emeritus Prof. Dr. Geert Hofstede (2010), and (2) from a specific individual cultural perspective with
the American emeritus Prof. Dr. Alphonso Lingis (2000). The outcome of this reflection was that
Hofstede’s quantitative research approach leads to collective patterns of rationalizing (unique) human
behavior and strengthens stereotypes instead of preventing them. On the other hand, Lingis’s
qualitative research approach proposes face-to-face encounters where the unique individual human
being counts. This reflection on cross-cultural management led to my second conclusion: the individual
matters. Based on this reflection I positioned myself as an independent and interactive researcher in
the tradition of Lingis’s ‘open approach’ employing face-to-face encounters.
Following this, in chapter 3 I described the results of the preliminary field and literature research I
conducted on expatriate life in the period 2006-2009. The preliminary field research consisted of indepth interviews with expatriates and HR-managers employed by Dutch multinationals, and
investigation of material at the Expatriate Archive Centre in The Hague. Part of this preliminary
research was an assignment for a Dutch insurance multinational. This assignment concerned the
setting up of an expatriate development monitor to get more insight into the mindsets and needs of
expatriates posted in Europe and South-East Asia, in their different development stages. The
preliminary literature research concerned loneliness. Based on this preliminary field research, I came
to the conclusion that substantiates my first conclusion: expatriates feel lonely. Even when employers
are interested in the personal side of expatriate life, such as individual well-being as part of their
corporate social responsibility objectives, this still appears to be mainly instrumental. Organizations
tend to focus on the professional side of expatriate life, i.e. on their reward systems and the
effectiveness of their expatriates. The main outcome of the preliminary literature research on
expatriate life was that though a lot of (mostly) quantitative research has been done regarding
expatriate life, on themes such as: culture shock, adjustment models and IHRM, and cross-cultural
management; that little or no (qualitative) research has been done on the ‘lonely expatriate’. Based on
this preliminary literature research I proposed the conclusion: no (qualitative) research has been done
on the ‘lonely expatriate’.
Founded on the reflection on my own experiences and the results of the preliminary research I
designed the thesis outline, elaborated in the introduction of this thesis. My motivation primarily, was to
contribute to and specialize as a researcher in the area of I and Otherness relationships at the micro197

level, and in line with this as the research goal to explore existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing at a
micro-level, i.e. as social interaction between individuals. The main objectives of this research project
were thus threefold: (1) to understand ‘expatriate loneliness’ in its complexity; (2) to contribute to the
debate on I and Otherness relationships, specifically at a micro-level, and (3) to help expatriates to
prepare and guide their existence abroad. The resulting research questions were also threefold: (1)
What ‘loneliness’ do expatriates refer to when I ask them to describe (give a story of) their
circumstance(s)?; (2) Is expatriates’ loneliness more or less: (i) a characteristic of social (network)
disconnection, (ii) an issue of individual character, and/or (iii) an existential theme/opportunity?; and
(3) What role can/should IHRD professionals play in addressing loneliness? Thus the key theme of this
research is the loneliness experienced by expatriates.
In chapter 4 I described the research methodology, which is dramaturgy: ‘life as theater’ (Brissett &
Edgley, 2009; Goffman, 1959; Mangham & Overington, 1987) tied to symbolic interactionism, (Blumer
1986; Mead 1967) a branch in social science. Based on this methodology of dramaturgy, and inspired
by the traditional Thai Khon dance, I used my unstructured in-depth interviews with 20 selected
expatriates through the Netherlands-Thai Chamber of Commerce NTCC, and translated this data into
a play, based on the realistic setting of a farewell party at a luxurious house in the Nichada Thani
compound in Bangkok. The primary reason for choosing the approach of a play was to present the
data in an interactive form: using face-to-face encounters between expatriates telling each other
stories about their personal and professional lives in a realistic setting, on-stage. I choose to work with
four composite characters, two male and two female. Apart from the issue of privacy, this choice was
also motivated on the reasoning that the (expatriate) self is a product of the process of social
interaction between human beings; the social act (Mead, 1967; Goffman, 1959), and moreover, to
present a fairly representative account of the stories of the involved/interviewed expatriates. During the
party, that I decribed in chapter 5, the (composite) expatriates encounter each other and relate stories
about their personal and professional experiences abroad, in the form of dialogues and particularly
monologues or soliloquies.
In the data interpretation stage that followed I ran against a wall of empirical dilemmas and decided to
deepen the concept of loneliness and to reflect on the empirical parts of this thesis from an existential
philosophical perspective in line with the work of Lingis (2000) and Levinas (1947/1987), not as a
social scientist but as a reflective other, an alter ego. Henceforth, I used the research data of the play
and Levinas’s philosophy of I and Otherness relationship to guide me in developing a root map of
‘ontological life as theater’. This root map is designed to explain and explore existential loneliness and
Self-Ander-ing in different stages/acts, see figure 2 and table 1.
The overall conclusion that I have derived over the course of writing this book is that cross-cultural
management literature focuses too much on the general collective organizational macro-/mesocultural perspective aiming at making expatriates more effective, and more often than not, overlooks
the specific individual organizational micro-cultural perspective and the happiness and unhappiness of
the involved individuals: the individual matters. The existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing in
expatriates’ everyday lives thus remains a vastly undiscussed subject.
Both Levinas’s existential philosophy and Lingis’s ‘open approach’ to face-to-face encounters leads to
the assertion that the problem of loneliness of expatriates is an ontological problem, it cannot be
pragmatically solved. The limitation of the existent managerial literature is that it attempts to address a
fundamentally ontological problem on a utilitarian pragmatic level, which is always going to fail,
because as this research shows, we can share everything except our existence. Moreover, my
research illustrates that the relationship between the lonely I and the mysterious Other is an ethical
one, with the face serving as a sort of signboard. In face-to-face encounters, the face comes before
culture, which implies that in terms of cross-cultural management, from an existential-philosophical,
and in particular, from an ethical perspective: culture is not primary.
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Furthermore, this research shows that the flux between the levels of happiness (nourishment, home
and work) and unhappiness (death, illness and divorce) affects (individual) expatriates’ existential
loneliness and Self-Ander-ing differently. They mentally experience and practically deal with their
existence abroad in different ways. Moreover, the discussion on the idea of the ‘home’ as a place to
be, also revealed the hybrid identities that these expatriates dealt with. As a consequence, both
happiness and unhappiness could lead to Self-Ander-ing, but also to self-destructiveness, not only for
the expatriates themselves, but also for their family members. In addition, the exploration of existential
loneliness and Self-Ander-ing as ‘ontological life as theater’ in this research shows that each of the
four proposed stages/acts, both off-stage and on-stage, lead to a higher level of Self-Ander-ing, but
make a (huge) loop by departing from and eventually returning to the individual factor of personal
identity. Identity construction is an internal personal/individual event, confirming that: every human
being is unique.
A remarkable outcome of this research, in my opinion, is that the expatriates involved are
(subconsciously) the carriers of the economic system of organizations, and therefore operate as
economic men. On the one hand, that could lead to too much work and eventual unhappiness and
even to self-destructiveness. On the other hand, they need this economic outlook for their
nourishment, home and work, which which they believe will eventually lead to happiness, making
existential loneliness bearable, and by making sense of their everyday lives abroad. I see this as a
paradox: a contradiction between utilitarianism and humanism.
One of the main practical implications that emerged from my overall conclusions is that the design of
cross-cultural management programs needs a fundamental change. Not the general collective
organizational meso/macro cultural perspective is needed, but the specific individual organizational
micro-cultural perspective as a fundamental point of departure to design cross-cultural management
programs. And thus consequently this is based on the three basic assumptions derived from this
research: (1) the individual matters, (2) culture is not primary and (3) every human being is unique.
Another main implication that emerges from my overall conclusions is that maybe we cannot prevent
(human beings) expatriates and their spouses from existential loneliness because, as is discussed at
length in this research, it is a part of their very existence. But what we can do is to help them reflect on
how they mentally experience and practically deal with their existence abroad, both in their personal
and professional lives.
Based on these main practical implications, I have designed two Self-Ande-ring On-Stage programs
with a focus on existential loneliness. The first program is specifically designed for expatriates and
their spouses, to make them more aware of existential loneliness, and to help them gain insight on
Self-Ander-ing, thereby urging them to reflect on their experiences before, during and after their
existence abroad. The second program is designed for HR-managers and professionals in the crosscultural management industry, to gain an understanding of the subjects of existential loneliness and
Self-Ander-ing and use it to prepare and guide expatriates and their spouses professionally before,
during and after their existence abroad. The main themes around which both these programs are
designed are the ones that have emerged from my research, including, among others: responsibility
for the other, finding one’s place (home), work-life-balance and identity construction.
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Thai Summary (บทค ัดย่อภาษาไทย)
งานวิจัยนีเ้ ป็ นการค ้นคว ้าเกีย
่ วกับความเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยมและ Self-Ander-ing (ความเป็ นตัวเองและคนคนอืน
่
ๆ) ทีร่ ะดับจุลภาคขององค์กรในชีวต
ิ ส่วนตัวและชีวต
ิ การทางานประจาวันของชาวต่างประเทศทีอ
่ าศัยอยูใ่ น
่ หนังสือ Ander-ing On-Stage นาเสนอปรัชญาด ้านความสัมพันธ์ของ “ตัวฉัน” และ “คนอืน
กรุงเทพมหานคร ชือ
่ ”
้ นี้ และยังได ้
และ dramaturgy (ชีวต
ิ ทีส
่ ะท ้อนออกมาในรูปแบบละคร) ซึง่ เป็ นระเบียบวิธวี จ
ิ ัยทีผ
่ มได ้ใช ้ในงานวิจัยชิน
แสดงออกถึงความสัมพันธ์ระหว่างมนุษย์ (แต่ละตัวบุคคล), ระหว่างชาวต่างชาติทอ
ี่ าศัยในประเทศไทย และคนอืน
่ ๆ
ในบริบททีม
่ ห
ี ลายวัฒนธรรมรวมกัน
จุดเริม
่ ต ้นของงานวิจัยนี้ ทีบ
่ ทที่ 1 ผมได ้อธิบายด ้วยการวิจัยตนเอง (Chang, 2008; Ellis, 2004) จากประสบการณ์
ชีวต
ิ ส่วนตัวและชีวต
ิ การทางาน พร ้อมทัง้ ความเปลีย
่ นแปลงทีไ่ ด ้เผชิญในภูมภ
ิ าคเอเชียตะวันออกเฉียงใต ้ในระหว่าง
ปี 2005-2007 ผมทางานทีไ่ ด ้รับมอบหมายโดยการสังเกตชาวเนเธอร์แลนด์ทด
ี่ าเนินธุรกิจเกีย
่ วกับพริน
้ เตอร์ใน
ประเทศไทย ซึง่ มีการพัฒนาแผนธุรกิจและมีทม
ี บริหารทีม
่ ค
ี วามหลากหลายทางวัฒนธรรม ในการทางานทีไ่ ด ้รับ
มอบหมายนี้ ผมได ้สังเกตเห็นว่ากระบวนการคิดในการบริหารทีม
่ วี ัฒนธรรมหลากหลายในแบบดัง้ เดิมนัน
้ ไม่ได ้ผล
ในทางปฏิบต
ั ิ และยังสังเกตเห็นว่าเพือ
่ นชาวต่างประเทศของผมมีความรู ้สึกเหงา
ในบทที่ 2 ผมได ้สะท ้อนประสบการณ์ของตัวเองด ้วยสัญญาณต่าง ๆ ทีส
่ ะท ้อนถึงความเหงาซึง่ ผมพบเจอระหว่าง
ั พันธ์กับเพือ
่ ้อสรุปทีว่ า่ : ชาวต่างชาติรู ้สึกเหงา ยิง่ ไป
การมีปฏิสม
่ นทีอ
่ าศัยอยู่ตา่ งประเทศ ภาพสะท ้อนนีน
้ าผมมาสูข
กว่านัน
้ ผมได ้ใช ้ประสบการณ์ของตนเองในการสะท ้อนภาพการบริหารแบบหลากหลายวัฒนธรรมจาก 2 มุมมองที่
ตรงข ้ามกันคือ: (1) จากมุมมองทางวัฒนธรรมทีก
่ ลุม
่ คนมองทั่วไป และ (2) จากมุมมองทางวัฒนธรรมของแต่ละ
บุคคล โดยอ ้างอิงถึงศาสตราจารย์กต
ิ ติคณ
ุ ดอกเตอร์ Alphonso Lingis (2000) การมองต่างมุมนีส
้ ะท ้อนให ้เราเห็น
ว่า แนวทางวิจัยเชิงปริมาณของ Hofstede นาไปสูร่ ูปแบบพฤติกรรมของมนุษย์โดยรวมทีใ่ ช ้เหตุผลตัดสิน และมี
ทัศนคติทม
ี่ อ
ี คติมากขึน
้ แทนทีจ
่ ะป้ องกันไม่ให ้เกิดอคติ ส่วนการวิจัยเชิงคุณภาพของ Lingis เสนอว่าคนทุกคนมี
่ ้อสรุป
ความหมายในการเผชิญหน ้าแบบตัวต่อตัว การสะท ้อนเรือ
่ งการบริหารแบบหลากหลายวัฒนธรรมนาผมมาสูข
ทีส
่ อง: คนแต่ละคนมีความหมาย โดยอ ้างอิงถึงภาพสะท ้อนทีผ
่ มวางตาแหน่งตัวเองเป็ นนั กวิจัยทีม
่ ค
ี วามอิสระและมี
่ สารระหว่างกันด ้วยรูปแบบการวิจัยของ Lingis ทีม
การสือ
่ แ
ี นวทางแบบเปิ ด ซึง่ นาการเผชิญหน ้าแบบตัวต่อตัวมาใช ้
เมือ
่ ดาเนินตามแนวทางนี้ ในบทที่ 3 ผมได ้อธิบายผลของการค ้นคว ้าภาคสนามและการสืบค ้นงานวิจัยต่างเบือ
้ งต ้นที่
ผมได ้ทาระหว่างใช ้ชีวต
ิ ในต่างประเทศระหว่างปี 2006-2009 การค ้นคว ้าข ้อมูลเบือ
้ งต ้นประกอบไปด ้วยการ
สัมภาษณ์เชิงลึกกับชาวต่างประเทศและผู ้จัดการทรัพยากรบุคคลทีถ
่ ูกจ ้างโดยบริษัทข ้ามชาติจากเนเธอร์แลนด์
และการสืบค ้นเอกสารต่าง ๆ ที่ Expatriate Archive Centre ใน The Hague ส่วนหนึง่ ของการสืบค ้นเบือ
้ งต ้นนี้คอ
ื
การติดต่อกับบริษัทข ้ามชาติด ้านประกันภัยของเนเธอร์แลนด์ โดยมีการสังเกตพัฒนาการของชาวต่างชาติทอ
ี่ าศัยอยู่
ต่างประเทศ เพือ
่ ให ้สามารถทาความเข ้าใจในเชิงลึกเกีย
่ วกับความคิดและความต ้องการของชาวต่างชาติทอ
ี่ ยูใ่ น
ยุโรปและเอเชียตะวันออกเฉียงใต ้ในแต่ละขัน
้ ของการพัฒนา รวมไปถึงการทบทวนทางวรรณกรรมเกีย
่ วกับความ
เหงาและการทาความเข ้าใจประสบการณ์และสิง่ ต่าง ๆ รอบตัว (Sense-making)
โดยอ ้างอิงจากการสืบค ้นเบือ
้ งต ้น ผมจึงได ้บทสรุปอีกข ้อหนึง่ ทีส
่ นั บสนุนบทสรุปแรกของผม: ชาวต่างชาติรู ้สึกเหงา
แม ้กระทัง่ เมือ
่ บริษัทมีความสนใจในชีวต
ิ ส่วนตัวของชาวต่างชาติ เช่น เมือ
่ คุณภาพชีวต
ิ ส่วนตัวของชาวต่างชาติเป็ น
ส่วนหนึง่ ของความรับผิดชอบต่อสังคมขององค์กร นีย
่ ังเป็ นเพียงเครือ
่ งมืออย่างหนึง่ องค์กรมักจะสนใจชีวต
ิ การ
ทางานของชาวต่างชาติในด ้านอืน
่ ๆ อย่างระบบการให ้รางวัลและความมีประสิทธิภาพในการทางานของพวกเขา
มากกว่า ผลลัพธ์สาคัญของการค ้นคว ้าเบือ
้ งต ้นเกีย
่ วกับชีวต
ิ ชาวต่างชาติคอ
ื แม ้มีการศึกษาชีวต
ิ ชาวต่างชาติใน
หัวข ้อต่าง ๆ อย่าง การสับสนเมือ
่ เจอวัฒนธรรมทีไ่ ม่คุ ้นเคย (culture shock) รูปแบบการปรับตัวกับการบริหาร
ทรัพยากรบุคคลในองค์กรนานาชาติ (International Human Resources Management – IHRM), และการบริหาร
แบบหลากหลายวัฒนธรรม แทบจะไม่มก
ี ารวิจัย (เชิงปริมาณ) เกีย
่ วกับ “ชาวต่างชาติทม
ี่ ค
ี วามเหงา” อ ้างอิงจากการ
ทบทวนทางวรรณกรรมเบือ
้ งต ้นผมขอเสนอข ้อสรุปทีว่ า่ : ไม่มก
ี ารวิจัย (เชิงปริมาณ) เกีย
่ วกับ “ชาวต่างชาติทม
ี่ ค
ี วาม
เหงา”
ผมได ้ออกแบบโครงสร ้างของวิทยานิพนธ์โดยมีพน
ื้ ฐานมากจากภาพสะท ้อนประสบการณ์ของตัวเองและการค ้นคว ้า
เบือ
้ งต ้นตามทีไ่ ด ้อธิบายไว ้ในบทนาของวิทยานิพนธ์ แรงจูงใจแรกของผมคือการอุทศ
ิ และใช ้ความชานาญในฐานะ
ทีเ่ ป็ นนักวิจัยในด ้านความสัมพันธ์ของ ตัวเอง และ ความเป็ นคนอืน
่ ทีร่ ะดับจุลภาค และสิง่ ทีส
่ อดคล ้องกับ
วัตถุประสงค์ของการวิจัยนีค
้ อ
ื การเรียบรู ้เกีย
่ วกับความเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยม และความสัมพันธ์ระหว่างตัวฉันและ
ั พันธ์ระหว่างแต่ละบุคคล จุดประสงค์หลักของการวิจัยใน
คนอืน
่ (Self-Ander-ing) ทีร่ ะดับจุลภาค เช่น การปฏิสม
ครัง้ นีจ
้ งึ แบงออกเป็ น 3 ประการด ้วยกันคือ: (1) เพือ
่ ทาความเข ้าใจความเหงาของชาวต่างชาติในบริบททีซ
่ ับซ ้อน
ของตัวมันเอง (2) เพือ
่ สนับสนุนการหารือเรือ
่ งความสัมพันธ์ระหว่าง ฉัน กับ คนอืน
่ ๆ โดยเฉพาะทีร่ ะดับจุลภาค และ
(3) เพือ
่ ทีจ
่ ะช่วยเหลือและให ้แนวทางชาวต่างชาติในการเตรียมตัวอาศัยอยูต
่ า่ งประเทศ คาถามทีต
่ ามมามี 3
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ประการคือ: (1) อะไรคือ “ความเหงา” ทีช
่ าวต่างชาติพูดถึงเมือ
่ พวกเขาถูกขอให ้อธิบาย (ให ้เล่าเรือ
่ ง) สถานการณ์
ของพวกเขา (2) ชาวต่างชาติเหงามากขึน
้ หรือน ้อยลง: (i) ลักษณะของการตัดขาดทางสังคม (ii) บุคลิกลักษณะของ
แต่ละบุคคล และ/หรือ (iii) หัวข ้อหรือโอกาสแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยมและ (3) บทบาทใดทีผ
่ ู ้อานวยการการบริหาร
ทรัพยากรมนุษย์ในองค์การนานาชาติ (International Human Resources Director –IHRD) ควรทาเพือ
่ รับมือ
ความเหงานี้ ดังนัน
้ เนื้อหาหลักของงานวิจัยนีค
้ อ
ื ความเหงาทีร่ ับรู ้ได ้โดยชาวต่างชาติ
ในบทที่ 4 ผมอธิบายถึงระเบียบวิธวี จ
ิ ัย dramaturgy หรือแนวคิด “ชีวต
ิ คือละคร” (Brissett & Edgley, 2009;
่ มโยงเข ้ากับอันตรกิรย
Goffman, 1959; Mangham & Overington, 1987) เชือ
ิ านิยมเชิงสัญลักษณ์ซงึ่ เป็ นสาขา
้ นีใ้ ช ้ระเบียบวิธวี จ
หนึง่ ของสังคมศาสตร์ งานวิจัยชิน
ิ ัยแบบ dramaturgy และแรงบันดาลใจจากการแสดงโขนอัน
เก่าแก่ของไทย ผมจึงได ้ทาการสัมภาษณ์เชิงลึกแบบไม่ได ้เตรียมคาถามไว ้ก่อนกับ ชาวต่างชาติ 20 คนผ่านทาง
หอการค ้าไทย-เนเธอร์แลนด์ และแปลงข ้อมูลทีไ่ ด ้มาเป็ นบทละครทีม
่ เี นือ
้ หาอ ้างอิงสถานการณ์จริงในการเลีย
้ ง
ื่ ว่า “นิชการ” ในกรุงเทพหมานคร ผมเลือกใช ้ละครเพราะเราสามารถนาเสนอ
อาลา ณ บ ้านหรูหราหลังหนึง่ ทีช
่ อ
ั พันธ์แบบตัวต่อตัวระหว่างตัวละครชาวต่างชาติทบ
ข ้อมูลในรูปแบบทีม
่ ก
ี ารตอบโต ้กันไปมาได ้: โดยการใช ้ปฏิสม
ี่ อก
เล่าเรือ
่ งราวของแต่ละคน ทัง้ ด ้านชีวต
ิ ส่วนตัวและชีวต
ิ การทางานในสถานการณ์เหมือนจริง นั่ นคือบนเวที ผมเลือกที่
จะทางานกับตัวละคร 4 ตัวด ้วยกัน คือ ผู ้ชายสอง ผู ้หญิงสอง นอกเหนือจากเรือ
่ งของความเป็ นส่วนตัว ทางเลือกนี้
ั พันธ์ทางสังคมระหว่างมนุษย์
ได ้รับแรงบันดาลใจมากจากเหตุผลทีว่ า่ (ชาวต่างชาติ) ตัวตนคือผลผลิตของการปฏิสม
การแสดงออกทางสังคม (Mead, 1967; Goffman, 1959) และยิง่ ไปกว่านัน
้ ละครสามารถนาเสนอประสบการณ์
ของชาวต่างชาติทถ
ี่ ก
ู สัมภาษณ์ ระหว่างงานเลีย
้ งอาลาตามทีไ่ ด ้อธิบายไว ้ในบทที่ 5 ตัวละครชาวต่างชาติม ี
ั พันธ์ระหว่างกันและเชือ
่ มโยงเรือ
ปฏิสม
่ งราวประสบการณ์ชวี ต
ิ ส่วนตัวและการทางานต่างประเทศในรูปแบบของบท
สนทนา โดยเฉพาะบททีต
่ วั ละครพูดคนเดียวหรือราพึงกับตัวเอง
ต่อมาเมือ
่ ผมตีความข ้อมูลทีร่ วบรวมมาได ้ ผมก็ชนเข ้ากับกาแพงเชิงประจักษ์ และตัดสินใจทาความเข ้าใจให ้ลึกซึง้
ขึน
้ เกีย
่ วกับแนวคิดของความเหงา และพยายามทีจ
่ ะสะท ้อนข ้อมูลเชิงประจักษ์ ของวิทยานิพนธ์นจ
ี้ ากมุมมองเชิง
ปรัชญาของอัตถิภาวะนิยมให ้สอดคล ้องกับงานของ Lingis (2000) และ Levinas (1947/1987) ไม่ใช่ในฐานะนั ก
สังคมศาสตร์ แต่เป็ นการสะท ้อนจากตัวตนทีส
่ องของตัวเอง (alter ego) ตัง้ แต่จุดนีเ้ ป็ นต ้นไป ผมใช ้ข ้อมูลจากการ
วิจัยของบทละครและปรัชญาของ Levinas เกีย
่ วกับความสัมพันธ์ระหว่างตัวเราและคนอืน
่ ๆ มานาทางในการพัฒนา
แผนที่ “ภววิทยา ชีวต
ิ คือละคร” แผนทีน
่ ถ
ี้ ก
ู ออกแบบขึน
้ เพือ
่ อธิบายและค ้นหาเกีย
่ วกับความเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยม
และ ความเป็ นตัวเราและคนอืน
่ ๆ (Self-Ander-ing) ในสภาวะหรือบทละครทีต
่ า่ งกัน (กรุณาดูภาคผนวก 3)
บทสรุปโดยรวมทีผ
่ มได ้จากการเขียนหนังสือเล่มนีค
้ อ
ื บทความเกีย
่ วกับการบริหารแบบหลากหลายวัฒนธรรม
มุง่ เน ้นแต่มม
ุ มองวัฒนธรรมองค์กรแบบองค์รวมในระดับมหภาคและระดับกลางทีม
่ งุ่ หวังให ้ชาวต่างชาติทางานได ้
อย่างมีประสิทธิภาพมากเกินไป ในหลาย ๆ ครัง้ ก็มองข ้ามมุมมองของคนแต่ละคนในองค์กรทีร่ ะดับจุลภาค และ
ความสุขหรือความทุกข์ของบุคคลทีเ่ กีย
่ วข ้อง: คนมีความสาคัญ ความเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยมและการทาความ
เข ้าใจเรือ
่ งราวในชีวต
ิ ประจาวันของชาวต่างชาติจงึ เป็ นหัวข ้อทีย
่ ังไม่มก
ี ารกล่าวถึง
่ ารยืนยันว่าปั ญหา
ปรัชญาอัตถิภาวะนิยมของ Levinas และการเผชิญหน ้าตัวต่อตัวแบบเปิ ดของ Lingis นามาสูก
้ตรรกะเหตุ
ความเหงาของชาวต่างชาติเป็ นปั ญหาทางภววิทยา และไม่สามารถใช
ผลในการแก ้ไข ข ้อจากัดของ
งานวิจัยด ้านการบริหารคือ มันพยายามทีจ
่ ะรับมือปั ญหาภวนิยมพืน
้ ฐานในระดับประโยชน์นย
ิ มวัจนปฏิบต
ั ศ
ิ าสตร์ ซึง่ ก็
มักจะล ้มเหลวเพราะการวิจัยนีแ
้ สดงให ้เห็นว่าเราสามารถแบ่งปั นทุกอย่างได ้นอกจากความเป็ นตัวตนของเรา ยิง่ ไป
กว่านัน
้ งานวิจัยนีย
้ ังอธิบายถึงความสัมพันธ์ระหว่าง ฉัน ทีเ่ หงาและ คนอืน
่ ๆ ว่าเป็ นเรือ
่ งของจริยธรรม และมีหน ้าตา
ั พันธ์แบบตัวต่อตัว หน ้าตามาก่อนวัฒนธรรรม ซึง่ ตีความได ้ว่าในการบริหาร
เป็ นเสมือนป้ ายประกาศ ในการปฏิสม
แบบหลากหลายวัฒนธรรม จากมุมมองของปรัชญาอัตถิภาวะนิยม และโดยเฉพาะจากมุมมองทางจริยธรรม:
วัฒนธรรมไม่ใช่เรือ
่ งทีส
่ าคัญทีส
่ ด
ุ
นอกเหนือจากนัน
้ งานวิจัยนี้แสดงให ้เห็นว่าการเปลีย
่ นแปลงอย่างต่อเนือ
่ งระหว่างความสุขในแต่ละระดับ (สิง่ ทีห
่ ล่อ
เลีย
้ งร่างกาย บ ้าน หน ้าทีก
่ ารงาน) และความทุกข์ (ความตาย การเจ็บป่ วยและการหย่าร ้าง) จะส่งผลต่อความเหงา
ของชาวต่างชาติ (แต่ละบุคคล) และ Self-Ander-ing แตกต่างกันไป พวกเขามีประสบการณ์ทางด ้านจิตใจและวิธ ี
รับมือกับการอาศัยในต่างประเทศแตกต่างกัน ผลทีต
่ ามมาคือทัง้ ความสุขและความทุกข์สามารถนาไปสู่ Self่ ารทาลายตัวเองและสมาชิกของครอบครัวได ้เช่นกัน นอกจากนีก
Ander-ing ได ้แต่ก็สามารถนาไปสูก
้ ารสารวจความ
เหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยมและการทาความเข ้าใจในฐานะ “ภววิทยา ชีวต
ิ คือละคร” ในงานวิจัยนีแ
้ สดงให ้เห็นว่าแต่ละ
่ ารเข ้าใจเรือ
ระดับ/ฉากของการแสดงของ 4 ตัวละครทัง้ ในและนอกเวที นาไปสูก
่ งรอบตัวระดับทีส
่ งู ขึน
้ แต่ก็สามารถ
่ ภาพเดิมด ้วยการลาจากและกลับไปสูอ
่ ต
วกกลับสูส
ั ลักษณ์ของแต่ละคน การพัฒนาอัตลักษณ์เป็ นเรือ
่ งส่วนบุคคล
และเกิดขึน
้ ภายในจิตใจ ตอกย้าว่า: คนทุก ๆ คนมีความพิเศษ
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ผลลัพธ์ทโี่ ดดเด่นของการวิจัยนี้ ในความคิดของผม คือการทีช
่ าวต่างชาติทเี่ กีย
่ วข ้องเป็ นผู ้ทีข
่ บ
ั เคลือ
่ น (ในระดับจิต
ใต ้สานึก) ระบบเศรษฐกิจขององค์กร และทางานในฐานะทีเ่ ป็ นมนุษย์เศรษฐกิจ ในอีกทางหนึง่ สถานการณ์นส
ี้ ามารถ
่ ารทางานมากเกินไปและท ้ายทีส
นาไปสูก
่ ด
ุ นามาซึง่ ความทุกข์และแม ้แต่การทาลายตัวเอง ส่วนอีกทางหนึง่
่ วามสุข โดย
ชาวต่างชาติต ้องการทางานนีเ้ พือ
่ นามาซึง่ สิง่ ทีห
่ ล่อเลีย
้ งร่างกาย บ ้านและหน ้าทีก
่ ารงาน อันจะนามาสูค
การทาให ้ความเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยมเป็ นเรือ
่ งทีท
่ นได ้มากขึน
้ และเกิดการทาความเข ้าใจการอาศัยอยูต
่ า่ งประเทศ
ผมสังเกตเห็นความขัดแย ้งในสถาการณ์นี้: ความขัดแย ้งระหว่างประโยชน์นย
ิ มและมนุษยนิยม
หนึง่ ในข ้อเสนอหลักทีเ่ กิดจากการสรุปของผมคือการออกแบบโปรแกรมการบริหารแบบหลากหลายวัฒนธรรมซึง่
ต ้องมีการเปลีย
่ นแปลงในระดับพืน
้ ฐาน เมือ
่ ผมเริม
่ ออกแบบโปรแกรมการบริหารนี้ ผมไม่เพียงต ้องการมุมมององค์
รวมทางวัฒนธรรมองค์กรแบบมหภาคและระดับกลาง แต่ยังรวมไปถึงมุมมองในระดับจุลภาคของแต่ละบุคคลด ้วย
ผลทีต
่ ามมาคือเรือ
่ งนีต
้ งั ้ อยูบ
่ นสมมติฐาน 3 ประการทีม
่ าจากการวิจัย ได ้แก่ (1) บุคคลมีความสาคัญ (2) วัฒนธรรม
ไม่ใช่เรือ
่ งทีส
่ าคัญทีส
่ ด
ุ และ (3) คนทุก ๆ คนมีความพิเศษ ข ้อเสนอแนะอีกประการหนึง่ ทีเ่ กิดจากบทสรุปของผมคือ
บางครัง้ เราไม่สามารถป้ องกัน (มนุษย์) ชาวต่างชาติ และคูส
่ มรสของพวกเขาจากความเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยม
เพราะตามทีไ่ ด ้พูดถึงอย่างละเอียดในงานวิจัยนี้ มันคือส่วนหนึง่ ของความเป็ นตัวตนของพวกเขา สิง่ ทีเราทาได ้คือ
ช่วยสะท ้อนประสบการณ์ของจิตใจและรับมือกับการใช ้ชีวต
ิ อยู่ตา่ งประเทศได ้ ทัง้ ในชีวต
ิ ส่วนตัวและชีวต
ิ การทางาน
โดยได ้พืน
้ ฐานมากจากข ้อเสนอแนะเหล่านี้ ผมได ้ออกแบบโปรแกรม Self-Ander-ing On-stage มา 2 โปรแกรม
ซึง่ มุง่ เน ้นทีค
่ วามเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยม โปรแกรมแรกถูกออกแบบมาเพือ
่ ชาวต่างชาติและคู่ครองของพวกเขา
โดยเฉพาะ เพือ
่ ให ้พวกเขาตระหนักถึงความเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยม และเพือ
่ ให ้พวกเขาได ้เข ้าใจ Self-Ander-ing
และกระตุ ้นให ้พวกเขานึกถึงประสบการณ์ในอดีตก่อน ระหว่างและหลังจากการใช ้ชีวต
ิ ในต่างประเทศ โปรแกรมที่ 2
ถูกออกแบบมาเพือ
่ ผู ้จัดการฝ่ ายบุคคลและผู ้ทางานในอุตสาหกรรมการบริหารแบบหลากหลายวัฒนธรรม ทาให ้พวก
้ า
เขาเข ้าใจถึงหัวข ้อของความเหงาแบบอัตถิภาวะนิยม และ Self-Ander-ing จากนัน
้ ใช ้มันเพือ
่ เตรียมพร ้อมและชีน
ชาวต่างชาติและคูค
่ รองของเขาก่อน ระหว่างและหลังการใช ้ชีวต
ิ ในต่างประเทศ ข ้อเสนอแนะทีใ่ ช ้ในการออกแบบ
โปรแกรมทัง้ สองนีม
้ าจากงานวิจัยของผม รวมไปถึง: ความรับผิดชอบทีม
่ ต
ี อ
่ ผู ้อืน
่ การค ้นหาทีท
่ างของตัวเอง (บ ้าน)
การรักษาสมดุลระหว่างชีวต
ิ ส่วนตัวและการทางาน และการพัฒนาอัตลักษณ์สว่ นตัว
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Dutch Summary
Dit onderzoek heeft betrekking op de exploratie van existentiële eenzaamheid en Self-Ander-ing op
het micro-niveau binnen de organisatie, in het alledaagse persoonlijke en professionele leven van
expatriates, vooral uitgevoerd in Bangkok. De naam van dit boek Ander-ing On-Stage
vertegenwoordigt de filosofie van Ik en Anderszijn relaties en dramaturgie als methodologie die ik in dit
onderzoek heb gebruikt, en het betuigt tevens de relatie tussen (unieke) mensen, tussen expatriates
en Anderen in een interculturele context.
Het vertrekpunt van dit onderzoek naar existentiële eenzaamheid en Self-Ander-ing in het alledaagse
persoonlijke en professionele leven van expatriates is hoofdstuk 1, waarin ik in een autoetnografische
stijl (zoals, Chang, 2008; Ellis, 2004) mijn eigen persoonlijke en professionele ervaringen beschrijf met
een kortdurige opdracht in Zuid-Oost-Azië, in de periode 2005-2007. Deze opdracht heb ik uitgevoerd
voor een Nederlandse printer werkmaatschappij in Thailand en betreft de ontwikkeling van een
businessplan en een intercultureel managementteam. Tijdens deze opdracht heb ik ervaren dat het
traditionele intercultureel management denken in de praktijk niet werkt en waargenomen dat mijn
expatriate vrienden zich eenzaam voelden.
Vervolgens reflecteer ik in hoofdstuk 2 op mijn eigen ervaringen met tekenen van eenzaamheid van
mijn expatriate vrienden. Deze reflectie leidde tot mijn eerste conclusie: expatriates voelen zich
eenzaam. Bovendien heb ik gereflecteerd op mijn eigen ervaringen met intercultureel management
vanuit twee tegengestelde posities: (1) vanuit een algemeen collectief cultuur perspectief met het werk
van de Nederlandse emeritus Prof. Dr. Geert Hofstede (2010) en (2) vanuit een specifiek individueel
cultuur perspectief met het werk van de Amerikaanse emeritus Prof. Dr. Alphonso Lingis (2000). Het
resultaat van deze reflectie is dat de lijn van Hofstede’s kwantitatieve onderzoeksaanpak leidt tot
collectieve patronen en rationalisering van (uniek) menselijk gedrag, en dat stereotypen worden
versterkt in plaats van ze worden voorkomen. Daarnaast leidt de lijn van Lingis kwalitatieve
onderzoeksaanpak met gelaat-tot-gelaat ontmoetingen naar een situatie waarin de (unieke) mens telt.
Deze reflectie op intercultureel management leidt tot mijn tweede conclusie: het individu telt. Op basis
van deze reflectie heb ik mijzelf als een onafhankelijke en interactieve onderzoeker dicht bij Lingis zijn
'open benadering' van gelaat-tot-gelaat ontmoetingen gepositioneerd.
In hoofdstuk 3 heb ik de resultaten van het verkennende veld- en literatuuronderzoek naar het bestaan
van expatritates, dat ik in de periode 2006-2009 heb uitgevoerd, beschreven. Dit voorlopige
veldonderzoek bestond uit diepte-interviews met expats en HR-managers van Nederlandse
multinationals en uit het verkennen van het Expatriate Archive Centre in Den Haag. Een onderdeel
van dit voorbereidend onderzoek was een opdracht die ik heb uitgevoerd voor een Nederlandse
multinationale verzekeringsmaatschappij. Deze opdracht betrof de opzet van een expatriate
development monitor om meer inzicht te verkrijgen in de mindsets: beelden en ervaringen, en in de
behoeften in de verschillende ontwikkelingsfasen van expatriates in Europa en Zuid-Oost-Azië. Het
voorlopige veldonderzoek betrof eenzaamheid. Op basis van dit veldonderzoek kwam ik tot de
conclusie, die overeen komt mijn eerste conclusie: expatriates voelen zich eenzaam. Zelfs wanneer
werkgevers geïnteresseerd zijn in de persoonlijke kant van het leven van expatriates, zoals hun
persoonlijk welzijn als onderdeel van hun doelstellingen van sociaal maatschappelijk verantwoord
ondernemen, lijkt dit nog steeds voornamelijk instrumenteel te zijn. Organisaties hebben de neiging
om zich te concentreren op de professionele kant van het leven van expatriates, dat wil zeggen op
beloningssystemen en de effectiviteit van expatriates. De belangrijkste uitkomst van het eerste
verkennende literatuuronderzoek naar het leven van expatriates is dat ondanks dat er veel (meestal)
kwantitatief onderzoek is gedaan met betrekking tot het leven van expatritates, naar thema's zoals:
cultuurschok, aanpassingsmodellen en IHRM, intercultureel management; dat er weinig of geen
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(kwalitatief) onderzoek is gedaan naar de 'eenzame expatriate'. Gebaseerd op dit verkennende
literatuuronderzoek kom ik tot de conclusie dat: er geen (kwaliatief) onderzoek is gedaan naar de
‘eenzame expatriate’.
Op basis van de reflectie op mijn eigen ervaringen en de resultaten van het vooronderzoek heb ik de
lijn van dit proefschrift uitgezet en in de inleiding van dit boek gepositioneerd. Mijn movitatie was
voornamelijk om bij te dragen aan en te specialiseren als onderzoeker in het veld van Ik en Ander
realties op het micro-niveau van organisaties, en in lijn met het onderzoeksdoel existentiële
eenzaamheid en Self-Ander-ing te exploreren op micro-niveau, als sociale interactie tussen individuen.
De belangrijkste doelstellingen van dit onderzoeksproject zijn drieledig: (1) 'expatriates eenzaamheid'
in zijn complexiteit te begrijpen; (2) bij te dragen aan het debat over Ik en Anderszijn relaties, specifiek
op micro-niveau, en (3) expats te helpen bij het voorbreden van en hen te begeleiden in hun bestaan
in het buitenland. De onderzoeksvragen die daaruit voortkomen zijn ook drieledig: (1) naar welke
'eenzaamheid' verwijzen expatriates als ik hen vraag om hun (verhaal) bestaanssituatie te
beschrijven?; (2) is expatriates eenzaamheid min of meer: (i) een kenmerk van sociale (netwerk)
verbreking, (ii) een kwestie van eigen karakter en/of (iii) een existentieel thema/kans?; en (3) welke rol
kunnen/dienen IHRD professionals te spelen bij het adresseren van eenzaamheid? Dus het
sleutelthema van dit onderzoek is eenzaamheid ervaren door expatriates.
In hoofdstuk 4 heb ik de onderzoeksmethodologie beschreven, die dramaturgie betreft: 'het leven als
theater', (Brissett & Edgley, 2009; Goffman, 1959; Mangham & Overington, 1987) verbonden aan
symbolic interactionisme (Blumer 1986; Mead 1967) een onderdeel van de sociale wetenschappen.
Op basis van deze methode van dramaturgie heb ik, met ondersteuning van de Netherlands-Thai
Chamber of Commerce NTCC, 20 expats geselecteerd en met hen ongestructureerde diepteinterviews uitgevoerd. Geïnspireerd door de traditionele Thaise Khon dans en met toepassing van de
dramaturgische aanpak, heb ik de uitkomst van de interviews vervolgens vertaald naar een toneelstuk,
een afscheidsfeest in een realistische setting in een luxe huis in Nichada Thani gemeenschap in
Bangkok. De belangrijkste reden waarom ik voor een toneelstuk heb gekozen is dat ik de
onderzoeksgegevens op een zo’n interactief als mogelijke manier wilde presenteren: met
gebruikmaking van gelaat-tot-gelaat ontmoetingen tussen expatriates, die elkaar verhalen vertellen
over hun persoonlijke en professionele leven in een realistische setting, on-stage. Ik heb gekozen om
te werken met vier samengestelde expatriates karakters, twee mannelijke en twee vrouwelijke. Naast
redenen voor privacy, omdat de expatriate ‘zelf’ een product van het proces van sociale interactie
tussen mensen is, van de sociale act (Mead, 1967; Goffman, 1959). Bovendien om een
representatieve account van de verhalen van de expatriates te bewerkstelligen. Tijdens de party, die ik
in hoofdstuk 5 heb beschreven, ontmoeten de (samengestelde) expats elkaar en vertellen verhalen
over hun persoonlijke en professionele ervaringen in het buitenland, in de vorm van dialogen en vooral
monologen of soliloquies.
In de interpretatiefase van het onderzoek liep ik tegen een muur van empirische dilemma’s en heb ik
besloten me verder te verdiepen in eenzaamheid en te reflecteren op de empirische delen van dit
proefschrift vanuit een existentieel filosofisch perspectief in overeenstemming met het werk van Lingis
(2000) en Lévinas (1947/1987), niet als een sociale wetenschapper, maar als een reflecterende
andere, een alter ego. Dus ik gebruikte de onderzoeksgegevens van het toneelstuk met Levinas
filosofie van Ik en Anderszijn relaties als leidraad en de ontological root map 'leven als theater', die ik
heb ontworpen om uitleg te kunnen geven over de exploratie van existentiële eenzaamheid en SelfAnder-ing in verschillende fasen/acts, zie figure 2 en tabel 1.
De algemene conclusie die ik heb afgeleid in de loop van het schrijven van dit boek is dat
intercultureel management literatuur zich te veel focust op het algemene collectieve organisatiemacro- / meso- cultureel perspectief en op het effectiever maken van expats en, vaker niet dan wel, op
het specifieke individuele organisatie-micro-cultureel perspectief en het geluk en ongeluk van de
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betrokken individuen: het individu is belangrijk. De existentiële eenzaamheid en Self-Ander-ing in het
dagelijkse leven van expatriates blijft dus als onderwerp onbesproken.
Zowel de existentiële filosofie van Levinas als de 'open benadering' van Lingis zijn van gelaat-totgelaat ontmoetingen leidt tot de bewering dat het probleem van de eenzaamheid van expatriates een
ontologisch probleem is en niet pragmatisch kan worden opgelost. De beperking van de bestaande
leidende literatuur is dat wordt getracht een fundamenteel ontologisch probleem op een utilitair
pragmatisch niveau aan te pakken, dat gaat altijd mislukken omdat, zoals uit mijn onderzoek blijkt, wij
alles kunnen delen behalve ons bestaan. Bovendien, blijkt uit dit onderzoek dat de relatie tussen de
eenzame Ik en de mysterieuze Ander een ethische relatie is met het gelaat dat fungeert als een soort
signaalbord. In van gelaat-tot-gelaat ontmoetingen komt het gezicht vóór cultuur, wat impliceert dat op
het gebied van intercultureel management, vanuit een existentieel-filosofisch, en in het bijzonder
vanuit een ethisch perspectief: cultuur is niet primair.
Bovendien, blijkt uit mijn onderzoek dat de flux tussen de niveaus van geluk (voeding, thuis en werk)
en ongeluk (dood, ziekte en echtscheiding) de existentiële eenzaamheid en Self-Ander-ing van
(individuele) expatriates verschillend beïnvloedt. Zij ervaren mentaal en gaan praktisch verschillend
om met hun bestaan in het buitenland. Dientengevolge, kunnen geluk en ongeluk leiden naar
zingeving, maar ook tot zelf-destructie, van de expatriates zelf maar ook die van hun familieleden.
Bovendien, de exploratie van existentiële eenzaamheid en Self-Ander-ing als het 'ontologische leven
als theater' in mijn onderzoek toont aan dat elk van de vier benoemde stadia, zowel off-stage and onstage, kan leiden tot een hoger niveau van Self-Ander-ing, maar maakt een (grote) lus door te
vertrekken uit en uiteindelijk weer terug te keren naar de individuele factor van persoonlijke identiteit.
Identiteitsontwikkeling is dus een intern persoonlijk/individueel evenement, en dat bevestigd dat: elke
mens is uniek.
Een opmerkelijk resultaat van dit onderzoek is dat het mij lijkt dat de betrokken expats (onbewust) de
dragers van het economische systeem van organisaties zijn, en derhalve functioneren als economic
men. Aan de ene kant kan dat leiden tot te veel werk en uiteindelijk tot ellende en zelfs tot zelfdestructieve zingeving. Aan de andere kant hebben zij deze economische vooruitzichten nodig voor
hun voeding, thuis en werk, wat uiteindelijk denken zij tot geluk leidt en tot het draaglijk maken van
existentiële eenzaamheid en zingeving in hun dagelijkse leven in het buitenland. Ik zie dit als een
paradox: een tegenstrijdigheid tussen utilitarisme en humanisme.
Eén van de belangrijkste praktische gevolgen die uit mijn algemene conclusies naar voren komt is dat
het ontwerp van intercultureel management programma's fundamenteel anders moet. Niet het
algemene collectieve organisatie-meso/macro cultureel perspectief is nodig, maar het specifieke
individuele organisatie-micro-cultureel perspectief als een fundamenteel punt van vertrek tot het
ontwerpen van interculturele management programma's. En dus bij gevolg gebaseerd op de drie
uitgangspunten afgeleid van dit onderzoek: (1) het individu is belangrijk, (2) cultuur is niet primair, en
(3) elke mens is uniek.
Een andere belangrijkste implicatie die uit mijn algemene conclusies naar voren komt is dat misschien
wij existentiële eenzaamheid van (de mens) expats en hun echtgenoten niet kunnen voorkomen
omdat, zoals uit dit onderzoek blijkt, het een fundamenteel onderdeel van hun bestaan is. Maar wat we
wellicht wel kunnen doen is hen te helpen met het reflecteren op hoe ze mentaal en praktisch omgaan
met hun bestaan in het buitenland, persoonlijk en professioneel.
Op basis van deze belangrijkste praktische gevolgen, heb ik twee Self-Ande-ring On-Stage
programma's met focus op existentiële eenzaamheid ontworpen. Het eerste programma heb ik
ontworpen voor expats en hun echtgenoten, om hen meer bewust maken van existentiële
eenzaamheid, hen inzicht te geven in Self-Ander-ing en hen na te laten denken over hun ervaringen
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vóór, tijdens en na hun bestaan in het buitenland. Het tweede programma heb ik ontworpen voor HRmanagers en professionals in de industrie van intercultureel management, om inzicht te krijgen in
existentiële eenzaamheid en Self-Ander-ing, om expats en hun echtgenoten voor te bereiden en te
begeleiden vóór, tijdens en na hun bestaan in het buitenland. In beide programma’s zijn de
belangrijkste thema’s voortgekomen uit mijn onderzoek opgenomen, onder anderen:
verantwoordelijkheid voor de Ander, om plaats te vinden (thuis), ‘work-life-balance’ en
identiteitsconstructie.
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Appendix I: Data collection: letter to potential expatriates/interviewees
Renesse, September 2009

Subject: research into expatriates’ everyday personal and professional lives

Dear ………………,

In recent years I have worked for various Dutch multinationals in Southeast Asia, among others for a
Dutch printer company and a Dutch insurance multinational. As an active member of the Netherlands
®
Thai Chamber of Commerce I presented my book ‘The Change Maker ’ at one of the NTCC-seminars
in 2006. In 2007 I wrote an article titled ‘Mindset Change in a Cross Cultural Context’, based on my
experience while working with Dutch expats and their cross-cultural teams on a (change-related)
business assignment. Since then I have become more and more interested in expat life. Currently I am
following an international PhD-program at the University for Humanistic Studies in The Netherlands.
The theme of my thesis will be ‘The Meaning of Expat Life’. I plan to do some of the qualitative field
research for the thesis in Thailand in the second week of November 2009. Parts of the field research
will be company visits and open-ended interviews with Dutch expat managers working at a strategic
level.
Because we are both members of NTCC, I would like to ask you to be so kind as to participate in this
research. The interviews will take approximately 1,5 hours at your company and can be combined with
lunch or dinner, which I will pay for of course. The outcome of the interviews will be confidential, as will
be your name and the name of your company.
Would it be possible to visit you in the week from 9 to 13 November? Could you please let me know?
Of course, I am always willing to provide more details about my research and intentions. Please do not
hesitate to get in touch with me. Contact details can be found below.
Looking forward to your response!
Kind regards,

Martin Loeve MBA,
Ph.D.-candidate University for Humanistic Studies.
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Appendix II: Overview of interviewees
Interviews 2009-2011
Nr.

Interviewees

Company

Location

Date

Data

1

BN09001

Insurance

Bangkok

November 2009

Transcript

2

BN09002

Textile

Bangkok

November 2009

Transcript

3

BN09003

Industry

Bangkok

November 2009

Transcript

4

BS01004

Logistics

Bangkok

September 2010

Skype-tape

5

BS01005

Electronics

Bangkok

September 2010

Transcript

6

BS01006

Cargo

Bangkok

September 2010

Transcript

7

CS01007

Furniture

Chiang Mai

September 2010

Transcript

8

CS01008

Furniture

Chiang Mai

September 2010

Transcript

9

BS01009

Tires

Bangkok

September 2010

Transcript

10

BS01010

Food

Bangkok

September 2010

Transcript

11

BS01011

Beverage

Bangkok

September 2010

Transcript

12

BS01012

Textile

Bangkok

September 2010

Transcript

13

BS01013

Oil industry

Bangkok

September 2010

Transcript

14

BM01114

Logistics

Bangkok

March 2011

Transcript

15

BM01115

Logistics

Bangkok

March 2011

Transcript

16

BM01116

Food

Bangkok

March 2011

Transcript

17

BM01117

Food

Bangkok

March 2011

Transcript

18

BJ01118

Food

Bangkok

September 2011

Transcript

19

NJ01019

Education

Netherlands

June 2010

Transcript

20

BM01120

Automotive

Bangkok

March 2011

Transcript
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Ander-ing On-Stage
Addressing Expatriate Loneliness
Martin Loeve

This research explores existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing in the everyday personal and
professional lives of expatriates residing in Bangkok.
Reflecting on his own experience during an assignment in Bangkok, Martin Loeve arrived at the
conclusion that traditional cross-cultural management does not work in practice. Moreover, during his
overseas assignments, he also experienced that the apparently adventurous life of expatriates also
has a downside: loneliness. This aroused his interest in the personal and professional lives of
expatriates and their families. To assess these observations, Martin performed a preliminary field
research by conducting in-depth interviews with expatriates and HR-managers, and at the same time
explored expatriate stories and records housed at the Expatriate Archive Centre in The Hague. He
also carried out preliminary literature research on expatriates and the theme of loneliness. This
preliminary research eventually led Martin to the research subject of this book: the lonely expatriate.
As a research methodology, Martin initially makes use of dramaturgy: ‘life as theater’, tied to symbolic
interactionism. Based on this stream in social psychology, and his main research data, Martin writes a
play based on the setting of a farewell party in the garden of a luxurious house at the Nichada Thani
compound in Bangkok. During the play (composite) expatriate characters encounter each other faceto-face and relate stories: soliloquies, about their personal and professional experiences abroad. On
proceeding further however, Martin experienced that social psychology does not offer the needed
resources to investigate loneliness and Self-Ander-ing, and changes his research position radically
from the field of social science to the filed of existential philosophy. As a reflective other, an alter ego,
Martin deepens the concepts of existential loneliness and Self-Ander-ing and reflects on how the
involved expatriates experienced and practically dealt with their existence abroad. He discovers that
existential loneliness could lead to well-being, but also to self-destructiveness, both for expatriates and
their family members. Martin concludes his research with the statement that cross-cultural
management focuses too much on the effectiveness of expatriates and too little on their individual
well-being: happiness and unhappiness. The individual matters!

Martin Loeve is the founding director of Delta Change Management, an international consultancy firm
specializing in research, consultancy and education in the field of change management, with special
interest in the individual in the organizational context and a focus on the human factor!
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